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The Subcommittee on Select Education is pleased to
submit Education 2005: The Ro13 of Research and Develop-
ment in an Overwhelming Campa jir1r Education in America.
This report contains a practilal set of recommendations to
achieve the most effective utilization of the Office of
Educational Research and Improvement MERU. We contend
that, in addition to carrying out its original mission to
equalize educational opportunities, OERI, if properly
utilized, would facilitate the development of an "American
Solution" to improve our schools and oUr workforce, and to
create a "learning society".

Research and development is only a small part of the
overall long-term public policy and strategy needed to re-
vamp our national education effort; however, it is a
pivotal and critical component. Many other elements,
especially the provision of emergency Federal financial
relief to hard-pressed local schools, are of equal impor-
tance and must be pursued more vigorously by Congress.
Just as "overwhelming force" was used to achieve victory in
the Middle-East, we must mount an "overwhelming campaign" for
educational improvement which sets in motion many strategies
and models simultrmeously. The coordinating entity at the
center of this campaign must be 0ERI.
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The Honorable William D. Ford
August 8, 1991
Page 2

The recent launching of a private research And develop-
ment corporation in no way diminishes the importance of OERI.
At this crucial juncture, the Federal Government must not
surrender the function of educational R&D to an "education/
industrial" complex. The attention and power of the full
Committee on Education and Labor will be needed to maintain
and expand a research and development entity that belongs to
the American people.

This report is the result of more than two years of work
by the Subcommittee on Select Education. We have conducted
numerous hearings and consultations. An attempt has been
made to summarize the best available knowledge and wisdom on
educational improvement efforts. We look forward to working
with the full committee to incorporate this component into a
broader master plan for future national education policy.

Sinoeely yours,

/MAJOR R. OWENS
Chairperson



PREFACE
More than two years ago, the Subcommittee on Select Education

began the effort which has led to the completion of this report. As
can readily be seen from the chronology of hearings, numerous wit-
nesses contributed to this undertaking. Less formal individual and
small group contributions have also added to the depth and sensi-
tivity of these recommendations.

Far beyond the call of duty and the requirements of the ordinary
job descriptions, the staff of the Subcommittee on Select Education
has worked with diligence and dedication to produce this very prac-
tical and vital report. We greatly appreciate the contributions of
Maria A. Cuprill, Wanser R. Green, Laurence Peters, Theda
Zawaiza, Patricia Laird, and Maureen Crawford.

We also greatly appreciate the cooperation of the past and
present members of the Subcommittee on Select Education who
made it possible to conduct this unusual number of hearings. We
are grateful to Steve Bartlett, the past ranking member of the sub-
committee, the present ;an king member, Cass Ballenger, and all of
the other members of the subcommittee: Donald M. Payne, José E.
Serrano, William J. Jefferson, Pat Williams, William D. Ford, Scott
L. Klug, and William F. Good ling.

The report, Education 2005: The Role of Research and Develop-
ment in an Overwhelming Campaign for Educational Improvement
in America, has truly been a collective enterprise involving many
persons concerned with the improvement of education in America.
We sincerely thank all of those who have participated.

MAJOR R. OWENS
Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Edueation
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FORWORD
Education 2005, is a practical set of recommendations to achievethe most effective utilization of the Office of Educational Researchand Improvement. OERI is positioned to play a pivotal role in thetransformation of American education. If properly utilized, OERIwould facilitate the development of an "American solution" to edu-cational improvement by the year 2005. We propose five years ofwide-spread--even redundantcomprehensive experimentation;five years of intensive evaluation, modification and certification;and five years of maximizing dissemination, consolidation and in-stitutionalization of "what works." A new era for American educa-tion would commence in the year 2005.
To achieve significant, broad based, "critical mass" improve-ments in American education we must launch a campaign equiva-lent to fighting and winning a world war. Comparable to the strate-gy of an "overwhelming force" in a military campaign, we mustmount an "overwhelming campaign" for educational improvement.Many strategies and models must be in motion and must be coordi-nated simultaneously in order to reform and transform educationin our Nation.
Indeed, whether we acknowledge it or not, there is a war forworld economic dominance already raging. And, the key weaponthe vital chipin this war is the human component. Education isthe process and the system we must use to construct, refine, main-tain, and perfect this invaluable human component.At every level, spread over the full range of commercial, militaryand social activity, competent human performance is essential. Ascompetent and adequate performance moves toward excellence, theadvantage shifts to the operation, enterprise, or nation which hasthe greatest amount of cumulative excellence in performance. En-hanced productivity is tb.s result of this cumulative excellence.Cumulative excellence means excellence in the boiler rooms, inthe repair shops, and on the assembly line, as well as excellence inthe fiscal departments, the executive suites, and the board rooms.Indeed, slovenliness in the boiler rooms and repair shops can gen-erate a situation which makes decision-making in the executivesuites and the board rooms irrelevant. Conversely, the best work-ers, mechanics, and professionals in the world can find their effortsrendered obsolete by incompetence at high

The education and training system of any 'enterprise, corpora-tion, or Nation bears the burden for establishing the comprehen-sive or cumulative competent human performance necessary for ac-ceptable productivity. The education and training system must alsobe a dynamic one, continually pushing the cumulative human per-formance effort from competence toward execellence. Needless tosay, an education and training system must begin its mission atwhatever level it finds its human raw material. The state of pre-
(m)
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competenceilliteracy, unskilled, over-specializationrepresents
the greatest challenge for an education and training system.

In America, the national education effort is a conglomerate one,
made up of many systems. However, all of these diverse parts
would benefit greatly from a more intensified and comprehensive
national educational improvement strategy. The Federal Govern-
ment must do what none of the parts alone is capable of accom-
plishing. The Federal Government must set forth a comprehensive
research, development, and dissemination strategy for education in
America and must accept the direct responsibility for financing
and implementing those components which can only work by utiliz-
ing the capability of the Federal Government.

Although research and development is only one component of
the much needed "overwhelming campaign" in the overall effort to
reform and transform American education, it must be recognized
as a critical component. Research and development has repeatedly
emerged as a decisive factor in all of the modern human concerns
from war and disease to agriculture and consumer comforts. The
problem of the escalating per student cost of education will not be
solved without the leadership of R&D. The inner-city fourth grade
teacher, demoralized by discipline problems, can probably only be
rescued by R&D initiatives. Front line classroom teachers will
probably be the last converts to endorse the relevancy of R&D;
however, the television- and Nintendo-oriented pupils facing these
teachers are unknowingly demanding an update of teaching meth-
ods and techniques.

American Federation of Teachers President Albert Shanker re-
peatedly contends that traditional classroom lecturing has never
reached more than 20 percent of the public school students. In a
more complex society that can no longer absorb the 80 percent who
do not benefit from the traditional public school process, the chal-
lenge of finding new ways to engage students and new ways to
assist them in coping with their total environment can not be met
without the intense involvement of research and development.

More than twenty specific recommendations are included in this
final staff report. Education 2005 could have offered many addi-
tional recommendations; however, process is the major concern of
this effortnot specific proposals. The process is the prize. OERI
must establish and continually refine a scientifically-based process
for research and development. OERI must offer the best possible
objective, professional support for the President, the Congress, the
Governors, teachers, students, and the general public. All of these
constituents must have good reason to trust the pronouncements
and products of OERI.

The reward for an "overwhelming campaign" for educational im-
provement will be a unique "American solution" to the present day
challenge of maintaining cumulative educational excellence. Our
Nation is saturated with high technology including the world's best
and most extensive communications technology. Our children are
bombarded from many directions with facts and experiences which
presently influence their education, which could, if better utilized,
provide for an even greater enhancement of their learning rate and
the quality of their cognitive development. We also enjoy the bene-
fits of a diverse set of educational institutions and approaches to

1 ()
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learning. A systematic merging of our strengths, while retaining
flexibility and creativity, will produce the "American solution" to
the problem of producing and maintaining cumulative educational
excellence.

The "American solution" for educational improvement can not
be an imitation of the Japanese, the Soviet or the European school
systems. The "American solution" will be the end results of our
"overwhelming campaign" for educational improvement. National
advocates for education reform must recognize the fact that the
element of time can not be taken for granted. The momentum for
cumulative excellence in competing nations is escalating. Many
economic, industrial and scientific opportunities lost today will
slam shut the doors to related opportunities tomorrow.

A timetable for research and development must serve as the gy-
roscope for the implementation of the "overwhelming campaign."
There is a need for Federal legislation which sets forth a national
commitment over an entire generation of the next thirty years.
The absolute minimum timeframe must be fifteen years. Since uni-
versal improvement is needed in all kinds of educational efforts, we
must begin with five years of widespreadeven redundantcom-
prehensive experimentation. Demonstration projects which repli-
cate promising programs and approaches that work must saturate
this first phase. rive years of intense evaluation, modification and
certification must follow as phase two. Maximum dissemination,
consolidation and institutionalization of "what works" would con-
clude the fifteen years as the final phase three. The commence-
ment of a new national educational effort based on the results of
fifteen years of the development of the "American solution" would
take place in the year 2005.

MAJOR R. OWENS
Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education



I. INTRODUCTION
Sixteen years ago, the Congress established a distinct Federal

office responsible for educational research and development, with
the following mission statement:
The Congress declares it to be the policy of the United States to provide to everyindividual an equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality rwardless of
race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, national origin or social class. Although the
American educational system has pursued this objective, it has not obtained this ob-
jective. Inequalities of opportunity to receive high quality education remain pro-
nounced. To achieve the goal of quality education requires the continued pursuit of
knowledge about education through research, improvement activities, data collec-tion and information dissemination. While the direction of American education re-mains primarily the responsibility of State and local governments, the Federal Gov-
ernment has a clear responsibility to provide leadership in the conduct and support
of scientific inquiry in the educational process.

Reclaiming this vision for federally-sponsored educational re-
search and development for the 1990's and beyond is the focus of
this report.

The House Subcommittee on Select Education has primary over-
sight responsibility for the Department of Education's Mee of
Educational Research and Improvement (0ERI) as well as responsi-
bility for authorizing any new legislation relating to that office. In
1991 the authorizing legislation, set forth in sections 405 and 406 of
the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA), is due to expire.
This report has been developed as the first step in the process of
preparing legislation for the reauthorization of OERI.

In a Nation where education is primarily a State and local re-sponsibility, it is imperative that the Federal Government be in-
structive and supportive in its role rather than commanding and
controlling. The optimum role for the Federal Government is to dofor the States and localities what they cannot do for themselves.
Research, development, and dissemination are clearly functions
which the States and localities cannot conduct effectively for them-
selves, and for which the Federal Government must bear prime re-
sponsibility. The nature of these functions is such that they arebest carried out by means of an independent entity capable of gath-
ering data from a variety of sources for the purpose of making com-pai isons. Meaningful research, development, and disseminationalso require an investment above and beyond the ongoing oper-ational activities and budgets of State and local education agencies.

The goal of the Federal research, development, and dissemina-
tion effort should be the estabiishment of a national treasure chestof research results, models, and materials to be conveniently placed
at the disposal of the Nation's educational decision-makers. In
order to accomplish this task, the Federal research, development,
and dissemination function must have the highest degree of integ-
rity and credibility. For good reason, education is a matter which
arouses great emotions from many segments of the population. And
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the national landscape is littered with experts who claim to know
what and how children learn. Above the plethora of "mother-wit,"
common sense, ideological extremism, and psuedo-science there
must be established some stable and amply illuminated beacon of
light, fueled by the best available reason, science, and scholarship.

This national treasure chest must be made available, not only to
Congress and the Federal executive branch, but to every decision .
maker in America. They must be able to tap into a network which
allows them to use this vital resource. As they strive to improve
their systems, governors and State legislators, State comminioners,
local school boards, superintendents, principals, teachers and par-
c.nts should be able to confidently shop for ideas, models and mate-
rials. Of all the forms of assistance that the Federal Government
could possibly provide, research, development and dissemination
are the least expensive, the least threatening, and the most needed.

Just as research and development has so magnificently served
American industry, it can also greatly improve American educa-
tion. While it is possible to learn much that is useful from Europe-
an and Japanese school systems, our Nation's unique problems
demand a special American solution. Every eight seconds of the
school day, an American student drops out. Every year, the U.S.
L...hool system graduates 7,000,000 young people who cannot rem:
their diplomas. We face a crisis in American education, a crisis
that will demand a new and more systematic commitment of re-
sources and greater partnership between researchers and school-
based practitioners.

Education research and development should play a vital role in
providing the centrifugal force around which reform efforts must
proceed. Meaningful school improvement cannot occur without an
enhanced Federal capability to provide the Nation with reliable in-
formation and materials that are proven effective. The stakes now
are far too highin terms of the survival of our high-wage, techno-
logically-based economyfor us to proceed on the road to educa-
tional reform without guideposts and clear maps. The era of non-
systematic, hit and miss innovations that are seldom replicated
must be ended; so too must the anti-intellectualism that has provid-
ed a nurturing environment for faddism, partisan interference, and
ever-changing priorities.

The economic well-being of r society depends on the effective
education of all of our citizens. Statistics such as the following indi-
cate that there are serious failures in meeting the educational
needs of millions of young Americans. Specifically:

It is estimated by the Bureau of the Census that an average of
3,789 children drop out of school each day, or 682,000 a year. In
urban centers the rate is much higher; up to half of all stu-
dents entering ninth grade fail to graduate. The costs of drop-
ping out are staggering, both for the individual and for the so-
ciety generally. The Committee on Economic Development
(CEID) estimates that each year's class of dropouts will cost the
Nation more than $240 billion in lost earnings and foregone
taxes over their lifetimes. CED excludes from this figure the
billions for crime control, welfare and health care, and other
social services, that this group will cost the Nation.

A I 3
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Currently, according to CED, fewer than 50 percent of high
school seniors read a levels considered adequate to carry out
only moderately complex tasks, while a staggeriEg 80 percent
have inadequate writing skills.
In the areas of math and science, our students rank near thebottom in international measures of achievement among devel-
oped nations.

To combat these and numerous other problems facing American
education, the present administration has proposed the creation of
"world-class student performance standards" as the first step
toward the achievement of six vital education goals. By implica-tion, a "world-class education effort" is re.iuired of all school dis-tricts and States. Students must have available the facilities, equip-ment, materials, instruction, teaching methods, etc. which providethem with the "opportunity" to perform at the level set by theworld-class standards.

Creating "a learning society" and "a Nation of students" is theoverall goal of the strategy of the President and the Nation's gover-nors as contained in "America 2000." This and other similar com-prehensive approaches which seek an American solution to theproblem of educational improvement presents OERI with an unpar-alleled challenge. While OERI must strive to satisfy a number ofnew and necessary demands, it must retain its commitment to theoriginal mission: "... to provide to every individual an equal oppor-tunity to receive an education of high quality regardless of race,color, religion, sex, age, handicap, national origin, or socialclass...."
This report, and the subsequent reauthorizing legislation basedon this report, seeks to provide maximum flexibility for the future

functioning of OERI while insisting that the original mission mustnever be abandoned.



II. RECOMMENDATIONS: FINDINGS AND CONSIDERATIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS
The National Education Goals cannot be achieved without agreatly expanded Federal research, development, and dissemina-tion system. The Office of Educational Research and Improvement(0ERI) is in a position to play a pivotal role in the development ofa national education reform strategy. If OERI did not already exist,it would have to be invented. Currently, its history of politicization,mission fragmentation, and inadequate funding serve to margina-lize OERI's potential influence. The following findings and consid-erations represent the critical first steps towards OERI's expandedrole. Process must be the key concern of OERI. Since most Ameri-can adults have their own deeply felt recommendations for correct-ing the shortcomings of our schools, it will be very difficult toreach timely agreements on substance. A process for seeking im-provement which is logical and scientific is a matter which all con-cerned and educated persons should be able to endorse. Consistencyalso requires that we accept the outcomes/results of such a civil-ized process.

1. The administrative and policymaking context for OERI must bemodified by establishing an Educational Research Policy andPriorities Board which has the status, prestige and credibilitynecessary to reassure governmental decision-makers and thepublic in general that there will be a determined ongoingeffort to maintain maximum feasible freedom from partisan in-terference. The Educational Research Policy and PrioritiesBoard shall recommend priorities, review grant and contract-making procedures, and make other relevant policy recommen-dations.
2. OERI must set priorities for research and establish a series oflong-term goals in consultation with Congress, a restructuredEducational Research Policy and Priorities Board, and the Na-tional Education Goals Panel.
3. The investment goal of the Federal research, development anddissemination function must be 1 percent of the total amountspent nationally on education. Funds spent for these activitiesby States, localities and the private sector should be includedin the overall assessment of the national investment.
4. OERI must require routine professional and independent evalua-tions of all funded education research, development and dis-semination activities and make them available to Congress inprescribed stages over a four-year period.
5. An Institute for the Education of At-Risk Students must be es-tablished to conduct intensive research and demonstration ini-
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tiatives designed to speedily promote the improvement of edu-
cation for at-risk students and to provide ongoing assistance to
schools whose enrollments are made up predominantly of at-
risk students.

6. Private sector involvement in the generation of educational prod-
ucts and services must be thoroughly reviewed and special ef-
forts must be mounted to forge more effective partnerships be-
tween the private and public sectors.

7. OERI must make a significant new investment in researching
and evaluating new technology capable of improving the qual-
ity of education at all levels.

8. The coordination of OERI's mission with that of other compo-
nents of the Department of Education is critical. OERI must
appoint an administrative task force designed to improve the
coordination of OERI's educational research, development and
dissemination function with those of other Federal agencies.

9. OERI must more effectively coordinate its research and develop-
ment efforts with the National Science Foundation.

10. OERI must commit to research on the wealth of effective educa-
tional practices developed and/or advanced by special educa-
tion research and devise a system whereby these practices may
be transferred to general education and made available for
more wide-spread applications.

11. OERI must conduct an on-going review of military educational
and manpower training research in order to develop programs
and practices which apply the most promising methodologies
and technologies to civilian education practices.

12. OERI must develop a national dissemination policy that will ad-
vance the goal of placing a national treasure chest of research
results, models and materials at the disposal of the Nation's
education decision-makers.

13. In order to guarantee the continued infusion and utilization of
research and development results, OERI must establish a re-
sponsive and interactive delivery system for research, develop-
ment and dissemination (similar to the original agricultural
extension programs of the land grant colleges).

14. OERI must set standards, conduct assessments, and promote re-
search and development activities which enhance the capabil-
ity of States and local education agencies to improve the gov-
ernance and management of their schools.

15. OERI should conduct research to enhance the capacity of librar-
ies of all kinds to play a major role in educational improve-
ment and to serve as one of the primary vehicles for literacy
education, continuing education, and citizenship education.

16. OERI must join with the newly-established Office of Correction-
al Education to mount an aggressive research, development,
and dissemination initiative targeted at improving correctional
education.

1 6,



17. To improve the transition between school and work and to
ensure a systematic approach to adult education, OERI must
increase its efforts to identify and evaluate promising pro-
grams and practices.

18. OERI must address the need for an expanded educational base
by promoting research which fully explores the educational
utility of institutions such as public television, zoos, museums,
planetariums, symphony halls, and theaters.

19. OERI must provide leadership for the establishment of a more
definitive Federal position on the value of the involvement of
parents and community-based organizations in achieving the
National Education Goals, and for determining the optimum
quantity and quality of government support for activities
which encourage and enhance the involvement of parents and
community-based organizations.

20. OERI must increase minority participation in the full range of
educational research and development activities.

21. OERI must increase the investment of research, development,
and dissemination efforts to improve the possibilities that all
children will start school ready to learn, recognizing that such
readiness is the cornerstone to quality education.

I 7



FINDINGS AND CONSIDERATIONS
1. The administrative and policymaking context for OERI must bemodified by establishing an Educational Research Policy and Prior-ities Board which has the status, prestige, and credibility necessaryto reassure governmental decision-makers and the public in generalthat there will be a determined, ongoing effort to maintain maxi-mum feasible freedom from partisan interference. The EducationalResearch Policy and Priorities Board shall recommend priorities,review grunt and contract-making procedures, and make other rele-vant policy recommendations.

In order to achieve universal educational improvement and theNational Education Goals, federally-sponsored education researchand development must be placed on a nonpartisan course. OERI, asa subordinate administrative entity within the Department of Edu-cation, must be given, at the very least, a measure of decision-making autonomy to insulate the office from the partisan politicalpressures that will continue to build as the educational crisis weface worsens.
Many teachers and education professionals view OERI's effortswith great suspicion and are reluctant to explore ideas and ap-proaches which they, rightly or wrongly, consider more useful topoliticians on their canrign trail than to teachers in the class-room. This distrust of 0 RI was shared by many in Congress andled to a sharp decline in the resources available for educational re-search and development. Though appropriations for OERI have re-bounded somewhat in recent years, the perception that its work istainted by partisanship remains. Significant increases in appropria-tions are unlikely so long as so many in Congress continue toregard OERI as either irrelevant to or obstructive of the criticaltask of education reform.

Even more important is the threat that partisan interferenceposes to the integrity of the research enterprise itself. The ambi-tious National Education Goals, promulgated by the President andthe Governors, cannot be achieved without a sound, objective baseof research to guide practitioners and administrators. This kind ofknowledge base can only be developed by an entity which is drivenexclusively by a commitment to excellence and a determination toidentify and replicate what works in educationand not merelywhat sells well and sounds good.
The concern that federally-funded research be insulated frompartisan interference is not a new one. The founders of the originalliational Institute of Education (NIE) explicitly sought this kind ofinsulation, but the administrative structures they devised toachieve it proved inadequate. Although the National Council forEducation Research (NCER) was meant to be a broadly representa-tive advisory board with the powers to recommend policy, no specif-

(9)
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ic board membership criteria was established. Furthermore, be-
cause the body's nomination process was entirely in the hands of
the executive branch, critical delays in selecting a board affected
NIE's ability to present credible testimony before key congressional
appropriations committees.' As Albert Shanker, President of the
American Federation of Teachers, has stated in Subcommittee
hearings:

The history of our Federal education research effort as incarnated by NIE and
OERI has been a short, troubled and turbulent one. It has been marked by a surfeit
of politics, short-term thinking, a declining budget and declining confidence, and
much demoralization. This is a tragedy. ... not only because the promise was so
great, but because so much good work has indeed been produced.2

The General Accounting Office provided support for Shanker's as-
sertions in their report and testimony before the Subcommittee.
OERI has suffered from precipitous declines in funding, frequent
changes in leadership and priorities, and declines in the quality of
the information produced.3

A more independent and representative board is a crucial first
step in restoring the credibility of the educational research enter-
prise. This view is also shared by the independent Office of Tech-
nology Assessment (OTA):
Lessons learned from research institutes in other areas could be used to construct a
charter that would provide the greatest possible insulation from political manipula-
tion while ensuring that the system was responsive to the needs of its clientsthe
Nation's students and teachers.'

In some of the major research fields, from space exploration to
health, boards similar to the kind recommended have significantly
shaped policy and have been successful in attracting widespread
and sustained support for their work. Unless OERI is given more
freedom from partisan interference, the office will not enjoy the
benefits of more prestigious agencies (e.g., stable and steadily in-
creased funding, ability to attract and retain high-quality person-
nel); consequently, the National Education Goals will remain out of
reach. We are proposing a structure which allows for participation
of a wide range of individuals who will bring objectivity to policy-
making, priority setting, and the grant-making process. The Educa-
tional Research Policy and Priorities Board will be responsible for
shaping the educational research, development, and dissemination
policy in the United States. Membership, limited to a maximum of
24, could be composed as follows:

Presidential Appointments-16 to be appointed by the President
with the advice and consent of the Senate who shall include:

7 who shall be appointed from among researchers in the field
of education who have been nominated by the National Acade-

Sproull, S. Weiner, and D. Wolf, Organizing an Anarchy: Belief, Bureaucracy and Politics
in the National Institute of Education (Chicago'. University Press, 1978) 85.

2 United States House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Select Education, Oversight Hear-
ing on the Office of Educational Research and Improvement (0ERD, Testimony of Albert Shenk-
er, April 20, 1988.

3 United States General Accounting Office (GAO), Education Information: a...inges in Funds
and Prioritie* Hove Affected Production and Quality, (Washington, DC: GAO-PEMD-88-4, No-
vember, 1987).

4 United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), Technology and the Amen.
can Economic Transition: Choices for the Future,May, 1988.
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my of Sciences, including persons who are among the leading
authorities on early childhood and adult education.
3 classroom teachers, at least 2 of whom continue to work reg-ularly in the classroom, who shall be appointed from amongoutstanding teachers nominated by the American Federation
of Teachers, the National Education Association, the Associa-tion of Young Children, the Head Start Association, and othernational organizations of teachers.
1 chief state school officer who shall be appointed from amongthose nominated by the Association of Chief State School Offi-cers.
1 school superintendent who shall be apppointed from amongthose nominated by the American Association of School Ad-ministrators.
1 professional librarian, school library media specialist, libraryadministrator, or library science educator who shall be ap-pointed from among those nominated by the American Library

Association and other national organizations of library profes-sionals.
1 parent with a demonstrated record of promoting parental in-volvement in education who shall be appointed from amongthose nominated by the National Parent-Teachers Associationand other national organizations of parents.
1 individual from the non-profit foundation community whoshall be appointed from among those individuals nominated by

foundations which have been involved consistently and signifi-cantly in efforts to improve education.
1 individual from business and industry with significant expe-rience in promoting private sector involvement in educationwho shall be appointed from among those nominated by theCommittee for Economic Development, the National Alliance

of Business, the Chamber of Commerce, and other national or-ganizations.

Congressional AppointmentsTotal of 8 members:
3 members to be appointed by the Speaker of the House ofRepresentatives.
1 member to be appointed by the Minority Leader of theHouse of Representatives.
3 members to be appointed by the Majority Leader of theSenate.
1 member to be appointed by the Minority Leader of theSenate.

Based on the needs, coficerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:
1. The Educational Research Policy and Priorities Board shouldmeet on a biannual basis: once to set the agenda for the effec-tive use of research, development and dissemination, and toprovide recommendations on the agency's budget and policies

impacting research priorities, grant and contract-making pro-cedures; once with the National Education Goals Panel to mon-itor progress toward the National Goals and to prepare an
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annual report to the Congress providing its recommendations
oh future policy for research, development, and dissemination.

2. Executive Membership of the Educational Research Policy and
Priorities Board should meet quarterly.

Preliminary Report Priorities 9/1988 President & Governo Is: Priorities 12/1989

1989-1999

A. Fully implemat early childhood programa
to cover all eligible children

B. !abode°. Oriental and Slavic language
studies lab every high school in America

C. Achieve a 90% graduation rale for High
School

D. Double the number of minority graduates
entering the leaching profession

E. Achieve 90% grade level reading rate for
all ninth graden (as deleremined by a
nationally accepted lest)

1999-2009

A. Increase by SO% the number of students
entering into and graduating from college

B. Improve the ratings of performance of
American students in International math
and scieace comparisons

C. Ensure 100% computer literacy for all
high school graduates

D. Introduce individualized educational programs
into all elementary and secondaly schools

E. Achieve a 90% adult literacy rate nationally

Hy the year 2000, all children in America
will slut school ready to leant

Hy the year 2000, the high school graduation
rate will increase to at leaat 90 percent

Ily the year 2000. American students will kave
grades 4, 11, and 12 having demonstrated competency
over challenging subject mallet iscluding English,
mathematics, sante.; history, sad geogryby,
and every school I. Ameriai will ensure that all
students kern to use their mieds well, so they
may be prepared for responsible citizesship,
further leamiag. aid pro..uctive employment ia our
modern ecoaomy

Ily the year 2000, U.S. a :dents will be Ent in the
world in mathematics and science achievement

Hy the yeas 2000, ever; adult American will be
literate and will posses. kaowledge asd skills
necessary to compete ir global economy and exercise
the rights and responsit.Siibes of citizenship

Hy the year 2000, every chool is America will
be flee of drugs and violinee and will offer
a disciplined environment conducive to learning



2. OERI must set priorities for reseamh and establish a series oflonf-term _goals in consultation with Conss, a restructured Edu-cational Research Policy and Priorities &ard, and the NationalEducation Goals Panel.
The National Education Goals are exceedingly important becausethey form the basis for the development of a strategy to deal withour failing education system. In 1988, the Subcommittee, in its Pre-liminary Iteport, called for the adoption of priorities in order toprovide a focus for a national education agenda. In 1989, at theCharlottesville Education Summit, the President and the Gover-nors reaffirmed the Subcommittee's position on the need for prior-ities by establishing priorities for the year 2000. [See page 12.]The National Education goals have created a new environmentfor priority-setting in the area of education research, development,and improvement. The goals must be accompanied by a strong im-plementation plan in order that they not be dismissed as emptyrhetoric.
As a Nation, we face serious educatwa problems. At one ex-treme, our best schools do not measure up to those of our majorcommercial and industrial competitors; our best students in mathand science receive an inadequate education. At the other extreme,large numbers of schools are collapsing because we cannot providethe minimum financial resources necessary to maintain even thebasic staff, equipment, and physical plant.We need a strategy to upgri de all aspects of the educationsystem in neighborhoods of all kinds in all areas of the cuuntry.Education research must provide better test data, and more criti-cally, provide the seed corn for the experimentation and demon-stration so desperately needed to change the "factory model" ofschools that fail 80 percent of the students.5

The Subcommittee hearings produced evidence that OERI has alimited capacity to engage in significant long-term planning to ad-dress the problems schools will confront in the year 2000 andbeyond. The dangers of short-term funding and rapidly shifting pri-oritiesthat have served to further weaken the credibility of theeducational research and development enterprise and preventedthe marshalling of resources around key priority areaswere alsomade evident. The Federal educational research capacity must gobeyond the personal preferences of incoming Assistant Secretariesand the demands of political fashion.
The agency's inability to plan ahead has precipitated a lack oflong-term, carefully evaluated researchprecisely the type that ishighly valued and has made a difference at the policy level. Thesingle best known example of this work is the Perry Pre-schoolProject, which continues to be funded through the High/Scope

6 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Albert Shenker, April 20, 1988.
(13)
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Foundation based in Michigan. The work was based on a commit-
ment to improve the educational experiences for a group of disad-
vantaged preschool children. The long-term research made it clear
that specific kind3 of early intervention were effective means of
avoiding the high societal cost of educational failure.

As stated in the Preliminary Report, our planning must take
into account some of the basic economic realities that will impact
on us by the end of the century (e.g., the projected shortage of
skilled labor to fill an increasing amount of jobs that require at
least a high school diploma). We all agreed that the goal of a 90
percent graduation rate by the year 2000 should be more that just
an ideal; it must be a real target for the entire society if the United
States is going to compete in today's international marketplace.6

The potential for change may be greater in some areas than in
others. The National Academy of Education, following the Subcom-
mittee's suggestion contained in its Preliminary Report will shortly
report on its evaluation of our educational knowledge to date and
identify areas most likely to yield the greatest potential to improve
student learning. We require improved processes which will enable
OERI to make informed, rational decisions about how it can most
efficiently use, as well as build upon, the existing knowledge base
to most effectively meet the Nation's current and future needs.

The formation of the National Education Goals Panel provides us
with an opportunity to consider the broadest possible ways in
which our national investment in research and development can be
expanded and marshalled to enable the kinds of transformations
needed to ensure the attainment of the National goals by the year
2000. The National Education Goals are not self-executing. There-
fore, the National Education Goals Panel should work with the re-
structured OERI Educational Research Policy end Priorities Board
to develop research priorities. To a large extent, OERI needs to be
more "mission oriented," but as with military and medical re-
search, that emphasis must include basic research. Indeed, basic re-
search very often drives the mission of many of these agencies, pro-
viding new ideas and unearthing new and innovative approaches.
Federal educational research has historically been unable to take
full advantage of basic research since it has lacked the financial ca-
pacity found in military and medical sciences research. As OERI
moves to transform the National Education Goals into research pri-
orities, it needs to adhere to the guidelines established under exist-
ing authorizing legislation.

We must insist that the issue of education equity be addressed.
Although existing legislation clearly calls on OERI to place the
highest priority on the inequality of opportunities in education,
OERI has failed to do so. The failure of urban public schools, the
lack of educational resources in rural settings, the extraordinary
drop-out rate for students in regular and special education have a
direct correlation with the pervasive trends in the part 20 years of
inequity.

Urgent interventions at the local level are called for to prevent
school districts from total collapse as has occurred most notably in

6 Oversight Hearing OER1, Testimony of Gordon Ambach, April 21, 1988, 80.
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Patterson and Jersey City, New Jersey, Chelsea, Massachusetts andChicago. We must, as well, assist States such as Kentucky andTexas, struggling to reform inequitable systems of school financing.A national strategy of educational improvement has to begin totarget those urban school districts that are experiencing the high-est drop-out rates, the lowest per pupil expenditure, high rates ofschool board corruption, and the lowest levels of educationalachievement. As the New Jersey Supreme Court stated in itsAbbott v. Burke, ruling:
A thorough and efficient education requires such level of education as will enableall students to function as citizens and workers in the same society, and that neces-sarily means that in poorer urban districts something more must be added to theregular education in order to achieve the command of the Constitution.1
That "something more" must be sustained by Federal support incommunities where educational institutions can no longer be con-sidered effective. Research information and technical assistancemust be provided in order to minimize paralysis and chaos and toprevent the repetition of ineffective reform cycles. The strategymust also include direct research and technical assistance to thoseStates and communities that, like Kentucky, have made the bolddecision to sweep away inequitable educational laws and start torebuild their entire systems from the ground up.

OERI must be at the center rather than the margin of the educa-tional reform movement. The National Education Goals will not beachieved unless they are tied to a long-term strategy of sound edu-cation research and development. A comprehensive bold and sys-tematic approach is now needed.
Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:

1. OERI's restructured Educational Research Policy and PrioritiesBoard should meet with the National Goals Panel at the earli-est possible opportunity to develop a report to Congress and tothe executive branch on the proposed research priorities.2. The National Education Goals Panel needs to appoint an educa-tion research, development, dissemination, and evaluationtaskforce that can advise the Panel on research prioritieswithin a ten-, twenty-, and thirty-year time frame.

7 Abbott v. Burke (New Jemey Supreme Court 1990) 125-6.



3. The investment goal of the Federal researrh, development anddissemination function must be 1 perrent of the total amount spentnationally on education. Funds spent for these activities by States,localities and the private sector shoulcl be incluckd in the overallassessment of the national investment.
There is a widespread consensus that funds devoted to educationresearch and development are dangerously limited. This was notalways the case. In 1965, the Office of Education's Bureau of Re-search administered a budget of $100 million. The PreliminaryPlan for the National Institute of Education (NIEpredecessor toOERI), commissioned by the old Department of Health Educationand Welfare, called for a baseline budget of $130 million in 1973dollars with steady increments so that NIE would command abudget of over $1 billion after a ten-year period. Roger Levian ofRAND (commissioned to prepare the Preliminary Plan) reflectedthat only this amount of money "would begin to create an engineof improvement and reform large enough to move the educationsystem." ° This amount is minuscule when compared with the esti-mated $268 billion cost of supporting those whom our educationalsystem has failed.°

According to the General Accounting Office (GAO), funding forNIEJOERI declined by 79 percent between 1973 and 1986.10 Bycontrast, research and development spending by other Federalagencies has substantially increased over this period. For example,research and development spending by the Department of Defenseincreased 111 percent in constant dollars between fiscal year 1978and 1988.11 In 1987, the Department of Education (including OERI)spent $124 million on research and development; the Departmentof Defense spent over three hundred times, that amountover $36billion(62 percent on research, development, test, and evaluation;38 percent on research related to weapon systems and new initia-tives); the Department of Agriculture spent over seven times thatamount ($946 million); the Veterans Administration almost twiceas much ($210 million); the Department of Commerce over threetimes as much ($405 million)."
According to the Congressional Research Service, the U.S. in-vests approximately 2 percent of its GNP in civilian research anddevelopment." By comparison, the Department of Education's in-

° RAND, National Institute of Education: Preliminary Plan for the Proposed Institute, 1971,153.
United States Congress, Joint Eainotnic Committee, Hearing on the Crisis in the Workplace:The Mismatch of Jobs and Skills. Testimony of Robert T. Jones, Assistant Secretary for Employ-ment and Training. October 31, 1989, 16.

'° GAO, Education Information, 69.
" Congressional Research Service (CRS), United States Library of Congress, The Federal Con-tribution to Basic Research, (Washington, DC: CRS 87-6338PR, July 1987) 37." CRS, Research and Development Minding. FY 89, March 1988, 5.13 CRS, Education: The Challenges, Major Issue Forum, October 1988, 19.
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vestment in research and development accounted for 0.2 percent of
its total budget.14

The total national investment in education (including State and
local levels) is $309 billion." Therefore, OERI's funding for educa-
tional research ($131 million) is well below the 1 percent considered
healthy for any enterprise that needs to adapt to changing de-
mands. The Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) recently ex-
pressed the point another way: "If the Nation's educational enter-
prise invested in research and development in the same proportion
to gross receipts as the average U.S. industry, investment would
have amounted to between $8 and $12 billion in 1985, GO to 90
times more than the actual total." 1 6 For example, the Xerox Cor-
poration spends $700 million (a much greater percentage of its
overall budget than that spent by the Federal Government) on
R&D."

In a recent article, Dr. Arthur Wise comments:
Additional resources are required for educational research. Presently far less than 1
percent of the Federal education budget is invested in research and development. In
contrast, companies working in arenas utilizing a high technology and information
base invest from 7 to 20 percent of their budgets in research and development; the
top five companies in computer services spend 16 to 28 percent.18

Lewis Perleman of the Hudson Institute has strongly advocated
the 1 percent figure stating: "This would be an increase of ten to
forty times over the current level of educational R&D investment,
and would still leave the education industry, spending only half as
much on R&D as the average U.S. business." 1

Professor James Guthrie, another supporter of the 1 percent
goal, states:
Even when philanthropic funds for education research and the contributed time of
doctoral student researchers are added, it is unlikely that the total amount [expend-
ed nationally for educational R&D] would reach $1 billion. In other words, as an
enterprise, higher and lower education in America, an endeavor that expends $300
billion each year, is expected to enhance its productivity from an R&D funding base
that is probably less than one-third of 1 percent of its total annual expenditures.
This makes no sense. It certainly explains why the Federal Government is unable to
exercise any significant influence over education rer,earch.2°

Despite a 41.8 percent budget increase over the previous fiscal
year, OERI remains underfunded. Substantial increases will be re-
quired as OERI begins to focus on the National Education Goals.
Private industry realizes that in a highly competitive, global econo-
my, investment in research and development is necessary to keep a
technological edge. Currently, we are competing to maintain our

14 GAO, R&D Ainding: the Department of Education in Pr; spectioe, (Washington, DC: GAO/
PEMD-88-18FS, May 1988) 5.

la United States Department of Education, The Fiscal Year 1989 Budget, 1.
"OTA bases this estimate on Federal education research spending of $130 million, approxi-

mately 0.06 percent of total government spending on education and a private investment of be-
tween 8 and 13 percent. See OTA, Technology and the American Transition, 468.

IT Oversight Hearing on OERL Testimony of Dennis P. Doyle, April 20, 1988.
" Arthur Wise, "A Response to America s Reform Agenda: The National Institutes for Educa-

tional Improvement," Educational Researcher, May 1990, 25.
to Lewis Perleman, Hudson Institute Briefing Paper No. 120 (Indianapolis: Hudson Institute,

May 1990) 24.
" James Guthrie, "Education R&D's Lament (And What to Do About It)," Etlucational Re-

searcher, March 1990, 27.
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role in the international marketplace; we stand to lose millions ofjobs to our competitors in Europe and the Pacific Rim if we cannot
prepare qualified graduates." Simply exhorting people to achievehigher standards will not make the difference; expanding our na-tional capacity to produce high quality information capable ofmaking a difference in the classrooms of America will. OERIthrough a substantially augmented national research, development,evaluation, and dissemination systemmust take the leadership inthis effort.

24 National Center on Education and the Economy, America's Choice: High Skills or LowWages, Report of The Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce, 1990.



4. OERI must require routine professional and independent evalua-
tions of all funded education research, development and dissemina-
tion activities and make them available to Congress in prescribed
stages over a four-year period.

It is the responsibility of government to provide information re-
garding the results of federally-funded programs or research. With-
out such information it becomes difficult to assess the value of the
work being performed and to make the case for more funds if war-
ranted. "In the past, sound evaluations have contributed strongly
to well-informed decisions, such as those to maintain effective pro-
grams like Head Start or runaway and homeless youth. Without
such evaluations, these important programs might not have sur-
vived the budget cuts that depleted other programs whose effective-
ness had not been so solidly established.... Today, the capability to
perform program evaluation is drying up ... in such [critical] areas
as defense, health care, education, and the environment where it
is most needed." 22

Federal education evaluation activity began with the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act of 1965 (ESEA) which required that
all education programs be evaluated. With the rapid increase in
ESEA funding during the 1970's, every State was providing grants
(through Title III of that Act) for innovative school programs, thus
creating a need to strengthen the existing review and evaluation
mechanism. No longer were the assertions of program developers
acceptable as evidence of program effectiveness. In 1974, the Office
of Education and the National Institute of Education created the
Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) made up of staff mem-
bers from both agencies as the formal review and evaluation com-
ponent. Subsequently, JDRP (later reorganized as PEPProgram
Effectiveness Panel) became the evaluation arm for the National
Diffusion Network (NDN).

No other agency in the education field has evoked more respectfor its evaluation process than NDN. Historically, we have looked
to NDN's PEP as the model for the evaluation of education pro-
grams. At its pinnacle, PEP made evaluation decisions on 700 sub-missions for exemplary program status over a 20-year period.
"From the outset, the Panel stressed strong evidence in the form of
quasi-experimental designs and measures whose reliability and va-
lidity could be clearly established. In an attempt to expand the
process, the Panel has altered some of its procedures over the
years: agreeing to review programs that had not been developed
with Federal money; broadening membership to include non-Feder-
al panelists; conducting reviews by mail; replacing its 'majority
rules' approval with a point system." 23

2 2 Charks A. Bowsher. "Program Evaluation is Essential," The Bureaucrat. Fall 1990, 6.
43 Conrad G. Katzenmeyer, "Singing the Same Old Tune; Federal Evaluation Policy and the

Program Effectiveness Panel." Theory into Practice. V. XXX, Number 1, Winter 1991, 70.
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In the late 1970's through the early 1980's program submissions
reached their peak, averaging 58 per year. With the demise of Title
III and cuts in other programs, PEP experienced a decrease in sub-
missions. Of the 27 submissions between 1988 and 1989, half were
recertifications; "of the 14 submissions approved, only 8 were new
to NDN. In the past 5 years, in keeping with Federal regulations,
the Panel ... has begun to review and recertify programs it had ap-
proved in years past." 24

Although NDN has been touted as the best instrument for evalu-
ating education programs, reality demands that we objectively look
at some of its underlying weaknesses: its portfolio only contains 42
currently validated programs; a majority of its 248 active programs
lack current recertification; and there is no verifiable evidence of
the effectiveness of programs after they have been adopted or repli-
cated by a school or school district. NDN has also been criticized
for a lack of exemplary programs from the science and library
areas.

In the fields of science and health, The National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) and the National Institutes of Health (NIH) use the
peer review process, a time-honored and respected evaluation
model which has been universally replicated. This model was used
at least 300 years ago in England to evaluate scientific papers for
publication. Federal use of peer review dates back to 1937 when the
National Advisory Cancer Council was authorized to review appli-
cations for research funding and to certify approval for projects
with potential to significantly contribute to knowledge about
cancer. Currently, NSF and NIH rely predominantly on external
peer review (the advice of experts in the field) in awarding re-
search projects.

Within the scientific community, peer review has been continual-
ly and overwhelmingly endorsed as the best method of assuring
that the best research is funded. On the other hand, GAO in its
audit of peer review, found that it has been criticized as "an inces-
tuous 'buddy system' that frequently stifles -,w ideas and scientific
breakthroughs. In a survey of 4,100 members of a national honor-
ary scientific society, 36 percent agreed with the statement that
'procurement procedures for grants to do governmentally-sponsored
research depends on who you know.' Many requests seem to be
funded primarily because the researchers are already known and
supported by the granting organizations." 25 GAO further found
that there have been only a few studies performed in determining
the reliability and effectiveness of the peer review method. Two
studies performed on past NSF funding decisions found that re-
viewers a year later disagreed with at least one quarter of the
original NSF decisipns. "Thus, some have argued that chance can
play a significant role in whether a proposal gets funded since a
different group of reviewers may come to an alternate conclu-
sion." 26

24 Katzenmeyer, 70.
25 GAO, University Funding: Information un the Role of Peer Review at NSF and NIX, March

1987, 7.
26 GAO, University Funding, 36.
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In the area of education research, development, and dissemina-
tion, professional and independent evaluations are extremely weak.
OERI has failed to exercise leadership in this area. The GAO, in its
Transition Series, stated:

Since the early 1970s, education studies have declined sharply. Program evalua-tion studies, in particular, have declined by over 65 percent. Moreover, the statisti-cal data produced were often stale (3-5 years, or more, out of date) and the technicalquality varied.
The research function could benefit from the lessons learned in reconstructing the

statistical systems.... The laboratory and center systems ... currently . consumeabout 95 percent of the Department's non-programmatic research resources, yet noevaluative data exist on whether this is an optimal use of limited funds. How prior-ities for these awards are set will affect the flow of educational information for thenext 5 years.21

The U.S. Department of Education annually spends more than$2C bilEon to support over 100 elementary, secondary and postsec-onciary education programs; yet, it has failed to adequately evalu-
ate them." Funds spent to evaluate this investment declined 31
percent between 1975 and 1984; and approximately one-tenth of 1percent of total amount spent on the Department's programs is for
evaluation." Alan L. Ginsburg, Director of the Department of Edu-cation's evaluation arm, makes clear that "some program officeshave refused to conduct studies that might raise concerns aboutthe effectiveness of their efforts." 30 He also cites underlying weak-nesses of the few evaluation studies that have been conducted:They do not reveal information about program implementation and
are so poorly designed that results of demonstration programs arealmost valueless.

OERI continues to defer systematic and thorough review of theentities it funds. It should coordinate its evaluation efforts with theOffice of Planning, Budget, and Evaluation (OPBE) which hasmade efforts to develop more rigorous programmatic evaluations.
OPBE has a professional review group to audit the quality of the
evaluation methodology in order to ensure OPBE's desire to relateevaluation objectives to legislative objectives and coordinate the de-livery of formative data to coincide with legislative reauthorization.The time has long passed when hearsay and anecdotal evidenceabout the value of funded activities can be substituted for hard doc-umentation. While education research, development and dissemina-tion work can be difficult to evaluate, it should be possible to devel-op reasonable criteria to assess progress towards clearly identifia-ble goals. Strong OERI leadership is necessary to facilitate moreprofessior 11 evaluations which would improve the credibility ofeducational research. What is needed is a hybrid evaluationmodelthe knowledge of the peer reviewer, the discipline of theNDN PEP criteria, and the understanding of the professional whoworks in the field. In keeping with this, it is imperative that OERIdevelop an on-going evaluation criteria that follows a four-stepprocess: (1) a start-up assessment; (2) an operations review; (3) a

21 GAO, Transition Seriee: Program Evaluation Issues (Washington, DC: GAO/OCG-89-9TR,November 1988) 16-17.
26 Alan L. Ginsburg, "Revitalizing Program Evaluation: The U.S. Department of EducationExperience," Evaluation Review Vol. 13, No, 6. December 1989, 679-597
29 GAO, Education Information, 72.
30 Ginsburg, 682.
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third year progress report; and (4) a final evaluation which utilizes
material from the first three years. Evaluation and monitoring
must be used to assure that organizations funded by OERI adhere
to the goals and objectives articulated in their proposals in order to
assess compliance and future funding. OERI must view evaluation
as an integral part of research, development and dissemination; as
a tool for management and funding decisions; and as a communica-
tion and reporting device. OERI must obtain continual evaluation
feedback on effective programs and exemplary products.

"If the current ... erosion [of] evaluation capabilities continues,
reports from [the General Accounting OfficeGAO], its sister agen-
cies ne Congressional Budget OfficeCBO, the Office of Technolo-
gy AssessmentOTA, and the Congressional Research Service
CRS], and from private sector analysts may become the only
sources to which the Congress can turn for sound information to
guide key decisions. Agencies [which lack] their own evaluations
will not [be] insulate[d] from congressional oversight. On the con-
trary, [they] could find themselves excluded from meaningful par-
ticipation in congressional decisions." 31

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. OERI must incorporate fair and public evaluations into all of its

acti vities (ranging from hiring experts and funding projects to
identifying and disseminating effective/exemplary programs,
products, practices and policies). Lists of criteria should be
public to avoid questions of objectivity and credibility.

2. OERI must require that projects pioVide consistent, critical, de-
scriptive and evaluative information for placement in the Na-
tional Dissemination Library Network.

3. The proposed OERI Educational Research Policy and Priorities
Board (see Recommendation 1) must be responsible for over-
sight of OERI's four-step evaluation process.

3 Charles A. Bowsher, 5.
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5. An Institute for the Education ofAt-Risk Students must be estab-
lished to conduct intensive research and demonstration initiatives
designed to speedily promote the improvement of education for at-
risk students and to provide ongoing assistance to schools whose en-
rollments are made up predominantly of at-risk students.

Although many warnings have been sounded since the earlyeighties that the Nation was ignoring the needs of the growing
numbers uf at-risk students (see Appendix A), the administration
has persisted in doing business as usual. The public has been al-
lowed to believe that a debate about the need for greater education-
al excellence in our schools can substitute for a serious examina-
tion of what has gone wrong for countless thousands who have not
learned the most basic skills, and whose futures have been disas-
trously foreclosed. It is obvious that excellence cannot be achieved
while large percentages of our students continue to fail to receive
an adequate education. Unless the issue of educational equity isfully and systematically addressed through a research and action
agenda for the 1990s, we will create a permanent underclass of
people trapped in a web of dependency and failure. The National
Education Goals must be interwoven with the mission of the newinstitute. If we intend to attain these goals (e.g., preparing students
so that they are ready to learn, achieving a 90 percent graduation
rate, or becoming the first in the world in math and science), dra-
matic and systematic new efforts are necessary to address the over-whelming needs of at-risk students.

Present law requires that all federally-funded centers, laborato-ries, independent researchers, bureaus, etc. engage in activities
which contribute to the effective education of at-risk students. This
is the mandated mission and goal of all activities financed by the
Office of Educational Research and Improvement (OERI). The fol-lowing quote from the OERI mission statement provides the mostrelevant illumination:
...The Office, shall, in accordance with the provisions of this section, seek to im-prove education in the United States through concentrating the resources of theOffice on the priority, research, and development needs described in paragraph(improves the ability of schools to meet their responsibilities to provideequal educational opportunities for all students, including those with limited Eng-lish-speaking ability, women, older students, part-time students, minority students,gifted and talented students, handicapped students, and students who are socially,economically, or educationally disadvantaged.

Despite this clear mandate, the research on at-risk students (withonly a few exceptions) has been woefully inadequate. As a recentOERI report points out, we have made some progress on how to im-
prove the achievement of at-risk students in the elementary school
years with the help of funds that have come from outside the De-
partment of Education; yet, "we have no comparable scientificbasis for recommending programs that work for at-risk students in
the middle and high school years. What we do have at these upper

(25)
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grades is a mix of disparate programs that have been proposed but
seldom implemented, or have been incompletely evaluated." 32 We
repeatedly fail to learn the lessons of successful models and perpet-
uate past mistakes. Predictable programmatic failures "are inter-
preted as evidence that high-risk families are beyond help. . Be-
cause these lessons are unlearned, we pay the price over and over
again." 33 The stakes are now far too high for us to keep repeating
past errors.

An Institute for the Education of At-Risk Students must be es-
tablished to provide the commitment necessary for ensuring the
education of our most vulnerable students. The Institute would
become a major rudder and gyroscope for research and develop-
ment activities, providing the intellectual and logistical support for
lasting change in a system that most recognize as dysfunctional for
large percentages of students who are at risk of educational failure.
The Institute would serve predominately the following groups:
those who live in high poverty urban and rural areas as well as
individuals in need of bilingual education.

The Institute will not be bound by the parameters which have
limited the federally-funded centers and laboratories. Instead, it
will have maximum flexibility to engage in research, development
and dissemination activities which promote the effective education
of at-risk students. The new entity should be structured to initiate
and oversee a variety of approaches to research in combination
with extensive experimentation and dissemination. The Institute
will, for example, be given the authority (and the funding) to
award mini-grants and contracts to agencies, groups or individual
researchers in order to close the gaps in research knowledge
needed immediately by systems serving at-risk students. In this ca-
pacity, the Institute will coordinate activities with other compo-
nents of OERI and entities such as Historically Black Colleges and
Universities (HBCUs). The Institute will differ from any other
entity currently funded by OERI in the following ways:

It will concentrate and solidify that part of the OERI mission
directly related to those who have the greatest and most des-
perate need for educational improvement.
It will represent a direct response to the "education emergen-
cy" which presently exists in our inner cities, certain rural
areas, and among bilingual populations.
It will create an entity with the capacity to marshall resources
from all parts of the Federal Government and the private
sector to meet the exisEng emergency.
It will be a Federal instrument with maximum flexibility and
high national visibility.
It will be a non-partisan entity structured to maintain the
highest degree of professionalism available as a resource to all
concerned with the education of at-risk students and the gener-
al improvement of education in America.

3 2 Jim McPartland and Robert E. Slavin, "Increasing Achievement of At Risk Students at
Each Grade Level," Policy Perapectives,U.S. Department of Education, July 1990, 15,

3 3 Dr. Elizabeth Schor, Within Our Reach: Breaking the cycle of Disadvantaged. (New York:
Anchor Press, 1988) 260,
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It will attract top scholars in education and exert a positive
influence on policymaking, experimentation, evaluation, and
institutionalization of new education practices.
It will establish special relationships with predominantly mi-
nority higher education instutions, rural-focused colleges and
universities, and institutions specializing in bilingual educa-
tion.
It will promote a special involvement of scholars with exper-
tise and experience in the education of rural, bilingual, Afri-
can-American, and other minorities, as well as all poor per-
sons.

Since global competition and national necessity now dictate that
the mission of OERI must be expanded to improve education for all
students everywhere in America, a special entity must now be cre-
ated to prevent the dilution of the original mission of OERI. A com-
pensatory effort is now also necessary to close the gap and fill the
vacuum created by gross past failures of OERI to seriously imple-
ment its mission. The current state of emergency also impacts

: upon the constituency targeted by the original OERI mission state-
ment (see above). The Institute for the Education of at-Risk Stu-
dents will concretize and solidify the core of policies, actions, and
activities related to the original mission.

This new Institute will: harvest the products that have already
been generated by existing centers and labs; enhance collaboration
among ongoing projects and activities; coordinate similar and sup-
portive work among the centers and laboratories; launch new re-
search efforts to close identified gaps; maximize the dissemination
functions of the existing ERIC centers; and expand the develop-
ment and dissemination activities in ways which guarantee an on-
going Federal resource for local education agencies, teachers, par-
ents and community leaders who are confronted with the chal-
lenges of educating at-risk students.

The Institute will become the keeper of the treasure chest of new
concepts, models, and publications regarding the education of at-
risk students. The synthesis of existing research results would, at
minimum cost, speed the application of relevant findings. The In-
stitute will identify what is most relevant for client teachers and
systems serving at-risk students and direct the dissemination of
this valuable material to areas of greatest need. Massive duplica-
tion and distribution of such products would be subsidized by a spe-
cial budget. And finally, the Institute will be charged with maxi-
mizing support for the development of a program model which pro-
vides for ongoing research, development and dissemination for
teachers, school systems, parents and community leaders. The first
50 research and development district,. located within the poorest
congressional districts, will be closely linked to the work of the In-
stitute as they seek to demonstrate the viability of the education
extension experiments. The gravity of the present situation within
urban communities with large concentrations of at-risk students is
such that there is a need for an ongoing Federal presence. The re-
search, development, and dissemination treasure chest (see Recom-
mendation 12) must be constantly and conveniently available.

3 4
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Collaboration with ongoing projects and activities sponsored by
the existing centers, labs, and information units would also yield
considerable results with a minimum amount of new investment.
Much of the work done by these existing entities has some utility
in the schools and classrooms serving at-risk students. Such col-
laboration, however, cannot yield rewards if it is conducted as an
informal, volunteer, or extra work activity. Specific staff, travel
budgets, incentive systems, etc. must be made available for this
purpose.

Closely related to the collaboration with individual agencies
would be the coordination with several entities to enhance special
projects or results and hasten their availability to the educators of
at-risk students. For example, the Institute will coordinate with
NSF, NCES, and OERI in collecting data on gender, class, and race
for the evaluation of promising science programs; with NAEP in
disaggregating information pertaining to the progress of at-risk stu-
dents.

In developing a structure for the Institute, we have used the Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF) as the model we feel most suitable
to ensure independent, credible research information. Therefore,
the Congress must establish a Board consisting of 33 members ap-
pointed by the President, with the consent of the Congress, with
specific instructions that the Board should not be limited to advis-
ing on internal Institute operations but would contribute to the de-
velopment of a national agenda for research involving students
from high poverty urban inner cities and rural areas and those in
need of bilingual education.

The Institute will be structured to systematically provide the
emergency guidance necessary to impact the educational crisis we
face. A national commitmenton a scale large enough to sustain
such a comprehensive effortmust be launched and sustained. The
Institute must be funded at a level commensurate with ith hercule-
an mission in order to achieve its desired impact. The resources of
the Institute will support the functions of research, coordination
and dissemination, demonstration and evaluation, and technical as-
sistance.

Funds should be allocated to evaluate promising programs that
heretofore have only been demonstrated in discrete settings with
specific populations. For example, the Center for Research on Ef-
fective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students, which began receiv-
ing funds two years ago, would work closely with the proposed In-
stitute. Currently, this center is replicating the promising "Success
for All" program in six inner-city Baltimore elementary schools.
The Institute would ensure additional funding to support the ex .
pansion of this demonstration program into other settings (e.g., in
rural schools with high concentrations of multilingual children,
etc.).

Another example is James Cotner's School Development Pro-
gram, designed to improve student performance, began as a col-
laborative venture between the Yale Child Study Center and the
New Haven, Connecticut School System. The model is based on an
understanding of child development and a participatory school
management system which includes a team approach to mental
health and parent involvement in school governance and planning.

35
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Success of the program is attributed to the fact that the model cre-
ates processes and structures that modify attitudes, incentive struc-
tures, and ultimately, behaviors, resulting in increased attendance
and higher achievement.34 Though hailed by the Bush administra-
tion as an exemplary program, on five separate occasions Corner's
School Development Program was denied funding by the Federal
Government. Fortunately, its merit was recognized by the private
sector (The Rockefeller Foundation has committed $15 million to-
wards its replication across the country). The Federal Government
cannot afford to overlook programs such as this which provide
ample evidence of effectiveness.

The Institute would establish a panel, composed of experts and
scholars in the area of the educationally at-risk, who would be re-
sponsible for the development and implementation of assessment
criteria used to determine program effectiveness, as well as deter-
mining which promising practices and effective programs should be
the subject of further demonstration and evaluation.

The experience gained through the implementation of promising
programs, coupled with greatly improved evaluative data, will en-
hance the kinds of technical assistance the Institute would provide
to the SEAs and LEAs through the work of the District Education
Agent Program operated by Learning Grant Institutions (see Rec-
ommendation 13). These programs will track the progress of models
and strategies and, identify, from the research in-progress, those
schools and institutions that might benefit from early implementa-
tion of these experimental models. One aspect of the District Edu-
cation Agent Program would be to conduct public meetings and
engage in other outreach and public awareness efforts to promote
community interest in prospective innovations tracked by the Insti-
tute. The Institute will maintain a special budget for emergency
grants to LEAs able to benefit from participation in demonstration
programs.

In order for the Institute to maximize its effectiveness, it is vital-
ly necessary that a high priority be assigned to the ongoing inclu-
sion of minority scholars, teachers, and educators as policymakers,
planners and researchers. Professionals who are closest to the
problem are likely to generate the most practical and unique in-
sights with respect to the education of at-risk students. The exist-
ing Federal infrastructure has failed to provide the necessary in-
centives to recruit minorities and retain them in top research posi-
tions (see Recommendation 20).

The urgency to do more has also been underscored by the House
of Representatives Committee on Appropriations Report, that
warns that the "lack pf minority involvement in the development
of educational reforms threatens these initiatives" and directs the
Secretary to develop strategies to increase minority recruitment.35
Therefore, woven into the mission of the Institute will be the re-
sponsibility for providing internships, post-doctoral fellowships, in-
centives for minority practitioners to become involved in research,

3 Quality Education for Minorities Project, Education That Works. An Action Plan for theEducation of Minorities, (Cambridge: Massachusetts Institute of Technology, January 1990) 49.
35 United States Congress, House of Representatives, Committee on Appropriations Report.July 1990, 168.
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and the development of senior research positions for leading minor-
ity scholars.

While the Federal Government should make no attempts to com-
mand and control any aspects of local education efforts, the Feder-
al Government and its resources must be accessible to those seek-
ing to make educational improvements. Only at the Federal level
can the capacity be created and maintained for the research and
development necessary to meet the emergency education situation
faced by school systems with large concentrations of poor and bilin-
gual at-risk students in our rural communities and crisis-ridden
inner cities.
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6. Private sector involvement in the generation of educational prod-
ucts and services must be thoroughly reviewed and special efforts
must be mounted to forge more effective partnerships between public
and private sectors.

OERI's ability to enhance the coordination, evaluation, and dis-
semination of privately-sponsored educational experimentation will
be critical in meeting the National Education Goals. It is impera-
tive that OERI maximize the private sector's considerable invest-
ment in research, development, and dissemination, especially in
light of the current budget climate which does not allow for signifi-
cant increases in domestic spending.

Replication of nationally successful interventions is severely lim-
ited by OERI's failure to keep track of private sector innovations.
OERI's laissez-faire approach encourages the kind of faddism that
education is routinely criticized for; it also makes it difficult to gen-
erate the kind of vigorous advances in our knowledge base that are
so urgently needed. OERI cannot expect the "market place"oper-
ating aloneto determine what eventually succeeds and what fails.

Over recent years, the involvement of the private sector in the
improvement of education has become more significant. A reportby Public/Private Ventures, in reviewing the various kinds of busi-
ness participation in education, concludes that, "... economic con-
cerns have been a spur to business involvement in public educa-
tion. Many large economic issues are being redefined as education.al improvement issues. Educational problems are being identified
as potential economic catastrophes. Such an environment is fertilefor continuing school/business partnerships." 36 Industry supportof colleges and universities has risen steadily for the past thirty
years, from $40 million to more than $1 billion. Of the more than$3 billion in total annual corporate charitable contributions, morethan one third is for education."

The private sector's contribution to educational improvement is
varied and not easily categorized. The range of interventionsfrom
school/business partnerships (which rose from 42,200 to 140,000
during the years 1983-84 and 1987-88) 3 8 to direct support for par-ticular educational innovations in a particular public schoolsystemare producing an immense amount of information which
is evaluated sporadically, if at all.

" National Association for Industry-Education Cooperation Newsletter, Vol. XXIV, No. 1,Februaiy 1988: 2 (quoting from A//ies in Education: Schools and Businesses Working Togetherfor At-Risk Youth (Philadelphia: Public Private Ventures) 19811.
" A. Magazine and M. Usdan, "Business and Higher Education: New Partnerships for a NewEra," /mpact and Challenges of Changing Federal Role: New Directwns for Institutional Re .search, ed. V. Hodgkinson (1985' 45.
" National Center for Educrtion Statistics, United States Department of Education, Office ofEducational Research and Imurovement, Education Partnerships in Public Elementary and Sec.ondary Schools (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1989) 4.
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The investment that business is prepared to make to improve the
Nation's public schools is of sufficient size and scope to warrant
more than lip service from OERI. For example:

IBM has launched a five-year, $25 million grant program to
stimulate innovative use of computer technology in the class-
room and to improve teacher preparation in the use of comput-
ers. The program will develop classroom laboratories that can
serve as technology "show case sites" and will also encourage
partnerships of colleges, communities, and school districts to
develop innovative uses of information technology.

Citibank has committed to spending $20 million over the
next 10 years to improve urban schools in a variety of ways,
including the development of new approaches to teaching and
the promotion of technology in the classroom.39

The Josiah Macy, Jr. Foundation recently announced that it
would nearly triple the number of schools that have used its
nine-year old, four-state experiment that currently puts 3,000
disadvantaged, academically-average students through courses
traditionally reserved only for high achieving students.

RJR Nabisco Foundation has announced a "Next Century
Schools Fund" of $30 million to encourage and support sustain-
able changes in education from kindergarten through 12th
grade. According to Louis Gerstner, Chairman and Chief Exec-
utive Officer, the program will seek out and support the risk
takers (teachers, principals and community groups with bold
and innovative ideas and strategies) by giving them a chance
to put their ideas into action.

It is unclear how many of these experiments will continue
beyond the period when the grant money expires; still harder to
gauge is to what extent, if any, the results of such projects will be
disseminated. As a result, OERI is unable to assist the neediest
school districts by offering help in implementing alternative ap-
proaches. As Dr. Harriet Doss Willis, Director of the Southwest
Center for Regional Equity, Southwest Regional Lab, testified
before the Subcommittee on Select Education:
To my knowledge, there is no concerted effort to assist an urban school district with
implementing the best knowledge from kindergarten to grade 12. Certainly someone
may install a middle school experimental program or come alonif and install a sec-
ondary drop-out prevention program. But there is very little assistance to a school
district to look at the entire program from kindergarten to grade 12 in urban school
districte.4°

Further testimony before the Su:ucummittee revealed that long-
term studies are needed. However, due to the exigencies of the Fed-
eral budget, it has not been possible to fund them. While typically
Federal research dollars are committed for no longer than five
years (as is the case with the labs and centers) and field-initiated
studies for one year, much of the most significant research of
recent years has had to be performed outside of the Federal sector
by private groups.41

" Nadine Brown, "From Citibank, Millions for Schools," The New York Times, 16 May 1990,
B7.

4° Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Dr. Harriet D008 Willis, Spptember 29, 1988, 84.
4' Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Charles Wallgren, April 21, 1988.
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Projects such as IBM's "Writing to Read" program, Apple's
"Classrooms of Tomorrow" and the recently created Institute of Re-
search in Learning (supported by Xerox), have been developed as a
result of intensive research efforts. Dr. Ernest L. Boyer calls upon
the private sector to do even more in this regard by launching a
major research and development program:

Looking to the 21st century, corporations can take the lead in helping to establish
public/private initiatives that would seriously address the two most essential ques-
tions: What Should We Be Teaching? and How Do We Evaluate the Results?

... Surely, by the year 2000, the school curriculum must be something more than
fragments of information and disconnected courses. What we need now is a panel of
teachers and scholars to explore this central issue of what students should know
and be able to do in the 21st Century. One of the best investments industry could
make would be to underwrite an R&D project that would develop a more creative
and coherent curriculum for the Nation's schools.42

The significant challenges of educating 1,500,000 new workers,
who will enter the work place over the next ten years, call for
many joint initiatives between the public and private sectors. In
many other areas of the economy such as space exploration, health,
and defense, cooperative ventures are more common than in the
educational sphere.

The following are three kinds of institutional models that have
the capacity to foster productive cooperation in the area of educa-
tion and offer the possibility of long-term funding commitments for
important longitudinal studies:

Public and Private Sector Cooperative Partnerships:
Education publishers are a very important part of the private

sector support for education research and development. However,
OERI currently has no cooperative projects with private publishers.
In the early days of the National Institute of Education (NIE),
many of the laboratory and center resources developed R&D prod-
ucts, us;ng systematic R&D procedures such as field testing and re-
visions based on user reactions. Many of these national curriculum
products were designed to be published by commercial publishers,
but this transition was not as easy as planned. In 1977, the Nation-
al Council for Educational Research (NIE's advisory body) adopted
an instructional program improvement policy which stated that
the primary purpose of NIE's involvement in this area was to con-
tribute to the equalization of educational opportunity. This policy
was narrowed to mean that NIE should not compete with the pub-
lishers by supporting full scale curriculum development. It is now
clear that this policy was short-sighted and further diminished
OERKs ability to allow research to have a more widespread impact.

Two departments within the Federal Government have devel-
oped arrangements with education publishers that can serve as po-
tential models of public-private cooperation. The National Science
Foundation (NSF) and the Office of Special Education Programs
(OSEP) have demonstrated that there are productive ways to work
with publishers without posing competitive problems or imposing
Federal control over local curriculum decisions.

4 2 Dr. Ernest L. Boyer, "Time to Move Forward," The Business Roundtable's Participation
Guide: A Primer for Business on Education (New York: National Alliance of Business) 77.
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The National Science Foundation, for example, administers a
grant competition that encourages partnerships among publishers,
school systems and scientists/science educators for the purpose of
providing a number of competitive, high quality, alternative sci-
ence programs for use in elementary and middle schools. The Di-
rectorate for Science and Engineering Education competitively so-
licits bids that require a publisher, as a member of a larger consor-
tia, to contribute a major portion of investment capital, provide an
editorial/marketing perspective throughout the editorial process,
and disseminate the resulting materials. The Directorate specifies
the kinds of proposals that are acceptable and how they will be
evaluated. NSF enters into a profit-sharing arrangement, allowing
the grantee to own the copyright.43

The Office of Special Education Programs already has an ongo-
ing program that provides direct links with publishers. OSEP
shares relevant research results with them, and through the LINC
project (an education-related clearinghouse), helps them identify
products developed with Federal funds that tlw,, may wish to pub-
lish. While the majority (70 percent) of its funding is Federal, a
sizeable amount of its budget comes from other major funding
sources, e.g., commercial companies. The LINC project also pro-
vides a network between curriculum developers, publishers and
practitioners and assists with marketing.

Non-Profit Research Corporations:
The value of intermediary organizations that can garner private

sector expertise to help design, implement, and evaluate govern-
ment social programs has long been recognized. For example, Man-
power Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) has built a
considerable reputation by analyzing supported work initiatives for
the Department of Labor in conjunction with the Ford Foundation.
Similarly, the Corporation for Public/Private Ventures (PPV)
with business, labor, academic, and community representatives on
its boardhas generated considerable knowledge about youth em-
ployment. A National Learning Foundation has recently been de-
veloped as a quasi-governmental, non-profit corporation to coordi-
nate the development of national learning technology networks.
The Foundation will have organizational autonomy to engage both
public and private resources and expertise. It plans to establish a
network to link practitioners and researchers in school, home,
workplace, library, museum, or other settings.

Cooperative Government-Industry Research Partnerships:
Several models can serve as examples of effective linkages be-

tween government and the private sector. One such example is SE-
MATECH which performs research on and development of the
semi-conductor manufacturing technologies which will help the
United States semi-conductor industry regain parity with the Japa-
nese. Fifty percent of the funding for the organization is provided
by 14 United States semiconductor manufacturers; the other fifty
percent by the Department of Defense. Similar research organiza-

4 National Science Foundation. Program Solicitation: Programs for Elementary School Science
Instruction II, OMB3145-0058, 1987 , 4.
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tions could be assigned the task of producing curricula software de-
signed to meet the needs of specific populations.

The High/Scope Foundation is a private-public partnership
which "conducts national and international projects in research,
program development, professional training, publishing, and public
outreach, with funding support from governmental, private, and in-
ternally-generated sources. The High/Scope Foundation is most
widely known for the Perry Preschool Projecta continuing, 26-
year study that has documented the lasting benefits of high quality
preschool programs for children who live in poverty." 44

These and other institutional arrangements could become criticalin making the necessary qualitative leaps forward in building the
knowledge base necessary for lasting improvements in the way stu-
dents are taught and how they learn. Businesses, industries, and
foundations must continue to invest at both the macro and micro
levels to bring about the necessary changes, and their efforts
should be evaluated and coordinated with the help of OERI. At the
micro level, mentorships, tutoring, and incentives to stay in school
must continue to focus on inner-city youth. Targeted programs at
the macro level must be in the area of curricular reform and ex-
perimentation, as well as replication of successful models. A key re-
sponsibility for the District Education Agent (see Recommendation
13) will be to help the private sector better understand the particu-
lar educational needs of the district they wish to serve, as well asto make more readily available information regarding private
sector programs within the district.

OERI should carefully monitor and evaluate such efforts and
provide, where necessary and appropriate, leadership and technical
expertise in order to maintain and replicate these important
public-private partnerships. Part of the OERI leadership role in
this effort should be to assist the private sector in better addressing
the issue of educational equity.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:
1. OERI should conduct a survey and publish an inventory which

specifically describes private investments in education (funding
levels, age groupa addressed, evaluation, and research and dis-
semination components). Such an inventory should be updated
on an annual basis.

2. OERI must devulop an action plan detailing what added re-
sources will be necessary in order to monitor, evaluate, and
disseminate (on a systematic basis) the results of private sector
investments.

3. OERI must ensure the representation of publishers and the busi-
ness community on appropriate specialist panels advising
OERI on research, development, and dissemination prioritiesin substantive areas. The involvement of publishers in such
panels should be mutually beneficial: They can share informa-
tion on "what's selling" and join with the other specialists in
learning where the gaps are.

" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Charles R. Wallgren, April 21, 1988, VI.
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7. OERI must make a significant new investment in researching
and evaluating new technology capable of improving the quality ofeducation at all levels.

Education has clearly been the slowest sector of society to adaptto the significant changes wrought by technology. A recent Officeof Technology Assessment (OTA) report reflected the view of many
information technologists by stating, "... if business organizationstoday evolved at the same rate as schools, they would still be usingquill pens instead of electronic word processors." 45 OERI hasshown a disturbing lack of leadership in this area overall. Howev-
er, when education R&D funding has been focused and consistent,the Department of Education has been able to claim important ac-complishments such as the development of children's television
programming from Sesame Street to Square One TV; the develop-
ment of LOGO, a computer programming language designed forchildren; and the development of technology for students with spe-cial needs." Investment in technology R&D has declined since themid-1980s and "Federal policy for research on technology for theNation's students has been, and remains, erratic and disorganized,making it difficult to move from basic research to development,
testing and dissemination." 47 Although educational technologyholds the promise of important breakthroughs within the next twodecades in the way we teach, the Department of Education has yetto make the investment commitment necessary to reap the poten-tial benefits:
By far the bulk of research on educational technology supported by the FederalGovernment is undertaken by the Department of Defense. While a private informa-tion company typically spends several percent of gross revenue on research, virtual-ly nothing is allocated for research directed at the real problems of teaching andlearn ing. 8

Military spending on R&D technologies in education and trainingnow exceeds $200 million a year compared to only $30 million
spent on technology R&D for K-12 education (a ratio of 7:1).49 Thejustification for such a significant military investment in educa-tional research and development is based upon such studies as therecent Institute for Defense Analysis survey which indicated thattechnology-based training is more efficient and effective."

John Sculley, Chairman and CEO of Apple Computers, under-lines the fact that schools have not kept pace with the kinds oftechnological changes that are transforming our society:

44 United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment (OTA), Power On! New Tools forTeaching and Learning, 1988.
OTA, Worker Trcnning: Competing in the New International Economy, 1990, 26.41 OTA, Power On! 25.
OTA, Techonologr and the American, 49.

" OTA, Power On! 155.
"OTA, Worker Truining, 211.
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How is it that we have recognized the economic value of Industrial Age tools ... and
yet we don't seem to recognize the economic value of Information Age tools in edu-
cation? If we are going to be successful in this global economy we have got to
change the way people think, communicate, learn and work. We can do this with
many of the technologies we have today. We have just not applied them with the
same passion and energy that we applied them in the commercial marketplace."

Effective utilization of technology is imperative if we are to real-
ize the National Education Goals by the year 2000. At least three
of the goal areasstudent achievement. vathematics and science,
and adult literacy and lifelong learnini, dnd themselves to inno-
vative technology interventions. Accord..ig to OTA, the use of com-
puters for tutorials and simulations improves student achievement;
satellite programming has enabled the availability of more chal-
lenging curricula in remofe areas of the country. A.t the Center for
Technology in Education at the Bank Street College, assessment of
progress in math and science has involved using computers to
track the problem-solving skills of students over time. Adult liter-
acy curricula and lifelong learning programs make use of various
technologies that customize instruction to the individual learner.52
Without doubt, the probability of attaining the National "Aucation
Goals can be enhanced by the informed application of echnology.

OERI must develop an education technology policy that contrib-
utes to improving the quality of education at all levels. Key aspects
of this policy include using technology to increase student learning,
adapting existing educational technologies to classroom needs, and
improving the research, development, and dissemination infra-
structure.
Increase Student Learning

Researchers have for a long time recognized the effectiveness
and motivational potential of video, audio, and graphic media.
However, development and use of these technologies has largely oc-
curred outside of the classroom where textbook-centered instruc-
tion continues to prevail."

Satellites, telephones, fax machines, personal computers, and
computer modems, combined with the latest computer software
and video technology, can create a truly spectacular range of learn-
ing opportunities for everyone in the United States. In fact, "the
age of electronic technology" has afforded individuals with disabil-
ities, through access to appropriate technology assistance, the same
educational opportunities as others.54 Yet another example of tech-
nology's potential to expand the learning opportunities for a di-
verse student population is its application in the education of at-
risk students. 'The technology [to help at-risk students] exists and
it is powerful... JIM/1's] first educational application, 'PALS,'
turns previously illiterate adults into readers six times faster than
traditional instruction...." 55

°I John Scully, "The Education Summit: Global Markets, Global Education," Fortune Maga.
zine Seminar. Washington, 29 October 1989.

" OTA, Project Proposal: Technologies for Literacy, 1990. 5.
6 3 crrA, Power On! 25.
" Legislative Hearing on H.R. 4904, TechnologyRelated Assistance for Individuals with Dis

abilities Act of 1988, June 30, 1988, Statement of the Council for Exceptional Children, 75.
" United States Congress, House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Select Education,

Oversight Hearing on the Center for Effective Schooling of Disadvantaged Students. September
Continued
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The Omnibus Trade Bill and Competitiveness Act, passed by the100th Congress in 1988, authorized the "Star Schools" programwhich provides grants to telecommunications partnerships to devel-op and deliver instruction in science, mathematics and foreign lan-guages to isolated and underserved high school students. Thirty-three and a half million dollars have been appropriated fvr thefirst two years of the progrtim which has provided 35 high schoolcourses serving 2,962 school', in 45 States. Following the directionof the legislation which auth, rizes at least 50 percent of its fundsto school districts serving poorer schools, the next series of grantswill serve the inner-city districts of Los Angeles, Boston and theDistrict of Columbia.
While we must be cautious of "technophoria," i.e., unrealisticallyoptimistic expectations of the technology," this kind of high-techfuture for schools holds enormous potential to:

1. Enable more individualized learning.
2. Increase student participation in the learning process byusing videodisc technology which allows the student toprogress at an individualized pace.
3. Increase the involvement of parents, and others in the com-munity, using communication linkages between the classroom
computer and the world of home and work.
4. Improve the conduct of research, development, and dissemi-nation in education.
5. Increase access for students in isolated situations.

Adapt Existing Educational Technologies to Classroom Needs
OERI must be on the cutting edge of new technology capable ofmaking a quantum difference in the way teaching and learning isconducted in the next century. While education policy has primari-ly been made at the State and local levels, the scale of the latestadvances in telecommunications requires tha the Federal Govern-ment become more closely involved in dealing with the questions ofstandards and technological compatibility.
OERI must maximize the value of existing federally funded edu-cational resources by fostering increased coordination between gov-ernment agencies. OERI recently established the Office of Trainingand Technology Transfer (authorized under Sections 6101-6107 ofPublic Law 100-418, the "Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Actof 1988") to facilitate the transfer of education and training soft-ware developed initially by Federal agenciesto the public and pri-vate sectors, and to State and local governments in order to sup-port the education, training, and retraining of citizens.The Office of Training and Technology Transfer corm will alsolocate and disseminate successful software programs developed byother Federal agencies. For example, a software program, the JobSkills Education Program, developed over a ten-year period by theArmy Research Institute, was modified and has recently been pilot-

29, 1989, Prepared Statement of Dale Mann, Cr.nter for Education and the American Economy,68.

" Term coined by C. R. McClure of Syracuse University in testimony before an October 12,1989 Hearing of the House Committee on Science, Space and Technology, Subcommittee on Sci-ence, Research, and Technology.
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ed in an adult education program in White Plains, New York. The
improvements in basic skill levels for the predominantly African-
American and Hispanic enrollees in the program were outstanding.
This program represents one of the few demonstrably successful ef-
forts to significantly improve the basic skill levels of primarily dis-
advantaged or at-risk populations which simultaneously offers a
high chance of replicability in other contexts. Facilitating the
transfer of already developed software programs is a cost-effective
means of capitalizing on what we already know works to improve
the skill and knowledge levels of users in other contexts.

There are still some serious questions about the extent to which
new computer technologies are capable of making critical differ-
ences in classroom learning. OERI is in the best position to assess
how we should prioritize key aspects of our educational policy. In
this regard, we need to discover the extent to which teacher train-
ing and technical assistance are necessary, as well as the extent to
which changes in Federal laws might permit greater cooperation
among software providers.

Improve the Research, Development, and Dissemination Infrastruc-
ture

New technologies that allow the linkage of teachers with re-
searchers through a computer-based interactive network hold enor-
mous potential to transform the delivery of research information to
practitioners and make a major difference in the way reform ef-
forts are carried out. The State of Maryland has already assembled
a prototype of a multi-media database that can provide teachers
with current research information using computer-linked videodisc
players. Practitioners can access current research that pertain to
practical classroom problems and see examples of teachers using
particular exemplary approaches. The National Education Associa-
tion's "Mastery in Learning" project provides interactive computer
linkages between schools and researchers in labs and centers as
well as universities. Currently, there are 26 public schools in 19
States which are linked into the network. The proposed District
Education Agent program (see Recommendation 13) couhl serve as
the hub of such networks so that the most up-to-date innovations
can be transmitted to the local school systems which face the chal-
lenges of high poverty. OERI should also establish a national multi-
media database that can provide States and localities access to
practitioner-oriented, research-based materials.

There is a clear Federal responsibility both to invest in the re-
search and development of new technology and to assist schools to
move into a new technological eraan era which we have thus far
stumbled into, rather than carefully planned for. An educational
technology policy that addresses the needs of the Nation's schools
and factors in teacher training and support must be developed in
consultation with private industry, top researchers, and practition-
ers.

OERI should continue to expand the use of telecommunications
technology to meet pressing national needs. For example, the dis-
tance learnin* technologies can improve the supply of highly quali-
fied teachers in the poor urban schools (the Star School system has
already delivered college courses to 720 teachers and 22,631 have
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participated in staff development courses). OERI can use its labsand centers to evaluate the effectiveness of distance learning, aswell as provide technical assistance to school systems in adaptingtechnology to their particular needs.
OERI must continue to research the ways learners process infor-mation presented in non-print media and how symbolic representa-tion of information (maps, charts, graphs, videotapes, etc.) affectsunderstanding. The Office must fund projects designed to demon-strate the educational value of non-print media.
Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:

1. The administration should prioritize funding for the Office ofTechnology Transfer at its initial authorization of $3 million.Additional proprietary protections must be established thatpermit both adequate incentives for developers and the widest
possible dissemination to interested users.

2. OERI must establish an advisory panel to provide important
guidance on the use of technologies in classroom learning.Evaluation studies should be carried out to determine the ef-fectiveness of educational technology (e.g., distance learning)
on learning outcomes for young or academically weak students.
Such studies should reveal what works and under what condi-tions.

3. Centers for Interactive Technology and Education should be cre-ated to conduct research, development, demonstration andtraining on educational technology projects. These centersshould be conducted as public-private partnerships and beclosely tied to schools.



8. The coordination of OERI's mission with that of other compo-nents of the Department of Education is critical. OERI must ap-point an administrative task force designed to improve the coordina-tion of OERI's education research, development, and disseminationfundion with those of other Federal agencies.
Despite repeated calls for greater coordination of the Federal in-vestment in education research and development, much remains tobe done to fully maximize our national efforts.57 The authorizinglegislation directs OERI to "... promote the coordination of educa-tional support within the Federal Government...." 58 However,ERIC, the educational research and information clearinghousesystem designated to receive all relevant government documents, isoften bypassed by many programs in the Department of FAucationas well as other Federal agencies responsible for educational re-search. Subcommittee hearings additionally revealed that meaning-ful cooperation and communication among the various agenciesand departments responsible for educational research is rare. It isdismaying, for example, that although 20 percent of the active mili-tary is either being taught or is engaged in teaching and that themilitary spends up to five times more than the civilian sector oneducational technology, ERIC is not organizationally linked to re-ceive any military documents pertaining to educational improve-ment.59 A recent survey indicated that 33 of the 84 non-ERIC, edu-cation-related clearinghouses (most of which are federally-support-ed) do not provide documents to ERIC." The Congressional Re-search Service has identified at least 11 governmentally-supporteddatabases from which scientific and technical information is dis-seminated but not placed within the ERIC system (see Appendix 8).The Department of Education operates over 210 different pro-grams. However, they are seldom connected to OERI's key re-search, dissemination, and evaluation mission. Research and dis-semination activities carried out by the Regional Educational Lab-oratories and the National Educational Research Centers are notconnected to the dissemination activities of programs such as theChapter One Technical Assistance Centers, the Office of BilingualEducation of Minority Languages Affairs, or EHA's Early Child-hood Technical Assistance Centers. This failure to effectively co-ordinate research activities prevents the Department of Education

5 7 See "Educational Research: Prospects and Priorities," Appendix 1 to the Hearings on H.R.3606 and Related Bills to Create a National Institute of Education, before the Sub committee onSelect Education, 11-36; and also Hearing to Extend the Authorization of Appropriations for theNational Institute of Education, Testimony of Richard L. Turner, February 1980.58 P.L. 96-88 (d)(1)(E), Department of Education Organization Act of 1979." United States Congress, Office of Technology Assftsment, Technology and the AmericanTransition, 242; United States Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Power On! New Toolsfor Teaching and Learning, 1988, 164; and see testimony of Judi Conrad, Chair-Council of ERIC1Directors (COED), before the Subcommittee on Select Education, April 21, 1988, 117." Susan Klein, "How Can the Federal Government Help Education-Related Clearinghouses?"Knowledge and Society: The International Journal of Knowledge Transfer, Vol. 3, Fall 1990.
(43)
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from utilizing the fruits of research to improve practices within its
own programs.

The lack of communication between OERI and other executive
departments may have been justified in the past as an inevitable
by-product of bureaucratic inertia, but in the present climate of a
Presidential commitment to the National Education Goals, failure
to coordinate at the highest levels is unacceptable. The drafters of
the February 25, 1990 communique on the National Education
Goals reinforce this need for coordination: "[Without a] concerted
effort on the part of every sector and every citizen to improve dra-
matically the performance of the Nation's education system ...,
these goals will remain nothing more than a distant, unattainable
vision." 61

Small scale initiatives, such as the Federal Interagency .Commit-
tee on Education (FICE), which was proposed when the Department
of Education was fbunded, cannot hope to accomplish what is
needed.62 These efforts fail because interagency coordination is
viewed statically as periodic communication between agency heads
around certain topics of mutual interest. An internal administra-
tive task force will need to examine creative solutions that force
greater coordination upon all aspects of what should become a com-
prehensive, interactive system. Such possibilities might include in-
novative cross-coordination mechanisms that would allow both labs
and centers*to work together with local school districts on high pri-
ority problems. Regional conferences that bring together State and
local educators, as well as lab and center staff, to develop an action
agenda around such problems as dropout prevention, must be con-
sidered.63

Another option is to require the exploration of linking the De-
partment of Education's Office of Planning, Budget and Evaluation
(OPBE) with relevant researchers within OERI and the labs and
centers. OPBE collects a vast amount of Jata concerning the func-
tioning of vital Feeeral programs such as Chapter One. There must
be a more interactive mechanism through which program data can
be analyzed and assessed so that modifications of the program can
be maele prior to the issuance of a final report or evaluation.64
Moreover, the research community must have a greater hand in
shaping the kinds of demonstration programs that are funded and
a greater say in how those programs are evaluated and disseminat-
ed.

In 1990, the Congressional Research Service examined the Feder-
al education authority for research, development, dissemination,
and evaluation and identified 67 activities of which an overwhelm-
ing 73 percent had no requirement for coordination. Furthermore,
though a final product was required in all 67 activities, 33 percent
of them did not specify the recipient of the resultant products.

"Text of Final Summit Statement Issued by President, Governors," Education Week, Octo-
ber 4, 1989.

62 The FICE was established under P.L. 96-88. See also Power On! 181.
63 Broad topics, such as dropout prevention, could provide opportunities to explore some of the

promising research approaches affecting "at-risk" youth, K through 12.
64 L. Leviton and R. Baruch, "Contributions of Evaluations to Education Programs and

Policy," Evaluation Review, 1983, 563-598.
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The lack of internal coordination within the Department of Edu-
cation is reflective of OERI's broader inability to communicate
with other Federal departments that conduct educational research,
development, evaluation, and dissemination. Some of the best workin this area is carried out by the Department of Defense, the De-partment of Labor, and the Department of Agriculture. The great
strides made by the military in using computer-assisted instructionfor basic skills training have not been well exploited. The Depart-
ment of Agriculture provides a superb model for the delivery of
educational services in non-traditional environments to a wide
range of learners (those who attend 4-H clubs; community-based co-operative extension programs; and the USDA Washington, DC-based graduate school). The Department of Agriculture, through itsCooperative Extension Service, also demonstrates how a Federalagency can utilize research knowledge to respond to local district
informational needs. The Department of Labor, through the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA), has identified a number of exem-plary programs for serving those with multiple barriers to employ-ment. Many of the outstanding programs could be utilized in teach-ing basic skills through programs in cooperation with businesses,
unions, and other employment training providers to a diverserange of students and workers who are traditionally under-
served.6 5

Existing researchdeveloped by the Department of Energy (inmath and science skills), the Department of State (in foreign lan-guage skills), the Department of Health and Human Services (inearly childhood education), and the National Institutes of Health(in cognitive learning)--needs to be considered by OERI as spring-boards for further research and development. OERI needs to makenew efforts to coordinate what has already been learned and exertleadership for the purpose of utilizing the educational materials ofother Federal agencies for school improvement and lifelong learn-ing.
Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:

1. OERI must require that regular channels of communication(workshops, teleconferences, forums, etc.) be established be-tween OERI, Compensatory Education Programs, and the
Chapter One Technical Assistance Centers.

2. OERI should establish an administrative taskforce to inventoryand review existing education-related R&D of other Federalagencies.
3. OERI must assist in the dissemination of model approaches forStates conducting programs under the Job Training Partner-

ship Act (JTPA), the Adult Education Act, the Vocational Edu-
cation Act, and the Family Support Act, and other programsthat provide for remedial education or basic skills training.

85 United States Department of Labor, Office of Information, News, April 3, 1989.



9. OERI must more effectively coordinate its research and develop-ment efforts with the National Science Foundation.
One of the most ambitious of the National Education Goals callsfor the Nation to be first in math and science by the year 2000.Evidence indicates that we are currently far short of this target.The scores of our students are among the lowest in science across avariety of grade levels when compared to other industrialized coun-tries.6 6
America faces a shortfall of scientists and engineers by the year2000. We can meet these shertfalls only by utilizing all of ourtalent, especially those traditionally underrepresented.67 Minori-ties, women, and individuals with disabilities are still underrepre-

sented in science and engineering. African-Americans, for example,comprise only 2 percent of all employed scientists and engineers,even though they are 12 percent of the U.S. population. Hispanics,America's fastest growing minority group, comprise 9 percent ofthe population, but only 2 pe*L.znit of all employed scientists andengineers. Although they acco int for 43 percent of the population,
white women comprise only la percent of employed scientists andengineers. An estimated 22 million Americans of working age havesome physical disability, yet only 7.2 million of these are em-ployed.68 By the year 2020, two-thirds of the work force will becomprised of women, minorities, and people with disabilities.
Therefore, the need for preparing these individuals in science andengineering becomes a nationwide workforce issue. "The Nation'sleadership in science and engineering cannot be maintained,cannot survive ... unless our education pipeline receives the help itneeds to create a more diverse group of world-class scientists andengineers." 6 9

During a congressional hearing, Robert T. Jones, Assistant Secre-tary of Labor for Employment and Training, testified that, "Theaverage high school student in Japan outperforms the top 5 percentof America's students in a test of math and science." 70 Another
source reveals that in mathematics, only 1 in 4 African-American
and Hispanic 17-year-olds performs at the junior high level; ourhigh school students scored 9th in physics, 11th in chemistry, andlast in biology when compared to students of other countries." In

66 CRS, National Educational Goals: Where Are We? (Washington, DC: CRS 90-169 EPW) 11." The Task Force on Women. Minorities, and the Handicapped in Science and Technology,Final Report, "Changing America: The New Face of Science and Engineering," December 1980,2.

a" "Changing AmericO" 20-28.
" U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Science, pace, and Technology. Hearing onWomen. Minorities, and the Disabled in Science and Technology, Testimony of W. Ann Reyn-olds, former chancellor. California State University, 1988,14.
"Joint Economic Committee, Hearing on Crisis in the Workplace. Statement of Robert T.Junes, Assistant Secretary of Labor for Employment and Training, U.S. Department of Labor,October 31,1989,9.
" International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement, Science Achieve-ment in 17 Countries: A Preliminary Report (Oxford, England: Pergamon Press, 1988).
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reviewing similar international comparisons of science achieve-
ment, Professor James Coleman made the following observation:
The United States is, in science achievement in elementary ar4 secondary school,
virtually outside the range of science achievement in other developed countries
whose children were tested. ... This is a problem which, if allowed to persist, could
easily turn the United States from the most affluent Nation in the world into a less
developed country.1 2

It is estimated that the Department of Education administers
over $2 billion in mathematics and science education activities;73
yet, the Department excuses its inability to accurately identify and
highlight existing activities and expenditures in mathematics and
science by continuously citing that it is not organized by content
areas. In December, 1989 the Department established a Taskforce
on Mathematics and Science Education. Organized by Under Secre-
tary Sanders and chaired by the Director of OERI, its major re-
sponsibility was to survey the Department to catalcgue program ac-
tivities and related funding in mathematics and science. According
to the Taskforce, "It is not possible to provide a comprehensive de-
scription of the Department'f3 mathematics and science activities or
to estimate with great accuracy the amount of resources being put
into mathematics and science.... There is no easily identifiable
means [of] address[ing] common mathematics and science concerns
or even to share information. Nor are there enough contact points
that might be expected to be knowledgeable of science and mathe-
matics activities. 74 The Taskforce concluded that the Depart-
ment, in order to fulfill its leadership role in meeting the National
Education Goals, must develop a comprehensive plan for address-
ing needs in mathematics and science education.

The Department of Education must support the R&D efforts of
OERI in these areas by developing a strong coordination policy be-
tween it, the National Science Foundationthe major entity re-
sponsible for science educationand other Federal agencies in-
volved in the improvement of mathematics and science. The impor-
tance of a coordinating policy with the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) cannot be overemphasized.

NSF, an outgrowth of the contributions made by science and
technology during World War II, was established under the Nation-
al Science Foundation Act, signed into law in 1950 by President
Harry S. Truman, to promote and advance science and engineering
across all disciplines and to evaluate the scientific research pro-
grams undertaken by agencies of the Federal Government.
Through grants and contracts to colleges and universities, and
other research institutions, NSF funds research in all fields of sci-
ence and engineering. It also awards research graduate fellowships
in mathematics, science, and engineering education to universities,
colleges, academic consortia, nonprofit institutions, and small busi-
nesses. The Foundation conducth a variety of innovative projects in
teacher pre-service and in-service education, and supports the de-
velopment of instructional materials and the application of ad-
vanced technologies to classroom activities.

" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Dr. James Corner, April 20-21, 19/04, 45.
73 Repnrt of the U.S. Department of Education Taskfarce on Mathematics and Science Educa

lion to Under Secretary Sanders, August 1990.
'4 Report of the Task force.
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During a 1988 Senate Appropriations Committee hearing toreview NSF's funding, concern was expressed about the quality oftextbooks and other teaching materials funded through its grantprocess. "Despite a substantial Federal investment in the creationof innovative science teaching tools," the Committee felt that thematerials were substandard due to "in part, institutional failure toobjectively evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of teaching ma-terials once they have been developed." As a result, the NationalScience Foundation was directed to submit to the Committee areport "setting forth the steps ... being taken to evaluate the qual-ity of teaching materials and to promote the use of materials of su-perior quality.... [The] report should also suggest ... additionalsteps to be taken to improve [their] evaluation and disseminationprocess." 7 5 In 1989, the Committee directed the Foundation to pro-vide a follow-up report, concluding that it was too early to deter-mine the effectiveness of materials IDrepared as part of NSF's Pub-lisher's Initiative Program to rectify the previous shortcomings.
They particularly wanted the Foundation to complete the develop-ment and field testing of the Publisher's Initiative Program and todevelop a dissemination plan (including networks availablethrough the Department of Education) to distribute these materialsmore effectively.' 6

Consequently, NSF has entered into discussions with the Depart-ment of Education to explore ways by which both agencies can co-operate in making teaching materials available to school systemsthrough the National Diffusion Network (NDN), the EisenhowerProgram, Chapters I and II of the Elementary and Secondary Edu-cation Act and other national grant and distribution programs ofthe Department. We applaud these efforts as a small step towardcorrecting NSF's greatest deficitits lack of a disseminationsystem. OERI, with its network (ERIC, the Regional Laboratories,and the National Diffusion Network) and extensive experience andknowledge in the area of dissemination, can provide the structurefor the Nation's most comprehensive educational information dis-semination system. Although NSF has cited disappointment withNDN's ability to widely distribute for adoption their new methodsand materials," we would discourage NSF from developing its owndissemination mechanism, and urge them to invest in NDN's po-tential by jointly developing a plan which would adequately ad-dress their needs.
The efforts presently under way by the Federal CoordinatingCouncil for Science, Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET) to co-ordinate the Department of Education, NSF, and other Federalagency initiatives in mathematics, science, and engineering shouldbe formalized with an interagency coordinating policy.
The Nation's priority to be number one in mathematics and Bei-ence by the year 2000 cannot be realized unless we invest instrengthening existing.structures that provide the elements neededto improve mathematics and science education. The importance of

Ta U.S. Senate, Senate Appropriations
Committee, Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and other In-dependent Agencies, Hearing of December 10, 1988." U.S. Senate, Appropriations Committee, Subcommittee on VA, HUD, and IndependentAgencies, Hearing of 1989.

77 Pre-College Teaching Materials, 11, 23.
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the "centrality of science and technology to the Nation's future,
and of the necessity for transforming the schools in order to
produce scientifically literate citizens and a steady supply of scien-
tists and engineers, must be stressed over and over again." 7 8

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. Congress must affirm its commitment to the development of a

scientifically literate citizenry by supporting the efforts of the
Department of Education in its quest to restructure its mathe-
matics and science education activities.

2. Congress must support OERI's R&D efforts in the areas of sci-
ence and mathematics.

3. Congress must mandate systematic coordination between all Fed-
eral agencies which have mathematics and science education
initiatives.

4. Congress must ensure the implementation of initiatives to re-
cruit and retain minority scientists, engineers, and teachers.
Consideration should be given to the creation of regional teach-
er centers that have as their explicit focus the nurturing of mi-
nority youngsters whose high school records indicate strong po-
tential in the area of mathematics and science.

5. The National Diffusion Network must expand its program capac-
ity to include proven science programs.

6. The Department of Education should encourage increased dialog
between OERI and the coordinators of over 210 categorical pro-
grams (i.e., Chapter I and the Eisenhower Mathematics and
Science Program) in order to maximize the effectiveness of the
programs by integrating the dissemination of relevant research
information at each appropriate level (Federal, State, local).

7 6 Dr. F. James Rutherford, "Reflections on the Federal Role in the Reform of Science Educa-
tion," Unpublished Paper Prepared for the Carnegie Commission on Science, Technology, and
Government, February 9, 1990, 19.



10. OERI must commit to reseamh on the wealth of effective educa-
tional practices developed and/or advanced by special education re-search and devise a system whereby these practices may be trans-
ferred to general education and made available for more wide-
spread applications.

The National Education Goals indicate a commitment to raise
the educational achievement of all children, regardless of their
abilities. This objective of educating all children can be greatly en-
hanced by bridging the divide that currently separates special edu-
cation from general education. OERI must lead the way in apply-
ing special education research findings to general education set-tings.

Fundamental to special education are three statutory provi-
sionsindividualized education programs, nondiscriminatory and
multidisciplinary assessment of educational needs, and educationin the least restrictive environmentwhich allow schools to maxi-
mize the educational development of students with special needs.
The research that has been guided by these provisions has yielded
findings applicable to the mainstream of American education. For
example, the individualized education program, customized to theneeds of each student taking into consideration the learner's
strengths, weaknesses, and learning style and modalities, provides
a model for meeting the needs of a diversified Ibtudent population.

Special cducation research has made many contributions to the
educational knowledge base, primarily in the form of alternative
teaching methods for remediation in various subject areas, as well
as analyses of the interactions between learner differences and var-
ious subject matter. A variety of interventions have been designedbased upon careful, reliable research to improve the performance
of "special populations," i.e., those children who have needs beyond
thcr:e traditionally a-lommodated in a regular classroom. Increas-
ingly, critical consicierations have been given to assessment meth-
ods and placement alternatives within general education settings.The past 10-15 years have seen a proliferation of findingspoten-
tially beneficial for a wide range of student populationsin such
areas as assessment (e.g., curriculum-based assessment, dynamic
assessment); instruction (cooperative learning models, strategies in-struction, metacognitive interventions, reciprocal teaching); cur-riculum (soea: skills, early intervention); and management (behav-
ior modification, classroom management).

To date, the most influential of these interventions has been thePerry Preschool program based on the premise that early child-
hood intervention could improve the intellig-nce, aptitude, andacademic performance or disadvantaged youth. One of the original
grants for this study, using students ill special education classes,
was funded by the research division of the Office of Special Educa-
tion Programs. This project, which nelped to spawn the nationwide

(51)
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Headstart program, demonstrated long-term positive effects in the
areas of education, employment, and social responsibility.79 Other
special education innovations are based on the premises that all
children can learn, that early intervention programs can enhance
that learning, and that educational resources are correlates of stu-
dent performance. OERI must develop a systematic way to: review
special education interventions and policies; ferret out the most
promising; and place them in the National Education Treasure
Chest to make them readily available to local and State education
agencies.

Two offices within the Department of Education--special educa-
tion and compensatory educationserve different target popula-
tions, yet share a generic school issue i.e., the ability to accommo-
date learners with diverse needs in the classroom. In addressing
this issue, the research and development efforts of these two pro-
grams have been quite different. Special education has active re-
search, development, and dissemination components, while compen-
satory education research is tied to Chapter One evaluations and
fragmented within other general education research and develop-
ment activities. Thus, those who provide special education services
are more likely to obtain and use R&D-based information than the
providers of compensatory education services.

Currently, no systematic coordination occurs between the re-
search efforts of OERI and the Office of Special Education and Re-
habilitative Services (OSNRS). Within the latter office, the primary
authority for research is carried out through the discretionary pro-
grams of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act and the
National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research
(NIDRR). This separation between general and special education
research mirrors an educational system which has not fully appre-
ciated the contributions of special education research nor fully in-
tegrated the needs of childen with disabilities into the mainstream.
The unfortunate split between the two research efforts may ac-
count for the failure to adapt effective interventions developed
and/or advanced by special education research to the needs of chil-
dren experiencing difficulties within the regular education setting.

OERI must develop better mechanisms for sharing research find-
ings between general education and special education, targeting all
children who are underachieving without threatening the integrity
or resources devoted to either office. Innov ative utilization of spe-
cial education research findings can help nullify the negative out-
comes experienced by many minority children, children with dis-
abilities, and children who speak different languages.

Presently, the main vehicles for the dissemination of special edu-
cation research findings are the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handi-
capped and Gifted Children and the work of independent educa-
tional researchers who receive Federal special education funding
with broad interests that span the boundaries between regular and
special education. Other means of special education research dis-
semination to general education include contracts on models for

" John R. Berrueta-Clement, et al., "Changed Lives: The Effects of the Perry Preschool Pro-
gram on Youths Through 19," Monographs of the High/Scope Educational Research Foundation,
No. 8 (Ypsilanti, Michigan: High/Scope Educational Research Foundation)
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educating children with disabilities in the regular classroom set-ting and teacher training efforts associated with these models.The Office of Special Education Programs (OSEP) has an excel-lent track record for getting research findings ,to practitioners andfor conveying field-generated concerns to researchers. This dissemi-nation efficacy is facilitated by a system of interconnected net-works thatthrough statutory mandate and regulatory policiesmaintain ongoing communication and promote the transfer of in-formation among researchers, administrators, and practitioners.OERI should emulate OSEP in this regard by establishing morelinks between its research component and the service-oriented com-ponents of various Department of Education Offices (e.g., the Chap-ter One program in the Office of Compensatory Education).
Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:

1. OERI must coordinate with OSERS to exchange promising re-search findings, programs and products and fund research toassess the use of these with various special populations (e.g.,at-risk and mainstreamed students).
2. OERI must develop firm linkages with OSERS to foster commu-nication and transfer of effective research findings reciprocallyso that the flow of information would be expedited, as wouldthe impact of research on educational practice.3. OERI must develop jointly-funded research and developmentprojects with OSERS (e.g., studies on how to increase the rangeof variance that can be accommodated in instructional settings;how findings of special education research can foster better ac-commodation of individual differences within the classroom)

and synthesize and coordinate the dissemination of relevant re-search findings.
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11. DERI must conduct an on-going review of military educational
and manpower training research in order to develop programs andpractices which apply the most promising methodologies and tech-nologies to civilian education practices.

An Office of Technology Assessment report notes that the con-sistently high level of military investment in research and develop-ment has produced "... a multibillion dollar inventory of training
material. For example, in 1986, the Naval Training Systems Centerprocessed more than $1.0 billion for research, testing, and develop-ment of training systems, and provided logistics support for over $3billion worth of training material and systems in use throughoutthe world." 80 Despite the lack of transfer mechanisms, the mili-tary's spending advantage of 7:1 over the civilian sector has im-pacted civilian education, (e.g., computer-assisted instruction pio-neered by the Department of Defense; instructional system designdeveloped by the U.S. Air Force) and has clearly influenced train-ing conducted by the private sector. It is of vital importance thatthis investment be maximized at all education levels. There wouldbe a greater chance of achieving the National Education Goal foradult literacy if the military's arsenal of proven products and pro-gramsdevoted to teaching raw recruits to master basic literacyskillscould be exploited for civilian use. While the exact amountof transferable knowledge and material is unknown, there are nu-merous innovations which justify their application in meeting civil-ian educational needs.

Such an initiative is particularly urgent as we currently face adire emergency in our inner cities. During the height of the Viet-nam War, there was a manpower shortage that led the military torecruit from among young men who had not achieved mastery ofcategory 5 level basic skills, 81 many of whom were from inner-cityareas. The military developed an intensive training program,known as Project 100,000 82 to provide this population with liter-acy and work force skills. Using specially adapted basal readersand teaching materials, the military was extremely successful intraining 100,000 raw recruits to handle sophisticated equipment.There is a difference between the experience of training recruitsand the challenges confronting the average inner-city teacher whois faced with many poor and minority youngsters at risk of drop-ping out because they were unable to master basic skills by the 4thgrade. Recruits have to follow orders, while students often pick andchoose what, if any, instructions to follow. The Army providestraining adapted to the performance of particular jobs, while teach-

" OTA, Worker Trairung, 269.
" Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense, Profile of American Youth: 1980 NationwideAdministration of Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery, March 1982." Don Winter, "Project 100,000The Forgotten Men of the War, National Journal, April1978.
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ers are inierested in a variety of outcomes. Despite these sharp dif-
ferences in instructional approaches and student motivation, mili-
tary-sponsored research and development provides a largely un-
tapped resource for civilian educators. For example, the predomi-
nantly passive, textbook-oriented methods which have not funda-
mentally changed since the nineteenth century, could benefit from
the practice-oriented mode of such military instruction. New ap-
proaches involving visualization and interactivity in the perform-
ance of real world tasks pioneered by the military could provide a
key source of tested alternative curriculum approaches for which
there is no counterpart in the civilian research and development
sector. Educational researchers should be cognizant of the power of
visual learning and make efforts to review the Defense Depart-
ment's use of simulators and other kinds of technologies in order to
develop appropriate curriculums and programs. According to the
OTA report, the military currently uses visually-based computer
technology training in a wide variety of settings. The Navy, for ex-
ample, "using two-way compressed video delivered via
satellite .. . has used teleconferencing for training" 8 3 at great cost
savings and with enhanced achievement. Simulators are frequently
used where training "tasks are too complex or costly to practice
using real equipment," " while interactive videodisc (IVD) is used
to teach basic skills in instruction in the context of map reading
and navigation.

As the Cold War comes to a close and policymakers look for op-
tions that will allow us to smoothly adapt to the needs of a peace-
time economy, it is particularly appropriate that we consider the
development of expanded opportunities for researchers who were
formerly dedicated to supplying the research and development
needs of the military. OERI needs their expertise. The billions of
dollars of research and development funds that were spent on pre-
paring for war could be used to meet the challenges of educating
the young men and women whose real battle in life will be econom-
ic survival as the global economy demands a more highly educated
work force.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. The administration should request full funding for the Office of

Technology Transfer (see Recommendation 7) which would: (a)
undertake a comprehensive inventory of available Federal
training products; (b) establish a clearinghouse and dissemina-
tion program, including information from the training technol-
ogy transfer offices of the various Federal agencies; (c) make
grants or enter into contracts or cooperative agreements to fa-
cilitate the transfer of Federal training products.

2. The OTT should fund programs that would increase the aware-
ness of both civilian educators and military training developers
regarding the applicability of military methods and technology
for civilian education uses.

83 OTA, Worker Training, 264-265.
84 OTA, Worker Training, 264-265.
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3. The OERI-funded Centers for Interactive Technology and Educa-tion (see Recommendation 7), should give special attention tovisually based computer technology which has been developedby the Department of Defense.
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12. OERI must develop a national dissemination policy that willadvance the goal of placing a national treasure chest of research re-sults, models and materials at the disposal of the Nation's educa-tion decision-makers.

The achievement of the National Education Goals will requireintensive new efforts to provide high quality, research-based infor-mation to the growing numbers of people now involved in the edu-cational reform process. The urgency and complexity of the reform-novement now underway and the diversity of the audiences thattand to benefit the most from better schools and collegesfrombusiness leaders to parentsrequire OERI to transform its out-moded policies and practices. Furthermore, OERI must engage innew thinking by developing a national dissemination policy toensure that educational information is available to the Nation's
education decision-makers. Judi Conrad, Chair of the Council ofERIC Directors (COED), in testimony before the Subcommittee, ad-vocated for such a policy:
Virtually all the components for a national 'education system are already inplace.... What is missing is a policy to guide development of such a system. Weneed a national research information policy that defines respective roles, coordi-nates activities, and encourages cooperative ventures.85

What emerges from approximately twenty years of direct Feder-al involvement in educational dissemination is the importance oflocal commitment to school improvement and the relative ineffec-tiveness of imposing change from the top down.86 Studies addition-ally reveal that those who have the responsibility for implementingpolicy often feel overwhelmed by a surplus of information and havelittle time to distinguish effective innovations from those of doubt-ful validity." At the same time, many can agree that those schoolsrequiring the most radical changes are often the last to receive up-to-date and relevant inforniPtInn which could help make a differ-ence.
There are few signs that the current dissemination system isequipped to deal with the importance of the above insights. Specifi-cally, there has yet to emerge a national dissemination policywhich exploits, in a coordinated fashion, the strengths of existingdissemination systems. OERI's dissemination infrastructure of 10Regional Educational Laboratories, 16 ERIC clearinghouses,

ACCESS ERIC, and the National Diffusion Network can form the
8" Oversight Hearing on OEM, Testimony of Judi Conrad, April 21, 1988, 405," David P. Crandall, "Implementation Aspects of Dissemination: Reflections Toward an Im-modest Proposal," Paper Presented Before AERA Conference in New Orleans, April 1988, 14,"7 CV, Horn and B. Hetrick, "Buyers and Brokers: Information Flow in the Education PolicyCommunity," Unpublished Research Report Funded by the United States Department of Educa-tion, Office of Educational Research and Improvement, Grant #0ERI-6-86-0011, October 1987,27-28,
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basis of a dissemination system that has enormous catalytic poten-
tial for educational improvement.

In 1966, 20 Regional Educational Laboratories were created to
conduct sustained programmatic attacks on educational problems
by concentrating on applied research and on creating collaborative
relationships with varied participants in the educational process
(primarily State departments of education, intermediate service
agencies, and local districts and schools). There are currently 10
Regional Labs whose general functions include:

Identifying concerns and priorities through regional governing
and advisory structures and activities which help its regional
clientele define its needs
Conducting applied research and development in pursuit of
those priorities
Providing technical assistance to its region
Facilitating communication among various education R&D
providers
Disseminating and implementing its own products
Promoting the use of R&D results from all sources.

While there may be other agencies which conduct education re-
search and development, the Regional Labs are often the only enti-
ties in a region which conduct a full array of R&D functions and
have regional R&D services as their primary responsibility.88

The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC), estab-
lished in 1966, is a nationwide information network designed to
provide users with ready access to education literature. ERIC has
become the world's largest and best-known educational database
with over 700,000 records of documents and journal articles. It
serves as a resource for educators, scholars, and an entire spectrum
of education advocates from the technical researcher to the con-
cerned parent.89 ERIC consists of 20 entities: 16 ERIC clearing-
houses, located in various parts of the country and organized ac-
cording to subject matter domain; 3 support organizations (the
ERIC Document Reproduction Service [EDRS], the ERIC Processing
and Reference Facility, and the Oryn Press); and ERIC Central (ad-
ministrators of the ERIC system, including the ERIC Director,
working out of OERI). The clearinghouses serve a number of func-
tions which can usefully be grouped into three categories:

1. Archivingreceiving, selecting, indexing, abstracting, and
cataloguing documents.
2. Disseminationgetting the information in the documents to
a broad range of users.
3. Synthesis, Analysis, and Productionproducing specific doc-
uments (i.e., information analysis products and user service
products).

Despite its many features, many find the ERIC system difficult to
use. Individual clearinghouses may contain scattered information

" U.S. Department of Education, Office of Management, Regional Educational Laboratories:
A Service Delivery Asses8ment,1982.

"9 U.S. Department of Education, Office of Educational Research and Improvement Informa-
tion Services, ERIC Annual Report--1989: Summarizing the Accomplishments of the Education-
al Resources Information Center.
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on particular subject areas, (e.g., drop-out prevention programs),but do not collect this information on a systematic basis or inde-
pendeatly evaluate the information.

At a 1987 Subcommittee hearing on the ERIC System (the first
oversight hearing since its inception), Donald K. Erickson, Directorof the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children,
testified that he had:
... argued for the idea that the ERIC system needed some kind of ... central coordi-nating unit to conduct certain activities that the clearinghouses could not effectivelycarry out themselves and .#thich, for a number of reason% [could not] be done byOERI. [During] the deliberations of the ERIC Redesign Panel ... members struggledwith the vexing issues of system awareness, accessibility, quality control, coordina-tion of resources, multiple audiences, [and] product development efficiencies. ... Ipresented a proposed model for redesigning ERIC into a comprehensive educational
information resource system using already existing supported programs: [ACCESSERIC].9°

In 1989 with the use of the Department's discretionary funds, OERIofficially established ACCESS ERIC to provide a comprehensiveoutreach and dissemination program for the entire ERIC system.
The Department describes it as an entity responsible for developing
and making available to the public several new ERIC and educa-tion-related files; producing system awareness products, includingthe newly established periodical, The ERIC Review; and providingreference and referral services for the ERIC system. ACCESS ERICis also responsible for assessing and evaluating ERIC products andservices.91

The National Diffusion Network (NDN) was developed in 1974with a mission to find programs that work and bring them to theattention of school districts in search of solutions to their problems.Thus, NDN functions as a school improvement process which: (1)identifies programs that are exemplary; (2) distributes themthroughout the count*r; (3) brings them to the attention of educa-tors who are interested in improving their education programs; (4)provides schools with several programs from which to choose; and
(5) provides training and follow-up technical assistance for thosewho decide to install a particular program.92

The NDN has historically concentrated on efforts to replicate ef-
fective programs for students of average ability in suburban areas.They do not collect information on effective practices, products orpolicies. Thus, the cupboard is virtually bare for school superin-tendents or teachers looking for effective ways to make a differencein urban schools.

OERI's recent initiative to develop a computer network to enablethe major institutions which it supports (i.e., Labs, Centers, ERIC,and NDN) to share information among themselves and with OERIstaff is long overdue. OERI has also implemented a toll-free elec-tronic bulletin board system designed to provide individuals and or-ganizations interested in education with access to research and sta-tistical findings. The expansion of these systems is needed in build-ing a national education treasure chest to advance the synthesis of

a° Oversight Hearing on OERI (The ERIC System, July 30, 1987, 100-101.
°' U.S. Department of Education, OER1, Information Services, The ERIC Review, Vol. I, 1990,9 2 United States House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vo-cational Education, Hearing on the National Diffusion Network Act, Statement of Lee Weckline,Director, National Diffusion Network, June 9, 1982, 6.
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the information collected and the efficielit and effective dissemina-
tion of research results, models, and materials to a wide variety of
end-users.

The treasure chest would become the dynamic core of the Na-
tional Education Dissemination System which would include the
ERIC bibliographic database, special focus clearinghouses, libraries,
and eventually public and private telecommunications networks
and mass media public information activities sponsored by public
or private sources. In constructing such a system, OERI should es-
tablish specialist panels (expert researchers, as well as practition-
ers knowledgeable about the research implemented in classrooms)
to be the gatekeepers" of the treasure chest, ensuring quality con-
trol as well as comprehensive coverage. Based on their assessment
of the research literature and existing evaluations, these panels
would advise OERI on research, programs, and models that should
be entered into the centralized database accessible to practitioners.
The treasure chest is a metaphor for the total universe of etluca-
tional information relevant to school improvement. Its physical em-
bodiment should be in the form of an interactive, computer-based
network (the National Education Dissemination Network), housed
in the transformed Department of Education Research Library (the
National Library of Education), with the following responsibilities:

1. To enhance the links between the producers of education re-
search information, the stakeholders, the intermediaries, and
the users.
2. To provide coordinated, responsive dissemination services to
all users of the network.
3. To facilitate the exchange of information and develop infor-
mal networks among the users.

A transformed OERI library has enormous potential to serve as
the hub for this coordination effort, providing unique educational
information and dissemination. Dr. James Rutherford, Chief Edu-
cation Officer for the American Advancement of Science, advocates
for a National Library of Education that can serve as a counterpart
to the National Library of Medicine:
The United States has no resource in education remctely comparable to the Nation-
al Library of Medicine. In education, unlike health, the country lacks a dynamic
center, an intellectual and information resource for professionals and citizens. It has
no communications hub able to put schools, homes, and communities in touch with
the education information they need. It has no place that has the responsibility and
R&D mission for helping to turn America into a true information society."

The National Library of Medicine has, in its 154-year existence,
become a worldwide resource of information. Through MEDLINE it
makes a database available to health care professionals nationwide.
MEDLINE not only allows individuals to call up a list of pertinent
articles in minutes but allows users to print abstracts for many of
those articles at their own terminals. It is accessible at 3,500 insti-
tutions, including government agencies and commercial organiza-
tions, as well as medical schools and hospitals. In all, the National
Library of Medicine has some 2 dozen databases, covering various
aspects of health and disease. The Library has an ongoing program

" Dr. F. Jarnes Rutherlbrd, 37.
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of research grants to develop large-scale integrated information
systems in academic health science centers. Grants are also award-ed to develop efficient dissemination of new information. The Na-tional Library of Medicine sits at the hub of a national network of7 regional medical libraries, 125 medical school resource libraries,and 4,000 local medical libraries.

The modest collection currently housed at OERI's headquarters
in Washington, DC could become the entity that fulfills a similarfunction for education as the National Library of Medicine per-forms for medicine. Dr. Susan Klein outlined a possible set of com-ponents that such a library would contain:
Component 1General Education Information

Federal grants information organized through a Project Man-
agement Information System (PMIS)

Component 2High Quality R&D Information
High quality general research and curriculum information
(ERIC contents plus as much book, audio-visual, and computersoftware as possible)

Component dPromising Programs, Products, Policies, and Prac-tices

Model programs (including demonstrations). All must meet ap-propriate criteria for quality.

Component 4Iden tifica don, Synthesis, and Interpretation ofWorthy Research and Evaluation Findings
Consensus-based or generalizable research findings/principles/syntheses and exemplary interpretations of research.

Component 5Effective Programs, Products, Policies, and Practices
In addition to passing a review for effectiveness and high qual-ity, there would be procedures to collect continuous informa-tion on how varied innovations work in diverse situations."

In addition to the National Education Dissemination Network,OERI must identify other dissemination strategies needed to meetthe needs of today's education institutions. A.mong them should beones that have the most promise of significantly improving practicein the poorest school districts which contain the children most atrisk for educational failure. The improvement of student learninghas always been a key congressional priority, but the above listedinstrumentalities have been slow in developing innovative ways topenetrate the host of bureaucratic structures and conditions thatblock improvement in some of the Nation's least effective schools.There is an urgent need to develop new strategies that are basedon models drawn from outside the education research hield. Onepossible example is drawn from the agricultural extension "countyagent" system which transferred productive agricultural ideas andtechnologies to farmers least exposed to new knowledge.95 Analo-

" Dr. Susan Klein, Office of Educational Research and Improvement" Extension in the Eighties: A Report of the Joint USDA Committee on the Future of COopera.nue Extension,University of Wisconsin at Madison, May 1983.
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gizing from this example would mean that highly trained educa-
tional researcherswith practical experience with the realities of
the classroom and who are also familiar with the neighborhoods
from which the students are drawnwould operate a support and
assistance program for policymakers, parents, business leaders,
community activists, principals, teachers, and others seeking to
foster constructive educational improvements.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. OERI must develop a national dissemination policy.
2. The Department of Education must require, as part of its con-

tractual agreements, that all federally-funded research prod-
ucts become a part of the ERIC collection.

3. OERI must appoint specialist panels in a number of key areas
(research and development involving educational equity, as
well as each of the six National Education Goals). Formation of
such panels will trigger the planning process for the develop-
ment of the National Library of FAucation.

4. OERI must develop appropriate criteria for assessing quality pro-
grams, products, policies and practices. The office should addi-
tionally develop models for collecting subsequent evidence of
quality and effectiveness of such programs. (Some of this cross-
cutting methodological work in evaluation is described in Rec-
ommendation 4.)
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13. In order to guarantee the continued infusion and utilization of
research and development results, OERI must establish a responsive
and interactive delivery system for research, development and dis-
semination (similar to the original agriculture extension programs
of the land grant colleges).

Across the Nation there is a need for educational improvement
in all of our schools. The best must be assisted to become better
and our worst school systems must be saved from total collapse.
Among the numerous new policies, procedures and practices
needed to bolster school improvement efforts is the need for a com-ponent which guarantees an interactive and responsive delivery
system for research, development and dissemination. Such asystem must eventually serve all school systems; however, there is
a need for an intensified effort to be launched immediately in the
Nation's poorest school districts. A District Education Agent Pro-
gram which speedily provides high quality, useful information and
technical assistance will be vitally necessary to promote the in-
creased participation of parents, business and community leaders
in partnership with teachers and education leaders as they deter-
mine the future of their schools. An "Agent" to channel feedback
and assist with the mobilization of "America 2000 Communities" is
an essential ingredient. As Dr. Paul T. Hill of the RAND Corpora-tion testified:
Urban school improvement requires a broad community effort, led by business and
community groups that in another era redeveloped the downtown or rebuilt the
city's economic base. Coalitions led by CEO's, elected officials, clergy, neighborhoodand anti-poverty group representatives, and college presidents have started a revolu-tion from above, uniting to make education the No. 1 civic priority. School boards,
administrators and teacher leaders still have important roles to play. But the days
are gone when educational policy could be created solely in negotiations among theschool board and its employees.96

Dr. Arthur Wise, Director of the RAND Center for the Study of
the Teaching Profession and Chair of the American Educational
Research Association's Government and Professional Liaison Com-
mittee, testified that, "We really do not have a good way of chart-ing on a systematic basis what is going on in American education
so that we can learn from these natural experiments that occurand then can share information more broadly. It is all trial under
fire, trial and error." 9 7

Given our Nation's dire educational needs, the present piece-
meal approach of OERI will never have a significant impact. The
fragmentation of the dissemination system and the haphazard co-
ordination between the National Research Centers, the Regional
Laboratories, the ERIC bibliographic database, and the National
Diffusion Network causes effecti--,1 ograms, materials, and prac-

"Oversight Hearing on OERI. Statement of Dr. Paul T. Hill, September 14, 1989, 72.97 Oversight Hearing on the OERI. Testimony of Dr. Arthur Wise, October 26, 1989, 83.
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tices to easily be overlooked (see Recommendation 12). Additional-
ly, at the local level there is no one available on an ongoing basis
to see that communities most in need of specific kinds of research,
development, and dissemination assistance are helped. There is
often the need for some intervention agent to guide the application
of a tested, effective remedy for a problem which can be solved.
The Subcommittee received testimony which reiterates this prob-
lem:
The average third grade teacher or average fifth grade teacher does not know what
the research has uncovered, and the researchers in general do not go into the class-
rooms of our Nation to work with the teachers, so what we need here clearly is
better articulation between the researchers and the information that they uncover,
and the persons who are on the firing line who are supposed to implement those
programs.08

Most teachers on the classroom "firing line" do not believe that
research and development can assist with their everyday recurring
problems of discipline, excessive paperwork, outreach to homes and
the community, or that such new information can facilitate in-
struction, reduce student boredom and supplement the knowledge
being transmitted in the classroom. Nevertheless, there are models,
methods, techniques and technology which already exist to assist
with the problems listed above.

A research, development, and dissemination delivery vehicle
similar to the system developed by the United States Department
of Agriculture should replace the occasional and episodic involve-
ment of OERI (see Appendix C). The agriculture extension service
has been credited with playing a "major role" in the U.S. "agricul-
tural revolution." " "It is imr ossible for anyone to speak 10 words
about diffusion without two of them being 'agriculture
extension' ... In many ways, it constitutes the defining metaphor
for technology transfer." 100 American agriculture was trans-
formed by the steady interjection of effective research and develop-
ment practices and, as a result of the marriage of theory, engineer-
ing and practice, became the model for the world. A similar re-
search, development, and dissemination approach could achieve
equally astounding results for American education.

At the risk of exhausting the metaphor, a more detailed descrip-
tion of the delivery system being proposed might compare it to the
"drip irrigation" technique so successfully popularized by Israeli
farmers. The steady application of the benefits of research and de-
velooment in economical doses that are appropriate for the prob-
lem is the desired outcome. District Education Agents (similar to
the "county agents" utilized by the Department of Agriculture) are
key to this more direct approach. Many of the organizational and
human engineering techniques pioneered by the county agents
should be thoroughly exaMined for use in the dissemination of edu-
cation research and development results.

Although there are many differences between agricultural and
educational research technology transfer, there are significant
areas of similarity:

98 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Faustine Jones-Wilson, April 20, 1988.
" Everett M. Rogers, "The Intellectual Foundation and History of the Agricultural Extension

Model," Knowledge: Creation, Diffusion, Utilization, June 1988, 492.
1°° Rogers, 493.
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1, Both endeavors have an enormous amount of complex re-search information that needs to be translated to practitioners
in non-technical language and adapted by knowledgeable ex-perts to practical settings.

2. Client participation (in identifying local needs and in pro-
gram planning, evaluation, and feedback) is key to solving both
agricultural and educational problems.

Education, in contrast to agriculture, has been subject to a great-er amount cf faddism. Innovations are frequently started, but evenif exemplary, may not come to the attention of the most relevantusers and may be heavily dependent for their survival on one ortwo people. In agriculture, county agents have been successful inensuring that the change process is carefully nurtured and moni-
tored while specialist personnel ensure that the resource base is ofhigh quality and responsive to user needs.

Analogizing from agriculture's successful experience utilizing re-search to assist in the change process, the following structure for aresponsive and interactive delivery system is proposed:
A Bureau of Education Extension similar to the Departmentof Agriculture's Cooperative Extension Service (CES) must becreated within OERI to administer the District EducationAgent Program (DEAP) and to provide specialist assistance.
Learning Grant Institutions (WI's) must be designated and
awarded grants which will serve as the information base for
each DEAP. Although similar to the land grant colleges and
universities, these LGI's may also be other non-profit education
institutions such as the National Research and Development
Centers, the Regional Laboratories; or even profit-making en-terprises specializing in education.
District Education Agents will be appointed by the LearningGrant Institutions in consultation with State Departments ofEducation. The District Education Agents (DEA's) must func-tion as independent change agents providing information,channeling responses and feedback, organizing and coordinat-

ing a community-wide effort to improve education. In "Amer-ica 2000 Communities" the DEA shall be responsible for themobilization of all groups and organizations.
Research and Development Districts shall consist of parts orall of the participating congressional districts tine territories.A Research and Development District (RDD) shell col rioless than 250,000 residents. The remainder of a c1agressionaldistrict might be utilized as a control for the educational im-
provement experiment. Where entire congressional districtsare designated, such RDD's shall be considered synonymouswith "America 2000 Communities,"
America 2000 Communities, which are proposed in the Presi-dent's legislative initiative, are congressional districts whichmust adopt the National Education Goals, devise a plan forreaching them, create a report card for monitoring their
progress and demonstrate a commitment to create and support
a "New American School."
An Intensified District Education Agent Program shall be established in recognition of the crisis facing the schools in the
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Nation's poorer.' xngressional districts. In addition to the basic
program and resources projected for all congressional districts,
the 50 poorest CD's located in rural and inner-city areas with
some having predominately bilingual populations, shall be eli-
gible for emergency assistance for activities involving non-re-
curring expenditures. The credibility and effectiveness of the
District Education Agents will be greatly enhanced by such a
capability to address pressing problems immediately. The In-
tensified District Education Agent Program shall be adminis-
tered by the Leariing Grant Institution.

Consideration of the optimum practical size for Research and De-
velopment Districts required an examination of the agriculture ex-
tension model where a land grant university was designated for
each State and a county agent for each county. The detailed repli-
cation of this model is not the most desirable approach for the fol-
lowing reasons:

The States vary greatly in size, demographics, distance of uni-
versities from the poorest communities, structure of the policy-
making body responsible for education, etc.
Counties vary greatly in size, demographics, and their rela-
tionships with school districts.

On the other hand, congressional districts are the single unit of the
Federal Government which have nearly equal populations. The
President's legislation has also chosen the congressional district as
a basic unit for mobilizing to achieve school improvements. Since
the District Education Agents will be responsible for promoting
total educational improvement for all age, income, formal and non-
formal groupings within the population, the target area size should
be determined first by the number of residents. School district
boundaries, public college zones, library service areas, job training
program eligibility boundaries, etc. are important but secondary
considerations. The goal is the improvement of education for all
persons from the cradle to the grave.

For each "R&D District" there shall be a "Learning Grant Insti-
tution" and its appointed "District Education Agent." Departing
from the agricultural extension model in this case, the operative,
the "District Education Agent" and the backup resource, the
"Learning Grant Institution," shall both be in equal proximity
with the target population.

District Education Agents, with the supr t of their base Learn-
ing Grant Institutions, would have the fotLing major functions:

To assemble parents, students, teachers, education leaders,
community leaders, labor leaders and business leaders for the
purpose of adopting the National Education Goals, additional
local education goals and a plan for achieving the adopted
goals and to assist this group in mobilizing to achieve their ob-
jective.
To use the instruments and agencies of the Federal Govern-
ment to disseminate useful information as speedily as possible.
To channel the responses and feedback of the practitioners
back to the research and development community.

7
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To identify gaps in the Federal "treasure chest" of informa-
tion which would result in the launching of new initiatives to
address specific problems.
To track past Federal grants to the district and pinpoint rea-
sons for success or failure and to track existing Federal grants
and assist in improving their effectiveness.
To channel the resources of the Learning Grant Institutions
and other Federal R&D entities into the district in the form of
information, materials and technical assistance.

As stated above, there is an immediate need to launch an "Inten-
sified District Education Agent Program" within the 50 poorest
congressional districts. The correlation between poverty and poor
student performance has been well established. Localities with
high concentrations of such at-risk students can not wait until the
year 2000. In concert with the Institute for the Education of At-
Risk Students, the Intensified District Education Agent Program
will promote immediate reforms and offer resources to support
such proposals. The targeting of the demonstration programs of the
Institute can best be achieved through collaboration with the Dis-
trict Education Agents.

In addition to funds for non-recurring emergency expenditures,
special allocations should be set aside for the 50 demonstration dis-
tricts to allow them to receive increases in funding for any two of
the following certified Federal programs. These certified options
would serve as incentives and rewards for meeting certain educa-
tion goals and timetables.

Increased Chapter I funding.
Increased Head Start funding.
Special funding for a community-based TRIO program.
Special Pell Grant allocations.
Accelerated Designation of America 2000 Experimental

Schools.
The 50 "demonstration" congressional districts would choose the
two options most suitable for the district capability. For example,
poor areas lacking adequate physical facilities can not use addition-al Head Start funds until new buildings are made available. On theother hand, areas with a large percentage of high school students
would welcome special funding for a TRIO program to counsel stu-dents.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:
1. A Bureau of Education Extension within OERI must be author-ized. The Bureau must be responsible for the immediate

launching of 50 District Education Agent demonstration pro-grams in the 50 poorest congressional districts. The Bureaumust simultaneously prepare for the long-term establishment
of District Education Agent Programs in the remaining con-gressional districis and territories. The implementation and
funding timetable for the non-demonstration districts shall betwo years behind the demonstration districts in order to facili-
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tate the applications of lessons learned among, the original
fifty.

2. The Bureau of Education Extension shall be resiSonsible for
making grants to Learning Grant Institutions for the purpose
of operating District Education Agent Programs.

3. The Bureau shall be responsible for initiating the process for the
establishment of Education 2000 Community Committees
within the DEAP. Such Committees shall constitute the start-
up phase for the non-demonstration congressional districts. For
this purpose, the Bureau may contract with prospective Learn-
ing Grant Institutions or other non-profit agencies or private
sector entities providing education-related services or with the
new American Schools Development Corporation.

4. The Bureau shall establish ongoing liaison with Governors and
State Departments of Education to facilitate consultation in
the determination of Learning Grant Institutions and the ap-
pointments of District Education Agents. State Education De-
partments shall be responsibie for the selection of independent
contractors to evaluate the LGI's and the DEAP's.

5. Utilizing the data from the U.S. Census, OERI must determine
the 50 poorest congressional districts as early as possible.
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14. OERI must set standards, conduct assessments, and promote re-
search and development activities which enhance the capability of
States and local education agencies to improve the governance and
management of their schools.

Decentralization and diversity are critical strengths of the Amer-
ican public education system. Despite its present shortcomings in
the face of intensified global competition, this system has met
many of the needs of a rapidly evolving industrialized nation. The
flexibility which has allowed improvisation to burgeon should not
be discarded now. However, the pitfalls of a system where 50 States
exercise separate oversight authority and more than 15,000 local
school boards make day to day governance and managerial deci-
sions must not be overlooked. Assessments of the performance of
these entities cannot be ignored if the Nation is to achieve mean-
ingful educational improvements.

Educational improvements cannot be obtained by focusing on the
achievements of students alone. Standards, assessments and report
cards must also be established for those who govern and manage.Before we forge ahead to institutionalize the national testing ofstudents, it would be more logical, more efficient and more just to
establish a national program for the assessment of the governanceand management performance of the States, school districts and
local education agencies responsible for the education of students.
Student achievement represents the final product of the education
enterprise; however, modern managers never confine themselves to
the examination and analysis of the product in order to correct the
flaws in a system which produces a defective product. All units in-volved in the production process must be thoroughly scrutinized,
evaluated and certified as working properly.

As the level of government primarily responsible for education,States may be deemed malfunctioning, failing when their fundsand resources are distributed with great per capita disparities
among school districts and local education agencies. Usually suchdisparities in distributions result in low income and minority
pupils receiving less. School districts and systems which allow allof the qualified math and science teachers to be concentrated in a
manner which denies the majority of their students the exposure toqualified teachers are guilty of malpractice. Too many inner-city
school districts have situations comparable to the one in New York
City where a recent study has shown that none of the junior high
schools in districts with a majority of African-American and Latino
population have math and science teachers who majored in mathand science in college.

Numerous lawsuits have recently been launched to challenge de-
ficiencies, inadequacies and suspected conspiracies in the govern-
ance and management of se (ool districts and systems. Lawsuits
also have been brought to cE allenge the State financing of school
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districts. In Texas and Kentucky major changes have been initiated
as a result of court decrees. A 1990 report, Shortchan ing Children:
The Impact of Fiscal Inequity on th,e Education o Students At
Risk, prepared for the Committee on Education an Labor of the
U.S. House of Representatives, summarizes the history of litigation
in the area of school financing.

It is imperative that OERI move in a more definitive manner to
restore balance to the conduct of "assessment" research by initiat-
ing, overseeing, and conducting research to pinpoint the impact of
the governance and management of States, districts and systems on
the performance of students. A system of "report cards" on govern-
ance and management policies and practices is long overdue.

National standards and assessments of students will yield some
meaningful and useful results. There is also a strong possibility
that such standards and assessments, when focused only on the
testing of students, will produce a popular perception that the stu-
dents bear the burden of blame for the failure of public education
in America. A more scientific and more just approach to assess-
ments must focus first on the State legislatures, State departments
of education, local school boards and local educational agencies.
Most of the power to achieve educational improvements is in the
hands of persons who are not students. Assessment systems must
be constructed with this obvious fact as a foundation.

Performance standards and assessment systems must begin with
the essential foundation of financing. Report cards which compare
per capita expenditures between States and per capita distributions
of State assistance among districts within States are very much in
order. There is a definite correlation between the level of expendi-
tures for education and the school and later life success of children.
The findings of Shortchanging Children provide significant illustra-
tions of this fact:
"Texas:

Texas has o»e of the most extmsive State-fancied preschool programs in the coun-
try. According to a study by the Bank Street College of Education, more than 50,000
children in the State participate in publicly funded preschool. But, these programs
are unevenly distributed. A Number of the poorest school districts in Texaswhere
the need is the greatestcannot afford to participate. According to one expert, even
though the State contributes a portion of the funding it is not enough to help all
poor districts operate a preschool program. State funds only provide for a half-day of
schooling. Poor districts are hard premed to provide an adequate education to
school-aged children and they do not have the extra dollars to make up the differ-
ence. Moreover, many of these districts lack any adequate facilities to house pre-
kindergarten programs and do not have the resources to expand or improve their
facilities.

The Texas court found that typical poor district schools had no foreign language,
chemistry, physics, calculus, college preparatory, or honor programs. Higher ex-
penditure schools offered an expanded curriculum. Poor school districts also did not
have basic extracurricular programs, up-to-date technological equipment, teachers'
aides, and parental involvement programs.
Maryland:

Statistics compiled by the State of Maryland show mtAjor disparities in the avail-
ability of preschool education based on the wealth of the district. In Montgomery
County, a property-wealth district with relatively few minority and at-risk children,
the enrollment in public and private pre-kindergarten for 1986 was 9,428 while the
enrollment in kindergarten was 9,395 and in the first grade 9,316. In Baltimore
City, a property-poor district with a very large enrollment of at-risk children, pre-
kindergarten was 5,858 in the same year while kindergarten was 10,778 and first
grade was 12,640. It is true that much of the preschool education in Montgomery
County was provided at private schools while in Baltimore City preschool education
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took place mainly in public schools. Nevertheless, the figures indicate that almost
all Montgomery County children arrive in kindergarten armed with preschool expe-rience to prepare them to learn, while in Baltimore, half the children had no suchpreparation.
Montana:

A study, relied on by the Montana District Court in striking down the State'sschool financing system as unconstitutional, found class size to be a 'critical factor'for effective individualized instruction. Wealthy districts in Montana maintain a 13to 1 student-teacher ratio, while the poor districts have student-teacher ratios in thehigh twenties or low thirties. As a result, the wealthier districts can afford moreindependent study and more one-on-one educational programs than the poorerschool districts. In addition, the kindergarten classes in the wealthy districts aremuch smaller than in their wealthier [sic] counterparts.
The Supreme Court of Montana found that the high-wealth districts offered amore extensive guidance counseling program, affecting even the elementary level.In some poorer high schools, however, there were only part-time guidance counsel-ors.

New York:
In Board of Education v. Nyquist the Appellate Division found that property-poordistricts find it extremely expensive to reduce class size because of the higher teach-

er salary costs entailed, and that property-rich districts do use their resources toreduce class sizes. For example, in 1975-76, Great Neck had a median class size of
20.79 for grades K-3, 22.39 for grades 4-6 and 23.79 for grades 7-9. Yet Brentwood, apoor district, scheduled all classes at the class maximums of 26 for kindergarten, 28
for first and second grade, 30 for third grade, and 32 for all remaining grades. Roo-sevelt, a poor district, in 1976-77 did not expect to have any classes with fewer than33 students in each class. The court concluded there were important reasons, suchas individual attention, classroom experience, and remedial attention, for havingsmaller classes.

Property-rich districts use their wealth to employ teachers with more experience
and better training, according to New York's Appellate Division. As a result thoseteachers are also paid better. The poor districts also have a high percentage ofteachers without teaching certificates. The court, relying on testimony of witnessesin the case, found that these qualities of the teachers in the wealthy districts oftenled to better student achievement.
New Jersey:

The ALJ in Abbott v. Burke found that students fron- the poorer districts attend-ed larger elementary schools with larger classes, including kindergarten, than thewealthier district's children. At the time of trial, in property-poor Irvington morethan 28 percent of the elementary schools had classes of more than thirty children
in grades one through three. In Camden there were 26 percent of elementary classes
with enrollments over thirty. In contrast, in South Brunswick there were no classeswith over thirty students. In Moorestown, another wealthy district, the Board ofEducation requires an aide to be hired whenever a kindergarten class reaches
twenty-one children, twenty-two in second grade, and twenty-three in third andfourth grades. The average class size in South Brunswick is twenty students.

According to the New Jersey Supreme Court's findings, the wealthy district ofSouth Orange/Maplewood has computers available to the students beginning in kin-dergarten and continuing throughout a student's schooling, with computer labs atevery school and advanced instruction at the high school level. In Princeton there is
one computer for eight children, while in Camden there is one computer for 58 chil-dren. Camden offers formal computer instruction to only 3.4 percent of its pupils.The science education in poor urban school districts is also deficient, according tothe court. For example, Princeton has seven laboratories with built-in equipment inits high schools. In contrast, the poor districts offer science classes in labs built inthe 1920s and 1930s where the equipment often does not work and the supplies areinsufficient. In East Orange, for example, the middle-school teachers use a sciencecat without water or electrical power. In addition, hands-on experience often cannotbe taught or is taught without supervision.

The foreign language programs offered in the poor districts are also dramaticallyunequal to the wealthy districts. For example, in Montclair, a wealthy district,there are French and Spanish classes at the preschool level. A Princeton middleschool requirement is that all fifth graders take a half-year of French and a half-year of Spanish. In the high schools, German, Italian, Russian, and Latin are of-fered. Yet in poor districts advanced foreign language courses are not offered andinstruction in the basic courses generally only begins in high school.
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The music and art programs of rich and poor districts are also vastly unequal.
South Brunswick, for example offers music classes in kindergarten and in Montclair
music class is given to preschoolers. Princeton offers an extensive music program
including bands, orchestras, and small ensembles. In contrast, Camden and Pater-
son, poor districts, cannot offer a music course until the fourth grade. Only intro-
ductory courses are offered in high school. Camden budget constraints forced a lay-
off of all elementary school music teachers in the early eighties. In addition, the
poor districts have inadequate space for instrumental music lessons or bands and
choruses. In one poor district elementary school, the music lessons are taught in the
back of the lunchroom. Art programs in the wealthy districts begin early, even in
the preschool years. Art programs in poorer districts are sparse, according to the
New Jersey Supreme Court. For example, in East Orange elementary schools there
are no art classes and art teachers are few and limited in the forms of art they are
able to teach. In Jersey City only a third of the students have any type of art class
available to them.
Kentucky:

The poor districts, according to the State Supreme Court, offer programs of dra-
matically lesser quality than wealthier disti itsts, particularly in the areas of mathe-
matics, science, foreign languages, music, and art. The poor districts also are lacking
in specialty programs and often do not effectively teach even basic skills." 101

Beyond the initial area of financing there are a considerable
number of additional elements of governance and management
which require study. The following are a few of the basic questions
which must be thoroughly explored:

What is the optimum method of selecting education pol ey-
makers?
Do elected State chief education executives perform better
than appointed ones?
Is there a most effective way to choose local school board
members?
What set of rules and regulations most effectively guide the
conduct of school board members?
Do local education agencies distribute funds and resources eq-
uitably among schools?
How have school boards effectively minimized partisan politi-
cal interference?
How have school boards minimized conflicts of interest and
corruption?
How does corruption among school policymakers and manag-
ers impact on the quality of instruction?
Is instruction adversely affected when local education agency
personnel display contempt for Federal and State mandates?
Is noncompliance with Federal and State laws a widespread
phenomenon?
Is there an optimum ratio of administrative overhead to ex-
penditures for instruction?
Can racist practices in schools be identified?
Can the impact of racist practices on student performance be
assessed?
Can patterns of suspensions, expulsions and corporal punish-
ment serve as relevant indicators of the quality of schbol lead-
ership and management?

'°' Wiiliam L. Taylor and Dianne M. Piche, A Report on Shortchanging Children: The Impact
of Fiscal Inequity on the Education of Students at Risk. (Washington: U.S. Government Printing
Office, Serial No. 101-U, 1990) 35-44.
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Should the proportion of school resources committed to parent
participation be considered a significant indicator in measur-
ing the performance of school managers?
With respect to appeals and grievance procedures for school
personnel and students, what are the optimum powers for prin-
cipals and superintendents?
Are there model or optimum contractual arrangements with
unions?

The collapse of public education in two New Jersey cities has il-
lustrated the extent to which corruption will prevail if not checked.
Patterson and Jersey City, New Jersey had to wait decades before
the equivalent of a political earthqualce produced State action totake over desperately corrupt systems of public education. These
systems, and many like them throughout the country, based uponinequitable financing and widespread corruption, have doomed
many minority children to "institutionalized child neglect." It isunconscionable that a civilized society allows public school situa-
tions to degenerate to the point of blatant criminality before emer-gency action is taken.

Is school "choice" with its emphasis on maximizing competition
among schools a well tested governance strategy? Would school
board members in charge of a "choice" system need special train-
ing? Would school principals operating within a "choice" systemneed special training?

It must be noted that school governance is not an issue that has
been neglected by OERI. Research on governance has been fundedby the Federal Government for more than two decades.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:
1. OERI must review the research and the products of centerswhich have as part of their mission school governance andmake the relevant results available to national policymakers.

If necessary, OERI should work with these centers to establish
new priorities to address gaps in knowledge with respect tovital questions related to the "Education Effort" being madeby States, school boards and local education agencies.

2. OERI must supervise the development of a set of "Education
Effort" indicators which quantify the amounts of funds com-mitted, the fairness of the distribution of funds, the relative
amounts spent for overhead versus instruction, and other simi-lar factors.

3. OEM must sponsor the conduct of research which examines thecorrelation between "Education Effort" and pupil performance.4. OERI must sponsor the conduct of research which more thor-oughly examines the impact of corruption and partisan politi-cal interference on the operation of location education agencies
and the subsequent performance of administrators, teachers,and pupils.

5. OERI must sponsor the conduct of research which examines thecorrelation between teacher education experience and creden-tials and pupil performance beginning with the subject areasof mathematics, science, history, English, and geography.

7 7
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6. OERI must sponsor the conduct of research which examines the
correlation between pupil performance and the quality of phys-
ical plants, the care of buildings, maintenance of equipment,
distribution of supplies, security, etc.

7. OERI should establish a specialist panel to study the benefits
which might be realized from the development and funding of
an Institute for Innovations in School Governance and Manage-
ment. Such an Institute would provide a well-coordinated re-
search and development process with respect to such govern-
ance strategies as "Choice" and autonomous policymaking at
individual school sites. Management strategies, such as James
Corner's "School Development Program" which includes "Site-
Based Management" and Ron Edmond's "Effective Schools"
approach, would also be tested and reviewed by such an Insti-
tute.



15. OERI must conduct research to enhance the capacity of libraries
of all kinds to play a major role in educational improvement and to
serve as one of the primary vehicles for literacy education, continu-
ing education, and citizenship education.

The criteria for educated citizenry in today's society has changed
dramatically in the past 20 years. The flow and complexity.of infor-
mation is such that we must read behind today's headlines to un-
derstand the significance of ideas that are contained within com-
puter databases, on CD-ROM, or on microfiche as well as in books.
Libraries and librarians have a role to play in creating a more edu-
cated citizenry by providing the tools through which the informa-
tion age can be comprehended and mastered. Libraries may serve
as major vehicles for the promotion of basic literacy, information
literacy, continuing education, and citizenship education. As the
American Library Association's Presidential Committee on Infor-
mation Literacy makes clear:
No other change in American society has offered greater challenges than the emer-gence of the Information Age. Information is expanding at an unprecedented rate,and enormously rapid strides are being made in the technology for storing, organiz-
ing and accessing the ever growing tidal wave of information. The combined effect
of these factors is an increasingly fragmented information baselarge componentsof which are only available to people with money and/or acceptable institutional
affiliations.... How our country deals with the realities of the Information Age \ /illhave enormous impact on our democratic way of life and our Nation's ability tocompete internatiot lly. Within America's information society, there also exists thepotential of addresbing many long-standing social and economic inequities. To reapsuch benefits, peopleas individuals and as a Nationmust be information literate.To be information literate, a person must be able to recognize when information is
needed and have the ability to locate, evaluate, and use effectively needed informa-
tion. Producing such a citizenry will require that schools and colleges appreciateand integrate the concept of information literacy into their learning programs andthat they play a leadership role in equipping individuals and institutions to takeadvantage of the opportunities inherent within the information society.102
Information literacy is the foundation for all other skills in a
knowledge-based economythe one skill through which all otherskills and competencies can be acquired and maintained. It is, in
short, knowing how to learn.

Libraries can and must contribute towards the achievement of
the National Education Goals. In particular, they can provide avital resource for individuals for whom school has not worked ordoes not work. These are the very same individuals who will have
to be targeted if we are to achieve school readiness, a 90 percent
graduation rate, and full adult literacy.

Libraries of all kinds yield greater educational value for eachdollar spent than any other unit within education structures.
School, higher education, public, and special libraries all have a fa-

1"2 American Library Association, Final Report of the Presidential Committee on InformationLiteracy, January 1989, 1-2.
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vorable cost-benefits ratio. Even greater educational efficiency
could be achieved rapidly by changing the Neanderthal perception
of libraries harbored by education administrators. A significant
part of the answer to the problem of spiraling instructional costs
can be found in new usages for libraries as institutional media cen-
ters. Despite their low unit costs, full integration of libraries into
curriculum and pedagogical practices will greatly improve overall
educational outcomes.

For each one of the six goals enumerated by the President and
the Governors, there is a clear and effective role for libraries. They
can be as potent imong the activities needed to achieve goal one as
they more obviously are for the realization of goal five. The aspira-
tion of goal one that all children should enter school ready to learn
can be greatly enhanced by expanding the current public library
services for parents and preschool children. The literacy, continu-
ing education, and citizenship support envisioned in goal five simi-
larly could begin with an expansion of public library activities
which already exist.

Libraries also have a very positive contribution to make to edu-
cational reform. They form an educational dissemination system
capable of providing information to school administrators, students,
parents, academicians, and legislators. Libraries can play a role in
the expanded view of learning that has yet to be fully researched
and defined. It is clear, for example, that "public libraries played a
major role in the early part of the century, in assimilating children
and adults into our national life." 103 Many public libraries are
continuing such efforts as new waves of immigrants find their
American home. However, we still know very little about what
works and why. Unfortunately, to date, OERI's efforts to exploit
the full educational potential of libraries have been extremely lim-
ited.

OERI's Office of Library Programs (OLP) recently has taken a
more active role in working to improve the capacity of libraries to
contribute to the development of a "learning society." After a
period of almost complete neglect of library issues by the Depart-
ment during the early 1980's, this is certainly a welcomed change,
but OLP's activities have not been without problems. Where OLP
has made some useful contributionsas in evaluation, assessment,
and disseminationits efforts have only barely skimmed the sur-
face of what needs to be done. In other areas, particularly research,
OLP's work has been plagued by incoherence and inconsistency.

The only coordinated Federal support for research in library and
information science is the Library Training and Research grant
program authorized by Title II-B of the Higher Education Act and
administered by the Office of Library Programs. One third of the
total appropriations for Title II-B ($976,000 in fiscal year 91) are re-
served for research and demonstrations relating to the improve-
ment of libraries; the remaining two-thirds is used for grants for
training in librarianship. Over the past several years, the Depart-
ment has sought to eliminate or slash funding for even this modest
initiative.

'°3 Dr. Mary Jo Lynch, Director of the Office for Research, American Library Association,
letter to the Subcommittee on Selection Education, 2 February 1989, 2.
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Yet, even as OLP and the Department were seeking to dismantle
or cut Title II-B, the research projects it was supporting with II-B
appropriations, perhaps inadvertently, were documenting the
urgent need for greater research in library and information science
and the inability of the field to meet this challenge without strong
Federal support. Through its Rethinking the Librar7 in the Infor-
mation Age project, OLP identified some 130 questions in 10 key
issue areas which required further research."4 The Rethinking the
Library projet... concluded that, for a variety of reasons, includ-
ing the small size of tne faculties of schools of library and informa-
tion science, many library practitioners' lack of training in neces-
sary research skills, and the limited resources of the professional
associations, the field was not capable of taking on this burgeoning
research agenda without greater leadership from the Depart-
ment.105

In addition to compellingly refuting OLP's calls for a reduced
Federal role in library research, the Rethinking the Library project
also made some useful recommendations for changes in the current
Federal role which, unfortunately, OLP also seems determined to
ignore. In particular, it pointed to a need to reconfigure OLP's role
away from the present piecemeal and passive approach of annually
awarding a few modest grants to support small, discrete research
projects toward a more comprehensive, catalytic approach of pro-
viding the core support needed to develop and sustain the research
infrastructure that is now lacking in the field. This new kind of
Federal approach might take a number of different forms, includ-
ing:

Establishing a Library Research Roundtable consisting of rep-
resentatives of professional associations, government, and in-
dustry to identify priorities and coordinate and facilitate re-
search and activities by the public and private sectors. The
model for this approach is the Research Roundtable of the Na-
tional Academy of Sciences which is partially funded by the
National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation,
and the Departments of Agriculture, Defense, and Energy.
Providing start-up funding and ongoing, core support for a pri-
vate, non-profit "think tank" or a university-based research in-
stitute to conduct applied research in library and infor mation
science.
Improving the research skills of library professionals by estab-
lishing training programs for practicing librarians in research
methodology and statistics and developing model curricula in
research methodology for use by schools of library information
science.
Providing start-up and core funding for one or more universi-
ty-based centers for research in library and information sci-
ence which would conduct interdisciplinary, basic research
with a focus on computerized information retrieval and proc-essing. 1 0 6

'°4 Office of Library Programs, OERI, Rethinking the Library in the Information Age, VolumeI, 1986).
1" Office of Library Programs. OERI. Rethinking the Library in the Information Age, Volume111, 1986.
"6 Rethinking, Volume III.
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Through these and other mechanisms, OLP could provide the
Nationat leadership which is needed to coordinate, organize, and
galvanize what are now scattered, unfocused, and inadequately
funded research efforts into a stable infrastructure which can sup-
port meaningful, purposeful research in library and information
science into the next century. The Department would not necessar-
ily need to provide all or even most of the financial support for any
of these mechanisms; additional support could be provided by in-
dustry, universities, foundations, professional associations, as well
as by other Federal agencies like the National Science Foundation.
But as OLP's own Rethinking the Library project made clear, this
much needed infrastructure will not develop without the strong na-
tional leadership that only the Department of Education can pro-
vide.

OLP has made some helpful contributions in other areas. After a
long period of relative inactivity in the areas of evaluation, OLP
has resumed efforts to promote research, analysis, and ultimately,
greater use of standardized output measures and other potential
quantitative and qualitative indicators of library performance.
Though fraught with many problems if used improperly, the devel-
opment and implementation of more objective evaluative measures
can play an important part in maintaining accountability and im-
proving the quality of library services, and documenting the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of librarians. Several of the "White Papers"
commissioned by OLP for its Evaluating Federally Funded Public
Library Programs outlined additional concrete steps OLP should
now take to improve the evaluation of library programs.'"

OLP has also made some usefui contributions to expanding the
dissemination of information about exemplary library programs.
There is a clear need for a more aggressive Federal role in this
area. "The States generally make no coordinated effort to dissemi-
nate information about innovative projects. News about some pro-
grams gets communicated at State and national conferences or in
the professional literature. But there is no mechanism to validate
the success of programs or to help other libraries replicate
them." 108 In 1987, OLP, in conjunction with the National Diffu-
sion Network, published a compilation of exemplary programs,
Check This Out: Library Program Models, which were selected "for
their unique qualities and replicability in other environments." 109
More recently, OLP has worked to determine why, despite their eli-
gibility, no library programs are included in the National Diffusion
Network. According to a paper commissioned by OLP, the chief ob-
stacle to their inclusion is that many librarians are unfamiliar
with the research methodology and complex evaluation design re-
quired by NDN's Program Effectiveness Panel. To remedy this, the
paper recommended several steps OLP should take to increase the
expertise of librarians in research methodology and to facilitate the
inclusion of library programs in NDN."°

1" See, for example, Charles R. McClure, "Improving Statv Library Evaluation of Federal
Programs," Evaluating Federally Funded Public Library Progranut, (Washington: Office of Li-
b r cer aAni lalni ,d119,9h01

_ Clark, "The National Diffusion Network: Its Potential for Li-
braries," Evaluating Federully Funded Public Library Programs. 105,

1" Office of Library Programs, OERI, Check This Out: Library Program Models, 1987.
It° Altman, 106.
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Though there is a great deal which must be done to improve
OLP's research, evaluation, and dissemination activities, the great-
er problem lies not within the Office of Library Programs butwithin the rest of OERI. There continues to be little recognition
within the rest of OERI of the critical role that libraries have toplay in making the Nation's schools more effective and in develop-
ing the "learning society" we need as we move into the next centu-
ry.

OERI's backward mind-set is perhaps best symbolized by the wayit has allowed the Department of Education's Research Library
(which OERI adm: ;liters) to deteriorate over the years. A recentaudit by the Geneial Accounting Office of the Research Library
concluded that, in its current condition, the Library was of "limited
usefulness" to Department personnel and other users in the educa-
tion community. Due to inaction by OERI, the library has no over-all collection development policy to guide its operations; such a
policy, GAO explained, "is needed to make effective day-to-day de-
cisions regarding the acquisition and preservation of materials that
meet the needs" of the Library's users. Without a collection devel-
opment policy, the Library's contemporary collections have been
largely influenced by the individual interest of various Secretaries
of Education and not the needs of its professional and policy per-sonnel. As a result, key areas, such as vocational education and bi-
lingual education, are the weakest and least comprehensive areasof the collection.' " OERI has also slashed real nonpersonnel fund-
ing for the Library by 62 percent since fiscal year 80, including the
funds necessary to regularly catalog and maintain the collection.
Consequently, an estimated one-half of the collection is not cata-
loged and cannot be retrieved and used by Department personnel.In addition, another 40,000 volumes are "poorlymaintained ... improperly shelved and in need of rebinding and
other preservation services." 112

The same lack of vision that has caused OERI to le; its libraryfall into such a state of dysfunction and disrepair has also hobbledits efforts to respond effectively to the consensu r! call for new edu-
cational approaches focused on promoting "information literacy."Report after report on educational reform in recent years has pro-claimed the importance of reorienting our current curricula and
methods of instruction to better develop the new set of skills whichare required in a knowledge-based economy:
The skills needed low are not routine. Our econumy will be increasingly dependent
on people who have a good intuitive grasp of the ways in which all kinds of physical
and social systems work.... Such people will have the need and the ability to learnall the time, as the knowledge required to do their work twists and turns with filmchallenges and the progress of science and technology. They will not come '13 theworkplace knowing all they have to know, but knowing how to rgure out what theyneed to know, where to get it, and how to make meaning out of We are de-scribing people who have the tools they need to think for thancelves, people who
can act independently and with others, who can render critical judgment and con-tribute constructively to many enterprises, whose knowledge is wide-ranging andwhose widerstanding runs deep."3

U S. General Accovnting Office, Department of Education Library: Actions Needed to Im-prove Its Usefulness, 1991.
"'Department of &location Library, 1991.
"'Task Force on Teaching as a Profession, Carnegie Forum on Education and the Economy,A Nation I epared: Teachers of the 21st Century, 1986, 20.
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Inevitably, libraries must be central to developing these new in-
formation access skills and facilitating the lifelong learning that
has become an economic imperative. "If the challenge is to learn
how to learn and how to place one's learning within a broader soci-
etal and information environment, then libraries and their re-
sources become the logical center for such learning." 114

Unfortunately, this realization has seemingly not yet been made
by senior policymakers at OERI. Little has been done by OERI to
provide the leadership needed to start bridging the gap between
the library an ' the classroom. New initiatives are needed to identi-
fy and promoce the replication of exemplary curricula models
which integrate regular classroom instruction with bibliographic
instruction and library-based learning. Such integrative models are
needed for pre-service and in-service teacher training programs
and at every educational level, from elementary and secondary
through undergraduate and graduate education. Though this kind
of initiative might be undertaken in cooperation with the Office of
Library Programs, it is essential that leadership and participation
come from elsewhere within OERI as well. Library professionals
have been advocating and experimenting with new integrative ap-
proaches to cultivating information literacy skills for many years,
often with little support or attention from other educators. They
are already "converts" to the cause. What is now required is ag-
gressive leadership by OERI to carry the mescage to the wider uni-
verse of educational professionals and enlist their talents and ener-
gies in meeting the challenge of providing citizens with the infor-
mation literacy skills which are now necessary for success in our
knowledge-based economy.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. The Office of Library Programs shouid renew discussions with

the field to develop plans for reconfiguring the HEA Title II-B
research program to focus more on building a stable infrastruc-
ture for ongoing research in library and information science.
The plan should be submitted to Congress as part of the De-
partment's recommendations for the reauthorization cc the
Higher Education Act.

2. Working closely with State iibrary agencies and the professional
associations, OLP should continue to explore options for im-
proving the evaluation and assessment of library programs. Hs
part of this effort, OLP should act to address the need for
greater expertise in evaluation methodology among State li-
brary agency personnel and local program administrators, such
as through the development and dissemination of a .aining
manual.

3. OLP should establish a program of 4-echnical assistance in re-
search methodology for the administrators of exemplary li-
brary programs to facilitate their inclusion in the National Dif-
fusion Network.

'4 P,. Gordon Get and Patricia Senn Breivik, ' Libraries and Lerrning," Libraries and the
Search for ii.,:udemir Excellence (Metuchen, New Jersey: The Scarecrow Press, 1988) 33.
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4. OERI should immediately institute a collection development
policy for the Department of Education's Research Library
which responds to the needs of Department personnel and
other potential users in the education community. An action
plan must also be developed to address the cataloging backlog,
preservation needs of the collection, and other serious prob-
lems which GAO identified as limiting the usefulness of the Li-
brary.

5. OERI should develop an information literacy initiative to pro-
mote greater integration of classroom instruction with library-
based learning at every educational level. This initiative
should include the identification of existing curricula models
which have proven effective, a program of dissemination and
replication assistance, and financial assistance to support ex-
perimentation with promising new models and methods.

6. A special allocation of funds should be provided for OLP to sup-
plement its small staff in order to develop a master plan for
research and development activities necessary to enhance the
capability of public libraries to promote the fifth National Edu-
cation Goal which involves the promotion of adult littracy,
continuing education, and citizenship education. Public librar-
ies have a long history of effective operation of such programs.



16. OERI must join with the newly-established Office of Correction-
al Education to mount an aggressive research, development, and
dissemination initiative targeted at improving correctional educa-
tion.

In April 1991, President Bush announced his "America 2000"
strategy to realize the six education goals promulgated by him and
the Nation's Governors. The President called for "far-reaching
changes in weary practices, outmoded assumptions and long as-
sumed constraints on education [to transform a] 'Nation at Risk'
into a 'Nation of Students.' " Meeting the challenge of the fifth
goal"every adult American will be literate and will possess the
knowledge and skills necessary to compete in a global economy"
demands that a full and varied complement of educational opportu-
nities be made available to support the pursuit of lifelong learning
by all Americans.

Yet, without more aggressive action by OERI, the "weary prac-
tices" of the past are likely to literally lock out a significant per-
centage of Americans from the President's "Nation of Students"
the one million men and women confined in America's jails, pris-
ons, and correctional institutions.

The population of America's jails and prisons is so enormous that
it cannot help but command the attention of any policymaker who
is honestly committed to achieving a goal of full literacy and com-
petency for "all" adults by the year 2000. One out of every 55 adult
residents of the United States is under the jurisdiction of the crimi-
nal justice systemincarcerated, on parole, or on probation."5 On
any given day, 1 in 4 young African-American men, 1 in 10 young
Hispanic men, and 1 in 16 young white men are under the control
of the criminal justice system.'" This already massive, supervised
and imprisoned population continues to grow at a prodigious rate
year after year, with the rate of increase in 1989 the largest ever in
recorded history.117 By mid-decade, some estimate that the Na-
tion's prison population could grow by as much as 68 percent.' "

Most of those Americans who are now incarcerated will one day
be released. Some 90 percent of the men and women who are in
prison today will be released by the end of this decade."9 They
will be very much a part of America 2000.

116 Steve Seurer, Learning Behind Bars: Selected Educational Programs from Juvenile, Jail,
and Prison Facilities, 1,

116 Marc Maurer, Young Black Men and the Criminal Justice System, The Sentencing Project
(1990), 3.

Ill Ed Wiley, HI and Jacqueline Conciatore, "Solutions to Black Male Prison Crisis Elusive
and Difficult," Black Issues in Higher Education (September 28, 1989), 6.

II° Westat, Inc., A Study of the ECIA Chapter 1 Neglected or Delinquent Program, U.S. De-
partment of Education (June 1990), 2-5,

II° Ed Wiley III, "Prison Education Programs Attempt to Pick Up Where Society Failed,"
Black Issues in Higher Education (September 14, 1989), 12.
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But correctional education demands attention not only because
of the vast size of the incarcerated population, but because of the
severity of their educational needs as well. They are among the
most educationally disadvantaged in the Nation. An estimated 20
to 50 percent of State and Federal prisoners are illiterate.'" Some
49 percent of adult State prisoners dropped out of school by the
11th grade; some 94 percent have never participated in any postsec-
ondary programming.'" Between 28 and 43 percent of juvenile of-
fenders have a disability which meets the definitional criteria set
out in Public Law 94-142. Among adult prisoners, some 10 to 50
percent are believed to have a disability.122

Addressing the educational needs of these prisoners is sound
public policy. Consistently, every study which has examined the
impact of correctional education has found that it reduces recidi-
vism. A 1989 study by the Bureau of Justice Statistics, for example,
concluded that inmates who completed high school and participat-
ed in some postsecondary programming had rates of recidivism
that were 5 to 10 percent lower than inmates who had not.' 23

Unfortunately, the severe educational needs of this burgeoning
inmate population are not now being adequately addressed by the
Federal, State and local correctional systems. Nationwide, current-
ly only an estimated 20 percent of the inmate population partici-
pates in any educational or vocational program.'" The proportion
of inmates receiving educational services varies considerably from
State to State, ranging from a low of just 10 percent of inmates in
Nebraska and Kansas to 67 percent in Kentucky. While the Feder-
al prison system and 11 State systems have established mandatory
prison literacy programs in recent years, most have a mandated lit-
eracy standard that is below the 8th grade reading leve1.125 Oppor-
tunities for GED instruction and participation in postsecondary
education are much more limited.

Moreover, although an estimated 10 percent of adult inmates
have disabilities and are in need of special educational services,
less than 1 percent of inmates now receive them.'" Juveniles with
disabilities fare somewhat better; an estimated 80 percent of juve-
nile inmates with disabilities currently receive some special educa-
tional services. Even so, serious problems remain: less than 10 per-
cent of the State departments of juvenile and adult corrections
fully comply with Public Law 94-142's mandate for a free and ap-
propriate education for individuals with disabilities who are 21
years of age and under.' 27

Even when educational programs may be available in correction-
al institutions, they still may not adequately meet the needs of in-

'2° Ed Herschler, "Education: Weapon Against Crime," Compact (Spring 1976), 4.
121 Wiley, "Solutions," 6.
122 Robert B. Rutherford, Jr., et al., "Special Education in the Moat Restrictive Environment,"

Journal of Special Education (Spring 1985), 59.
123 Alice Tracy, "Recidivism and Correctional Education," Correctional Education Association

(1990), 1.
124 Steurer, 1.
122 Heidi L. Lawyer, "Mandatory Education Research," Virginia Department of Correctional

Education (1990), 1.
124 Robert B. Rutherford, 63.
122 0.D. Coffey, "Meeting the Needs of Youth from a Corrections Viewpoint," Pri,-arnming

for Adokscents with Behavioral Dworders, Council for Children with Behavioral Disorders
(1983), 79.
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mates. Described as "the most comprehensive examination of
State- and federally-funded education programs in correctional in-
stitutions," the National Evaluation of Title I Programs in State
Institutions for the Neglected or Delinquent, conducted by the U.S.
Department of Education between 1975 and 1980, found myriad
problems with the quality and effectiveness of correctional educa-
tion services. Students "fail[ed] to measurably gain from participa-
tion in correctional education programs ... failed to attain a level
of proficiency to acquire a GED, and ... either did not enter school
upon their release, or soon dropped out." 128

The Department of Education generally, and OERI specifically,
have responded to this crisis in correctional education with passivi-
ty and inactivity. OERI's efforts in this area have been so slight
that its role in the movement to improve correctional education
can scarcely be described as participatory, much less anything ap-
proaching leadership. That clearly must change if the men and
women in the American correctional system are to join the Presi-
dent's "Nation of Students."

The Congress has already laid a solid foundation for the Depart-
ment to take the kind of proactive role in correctional education
which is so urgently needed. Section 602 of the Carl D. Perkins Vo-
cational and Applied Technology Education Act Amendments of
1990 (Public Law 101-392) established an Office of Correctional
Education within the Department of Education to coordinate the
Department's correctional education programs and, more general-
ly, "to encourage and support educational programs for criminal of-
fenders" in Federal, State, and local correctional institutions.

In creating this Office, the Congress clearly signalled its inten-tion that the Department assume a more aggressive role in improv-
ing correctional education and gave it the means to begin to do so.
Unless the Office is provided with sufficient resources, however, its
promise will go unfulfilled and it will remain largely ornamental.
Moreover, even with adequate funding, the Office has a somewhat
narrow statutory mandate, limiting it to "technical support" tolocal education agencies and correctional institutions; this would
seem to preclude the Office from undertaking the more extensive
and comprehensive research, development, and dissemination
effort which is needed in the field.

The Congress and the Department should follow through on this
promising first step by assuring that the new Office of Correctional
Education has sufficient financial and human resources to carry
out its mandate effectively. But this in itself is not enough. OERI
must also forge an ongoing working partnership with the Office todevelop and implement a research and development agenda which
is rebponsive to the unique needs and problems of the correctional
education system.

There is a great deal of research to be done. As is the case with
adult education, very little empirical research has been undertaken
which specifically addresses education in the correctional set-
ting.12° The research that has been done has tended to focus exclu-

126 Wegat, 2-7.
129 Westat, 2-24.
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sively on establishing the merit of correctional education and prov-
ing its effectiveness in reducing recidivism. This is an important,
and probably inevitable task, but it is now time to move on.

The teaching strategies which predominate in correctional educa-
tion today have been derived largely from practices developed more
than a decade ago for the instruction of educationally disadvan-
taged elementary school students. These practices include the use
of curricula driven by a rigid sequencing which requires the attain-
ment of basic skills prior to the development of higher-order skills,
the use of teacher-controlled instruction almost exclusively, and an
emphasis on rote memorization and drill and practice exerci8es.13°
This approach is now widely considered ineffective in educating
disadvantaged youngsters at the elementary and secondary level
and its effectiveness with adult learners, much less adult prison in-
mates, is even more dubious. In the Federal Chapter 1 program, as
well as in other elementary and secondary programs serving the
disadvantaged, there has been a movement to promote the adop-
tion of new and more effective approaches in which the instruction
is more interactive and the curriculum integrates the attainment
of basic and higher-order skills and provides a clear, real-world
context for the development and use of these skills."' A similar
effort is now needed to dislodge this retrograde approach from cor-
rectional education. Working with the Office of Correctional Educa-
tion, OERI should encourage the development and adoption of new
curricula and instructional strategies which adapt this more effec-
tive, integrative and interactive approach to correctional education.

Literacy and basic skills instruction and preparation for a GED
should not be the exclusive focus of this research and development
initiative. Much of the renewed interest in correctional education
in recent years has tended to center around promoting functional
literacy only, with comparatively little attention paid to the equal-
ly compelling need to better coordinate and integrate academic in-
struction with vocational training and to expand inmate access to
postsecondary programming both during and following imprison-
ment. The importance of these elements in adequately preparing
prisoners for successful lives upon release is obvious. A correctional
education program which effectively teaches inmates to read "Help
Wanted" ads describing jobs for which they have no qualifications
is not a successful program.1 3 2

The development of these new instructional approaches should
be sensitive to the particular demands and constraints of education
in the correctional setting. It must take into iccount, for example,
that the physical facilities in correctional institLtions were de-
signed with security, not education, in mind and may therefore
pose some special difficulties for the correctional educator. It
should also place a priority on identifying effective strategies for
accelerated instruction to assure that services can be provided to
those who are imprisoned for a relatively brief period of time. Too
often, these prisoners are overlooked completely in designing and

'3° Westat, 2-13.
131 See, for example, Better Schooling for the Children ofPoverty, U.S. Department of Echica:

tion (1990) and Mary Jean LeTendre, Improving Chapter 1 Programs: We Can Do Better," Phi
Delta ICappan(April 1991), 577.

132 Lawyer, 6.
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implementing educational programs. Tennessee's mandatory prison
literacy program, for example, exempts completely all inmates who
are within one year of release.133 Given that the average duration
of incarceration is 4 to 7 months for juveniles and 20 months for
adults,'" research and development of methods of accelerated in-
struction must be a priority.

Computer-assisted instruction seems particularly suited for the
special needs and constraints of correctional education and has
proven notably effective in the State prison systems of Iowa and
Wilconsin and at other institutions where it has been tried.' 35

Another critical area 3f concentration should be the identifica-
tion and development of effective training materials for correction-
al education personnel. The need is particularly acute for in-service
training materials since many correctional education personnel
have not received any specialized training in working with the in-
carcerated prior to their employment. Moreover, they lack the
same kind of opportunities for professional development and in-
service training available to teachers and other personnel in the
public school sySteM.136

The research and development initiative which OERI must un-
dertake need notand should notstart at ground zero. Effective
educational programs do already exist in correctional institutions
and systems around the United States. The Maryland Correctional
Training Center at Hagerstown, for example, operates an innova-
tive Peer Tutoring Reading Academy which enhances the reading
skills and self-esteem of inmate tutors and their pupils simulta-
neously and makes extensive use of "real-life" reading materi-
als.'" Vermont has successfully integrated work and education in
its State facility by requiring all inmates without a high school di-
ploma to participate in its school program in order to obtain a
paying job.138 The Sheriffs Office of Maricopa County, Arizona
provides a comprehensive basic skills and GED instructional pro-
gram for inmates at the county jail, a population which, due to the
brevity of incarceration, is often overlooked in the provision of edu-
cational services. Maricopa also offers a ten-week parenting skills
program for women inmates with children.'59 Texas has one of the
largest and most extensive correctional education programs in the
Nation, providing opportunities to inmates to earn a GED and peso-
date's, bachelor's, and master's degree through partnerships estab-
lished with local school districts, community colleges, and universi-ties.'40

Little is now being done to tap into the expertise and knowledge
base developed by the administrators of these and other effective
programs. Efforts to identify promising correctional education pro-
grams have been sporadic and incomplete and, notably, have pro-
ceeded without the participation of the Department of Education.

133 M. H. Gerry, Monitoring the Special Education Programs of CorrectionalInstitutions, U.S.
Department of Education (1984. )

I 34 Ilureau of Justice Statistics, Report to the Nation on Crime and Justice (1983).
1" Westat, 2-25.
136 Herschler, 5.
137 Steurer, 36.
136 Lawyer, 6.
'" Steurer, 23.
140 Wiley, "Prison Education Programs," 9.
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In 1986, for example, the Far West Laboratory for Educational Re-
search and Development performed a study which identified 9
model correctional education programs. Financing for the study
was provided by the Department of Justicenot the Department of
Education."' Efforts to promote and nurture the replication of
these programs at other correctional institutions have been practi-
cally nonexistent. OERI must work with the Office of Correctional
Education to fill this void by building and maintaining a national
information base or clearinghouse of effective programs, practices,
and policies in the field of correctional education. An aggressive
program of dissemination and technical assistance must also be im-
plemented to ensure that this knowledge base can be fully utilized
by correctional educators and administrators. Such a dissemination
program should recognize that the correctional education system is
generally isolated from the rest of the education system and that
existing modes of dissemination, such as the National Diffusion
Network, may not be appropriate for this task.

We, as a Nation, cannot permit the new movement for education-
al reform and improvement to be locked outside the gates of our
prisons, jails, and correctional institutions. The need to sweep out
backward thinking and the "weary practices" of the past in correc-
tional education is no less compelling than it is in any other sector
of our education system. Indeed, it may be more so. Former Su-
preme Court Chief Justice Warren Burger has eloquently summed
up the challenge that confronts us:

We must stop relying on prison warehouses and create factories with fences
around them, where there is some chance, however small, that the human beings
we confine can break out of the 'life sentences' of functional illiteracy, learn their
way out with some marketable skills, secure some added basic education and begin
to build that self-esteem without which we would all be lost.... What are the op-
tions to deal with criminals? What are the steps? One is to 'lock them up and throw
the keys away'; another is a policy of massive police protection that rises to the pro-
portion of martial law; or the third is a policy of intelligent concern that enlists the
best American brains, innovativeness, and drive in support of a program to make
our prisons 'factories with fences."42

With its resources, expertise, and national profile, OERI is
uniquely positioned to take on this challenge and become the Na-
tional engine we need to move forward with this new policy of "in-
telligent concern" the C hief Justice describes.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. OERI should immediately conduct a survey to identify correc-

tional institution education programs that are effective. OERI
should promote the widest possible dissemination of informa-
tion about "what works" in these enclosed environments.

2. OERI should fund demonstration projects which test the utiliza-
tion of new methods of teaching specifically designed for the
kind of "captive audience" confined to prisons and jails. The
use of closed circuit television and specially developed films
and videos, as well as computerized instruction, are examples

141 Steurer, 28.
t" Warren E. Burger, "The High Coat of Prison Tuition," University of Miami Law Review

(May 1986), 910.
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of approaches which may yield high returns on low dollar in-
vestments.

3. OERI should sponsor long-term studies of the "education effort"
in the Nation's correctional institutions. "Report cards" which
compare the efforts of the States should be issued, and studies
which evaluate the long-range impact on the lives of former in-
mates and the long-term savings for society should be funded.



17. To improve the transition between school and work and ensure asystematic approach to adult education, OERI must increase its ef-forts to identify and evaluate promising programs and practices.
A foundation in basic literacy skills is needed by every citizen tofunction in school, in the family, in the community, in the votingbooth, and in the workplace."3 It is conservatively estimated thatbetween 20 and 30 million adults have serious problems with basicskills. According to a report on adult literacy:

They cannot read, write, compute, solve problems, communicate, or perform otherbasic intellectual functions welt enough to gain or hold good jobs, to participate ef-fectively in public life, or to meet many of the challenges of everyday living in anincreasingly complex world.... Unless we greatly increase the skills of our work-force, we cannot maintain the health of our economy, ward off foreign competition,enhance productivity, and in general maintain our standard of living. It is those 20million plus whose skills must increase the most." 144

Literacy advocacy is nothing new. Every decade sees the launch-ing of a new literacy program. In World War I, the U.S. ArmedForces developed tests for recruits when it was discovered thatmany of them could not read. During World War II, the ArmedForces provided 303,000 soldiers with literacy training. In the1950's, libraries began donating substantial space and personnel totutoring programs. In 1965, Congress created the Adult EducationProgram, which included Adult Basic Education (ABE) programsdesigned to boost literacy and job skills. In 1970, former E'residentRichard M. Nixon established the Right to Read Program whichpromised to abolish illiteracy in 10 years. The program, labelled afailure by critics because of its limited scope and underfunding,was phased out in 1977.
Like other industrialized countries, the United States during thenineteenth century, developed two different levels of educationalexpectationone for an academic elite, the other for the rest of thepopulation. The majority of students are expected t3 learn routineskills, simple math, and basic reading. They are 1,ot expected tolearn the higher-order functions of thinking and reasoning; theseare reserved for the elite, originally in separate high schools, andin college preparatory programs. The curriculum most Americansare exposed to gives them little chance to learn to construct con-vincing arguments and to understand complex systems.145Each year, 700,000 young peopleas many as 50 percent ininner-city schoolsdrop out of high school; an equal number gradu-ate without functional literacy. In short, every year we are sending

143 Paul E. Barton and Irwin S. Kirsch, Workplace Competencies: The Need to Improve Liter.acy and Employment Readiness, OER1 Information Services Policy Perspectives Series, July1990, 32.
144 Chisman, Forrest P., Jump Start: The Federal Role in Adulo Literacy, (Connecticut: South-port Institute for Policy Analysis, January 1989), 1-2.
1"National Center on Education and the Economy, America's Choice: High Skills or LowWages! Report of the Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce, June 1990, 100.
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1.5 million young people into the job market without the skills
needed to survive and succeed.'" Postsecondary training and edu-
cation for the workforce appears to be a collection of bureaucratic
subsystems rather than a coherent, unified system to effectively ad-
dress the needs of employees and employers.1" Employers face a
multiplicity of problems when recruiting qualified candidates. The
New York Telephone Company, for example, had to test 57,000 ap-
plicants in order to find 2,100 who were qualified for entry level
technical jobs.'" The Hudson Institute discovered that the average
adult, aged 21 to 25, is not reading at the level which was required
in 1984 for the typical job; and while the average reading level
needed for the 26 million jobs expected to be created by the year
2000 will be 3.6, the average language skill level of current labor
market entrants is about 2.6.1" In the critical area of the employ-
ment of individuals with disabilities, a 1989 study indicated that
fewer than half of those 16-21 years of age worked for pay, and less
than 15 percent of those out of school for more than a year re-
ceived training or continuing education.15°

Most of our high schools provide few opportunities for students
to build bridges to the workplace or to gain the values, habits, and
skills that European youth generally acquire through training and
mentoring as part of the apprenticeship programs in which they
are involved. Unfortunately, our apprenticeship systemwhere the
average apprentice is 29 years or olderis neither designed or per-
ceived as a school-to-work transition program. In fact, our high
schools are not organized to meet the needs of employers or work-
bound students. Even the vocational education system does a better
job of placing its students in post-secondary educational institu-
tions than placing them in jobs related to their course of study.'"

OERI, in researching the appropriateness of curricula, must care-
fully evaluate the work of successful alternative high schools and
establish a process for replicating their exemplary approaches. For
example, the 70001 Training and Employment Institute uses a
"competency-based curriculum" to teach job-readiness skills (such
as resume writing, interviewing techniques, dependability, appear-
ance, staff interaction, and attitude) which have been disregarded
by most training programs.'" Croom Vocational High School in
Maryland, takes at-risk students, a third of whom have dropped
out, and manages to gain an 80 percent completion rate with 95
percent obtaining and holding jobs. At Jane Addams Vocational
High School in the South Bronx, New York 300 students have par-
ticipated in The South Bronx Entrepreneurial Education Project, a
five-month "capitalist boot camp." Companies formed by these stu-
dents have produced sales of more than $100,000 in a two-year
period. The value of the program is measured not only by the suc-

14° Secretary Elizabeth Dole, Remarks Before the Education Writers Association, April 5,
1990, Chicago, Illinois, 1-2.

147 America's Choice, 55.
141 America 's Choke, 23.
'4° Committee on Economic Development, An America That Works: The Life-C)ocle Approach

to a Competitive Work Force, 1990,67.
160 "The Study of Programs of Instruction for Handicapped Children and Youth in Day and

Residential Care Facilities' Mathematica Policy Research, 1989, Princeton New Jersey, 5.
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152 An Amerka That Works, 75,
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cess of the business, but also by the heightened self-esteem and in-
creased math achievement levels produced by entrepreneurship."3

An additional source of innovative curriculum development
exists within the Department of Defense (DoD). According to theOffice of Technology Assessment, much of what is known about
basic skills comes from the military sector. DoD is "the largest
single trainer in the United States" and has made major contribu-
tions to the development of effective training technologies. One ex-ample is the U.S. Air Force's role in the development of instruc-
tional systems design (ISD) in the 19508 and 1960s. Originally con-ceived as a component of "programmed instruction," ISD has
proven useful in the development of all types of training. ISD ap-
proaches have been shared with the private sector and are nowwidely used by training-intensive companies.'" While "some find-ings from military research are directly relevant to the private
sector, more research needs to be focused solely on the civilian
workforce...." 155

Evidence is mounting that significant numbers of workers need
greater and more complex academic and occupational skills. Re-
search on the benefits of "contextualized" or "applied" instruction(such as that found in high-quality vocational programs) suggeststhat these methods can promote the academic skill attainment of
large numbers of students, whether those students are workboyndor bound for postsecondary education. Programs that more fully in-
tegrate academic and vocational instruction are mandated by theCarl D. Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act
as an important strategy for meeting the Nation's need for an
internationally-competitive workforce.

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education is
making the study of academic-vocational integration efforts a prior-ity. The National Center has identified several exemplary pro-grams with varying goalsfrom remediation efforts to strategiesthat prepare individuals for both immediate employment and post-secondary education. These innovations are relatively young, not
wide-spread, and few in number. Information about various kindsof programs, their goals, how they operate, and how to developthem is sparse among urban academic and vocational practioners.

Academic and vocational integration is finding advocates amongvarious groups, including:
1. Business representatives and researchers reporting on

changing American workplaces that require workers with in-creased academic, analytical, problem-solving, learning-to-learn, and interpersonal skills.
2. Economic forecasters who project that Americans are un-dergoing 4 to 6 job changes over their work lives.
3. Vocational educators concerned with increasing the rel-

evance of their programs.
4. Postsecondary educators concerned with enrolling stu-

dents who can benefit from training without substantial reme-diation.

"3 An Arnerka That Works, 77.
* ' OTA, Worker Training, 65.
133oTA, Worker Thiining, 179.
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5. National R&D specialists who identify "contextualized" in-
struction as a powerful pedagogy for instilling academic skills
in students of varying ability levels.156

With the literacy rates of our economic competitors bordering on
100 percent and a looming U.S. labor shortage, enormous national
efforts are required to. upgrade the skill levels of our population.
An estimated 13 percent of American adults (between 17 and 21
million persons) failed the literacy survey conducted for the U.S.
Department of Education in 1982.157 Passage of this literacy test,
according to the Congressional Research Service, may be "equiva-
lent to obtaining an elementary school education." 158

A recent OERI report underscores the current realities:
PrAsent literacy levels are much too low to meet current needs and

expectations.... From the labor supply standpoint, we face a future where minority
populations with tradit;onally lower educational attainments and traditionally
lower literacy levels will be a growing proportion of new labor force entrants. Thus,
society will have to run faster just to stay in the same place." 159

The terms "workforce" and "workplace" are sometimes used
interchangeably in describing basic skills programs. In its report,
the Office of Technology Assessment (OTA) distinguishes between
the two terms: "workforce" programs are for people not currently
employed who need improved basic skills or work readiness skills
to enter the workworld, while "workplace" basic skills programs
are for employees. This distinction provides clear parameters for
the discussion on adult literacy and basic skills.

Since the early 1980s, a number of workplace basic skills pro-
grams have been launched. These usually involve cooperative ef-
forts by businesses, unions, educational institutions, and govern-
ment.," This holistic approach ensures that persons most in need
of a total support system (personal counseling, remedial education,
basic skills, and literacy) are provided with the basis for a lifetime
of productive employment.

Among the many entities offering adult education programs, li-
braries stand poised to provide a much more innovative and cre-
ative approach to adult learning. Libraries can, and must, contrib-
ute towards the achievement of the National Education Goals, par-
ticularly the 5th goal which calls for every adult American to be
literate. Libraries can provide a vital resource for individuals for
whom school has not or does not work. Today, libraries offer basic
skills programs not only for dropouts and the underemployed, but
also for the many thousands of arriving immigrants. It is clear, for
example, that "... public libraries played a major role in the early
part of the century in assimilating children and adults into our na-
tional life." 181 In New York City, the Queens Borough Library
system is the busiest public library in the country. It has experi-
enced an increase of 121 percent in circulation since 1981, and for
the past three years has distributed more than 13.2 million books,

1" Dr. Mary Cross, Director, Washington Liaison Office, The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education.

lb U.S. Department of Education, Adult Literacy Estimates for States, Revised April 14, 1986.
lb° CRS, National Educational Goak.
"9 Barton, 25.
160 OTA, Worker naining, 167.
161 Dr. Mary Jo Lynch, 2.
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magazines, and tapes. To learn English as a second language, animmigrant can go to any library branch. The Queens Library
system has the largest program, teaching 3,500 people a year in its
"New Americans Project." 162 OERI is authorized under Public
Law 101-254, the Library Services and Construction Act, Titles I-VIII, to administer 10 mAjor programs which provide formula
grants to the States to assist public libraries in establishing and
improving services, making effective use of technology, and provid-
ing funds for library-based adult literacy projects.

While it is impossible to calculate the exact amount of Federaldollars being spent on adult education, an insignificant percentage
is directed towards the identification of promising programsthrough careful evaluation. According to Forrest P. Chisman, Di-rector of the Project on Adult Literacy, both the government andthe private sector spend only a few million dollars a year on re-search.163

Federal assistance for adult education and literacy programs isprimarily authorized through the Adult Education Act (AEA)
which serves 3.5 million people annually. In spite of appropriations
of $193 million in fiscal year 1990, the research base underpinning
this program is thin. "Only about 1 percent of the Federal AdultEducation Act funds went to research in fiscal year 1990, for exam-ple. Moreover from 1975 to 1988, no AEA funds were available fornational programs, a key source of funds for basic education re-search, evaluation and dissemination." 164

In June 1986, the Department of Education identified 79 pro-grams in 14 Federal agencies that conducted adult literacy pro-
grams. Coordinating these programs in order for them to, at the
very least, benefit from research findings is still to be achieved.
Legislation designed to accomplish this was unsuccessful in the101st Congress, '65

America must develop a coherent system of lifetime education
and training. We must invest funds in research, dissemination, andtechnical assistance. It is absurd that in the America of the 1990's,
those seeking to start a basic skills program are left without a re-search base to identify effective models to meet their particularneeds.

Given the magnitude of the basic skills problems in the UnitedStates, there is a pressing need for more research on how to up-grade workplace basic skills and basic skills in general. Two ofOERI's 18 research centersthe Center on Adult Literacy and theCenter on the Educational Quality of the Workforcefocus primar-ily on workforce issues. This research could help decision-makersdetermine the extent to which workplace basic skills programs willneed to modify the traditional model of adult basic education. On abroader scale, greater emphasis and far more resources will need tobe directed toward learning research, program evaluation, and
best-practice dissemination if the Nation is to ever realize a goal ofeliminating the adult basic skills problem.166

162 Donate lia Lorch, New York Times, June 13, 1991.
'66 Chismon, G.
164 OTA, Worker Trainin.g, 17S.
166 CRS, Adult Literary Issues, Programs and Options,1990.

OTA, Worker Training, 154-165.
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According to the Jump start report, "... overall, the field is intel-
lectually, institutionally and politically weak and fragmented.
... We have remarkably little research-based knowledge about
what works in basic skills education for adults, and we fail to make
very good use of what we do know." 167 The report makes it clear
that by the year 2010, a demographic crisis will occur as members
of the baby boom generation will begin to retire. "If in the next
twenty years we achieve high levels of growth the demographic
deadline need not be of great concern. But unless we meet or sur-
pass the rates of growth in our postwar years, there is a real possi-
bility that the American standard of living will wither away." 168

The progress we make in the area of adult education may be a crit-
ical factor in avoiding the consequences of the demographic dead-
line.

In a recent study, Judith A. Alamprese of San Francisco State
University, found that above and beyond the inadequate research
base, there have been insufficient mechanisms for disseminating
the minimal information that has been produced. "While ... [the]
National Diffusion Network has been a primary vehicle for dis-
seminating information about a small number of exemplary liter-
acy programs ... this system is used by only a small number of lit-
eracy service providers. Access to the NDN also has been limited
because of its evaluation requirements, which few literacy pro-
grams attempt to meet." 169 According to Alamprese, information
on adult literacy programs available through ERIC has "minimal
utility for practitioners." She further argues that, "greater atten-
tion needs to be given to improving the presentation of research re-
sults to make them more relevant to service providers; ... that the
integration of research and technical assistance is particularly im-
portant, since one of the greatest barriers to the improvement of
literacy programs has been the limited use of knowledge we have
acquired of adult learners." 170

The proposed District Education Agent Program (see Recommen-
dation 13) makes possible the necessary linkages at the local level
to allow for the maximum use of State, local and Federal resources
directed in the area of adult literacy. There is a clear need to care-
fully evaluate Federal, State, local and privately-funded programs
so that effective models can be disseminated. To meet this need,
some State officials have proposed the creation of a National Basic
Skills Consortium (NBSC) which "... would work to develop ways
that States and other service providers could share assessment and
testing tools, curricula and other products and information. It
would also promote joint development of needed products and pro-
grams." 171 In supporting the need for accurate data and careful
research, the Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market
Efficiency states:

'67 Chisman, 5.
'" Chisman, 3.

Judith A. Alamprese, "Strengthening the Knowledge Base in Adult Literacy: The Re-
search Imperative," Leadership for Literacy, (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Inc.), 96.

"0 Alamprese, 103.
OTA, Worker 7'rcuning, 176.
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Quality, nonpartisan labor market research is the best foundation for labor
market policy. Absent this research, policy will be based, at best, on intuition and,
at worst, on special interests.

[The] paucity of research is due in large part to low levels of government funding
for human resource research. Since 1975, inflation-adjusted funding levels for re-
search and evaluation have been cut by 52 percent in the Department of Labor,
while those in the Department of Education have been cut by 63 percent. We be-
lieve that it is essential that the Departments of Labor and Education take the lead
in addressing this problem by increasing their support of research.

Research should be viewed as a major component of the missions of both the De-
partments of Labor and Education and should be funded accordingly. The researchagenda should emphasiva experimental evaluations of human resource programs,
analysis of determinants of the labor market status of the economically disadvan-
taged, and collection and dissemination of information on best employment prac-tices."2

OERI must, in cooperation with the Department of Labor, take
the initiative to develop a national strategy on adult education
which would replace the existing inadequate system which is re-
flective of an inadequate knowledge base and fragmented Federal
policy. In addition, OERI should work closely with the Office of
Special Education Programs (OSEP) and monitor the model transi-
tion programs authorized in Public Law 101-476, the Individuals
with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). Besides creating the grants
program, the law mandated that States include transition services
in each individualized education program (IEP) before the student
reaches the age of 16. A program based on this model can suggest a
pattern of services that might be applicable for children with dis-
abilities and their non-disabled peers.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. OERI should give priority attention to the identification of liter-

acy programs and programs that work best for those most in
need.

2. OERI should create a multi-disciplinary adult education special-
ist panel to guide research, development, and dissemination in
the area of adult literacy. The panel should identify research
gaps, describe the need for new research, and synthesize re-
search and evaluation findings, including programs that have
worked well with the military, industry, immigrants, second-
ary education Chapter One Programs, and special education
students with learning disabilities.

3. District Education Agents, proposed in Recommendation 13,
should have as a chief mandate the need to address adult illit-
eracy within their districts. The DEA's should ensure thatsuch programs are carefully nurtured and developed through
the use of research findings and appropriate technical assist-
ance.

4. OERI should work with private industry to develop demonstra-
tion programs for national television programming that could
be as relevant to adult illiteracy as "Sesame Street" is to early
learning. By sharing program model development costs with

" ('ommission on Workforce Quality and Labor Market Efficiency, Investing in People: AStrategy to Address Arnerieu's Workforce Crisis, A Report to the Secretary of Labor and the
American People. (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, Labor Day 1989) 36-37.
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the Department of Labor and with private industry and engag-
ing in a broad national awareness campaign, OERI can make
major inroads in using television's full educational potential.

5. Serious consideration should be given to instituting more infor-
mational literacy demonstration programs in libraries across
the Nation by establishing cooperative agreements between
colleges, libraries, and community-based organizations.

1



18. OERI must address the need for an expanded educational baseby promoting research which fully explores the educational utilityof institutions such as public television, museums, zoos, planetar-iums, symphony halls and theaters.
A "learning society" or "nation of students" must not allow itself

to be confined by the walls and ceilings of classrooms. Every vehi-cle, facility, institution, instrument, etc. must be examined; the pos-sible yield of educational benefits must be identified; and strategiesand methods must be employed to maximize such educational bene-fits.
A "learning society" must be saturated with activities which gen-erate information and encourage learning. What happens in formalclassrooms is the most direct, elemental and obvious knowledgetransfer process. But, classrooms are not the most effective or mostefficient way to teach. The classroom process probably yields itsbest and most profound results when it is supplemented and sup-ported by additional learning experiences at home, in church, ontrips, via ititeraction with non-formal cultural and educational in-stitutions.
Research and development may be utilized to establish standardsand practices which encourage a more systematic interaction and

utilization of the non-classroom institutions. Very practical advan-tages may be gained by pushing the educational process beyond theschool walls. The traditional need to have a physical place in theschool for every enrolled student for a set number of hours eachday is a practice which increases the capital costs for education.Even after construction, the maintenance and security of buildingsplaces a great strain on the budgets of schools and greatly reducethe amount of funds available for instruction-related activities.
State-of-the-art science and technology museums, art museums,planetariums, zoos, etc. may offer students far more meaningfullearning experiences than the classroom teacher or the antiquatedschool laboratories. Partnerships with nonprofit groups and the in-vestment of education funds in freestanding educational facilitiesand activities represent the kind of "new American school" ap-proach that deserves systematic exploration. Instructional compo-nents for students at many levels should be incorporated into theoperations of all of the non-classroom educational institutions; how-ever, special incentives including financial support will be neces-sary in order for this to take place on a significant scale.
Students may travel to these non-school resources; or it is possi-ble to bring many of the benefits to the students in their class-rooms or at home. Educational television must be further devel-oped as a vehicle for better utilizing many of the non-classroom re-

sources. For any single school district, the increased use of televi-sion represents prohibitive costs; however, OERI is in a position to
(101)
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promote partnerships, consortiums and other joint arrangements to
facilitate the enrichment of student instruction.

Numerous precedents for the use of non-school educational insti-
tutions exist already. The present need is for a more systematic ap-
proach to improve the output of such efforts and for a better orga-
nized effort to identify and disseminate information about "what
works."

Each of our last seven Presidents agreed that the arts are at the
core of what we are and what we should know. Yet, there remains
a major gap between the need for arts education and the resources
available for its implementation in the schools.

As schools come under increasing pressure to respond to the des-
perate number of social and educational problems their students
facefrom homelessness to drug and child abusethey must enlist
the support of other educationally related institutions that have
traditionally served as adjuncts to schools for middle class families.
Ronne Hartfield, Executive Director of Urban Gateways: The
Center for Arts in Education (one of the largest multi-cultural arts
education organizations in the country), has said that "the arts
play a unique role in reshaping urban education to more effectively
address the needs of multi-cultural student populations." 173 The
need to collaborate and coordinate services between and among in-
stitutions dedicated to expanding cultural horizons, (e.g., museums,
art galleries, theaters, symphony halls) has to be addressed if we
are to meet the National Education Goals.

Museums, libraries, art galleries, and planetariums are visible
public institutions which create community intellectual centers by
their mere presence. Cultural institutions that communicate the
idea of using collections to meet an agenda for learning have taken
strides towards creating a population of learners. For example, the
children who participate in "Learning to Read Through the Arts"
workshops (operated in cooperation with the Solomon R. Guggen-
heim Museum in New York City) come from a variety of ethnic,
socio-economic and academic backgrounds. Those with poor aca-
demic and personal self-images gain new confidence when their sto-
ries and art work are exhibited in schools and museums; untapped
leadership qualities emerge as children discover that teachers,
peers and the general public appreciate their talents.' 7 4

Museum programs offer enormous potential for use by schools.
Of the 4,400 nonprofit museums (50 percent devoted to history; 20
percent to science), over 10 percent wer3 designed for children. The
educational outreach efforts of museums have expanded beyond
guided tours, gallery talks, and classes for adult visitors to educa-
tional programs which are cooperatively planned and implemented
with local area schools. All museumsno matter what they collect
or displaycan help students develop their language skills and the
students' abilities to communicate with others. Interactive muse-
ums, such as San Francisco's Exploratorium, provide young people
with a "hands on" science experience that would be impossible

"3 Sandra Furey, "Connecting Culture And Education," Perspectives: Educating An:emu's
Youth in the Arts and Their Cultural Heritage, (Washington, DC: The John F. Kennedy Center
for Performing Arts, 1990) 9.

"4 Barbara Rabson, "Reading and Kiting at the Guggenheim," School Arts, V81 NS, April
1982, (EJ260606) 13-15.
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within the traditional classroom setting. They also provide the fociifor young people, particularly young women and minorities, tomeet role models who can show them that scientific inventionshave not been the exclusive preserves of white males. In a studythat compared responses of fifth and sixth grade students who vis-ited two participating science museums, the scores on visual testswere consistently higher than the students who had classroomlesson only. These findings indicate that a distinct correlationexists between the better test scores and the museum visits.'"Art galleries and museums should serve as key resources forschools endeavoring to move from a predominately Eurocentriccurriculum to multi-cultural or Afrocentric curriculums. Coopera-tive programs between schools, museums, and art galleries havedemonstrated that they can help engender an enriched understand-ing of the holistic nature of cultures by relating to the students'affective, as well as cognitive, understandings.'"
Access to public museums and other cultural institutions by indi-viduals with disabilities implies more than just getting people intobuildings; it also means offering educational programs that encour-age and facilitate increased participation for groups with specialneeds, thus assuring that the "art forms" are intellectually accessi-ble to all members of society.'" Express-Ways at the ChicagoPublic Library Cultural Center is an interactive children's artcenter which has an assured future because of the enthusiastic re-sponse of Chicago's children and teachers. For the designers, Su-zanne Cohan and Jean Unsworth, Express-Ways conveys their con-viction that the arts play a vital role in the learning of all stu-dents. Workshops for children with disabilities make Express-Waysa special experience for these children. Another unique feature ofthe program involves special workshops designed to extend the con-cepts of' the exhibits beyond the exhibit itself, into art experiencesand the classroom.'78

Aileycamp, a summer camp sponsored by the Alvin Ailey DanceEnsemble, uses dance as the core curriculum to improve self-esteem, creative expression, and cognitive skills in middle schoolchildren of lower socio-economic status, and addresses three factorsthat increase a student's risk of dropping out: poor social bondingto positive role models and institutional structures; deficits in per-sonal, interpersonal and cognitive skills; and lack of appropriateactivities and opportunities for participation. Of the 117 students(75 percent rated as high risk) who participated in 1989, 102 com-pleted the summer with many triumphs and transformations.'"Opera America, an arts education organization, has developedthe first K-12 testbook series for opera. The series includes two ap-proaches at each of the four grade levels: ( 1 ) in "Create andProduce," students develop the story, write the music, and then
"5 Minds Borun. et al., "Planets and Pullepi: Studies of Class Visits to Science Museums,"ERIC Digest (Washington, DC, OERI. ED267965).
"Kathleen Desmond. "African Elegance at the Canton Art Institute: An Exhibition Reviewand Participatory Learning Strategies,' Art Education. V38, July 1985. (EJ319136) 17-20.111 Sandra K. Mims. "Art Museums and Special Audiences," ,School Arta, March 1982, 32-33."8 Jean Mormon Unsworth, "Express-Ways," School Arta, V82 N9, May 1983, (EJ280140) 26-27.

17° Anna Richards, "Partnerships by Example," Perspectives, 36.
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produce the work; (2) in "Great Works," students analyze specific
works from traditional opera literature using strategies developed
in the classroom.'80

Beyond the content they carry and the culture they provide, the
artsmusic, poetry, visual imageryserve as a powerful tool for
learning how to learn. The arts help us "fix" information in our
minds, successfully creating the anticipatory set at the emotional/
feeling level for the cognitive content.'" In a study of 52 urban
black children (ages 4 and 5) taken on weekly structured trips to
zoos and selected museums over a six-week period, a 20.88 percent
increase in scores on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (used to
measure receptive language ability) was achieved by the preschool-
ers tested. Even in the unstructured trips, an 8.1 percent increase
in scores was achieved.' 8 2

Arts in educationtraditionally perceived to be for the already
motivatedis now beginning to be seen as a necessary part of life
for all. Both educators and artists, and their institutions, have to
be involved and learn together. The times are right for much more
interaction to take place.' 8 3

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. Research should be conducted on pilot programs that aim to

enrich the lives of children from poor and dysfunctional fami-
lies through activities centered around museums, planetar-
iums, zoos and other educational and cultural pursuits. The re-
search should be longitudinal in nature, focusing on the way
such stimuli affect attitudes towards learning from preschool
to early adulthood.

2. OERI must develop models for interactive educational resource
cores that bring cultural institutions in as an integral part of
the instruction process.

3. OERI should also conduct research to better define how schools
and cultural institutions can best complement each other.
Field-initiated researchers should be encouraged to discuss
their findings within mainstream educational, rather than just
cultural, publications (e.g., museum and library journals).

4. OERI should sponsor model approaches to the development of
multi-cultural curricula. Such programs should call for collabo-
ration between schools, museums, and other cultural and edu-
cational institutions.

5. Research should be conducted which fully examines the possible
practical benefits of "schools without walls." The impact of
such an approach on school construction and maintenance
costs should be examined. The opportunities created for flexi-
ble use of facilities and intergenerational utilization should
also be examined.

l" Marthalie Furber. "Partnerships by Example." Perspectives, 40.
"I Marie Eaton. "Living, Learning and the Arta: Integrating Arts into the Curriculum in

Rural Schools." ERIC Digest (October 1985: ED 279481).
I" Norris M. Hayes, Ph.D., et al, "Benefits of Structured Field Trip Activities on Perform-

ance on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT)," ERIC Digest (1983: ED274461).
"" Mark Schubart. "Partnerships by Example," Perspectives, 38.
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6. The vast potential of educational television and it's ability totransmit the resources of the non-school institutions sh,,uld bemore fully studied and demonstration projects must be promot-ed to establish working models suitable for school districts ofall sizes.

I .5



19. OERI must provide leadership for the establishment of a moredefinitive Federal position on the value of the involvement of par-ents and community-based organizations in achieving the NationalEducation Goals, and for determining the optimum quantity andquality of government support for activities which encourage andenhance the involvement ofparents and community-based organiza-tions.

There is an increased and almost universal recognition of thefact that schools alone cannot bear the burden of educating ourchildren. Among all of the concerned sectors, there is a consensusthat the success of educational reform requires a combination ofschool, parental, and community involvement. Extensive evidenceshows that the role of parents in the education of their children iscrucial. Parent involvement is absolutely fundamental for an effec-tive education system. Yet, in 1981, the Reagan Administrationsuccessfully persuaded Congress to repeal most parent involvementprovisions in Federel education law, on the grounds that they un-dermined the authority of local officials. To date, no similar sweep-ing Federal policy has been promulgated which changes this offi-cial position. Although several major pieces of legislation have re-quired greater parent involvement, the present position of the Ex-ecutive Branch on this crucial function remains clouded. WhileAmerica 2000 casually refers to parents and families at severalpoints, this education strategy of the current administration doesnot indicate a Federal preference for the assignment of a strong de-cision-making role to parents.
The successful implementation of the National Education Goalswill require the full cooperation and participation of parents andtheir entire communities. The Committee for Economic Develop-ment's report, Children in Need, stresses the need for increasedcommunity participation in all aspects of the educational process:"... the problems of children in need call for collaborations thatmust extend beyond the traditional limits of the schools." 1" Anexample of this collaboration is Forward in the Fifth: A Corn muni-ty Partnership for Rural Kentucky which provides both technicaland financial assistance to encourage a partnership between par-ents and businesses to promote greater communication betweenschools and the community in order to combat problems of lowachievement and high dropout rates.'"
Dr. Don Davies, President of the Institute for Responsive Educa-tion, testified that despite all the benefits of that are known toresult from increased linkages between the school and the commu-nity, "... many public schoolsincluding most urban schools-

1"Committee for Economic Development, Research and Policy Comniittee, Children in Need:Investment Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged (Washington: CED, 19871 65-tili'66Children in Need,71.
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have weak connections with the families and communities they
serve. Most have had a tradition of isolation," 186 Dr. James
Coiner, in discussing resistance to parental involvement, states:
[Although] children in school would benefit from high parental involvement, school
personnel often resist such involvement. . . Many temhers and
administrators... attribute st'iool problein$ to a willful failure of youngsters to
work hard enough and behave well.... [They] see parents as the problem [rather
than] part of the solution.
Often an unspoken fear [of school personnel] is that if power is shared, power is or
eventually will be lost. If parents become involved in school policy and practice,
[they] are sharing power.
Ironically, the other major area of resistance ... is the parents themselves.... Many
parents are concerned that they are only being brought in to be told about the fail-
ure of their children, and parents perceive this to be a statement that they them-
selves have failed. Many schools call parents only with bad news. And many parents
are embarrassed by their own limited academic skills.'"

Twenty years of research consistently indicate that parent in-
volvement in schools is beneficial for students, parents, and
schools. In a summary of 50 studies of parental involvement, Anne
T. Henderson concludes:
Programs designed with strong parent involvement produce students who perform
better than otherwise identical programa that do not involve them at all. Schools
that relate well to their communities have student bodies that outperform other
schools. Children whose parents help them at home and stay in touch with the
school score higher than children of similar aptitude and family background whose
parents are not involved. Schools where children are failing improve dramatically
when parents are called in to help.'"

The James P. Comer study, conducted in two elementary schools
in New Haven, Connecticut, resulted in significant lasting gains in
student achievement, the best attendance records in the city, great-
ly reduced student behavior problems, minimized parent-staff con-
flict, and near grade level academic performance. In addition, sev-
eral parents were motivated to return to school; others became mo-
bilized, acquired confidence, and secured employment.189

Dr. Joyce Epstein of the Johns Hopkins Center for Research on
Elementary and Middle Schools, in discussing her research on pa-
rental involvement and student achievement, states:
There is consistent evidence that parents' encouragement, activities, interest at
home, and their participation at school affect their children's achievement, even
after the students ability and family socioeconomic status is taken into account.'9°

Unfortunately, in most schools, parent participation remains lim-
ited in scope, generally confined to fund-raising and other volun-
teer activities, participation in parent-teacher conferences, and att
tendance at school plays or sporting events. Some research studies
have indicated that parent involvement is most effective when it is
"comprehensive, long-lasting, and well-planned.... To ensure the
quality of schools as institutions serving the community, parents

'"Oversight Hearing on GERI, Statement of Dr. Don Davies, March 9, 1989, 73.
"'Dr. James P. Corner, School Power: Implications of an Intervention Project, (New York: The

Free Press, 1980), I:17.
"'Anne T. Henderson, The Evidence Continues to Grow: Parent Involvement Improves Stu-

dent Achievement, National Committee for Citizens in Education, 1987.
'"Corner, 142- 144
"Dr. Joyce Epstein. "Effects on Student Achievement of Teachers' Practices of Parental In-

volvement." Literacy Through Family, Community and School Interaction, (Greenwich: JAI
Press, 1987).
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must be involved at all levels in the school." 191 A study of threeMichigan school districts with varying parent involvement compo-nents, found that the district with the most comprehensive parentinvolvement features scored the greatest gains in reading achieve-ment.19 2
In Comer's New Haven project, small stipends provided the in-centive for parents to serve as teacher aides. They also assistedwith the academic program in the classrooms and formed the nu-cleus of the parent organization that worked with the school staffin planning social and educational programs. These and other par-ents served on governance bodies and various subcommittees. Thus,"they were able to bring the attitudes, values, ways, and needs ofthe community to these committees and activities.... Parents aremore likely to support a school program in which they are partnersin decision-making." 193
When children's lives are chaotic and parents feel alienated fromthe school system, when families, educators and communities donot expect children to achieve, and when resources do not matchneeds, the traditional school model fails to educate effectively.'"Successful solutions will demand the involvement of the communi-ty. Too often, school personnel are ignorant of the full range ofavailable community services. Without a connection to the commu-nity, schools become overburdened and inefficient. Community-based organizationsneighborhood and civic associations; religious,ethnic, and political organizations; libraries; local social servicesagencies; recreational facilities; and other social institutionsworking on social and educational problems, can provide additionalresources and serve as havens of trust for parents.The church is the original community-based institution, joiningtogether young people, their parents, and mutually-supportive fam-ilies within a larger moral and spiritual framework.'" In concertwith parents, educators must strive to achieve greater church in-volvement in activities which support local schools."Youth organizations have historically offered a training groundfor citizenship, [reinforcing] the efforts of home, school, andchurch.... After the schools, youth organizations comprise ourmost pervasive educationally-oriented youth institutions and offerpotentially ideal vehicles for many of the opportunities teenagersrequire. National organizations, such as the YMCA, the YWCA,Girl Scouts and Boy Scouts, are already extending before- andafter-school activities." 9 6

More cooperative efforts between school boards and communityorganizations would support the concept of the "lighted school-house" which would open libraries, playgrounds, recreational facili-ties, and schools to the community 7 days a week, 12 months of the

191Henderson, 9-10.
"Robert Gillum, "The Effects of Parent Involvement on Student Achievement in ThreeMich4an Performance Contracting Programs," Paper Presented at AERA Annual Meeting,New York. April 1977.
"Comer. 65-70.
"4Committee for Economic Development, The Unfinished Agenda: A New Vision for ChildDevelopment and Education, 1991, 4.
"The William T. Grant Foundation Commission on Work, Family. and Citizenship, The For-gotten Half: Pathways to Success for America's Youth and Young Families, November 1988, 58."The Forgotten Half, 73.
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year. Unfortunately, concerns about safety and the costs of heat-
ing, lighting, and insuring buildings have made it difficult to con-
vince administrators and to pay custodians to keep schools open
beyond the normal school day.'"

The importance of research on parent and community involve-
ment and the need to adopt and replicate exemplary programs in
this area cannot be overemphasized. OERI currently funds two cen-
ters whose mission include research on families, 2chools, and com-
munities. The Center on Families, Communities, and Children's
Learning is conducting research how families, schools, an..1 com-
munities can work in partnership to foster children's motivation,
learning, and development. The Center on Education in the Inner
Cities is conducting interdisciplinary research and development on
families, schol's, and communities to strengthen education end re-
lated resources in inner cities. The following are examples of areas
where gaps in existing knowledge make it imperative that more re-
search be conducted:

1. Research to determine the optimum percentage of Fedeinl
grant budgets which should be invested in parent involvement.
2. Research to identify the most effective types of community
organizations for parent training and support.
3. Research to assess the impact of alcoholism, drugs, AIDS,
and other escalating illnesses and addictions on the traditional
role of parents; and to determine the need for, and possible ef-
fectiveness of, school interaction with substitute or surrogate
parents.
4. Research and demonstration projects to explore the effec-
tiveness of communication vehicles, such as local television
and radio stations in training and informing parents; also
projects which explore the greater utilization of traditional
groups such as churches, scouts, 4-H clubs, etc. for outreach.
5. Research based on the recagnition that children only spend
9 percent of their time in classrooms, while the remaining 91
percent is spent at home and in community organizations. Re-
search and demonstration projects must seek to identify very
specific ways in which schools may more effectively interact
with existing institutions and community-based organizations
to combat the wide range c problems facer by students which
are not school- or instruction-related.

The major objective is to bring the vitality of the community into
the school and to establish trust and mutual respect so that the
school does not seem different and more alien to children or their
parents than home, neighborhood, and the church.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in this
section, the following recommendations require immediate atten-
tion:
1. OERI must take steps to assist in the immediate clarification

and update of the official position of the present achainistra-
tion on the role of parent involvement and community-based
organizations in school reform.

'7The Forgotten Hall. 73.
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2. OERI should convene a meeting of representatives from all ofthe relevant funded er.titiesresearch centers, regional labs,information centers, and independent researchers--,vhich areinvolved in studies or experiments focused on parents or com-munity-based organizations. After a review of the work com-pleted by these entities, OERI should forward recommenda-tions for an update policy position to the Secretary of Educa-tion.
3. As part of the preparation for the recommendation to the Secre-tary, OERI should review all existing legislation which author-izes some degree of parent and community-based organizationinvolvement. Legislation authorizing Chapter One, the Drug-Free Schools and Communities Act, and Child Care are exam-ples of the kinds of !aws which should be reviewed with recom-mendations to enhance their coordination, implementation,and enforcement.
4. Since there is universal agreement on the need to make schoolbuildings more open and accessible to parents, students, fami-lies, and community organizations, OERI should develop rec-ommendations for Federal initiatives to assist in accomplishingthis relatively simple objective. The Secretary should funddemonstration projects for this purpose.5. OFRI must take steps to guarantee that entities such as theERIC Clearinghouse on Urban Education and the newlyfunded Center on Education and the Inner Cities will more ac-tively target the dissemination of the best available workingprograms and procedures on parent and community involve-ment to reach inner-city schools, their administrators, parents,and community-based organizations.6. OERI should direct the relevant funded entities under its juris-diction to focus on identified gaps in knowledge.7. OERI should promote demonstration projects which seek to in-crease the number of competent practitionersadministrators,counselors, teachers, aideswho are specialists and advocatesfor improved school-family-community partnerships and whohave the skill and knowledge to work with fellow teachers,principals, parents, and community leaders.8. OERI should develop a model for the provision of detailed sup-port for the "America 2000 Communities" concept which re-quires that a cross-section of community entities work togetherfor the improvement of the local schools. The role of parentsand community-based organizations within this construct mustbe clearly delineated. Recommendation 13 of this report pro-poses the establishment of a District Education Agent Programwhose number one objective is the cross-coordination of all sec-tors of the community (Congressional District) for the purposeof achieving substantial gains in school improvement.



20. OERI must increase minority participation in the full range ofeducation research and development activities.
There is a substantial underrepresentation of minorities in edu-cation research and development and the number is rapidly declin-ing. It is imperative that minorities play an active role in thisarena since education R&D strongly influences the education of mi-norities through its impact on education policies, programs, andpractices. In order to achieve the National Education Goals, in-structional methods and practices must be honed by research toensure their validity and reliability, and nondiscriminatory assess-ment techniques must be developed to fairly measure the perform-

ance of disadvantaged students who are diiproportionately minori-ty.
In its 1990 report, the House Committee on Appropriations di-rected the Department of Education to "develop a pilot programwhich prepares minorities for research careers and increases theirparticipation as specialists in research and development." 199 Nodeliberate, cohesive action has been forthcoming from the Depart-ment as a result of that directive.
The Appropriations Committee stressed the point that any initia-tives to increase the number of minority researchers should be sup-portive of efforts to increase the representation of minorities in theeducation profession in general. It is from this population thatmany education scholars and researchers are gleaned. Futhermore,for our increasingly complex education system to work equitably,minority education professionals need to know about, and partici-pate in, a wide range of education R&D (e.g., providing useful feed-back on various programs and making wise decisions about prac-tices to use in various circumstances).In the ten years spanning 1976 to 1986, the number of African-Americans awarded doctorate degrees in education declined by 39percent. "This is a foreboding trend concerning the production andcontribution of Black faculty in fields related to education researchand development." 199
According to the Statistical Abstract of the United States, of thedegrees conferred between 1986 and 1987 in education at the B.A.,M.A., and Ph.D. levels, only 6, 8, and 8 percent, respectively, wereawarded to African-American or Hispanic students. These numbersunderscore the critical shortage of minorities entering the field ofeducation and the subsequent lack of practicing teachers, adminis-trators and professional researchers who are minorities.Minority representation in the American Educational ResearchAssociation, the largest educational research association in theUnited States, is less than 12 percent (4 percent African-American,

"Tommittee on Appropriations Report, July 1990, 168.'°°Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Dr. Harry T. Frierson, Jr., September 27, 1990.
(113)
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4 percent Asian-American, 3 percent Hispanic, and .5 percent
Native-American), while the minority public school population is
burgeoning.200 By the year 2000, minorities will represent over 33
percent of the school population and will be directly impacted by
outcomes of education R&D.

The lack of minority participation in the development of educa-
tional reforms has been cited as a major factor in the negative
school experiences of minority teachers and students. More individ-
ualswho have a unique and valuable perspective on the relevant
and pressing minority issues confronting education researchare
needed in education research and development, and they must to
encouraged to use their R&D skills in all areas in order to bring
refreshingly poignant points of view to not only minority concerns,
but to a broad spectrum of issues.

Minority professionals from all disciplines must be cultivated
and encouraged to pursue careers in education research and devel-
opment. The continued exclusion of minority researchers from re-
search initiatives on the disadvantaged has been called "unethical"
since such riractice precludes the input of individuals most able to
effectively impact project outcomes."' According to Dr. Henry T.
Frierson, Jr., Professor at the University of North Carolina, "If this
downward trend continues unabated, it portends an even dimmer
future for Blacks in academia." 202 Dr. Frierson states that there
are factors inherent in the academic community that suppress the
participation and subsequent production of African-American edu-
cation researchers, e.g., the ambivalence of the academic milieu,
prejudice and discrimination, and the effects from the lack of solid
mentor-protege relationships. He concludes that:
The continued loss of potential scholars is staggering and the academic community
will be remiss unless serious efforts are mounted not only to reverse the decline in
Black doctorates, but also to increase substantially their production and the subse-
quent development of Black researchers. If not, the crisis will continue, and it will
be to the detriment of the Nation.203

The Business-Higher Education Forum, reporting on minority
life in the United States, emphatically states that it is time to stop
pretending that the piecemeal education strategies of the 1960s are
adequate to solve the problems of the 1990s. The Forum calls for
financial incentives (e.g., loan forgiveness and merit awards) for po-
tential students as well as faculty who serve as mentors and
become a source of guidance and support for students. They state
that colleges and universities must make their campuses and cur-
ricula more accommodating for minority students and "must move
swiftly to stamp out the virulent new strain of bigotry that threat-
ens to infect our campuses." 204

The Education Commission of the States has recommended that
colleges and universities implement comprehensive, institutional
plans for developing minority teachers and researchers. They stress

200The American Educational Research Association, Educational Researcher, 1990.
"'Michelle Foster, "Research Priorities for Disadvantaged Students," manuscript prepared

for the National Academy of Education.
"'Dr. Henry T. Frierson, Jr., "The Situation of Black Student Researchers: Continuation of a

Crisis," Educational Researcher, March 1990, 13.
"'Frierson, 17.
204 7'hree Realities: Minority Life in the US., Business-Higher Education Forum, 1990, 61
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the need for institutional leaders to make their commitment to mi-nority student success obvious to faculty members. Also, recogniz-ing that the minority teacher and researcher shortage does notbegin in college, intervention must be focused on the underprepara-tion of many minority students in elementary and secondaryschools.
Other institutions that can be instrumental in the ameliorationof this shortage include the Regional Educational Laboratories, de-signed to assist school improvement in all regions of the country.They are, however, notably absent in densely populated urban set-tings where large numbers of minorities are concentrated. Thephysical location of each laboratory is determined by OERIthrough competitionand is a critical factor in its effectiveness.Though the physical distance between the Labs and urban centersmight be bridged through special outreach initiatives to urbanschool districts, httle is now being done in this area.
Nor do the professional staffs of the Labs proportionately reflectthe ethnic and cultural diversity of the Nation's school population.According to information received by the Subcommittee on SelectEducation, 17 percent of the Labs' professional staff members areminorities, with only 6 percent holding administrative positions.The statistics are similarly bleak for the National Research Cen-ters where minorities represent 16 percent of the professional staff.The underrepresentation of minorities on the staffs of the Labsand Centers is perhaps not surprising given the dearth of minori-ties at the senior policy level at OERI itself. OERI's record on thisissue is, if anything, more dismal than that of the Labs and Cen-ters. Yet, the larger problem is not simply that OERI has failed tolead by example in expanding opportunities for minorities in edu-cation researchit is that it has failed to lead at all. This inertiamust end.

OERI must accelerate and refine their efforts to enhance theparticipation of minorities in all realms of education research, par-ticularly in awarding contracts. They must provide technical assist-ance to enable nontraditional entities to compete for researchfunds.
OERI must, through policy, encourage the formation of long-terminnovative, collaborative relationships with local school sites, busi-ness/industry, and universities/colleges to cultivate and groom po-tential minority researchers through mentorship alliances, appren-ticeship models, and/or tiered guidance and counseling systems.These recruitment paradigms must be supported by retention in-centives such as loan forgiveness, peer networking, and institution-al commitment to advancement and personnel development. Theestablishment of an Institute for the Education of At-Risk Students(see Recommendation 5) will provide minority scholars and re-searchers with the opportunity to make contributions in the areaof minority education.
Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:

1. OERI must ensure a high proportion of minorities in all OERIsupported activities by reinstituting criteria designed to in-

1 1 3
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crease minority participation in proposals submitted to, and
funded by, OERI. Procedures would also be established to in-
clude substantial minority participation in all specialist panels
and as District Education Agents.

2. OERI must develop procedures to include minority educators in
R&D activities nationally, regionally, and locally via the Re-
gional Educational Laboratories and the National Research
Centers. These projects (e.g., various types of assignments, in-
service training, internships, and pre-service and continuing
professional training programs) must be theme-oriented, have
a strong team approach, and a strong field component.

3. As an initial priority in this area, OERI will identify methods
(e.g., mentoring models) that have been effective in increasing
the participation of minorities as producers and consumers in
education R&D.



21. OERI must increase the investment of research, development,
and dissemination efforts to improve the possibilities that all chil-
dren will start school ready to learn, recognizing that school readi-
ness is the cornerstone to quality education.

The premier National Education Goal declares that by the year
2000, all children will start school ready to learn. The strength of
this goal is anchored in the objectives which provide guidance for
its implementation: access to high quality and developmentally ap-
propriate pre-kindergarten programs for all disadvantaged children
and children with disabilities; training and support for all parents
to teach their children; nutrition and health care for all children so
that they will be ready to enter school.

The most prosperous nation on earth seems to be failing its chil-
dren who are the poorest group in American society. it, is now clear
that investment in early childhood education is critical to the pre-
vention of later educational failure. According to the Committee on
Economic Development (CED), "For every dollar spent today to pre-
vent educational failure, we can save $4.75 in the cost of remedial
education, welfare, and crime further down the road." 205 CED fur-
ther declares:
Twenty years of comprehensive testing has proven that a single year of high quality
pre-school at the age of three can cut later dropout, illiteracy, pregnancy and crime
rates for the affected group from somewhere between a third and a half.... We
[have) learned that the conditions that set a child onto the path of failure did not
begin at age 3 or 4, but at conception and before,206

The experiences of children during their first five years is criti-
cal to their educational success. Yet, we continue to view child care
and early childhood education as separate entities with different
purposes and goals: early childhood education as profitable for soci-
ety because it helps poor children succeed better in school; child
care as a benefit to parents, rather than children, so that parents
can go to work. This separation is counterproductive. According to
CED's most recent publication, the gap must be narrowed by insist-
ing that all programs for children from birth to fivewhether des-
ignated as child care, early childhood education, or pre-school
focus on the healthy development and educational needs of all chil-
dren.207

Since 1965, the importance of effective early childhood programs
has grown and the demand for services under Head Start (the most
comprehensive educational program for young children) has in-
creased.205 Head Start, a Federal grant program administered by

" Committee on Economic Development, Children in Need: Investment Strategies for the
Educationally Disadvantaged, (New York: CED, 1987115.

2" Children in Need
2" 7 CED, The Unfinished Agenda: A New Vision for Child Development and Education, (NewYork: CED, 19911 27-28.
2" National Head Start Association, Silver Ribbon Panel Recommendations for Head Start inthe 1990's, Head Start: The Nation's Nide. a Nation's Challenge, 1989.
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the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), was estab-
lished to bring about a greater degree of social competence in chil-
dren of low-income families. While the majority of Head Start cen-
ters serve 3- to 5-year old children, there are also a small number
of Parent/Child Centers that provide services to low-income infants
and toddlers and their families. Granteeswhich include local edu-
cation and community action agencies and public and nonprofit or-
ganizationsprovide programs that offer high quality pre-school
experiences that prepare poor children for entry into elementary
school, along with health screenings, immunizations, dental check-
ups, and other preventive services such as family counseling.209

Head Start has traditionally exemplified the power of parental
involvement in children's education. The contribution of that in-
volvement has led to the success of this program.

According to the National Commission on Children, only a frac-
tion of the children who would benefit most from high quality
early childhood programs have access to Head Start and other com-
munity-based initiatives. Despite the importance of pre-school
learning and socialization for school readiness and later school suc-
cess, only 20 percent of those eligible for Head Start are served. In-
cluded in those not served are children from low-income and
highly-stressed families, those with disabilities, and those for whom
English is not their first language.2" We must ensure that early
childhood education programs, which provide children with school
readiness, are made available to the 80 percent of the population
for which these services are not available.

Attention to education reform has spanned many decades. Its
impact spans the spectrum from before- and after-school care to
parent education programs. The significance of multicultural ap-
proaches to the success of many Head Start programs has not been
adequately researched. The 1990 National Research Council report
confirms that linkages between own-group cultural identity and
academic competency have been found for minority children in
United States, as well as in other countries. The Council is calling
for research on approaches that "affirm children's cultural identi-
ties in relationship to child development." 2" Additionally, ensur-
ing a smooth transition from early childhood education to elemen-
tary school has yet to be realized. OERI's Regional Educational
Laboratories are engaged in the most extensive work in this area.
With the aid of a $2.5 million cooperative agreement with HHS,
they are conducting a 3-year study on the transition between Head
Start programs and elementary education. The workscopes of some
of the new OERI National Research Centers include studies on
early childhood education. For example, the Center on Families,
CGmmunities, Schools, and Children's Learning is exploring the re-
lationship of family and communication patterns and school behav-
ior; the Center on Education in the Inner Cities is studying the ef-
fects of using parent education and other resources with teenage
mothers and parents of Head Start children; and the Center for Re-

i" The Committee for Education Funding, Educatthn Budget Impact Akrt for Fiscal Year
19.91: A Compilation of Federal Education Programs, (Washington: CET) 151

I" Opening Doors, 40.
National Research Couiwil, Who Cares Mr Arnerwa's Children? Cluld Cure Policy for the

1990s, (Washington: National Academy Press, 19901
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search on Evaluation, Standards, and Student Testing is working
on_pre-school assessment.

These research efforts are a welcomed beginning, but inadequate
when we consider the enormity of the problem. The Federal Gov-
ernment will be forced to commit large amounts of money for
"care" programs because of the bleak picture faced by State and
local governments as they attempt to provide services to: (1) the es-
calating numbers of pregnant women who are crack- or other drug-
addicted and will give birth to babies who may be developmentally
impaired and (2) the 1 in 5 children who have a developmentaL
learning and behavioral disorder who are identified through the
Preschool and Early Intervention programs of the Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act (formerly EHA). Although Congress, as
part of its Omnibus Budget Bill, approved modest grants for child
care, this crisis is far from being resolved. Making the crisis man-
ageable will depend less on deciding what to do than how to do it.
We know what should constitute quality child care/early childhood
education and what guidelines/model programs are effective. Thechallenge now is to guarantee that the educational content and
social service aspects of programs like Head Start are made avail-
able to all children. The Federal Government must exercise leader-
ship by encouraging its institutions, the States and their local gov-
ernments, and private businesses to: help parents defray the cost of
child care/early childhood education; ensure the establishment ofminimum standards; providc technical assistance; and collect data
on the changing supply and demand and parental preferences.2'2

OERI can lead the way in ensuring our knowledge of school read-
iness by identifying the role of health, nutrition, and family cir-
cumstances; the role of multicultural approaches to the success ofearly childhood education programs, what interventions are effec-
tive; and most importantly, what degree of readiness is required forkindergarten and first grade programs. Dissemination of such re-
search information will help transform a patchwork pre-school/
child care system into one capable of delivering developmentally
appropriate and effective early childhood education services. OERI
must play a vital role in addressing these issues and must exercise
leadership in assuring that early childhood education is recognized
as the cornerstone to quality education.

Based on the needs, concerns, and suggestions outlined in thissection, the following recommendations require immediate atten-tion:
1. OERI should continue to encourage the collaboration between

HHS and the Regional Laboratories, and additionally seek to
establish collaboration with the 11 Federal agencies hjusing 31early childhood programs.

2. OERI must explore additional ways to coordinate its researchagenda with the research needs of other Federal early child-
hood education programs.

3. OERI should establish a specialist panel, composed of early child-
hood education practitioners, researchers, and community lead-
ers to identify research gaps and suggest which research areas

2 " Child Care Action Campaign, Child care: The Bottum Line. 1988, 17.
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require syntheses (identifying formats and audiences for the
use of the material developed) and propose demonstration pro-
grams to test the effectiveness of such interventions on a
larger scale.

4. OERI should study the feasibility of including early childhood
education as an integral part of traditional "custodial" day
care programs under Title 1V-A, Title XX, and Child Care
Food Programs.



HI. SUMMARY OF HEARING TESTIMONY

INTRODUCTION
The Subcommittee on Select Education held 12 hearings on theOffice of Educational Research and Improvement from July 30,

1987 through May 8, 1991. Whereas Chairman Owens has repeated-
ly stressed the need to "... more effectively mobilize the resources
necessary to address the needs of the educationally disadvantaged,"these hearings covered a myriad of subjects regarding education re-search and development which elicited information on how OERI
could be reinvigorated by increasing its budget, reorganizing its in-frastructure, and redirecting its priorities especially as they per-tain to improving urban schools. What follows is a summary of
hearing findings grouped by subject area, preceded by brief topical
descriptions of each hearing.
July 30, 1987

This hearing was convened to examine plans to restructure the
Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) and to ensurethat valuable components of the system were preserved in the
modification process. Since the Center is widely acknowledged asthe world's most visible social science database and operating
smoothly, the Subcommittee wanted assurances that the improve-
ments considered by OERI would maintain the assets of the ERICsystem.

One of the major modifications was to popularize ERIC's dissemi-
nation methods and to make its contents more accessible. Another
new proposal was for. ERIC to have the capacity to provide statisti-cal data. The Subcommittee was particularly interested in the com-parative user costs of ERIC, the percentage of the Department ofEducation's budget spent on providing information, the interaction
between the ERIC system and other Department programs, and theproposed addition of three components to the system. Chairman
Owens expressed concern that some of the proposed changes wereunjustified and required Congressional scrutiny.

Testimony and recommendations were heard regarding the oper-
ation and effectiveness of the system as well as the feasibility ofaltering the existing ERIC structure. The witnesses were: LynnBarnett, Chair, ERIC Technical Steering Committee; Leslie Bjorn-crantz, Curriculum Librarian and Education Bibliographer, North-
western University; Donald Ely, Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on
Information Resources, Syracuse University; Don Erikson, Director,ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Children; Natalie
Felsher, Reading Specialist, Montgomery County Public Schools;Chester Finn, Assistant Secretary for Educational Research andImprovement, U.S. Department of Education; Charles Hoover,
former Director, ERIC, and former Assistant Director for Informa-
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tion Resources, National Institute of Education; and Kenneth S.
To llett, Distinguished Professor of Higher Education, Graduate
School of Arts and Science, Howard University. Additionally, pre-
pared statements, letters, supplemental materials, et cetera were
submitted by the American Educational Research Association;
Robert E. Chesley, Educator; and Paula Montgomery, Maryland
State Department of Education.

April 20 and 21, 1988
The purpose of the Subcommittee hearings on April 20 and 21,

1988 was to determine the extent to which the Nation's education
research agenda reflects its key educational priorities, and the po-
tential consequences for ignoring them. In addition, the Subcom-
mittee hoped to initiate a debate about whether the Department of
Education's research infrastructure--consisting largely of a net-
work of labs, centers and clearinghousesis adequate to meet the
challenges identified in a host of recent influential reports on the
current crisis in education, or whether new research entities are
required.

Additionally, Subcommittee Chairman Owens has expressed con-
cern about the low status accorded education R&D. While there ap-
pears to be a correlation between military capability and the De-
fense Department's investment in military R&D, the connection be-
tween education research and improved practice is not obvious to
most practitioners. .

Yet another area of concern to the Subcommittee was the limited
funding of education R&D. Although education research may never
need the funding levels absorbed by the military R&D effort, Chair-
man Owens indicated that the Subcommittee intended to press for
more adequate funding for the Nation's education research and de-
velopment program.

With these concerns in mind, witnesses at the OERI hearings of-
fered testimony and recommendations concerning OERI's budget,
mission, structure, and priorities, as well as ways in which re-
search methods and dissemination could be improved. The wit-
nesses were: P. Michael Timpane, President, Teacher's College, Co-
lumbia University; Nathaniel M. Semple, Vice-President and Secre-
tary, Research and Policy Committee, Committee for Economic De-
velopment; James S. Coleman, National Opinion Research Center;
Faustine C. Jones-Wilson, The Bureau of Educational Research,
School of Education, Howard University; Mary Hatwood Futrell,
President, National Education Association; Eleanor Chelimsky, Di-
rector, Program Evaluation and Methodology Division, General Ac-
counting Office; Alan C. Purves, Director of the Center for Writing
and Literacy, State University of New York; Albert Shanker, Presi-
dent, American Federation of Teachers; Chester E. Finn, Jr., As-
sistant Secretary for the Office of Educational Research and Im-
provement, Department of Education; Charles Wallgren, Executive
Vice-President, High/Scope Educational Research Foundation;
James Hyman, Vice-President, Manpower Demonstration Program;
Denis Doyle, Senior Research Fellow, The Hudson Institute; Chris-
topher T. Cross, President of the University Research Corporation,
and Chairman of the Laboratory Review Panel, OERI; John E,
Hopkins, Executive Director, Research for Better Schools; Susan

flu
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Fuhrman, Director, Center on State and Local Policy, Development
and Leadership, Rutgers University; Gordon Ambach, Executive
Director, Council of Chief State School Officers; Nancy Cole, Presi-
dent, American Educational Reseorch Association; Judi Conrad,
Assistant Director, ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and GiftedChildren and Chair, Council of ERIC Directors (COED); MichaelKaplan, Director, Basic Research, U.S. Army Institute; and Rich-
ard E. Rowberg, Chief, Science Policy Research Division, Congres-sional Research Service.

September 29, 1988
The September 29, 1988 hearing addressed the creation of a newCenter for Effective Schooling of Disadvantaged Students. Chair-man Owens opened with a scathing indictment of this grant's

award process which he characterized as long-overdue, "slip-shod,"
"hastily conceived" and lacking the support and input of research-
ers most familiar with the problems of the educationally disadvan-taged. He expressed disappointment in OERI's planning proposal
and questioned the behavior of top OERI officials who refused todiscuss the Center's funding process with the authorizing commit-
tee and instead rushed the review process and apparently ignoredthe deliberations normally undertaken.

Chairman Owens welcomed the comments of the distinguishedpanelists not only on the proposed Center but on the Subcommit-tee's Preliminary Report which contained a recommendation for anentity that would focus on the education of ai-risk students.
A hybrid center-lab of the kind referred to in that report could pursue the problemof assisting aililig schry.:lo far more aggressive and interventionist strategies. Thecriteria for award winners coutd be based much more on an institution's capacity towork and communicate with dissivantaged groups. It would be more coordinatedwith the existing centers and able to work more systematically with existing schoolsystems than is presently the case.

Panelists gave testimony on issues related to the instruction of
educationally disadvantaged students and what factors must beconsidered when designing strategies to improve their performance.The witnesses were: Eric Cooper, Vice President, In-Service Train-ing and Communications, Simon and Schuster School Group; WillisHawley, Chairperson, American Educational Research Association,
Vanderbilt University; Dale Mann, Professor and Senior ResearchAssociate, Center for Education and the Economy, Teachers Col-lege, Columbia University; B.D. Mayberry, Acting Director, CarverResearch Foundation, Tuskegee University; Charles Moody, ViceProvost for Minority Affairs, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor;Linda Roberts, Project Director, Office of Technology Assessment,U.S. Congress; Harriet Doss Willis, Director, Southwest Center forEducational Equity, Southwest Regional Laboratory.
March 9, 198.9

This oversight hearing was concerned with the depressed statusof many urban schools and how they may be improved with the ef-fective application of education research. Chairman Owens soughtto ascertain plausible administration responses to the educationalchallenges in inner-city schools and identified research and devel-opment as the Federal Government's responsibility and the key to
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equalized educational opportunities. He faulted OERI for not realiz-
ing its full potential, i.e., the capacity to affect radical, systemic
educational change through the activities of a network of centers,
labs, and related services.
This infrastructure's collective power to provide specific help to schools and districts
that seek change and improvement is staggering. Yet, it has not been successfully
mobilized to make a difference in the inner cities. Let's put the available informa-
tion to work by using successful and proven models to empower teachers, parents
and educators.

The major topic of discussion was how the Federal Government
could most effectively and efficiently utilize its education research
resources to address the current educational crisis in our Nation.
Chairman Owens reiterated the need to continually strive for
equity as we advance the cause of excellence. The witnesses includ-
ed: Ruth Allen, Director of New York City Programs, Cornell Coop-
erative Extension; Don Davies, President, Institute for Responsive
Education; Patricia Edwards, Center for the Study of Reading;
Joyce Epstein, Center for Research on Elementary and Middle
Schools, Johns Hopkins University; John Murphy, Superintendent,
Prince Georges County Schools; Jon Wagner, Director, Cooperative
Extension Program, University of California at Davis; Lisa Walker,
Director of Policy Resources, Institute for Educational Leadership;
Lois Wille, Editorial Page Editor, Chicago Tribune.

September 14, 1989
The purpose of this hearing was to determine the relevance of

OERI and its activities to urban schools and at-risk populations,
and to provide a forum for experts in this field to discuss the
degree to which ERIC, the regional laboratories, and the national
research centers positively impact inner-city schools. Of prime con-
cern was the utilization of these OERI components and the quality
of assistance they provide. Expert testimony was offered by: Robert
A. Dent ler, Professor of Sociology, University of Massachusetts at
Boston; Christopher Ed ley, Jr., Esquire, Professor of Law, Harvard
University; Paul T. Hill, Co-author, "Educational Progress: Cities
Mobilize to Improve Their Schools"; Gerald Jaynes, Study Director,
"A Common Destiny; Blacks and American Society"; Lee Etta
Powell, Superintendent of Schools, Cincinnati, Ohio; Wornie Reed,
Director, Trotter Institute of Black Culture, University of Massa-
chusetts at Boston.

October 26, 1989
This hearing focused on the National Research Centers and con-

vened to determine whether the procedures for funding these 12
proposed Centers were adequate, given the Nation's urgent educa-
tional problems. Referring to the Charlottesville communique,
Chairman Owens noted that it acknowledged that federally-spon-
sored research, d velopment, and dissemination can help provide
the fuel for the "educational perestroika" the Nation needs.

This oversight hearing was held to question OERI's priorities and
guidelines regarding the Centers in light of the enormous educa-
tional reform task the country faces. Additionally, the Subcommit-
tee was deeply disturbed by apparent partisan interference in this
funding process.
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In addition to being short-sighted and unconventional, this funding process is lacedwith a cyanide of par fisan slogans selling the concept of 'choice,' a bright idea with
no scientific validation.

The hearing tackled difficult issues concerning the image of edu-
cation research and development and the opportunity to redeem its
reputation by advancing a long-term agenda which is scientifically-
based and insulated from partisan interference. The hearing wit-
nesses were as follows: James Keefe, Director, Government Rela-
tions, National Association of Secondary School Principals; Edward
Keller, Executive Director, National Association of Elementary
School Principals; Arnold Webb, Senior Research-Director, Cooper-
ative School Improvement, Research for Better Schools (Testifying
on behalf of the Council for Educational Development and Re-
search; Ramon Santiago, Professor, Department of Linguistics,
Georgetown University; Richard Wallace, Superintendent, Pitts-
burgh Public Schools; David Imig, Executive Director, American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education; Arthur E. Wise, Di-
rector, Center for the Study of Teaching, the Rand Corporation.
Prepared statements were included from the following: The Nation-
al School Boards Association; Daniele Ghiolfi Rodamar, Assistant
Professor, Department of Language and Foreign Studies, American
University.

September 27, 1990
The plight of the African-American male was addressed at thishearing with the goal of identifying ways in which education re-search and reform can help to increase the role of education in

ameliorating their condition. The three panels discussed the myths
that impede the educational progress of African-American males,
identified exemplary models and approaches to education, and
summarized new strategies for producing African-American teach-ers.

Chairman Owens alluded to the present state of affairs as a crisisin the African-American community which requires emergencyaction to rescue these children. In particular, he called for a newInstitute for the Education of At-Risk Students (a more fully devel-
oped and refined version of his previously proposed center-lab con-cept) which would support research, development, and dissemina-
tion activities related to identification, evaluation, and use of re-sources to help at-risk students succeed and would increase the
participation of minority professionals in the education system andactivities of the Institute. The witnesses were: Norma Ewing,
Chairperson, Special Education Department, Southern Illinois Unia
versity; Barbara Holmes, Director, Policy Studies, Education Com-mission of the States; Henry Frierson, Office of Educational Devel-
opment, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; William
Oliver, Criminal Justice Program, University of Delaware; Larry
Hawkins, Institute for Athletics and Education, University of Chi-
cago; Shirley McBay, President, Quality Education for Minorities
Network; Geneva Gay, School of Education, Purdue University;
Warren Simmons, Director of Equity Assurance Programs, Prince
Georges County Public Schools; Michael K. Grady, Research Associ-
ate, Prince Georges County Public Schools; W. Curtis Banks, Psy-
chology Department, Howard University; Jomills Henry Braddock
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II, Director, Center tor Research on Effective Schooling. Prepared
statements were received from: Steven Bossert, Dean, School of
Education; Bruce Hare, Professor and Department Chair, African-
American Studies and William Pollard, Dean, School of Social
Work, Syracuse University.

March 20, 1991
This hearing was held to determine the nature of the private

sector contribution to improving educational equity and the role
OERI might play in furthering the potential of private sector ini-
tiatives. Chairman Owens expressed the belief that a critical factor
in improving our Nation's effectiveness in global economic competi-
tion is the successful involvement of the private sector in education
policy-making and in setting priorities for education research and
development.

The witnesses were: Mr. William Kohlberg, President, National
Alliance of Business, Mr. William Lurie, President, The Business
Roundtable, Mr. Nat Semple, Vice President and Secretary, Com-
mittee for Economic Development, Mr. G. Carl Ball, Chairman of
the Board, George J. Ball, Inc., Dr. Dale Mann, National Learning
Foundation, Teachers College, Columbia University, Dr. Berl
Hogins, Co-Founder and Senior Vice President and Mr. John
Kernan, CEO, Jostens Learning Corporation, Mr. William Clark,
President and CEO, Optical Learning Systems.

April 23, 1991
Educational assessment was the topic of this hearing, focusing

specifically on the adverse impact of a national test on minority
populations. Testimony was heard on the potential consequences of
the new assessment initiatives proposed by the Bush Administra-
tion in "America 2000." Of prime concern was the effects of a na-
tional test on equal education opportunity, educational standards
and curricula, and student achievement. Chairman Owens ex-
pressed his skepticism regarding the feasibility of a national test,
citing the unfortunate history in this country of the misuse of tests,
resulting in the perpcttuation of inequalities and discrimination.

The witnesses included: Marc Tucker, President, National Center
on Education and The Economy, Dr. Eva L. Baker, Co-Director,
UCLA Center for Study of Evaluation and Testing, Dr. Monty
Neill, Associate Director, Fair Test, Dr. Joan Baratz-Snowden,
Vice-President, Assessments and Research, National Board for Pro-
fessional Teaching Standards, Dr. George Madaus, Boisi Professor
of Education and Public Policy and Director of the Center for the
Study of testing, EvaLuation and Educational Policy, Boston Col-
lege, Dr. Edward De Avila, President, Linguametrics, Donald Bar-
field, Far West Laboratory, Dr. Anita R. Lancaster, U.S. Depart-
ment of Defense. Written testimony was submitted by Dr. Jeannie
Oakes, Professor of Education, UCLA and Dr. Linda F. Winfield,
Principal Research Scientist, The John Hopkins University Center
for Research on Effective Schooling for Disadvantaged Students.

April 25, 1991
On this date, a hearing was convened to discuss the feasibility of

an Institute for the Education of At-Risk Students. Mr. Owensa
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staunch supporter of quality education research, development, and
disseminationrecognizes that school improvement efforts must be
driven by sound research and that the educational crisis in our
country requires hothing short of a galvanized action agenda,
spearheaded by a national research entity expressly created to ad-
dress the needs of educationally at-risk youth.

The discussion focused on four general issues: the nature and
extent of the problem, programs and models that work, recom-
mended lines of research, and funding. All of the witnesses whole-
heartedly supported the establishment of an Institute for the Edu-
cation of At-Risk Students and made recommendations about how
this Institute should be configured. The witnesses were: James
Corner, Director, Yale Child Study Center, Yale University; Keith
Geiger, President, National Education Association; Edmund
Gordon, Professor of Psychology and Afro-American Studies, Yale
University; Linda Darling-Hammond, Professor and Co-Director
NCREST, Teachers College, Columbia University; C. Todd Stroh-
menger, Laura I. Rendon, Associate Professor, Adult and Commu-
nity College Education, North Carolina State University; Shirley
M. Mc Bay, President, Quality Education for Minorities Network;
end Ruby Thompson, President, Clark Atlanta University.

FINDINGS
Grouped by subject area, some of the salient points made at the

hearings are summarized below.

MISSION

Mission is generally construed as an organization's statement of
purpose. On the subject of mission, Gordon M. Ambach, Executive
Director of the Council of Chief State School Officers, expressed the
view that the Federal education research bureaucracy is fragment-ed because it lacks a mission-oriented research agenda. To remedy
this situation, Ambach recommended the gc of 100 percent high
school graduation by the year 2000. In addition Ambach believes
that education R&D should be directed towards improved policy
and practice, i.e., it should emphasize applied research. In order tosustain this mission, Ambach recommends that education research-
ers be held accountable by making them demonstrate that their re-
search has resulted in improved practice.

Susan Fuhrman, Director of the Center for Policy Research in
Education, questioned whethar the goal of a 100 percent high
school graduation rate would actually improve the quality of educa-tion:
We could have people going through three years in math and science and not neces-sarily address what they're learning in math and science, particularly with our cur-rent level of assessment and testing. So, we could have a WO percent graduation
rate with people passing basic skills test perhaps to graduate and not necessarily
raise the level of the workforce to address the problems of the 21st century.2 3

a" United States House of Representatives, Subcommittee on Select Education, Oversight
Hearing on the Office of Educational Research and Improvement IOERI). Testimony of SusanFuhrman, April 21, 1988.

1 ' '
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Assistant Secretary Finn provided some background on the current
mission statement for U.S. education policy set forth in OERI's au-
thorizing legislation, which reads in part as follows:
The Congress hereby declares it to be the policy of the United States to provide to
every person an equal opportunity to receive an education of high quality (emphasis
added) regardless of his race, color, religion, sex, age, handicap, national origin, or
social class. Although the American educational system has pursued this objective,
it has not yet attained that objective. Inequalities of opportunity to receive high
quality education remain pronounced [20 U.S.C. 1221(aX1) (1972)].

According to Finn, this language was originally part of a message
prepared by a White House task force, including himself and
1Daniel Patrick Moynihan, that was sent to Congress by President
Nixon in 1970. Nixon's message advocated the creation of NIE, and
Congre'm subsequently included the language in NIE's enabling leg-
islatiot .

There -was considerable discussion at the hearing on whether
OERI has promoted its mission, with some witnesses arguing that
the labs and centers devote less attention than they should to re-
search on the education of disadvantaged youth. John E. Hopkins,
however, believes that contributions of the labs and centers in this
critical area have been underestimated. When asked what percent
of his laboratory's activity is devoted to disadvantaged youth, Hop-
kins responded:

I will tell you that at my laboratory the vast majority of our effort is devoted to-
wards at-risk children, and I would put the figure at my laboratory at 75 or 80 per-
cent of our effort.

The reason for that is our funds are so slim that we only work on the highest-
priority activities of the people with whom we partner, and their greatest concern is
the advancement and benefit of at-risk children.

Since that is their concern and our concern, we have no difficulty whatsoever in
finding willing partners to work in this area, whether you're talking about field
studies, whether you're talking about development or dissemination, technical as-
sistance or training, the focus of our work is predominantly on at-risk children."'

Since no existing evaluations of the labs and centers or field-initiat-
ed studies have addressed this question, it is not possible to deter-
mine to what extent federally funded education R&D has focused
on disadvantaged youth.

PRIORITIES

Eleanor Chelimsky expressed concern about a fundamental shift
in OERI's research priorities, which was documented in the GAO
report, Education Information:
First, not only was less information produced: we also found changes in priorities.
For the National Institute of Education's portfolio of activities, there was a shift
away from new data production to service-oriented activities, such as dissemination
of results and the provision of expert witnesses in civil rights cases. Sixty-five per-
cent of NIE's 1980 awards were for new data collection, but only 11 percent of the
1985 awards were dedicated to this function. In our view, this shift was so dramatic
that the availability of up-to-date information to disseminate to teachers and other
practitioners may be seriously jeopardized." 5

While some of the shift in priorities can be explained by reduc-
tions in both the number and amount of research awards, some of
it is attributable to management turnover during the 1980's. For

214 OVersight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of John E. Hopkins, April 21, 1988.
215 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Eleanor Chelimeky, April 20, 1988.

1
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example, research in the area of higher-order thinking skills, was
abandoned because: "Despite a 3-year effort to develop research
proposals in this areaan effort that resulted in 30 proposals being
recommended for funding by panels of expertsno awards weremade. A change in directors had meant that this was no longerseen as a priority area." 2"

James Coleman also expressed unhappiness with OERI's prior-
ities. Coleman believes that education research is skewed in favor
of the producers of education, namely teachers, rather than to-wards children, who are the real consumers of education. Coleman
commented that unless the direction of education research is
changed, "... The weight of expenditures of the Department of
Education will be focused on matters of interest to the producers:
expenditures on research will be weighted on research on schoolsand teachers, to the neglect of the study of children's learning (ornot learning) outside school." 217 Coleman recommends that Con-gress redefine the Department's mission to encompass learning
both in and out of school.

P. Michael Timpane, on the other hand, believes that the Federal
Government has done a good job of identifying its education re-search agenda. He cites literacy and reading, effective schools, bi-
lingual education and school finance as areas in which it has
achieved significant progress. Timpane recommends education of
disadvantaged Americans, teaching and school reform, and learn-ing as the most important priorities for education research in thefuture.

Mary Hatwood Futrell, President of the National Education As-
sociation, does not share this sanguine assessment. Furthermore,
she believes that the Subcommittee poses the wrong question whenit asks whether the Nation's research, agenda reflects America'skey education priorities: "A more fundamental question is whether
America's education priorities reflect the conclusions of education-al research." 218 In her view the Nation's education researchagenda has suffered because teachers are excluded from the reform
process and because the process has been overly politicized. Futrell
believes that the problem of politicization can be corrected by strik-ing a balance between field-initiated and Department-sponsored re-search. She also advocates research that evaluates existing educa-
tional reforms (i.e., applied rather than basic) and that emphasizes
curriculum, cognitive theory, and the needs of "at-risk" students.

Howard University Professor Faustine Jones-Wilson's recommen-dations for education research include more research on: effectiveteachers, principals and staff; evaluation and monitoring; network-
ing among teachers, students, parents and administrators; curricu-
lum; class size, grouping and class scheduling; parental volunteers;standardized testing; high school work-study; and educational phi-lanthropy.

Nathaniel Semple of CED argues for research that explores the
economic returns on education. He also listed several programmat-ic areas that warrant improved data collection and analysis: com-

21° Oversight Hearing on OERI. Statement of Eleanor Chelimsky. April 20, 1988,217 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement ofJames S. Coleman, April 20, 1988.218 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Mary Hatwood Futrell, April 20, 1988,
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parative data on educational achievement; adult learning deficien-
cies; employment readiness; international comparisons of educa-
tional achievement; and educational technology. 219

Parent Involvement
The recurring theme in the testimony regarding parent involve-

ment in their children's schools was the need for better coordina-
tion and communication among programs and between agencies.
Also, according to John Murphy, Superintendent, Prince Georges
County Schools, there is a need for accountability along with the
implementation of school reform models such as those of James
Comer and Ron Edmonds which emphasize strong parental partici-
pation.

Patricia Edwards, Senior Researcher at the Center for Reading,
suggested several research areas regarding participation of poor
and minority parents and the effects of that involvement on stu-
dent success; for instance, longitudinal studies, descriptions of vari-
ous strategies and structure for involvement, and methods for
bridging the gap between parents and teachers.

Don Davies, President of the Institute for Responsive Education
highlighted several activities that can influence the achievement
level of urban schools; among them was the need for schools and
families to support each other and communicate more clearly and
frequently. Parents must be encouraged to participate in the gov-
ernance of their children's schools. This notion was validated by
Joyce Epstein, Program Director at the Center for Research on Ele-
mentary and Middle Schools, who went on to disspell the myth
that poor parents are apathetic towards their children's education.
Her research indicated that socio-economic status was less of a de-
termining factor in parental participation than other factors such
as the school administration's encouragement.
The data are very clear that the school's practices to inform and involve parents are
more important than parent education, family size, marital status, and even grade
level in determining whether the inner city parents stay involved in their children's
education.22°

Dr. Epstein outlined a Federal education research agenda that
included more coordination among Federal programs serving chil-
dren and families; establishment of a national clearinghouse to col-
lect and disseminate research and evaluations to educators and
provide field services to States, districts, and schools; and multi-
year grants to schools and researchers.

INSTRUCTION OF EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

There are various factors related to research and instruction of
low income students that must be considered when we design strat-
egies to improve their performance. Among these factors, according
to Eric Cooper, Vice President, In-Service Training and Telecom-
munications, Simon and Schuster School Group, are the low expec-
tations of teachers and administrators and the lack of minority
role models for students. Further, he noted that instructional mate-

9t 9 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Nathaniel M. Semple, April 20, 1988.
220 Oversight Hearing on OER1 , Testimony of Joyce Epstein, March 9, 1989.
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rials are usually focused on lower order skills and do not challenge
students to analyze and synthesize. Mr. Cooper also pointed outthat there is a lack of partnership between the home, the school,and the community. When partnerships are forged, he said, moreopportunities to learn emerge, and student achievement improves.

Dr. Willis Hawley, Chairperson of AERA, expressed concern thatthe Federal Government's approach to research and development
programs for the disadvantaged was too little, too late. He claimed
OERI's neglect of the education of the disadvantaged may havebeen due to four circumstances:
a) the wrong people were asked when suggestions for a priority

agenda were solicited
b) The wrong questions were asked
c) the answers were not heard
d) the intent or essence was lost in translating the recommendation

into research activity
Regardless of reasons, Mr. Hawley commented, it is clear thatOERI must, in comprehensive ways, address the educational needs
of the disadvantaged and to that end, he elucidated seven alterna-tive approaches to the problem, not the least of which was a long-term system-wide coordination of activities among Federal agen-cies.
The educational needs of the disadvantaged are rooted in a number of conditionsthat are relevant to the missions of several agencies ...ED should exert leadershipin developing systemic responses to the developmental needs of the disadvan-taged.221

Dr. Harriet Doss Willis, Director of the Southwest Center forEducational Equity, Southwest Regional Laboratory applauded theidea of a national center for the education of disadvantaged stu-dents but indicated that the problems are so intense, diverse, anddeep-seated that the initiative would demand increased funding tobe effective. She asserted that:
One or two million dollars is ludicrous to address this problem. We probably needbetween $35 and $50 million.222

Additionally, Dr. Doss-Willis stressed that more is known aboutwhat is effective for disadvantaged students than is utilized, so thevariety of solutions that work need to be communicated to schoolleaders in a readily consumable manner. The most efficient way toaccomplish this task is by implementing a district education agent -.plan wherein direct technical assistance may be provided to schoolsserving the most needy students.
The district education agent plan is an outgrowth of the coopera-tive extension program model. Dr. B. D. Mayberry, Acting Directorof the Carver Research Foundation at Tuskegee University, tracedthe history of the cooperative extension program model fromBooker T. Washington's program at Tuskegee University to the

present proposed system and described the essential components ofthis type of program.

22 Oversight Hearing on OEM, Testimony of Willis Hawley, September 29, 1988, 20-21.222 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Dr Harriet boss-Willis. September 29, 1988, 83.
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The keys to success of the extension system [are] one, identify the particular prob-
lems in question. Two, develop object lessons in education related to the specific
problems identified. Three, identify indigenous agents, especially in terms of socio-
cultural capability to communicate with and relate to the target area.223

Dr. Ruth Allen of the Cornell Cooperative Extension and Dr. Jon
Wagner of the Cooperative Extension Program, University of Cali-
fornia at Davis, thoroughly explained how an extension program
provides direct assistance in applying the fruits of educational re-
search to families, schools and communities in need. They both re-
counted the successes of numerous extension activities. Though
similar to the Tuskegee extension project (i.e. practical applications
delivered by indigenous agents), Dr. Allen felt the cornerstone of
the Cornell Cooperative Extension model is partnership.
The cornerstone of the Extension model is partnership, a partnership between
fundersState, local and Federalwho, acting in concert, have a far greater impact
than any single partner could have acting in isolation. It is a partnership between
people, people who know the research and its situational interpretation by the
people who are living it. 224

Dr. Charles D. Moody, Vice Provost for Minority Affairs at the
University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, in discussing the proposed
Center, raised questions about the target population and how it
will be identified; the dissemination and use of findings, and how it
would help educators relinquish what does not work and imple-
ment what does. He also stated that other issues the Center will
have to examine included: the notion of ascription, collaboration,
governance, and funding.

Dr. Dale Mann, Professor and Senior Research Associate at the
Center for Education and the American Economy, Teachers Col-
lege, Columbia University, gave testimony that public schools are
failing our children and argued for interventions that will make
radical changes in the way needy students are educated. One case
in point is the use of technology, and particularly, interactive vid-
eodisc instruction whose demonstrated effectiveness is very promis-
ing for "hard to reach, expensive to teach," populations.
If teaching is to be effective with a group that bell( yes it has seen everything and
believes nothing, then that experience has to be rekvant to their world, instantly
responsive to what they do or don't do. The dramati- power of video, the storage
and access capacity of laser discs, and the intelligence of a micro-computer can be
used to rachet schooling for the disadvantaged to a new level of power.223

Dr. Linda Roberts, Project Director, Office uf Technology Assess-
ment, U.S. Congress, concurred with Dr. Mann's belief that tech-
nology is an important resource in ameliorating the educational
performance of disadvantaged students. She referred to a hoe, of
new technological tools that could facilitate their learning (e.g.,
interactive technologies, computer-generated graphics, educational
programming via television, cable, satellite, and electronic net-
works); however, she lamented that unde . funding and other factors
have broken the stride of educational technology.
The low level of Federal funding for educational technology R&D in the civilian
agencies, an absence of a coordinated Federal policy, short-term commitments, and
disorganized R&D efforts across agencies mean that educational technology research

223 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Dr. R. D. Mayberry, September 29. 1988, 54.
224 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Dr. Ruth Allen, March 9, 1989, 142.
22 5 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Dr. Dale Mann, September 29, 1988, 70-71.
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and development is not keeping up with rapidly changing technology. This and the
issues surrounding appropriate funding and organization of educational research
are areas that will require continued Congressional oversight.228

THE STATUS OF URBAN SCHOOLS

Several witnesses, such as Lois Wille, Editorial Page Editor, Chi-
cago Tribune and Lisa Walker, Director of Policy Resources, Insti-
tute for Educational Leadership, painted dismal pictures of the
state of urban schools. Common to all of them were scarce re-
sources, overcrowdedness, lack of supplies and a shortage of quali-
fied staff.

Gerald Jaynes, Study Director for "A Common Destiny: Blf.cks
and American Society," spoke of the educational findings in his
report which could be summarized by the following:

alLhough better by a wide margin than it was some three or four decades ago, by
nearly all objective aggregate measures the status of blacks relative to whites has
stagnated or regressed since the 19708.227

Dr. Jaynes reported many factors that contribute to the disparity
between the educational achievement of blacks and whites. These
factors include differences in the schooling process (e.g., content
and organization of instruction, school climate), teacher expecta-
tion and allocation of resources. Mr. Jaynes agrees with Mr. Coo-
per's recognition that these factors are critical in devising solutions
to this very tough educational problem.

Robert A. Dent ler, Professor of Sociology at the University of
Massachusetts at Boston, presented a brief historical perspective of
the Federal Government's investment in education research and
development. He implicated Federal ambivalence and partisan in-
terference as the culprits responsible for the demise of education in
the inner cities.
NIE virtually from its creation became ... what I would call a hall of noisy and
blowing crosswinds of political contention, and most of its staff.... were compobed of
what 1 would call the least competent, most burnt-out of civil servants who were
discarded by the U.S. Office of Education. There were important exceptions, of
course.228

Dr. Lee Etta Powell, Superintendent of Cincinnati Schools in
Ohio, described for the Subcommittee the collaborative project un-
dertaken by Cincinnati schools and a variety of public and private
community organizations concerned with the quality of education
in inner-city schools. This model of collaboration is comprehensive
in that it takes into account a myriad of factors in areas such as
health, nutrition and housing that contribute to school failure. She
also advocated for education research coordination at the Federal
level, supervised by OERI, so that findings could be readily avail-
able to teachers, administrators and other practitioners.

In his testimony, Dr. Wornie Reed, Director, Trotter Institute of
Black Culture, University of Massachusetts at Boston, proposed a
Federal educational research agenda for disadvantaged students.
Like Dr. Jaynes, Dr. Reed recognized that fiscal inequity between
districts is a major reason for educational disadvantage and called

226 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Dr. Linda Roberts, September 29, 1988, 41.
227 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Gerald Jaynes, September 14, 1989, 9.
22" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Robert A. Dentler, September 14. 1989, 90.
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for a nationwide study to define the nature and extent of this phe-
nomena. He delivered four other actions to improve educational re-
search.

Restoration by Congress of an adequate federally-funded re-
search program on problems of minority education.
Resumption of the Federal publication of current racial-ethnic

data in education and publication of related data withheld
from publication during the previous administration.
Initiation of State-financed programs of research on equity
concerns as part of the State responsibility for common school
education.
Setting goals of school-district-wide equality of achievement as
the paramount provisions of any school reform program, and
developing a research-evaluation plan to monitor implementa-
tion.229

Christopher Ed ley, Jr., representing the Committee on Policy for
Racial Justice, offered seven propositions which he hoped would
shape the debate about equal educational opportunity. Among
these propositions is the assumption of equal human potential and
responsibility, i.e., affirmation that all African-American children
are capable of learning and it is the 1.onsibility of the public
school to educate them. Another proposition is that stereotyping,
tracking and testing institutionalize and perpetuate social inequal-
ities. In agreement with other witnesses (e.g. Mayberry), Mr. Ed ley
recognized the need to increase the number of minority teachers, to
research alternate instructional approaches and to encourage pa-
rental involvement in the educational process.

Paul T. Hill, Senior Social Scientist, the RAND Corporation, tes-
tified about the results of a study he conducted to find cities that
were beginning to enhance their urban schools and to record the
methodology so that other cities could replicate their activities. He
stated that initially the key to improving urban education is the
local leadership.

AFRICAN-AMERICAN MALES AND EDUCATIONAL ACHIEVEMENT

Dr. Michael Grady, Director, Office of Research and Evaluation
and Dr. Warren Simmons, Equity Assurance Programs, Prince
George's County Schools, presented a summary of their research in
Prince George's County which identified (1) barriers to the achieve-
ment of African-American males and (2) solutions to existing prob-
lems. Their testimony discussed factors which contribute to the
problems encountered by African-American males, such as:

1. Inadequate school funding
2. Lack of multicultural curricula
3. Instructional materials; library books
4. Shortage of African-American role models
5. Overenrollment of African-American males in the school sys-

tem's special education program
6. Underrepresentation of African-American males in advanced

academic groups

"9 Oversight Hearing on OERI. Testimony of Dr. Wornie Reed, September 14, 1989, 29-30.
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They recommended several strategies to solve these problems in-
cluding elimination of ability grouping and tracking, replacement
of the Eurocentric curriculum with a multicultural one, thorough
examination of the referral/assessment and treatment strategiesused in special education programs and strengthening of mentor-
ship and internship activities.

Dr. Jomills Braddock, II, Director of the Center for Research on
Effective Schooling, recounted the dismal picture of African-Ameri-
can male educational achievement and offered various tested and
proven effective interventions, both generic and targeted, e.g.,
single sex classes, cooperative learning models, strong teacher ex-
pectations and altering school incentive systems. He provided the
Subcommittee with thought-provoking testimony on multicultural
education, its feasibility and effectiveness:
At present, we are in the second generation of calls for multicultural education, yet
there is no solid evidence of its impact on student outcomes, although intuitively
there are sound reasons for believing that it will have a positive impact on student
outcomes apart from the justifiability of its inclusion to balance the overall curricu-lum. We sorely need systematic research on this issue if we are to improve the edu-
cation of African-American males and other students.230

Dr. Curtis Banks, Professor of Psrhology, Howard University,
discussed and deconstructed several prevalent myths concerning
the psychological make-up of African-American children (e.g., the
African-American male has a negative self-concept, a lack of moti-
vation, perceives himself as powerless and cannot delay gratifica-
tion). Dr. Banks summarized his research that refuted these myths,
offered his theory on why these myths persist, and recommended
areas for future research regarding the education of African-Amer-ican males.

Dr. Banks' testimony made clear that many of the preva lentmyths and concomitant educational responses to them have been
challenged empirically and found to be lacking in validity. He be-
lieves that problems African-American boys experience in school
are related to their rate of selection for jobs, job productivity, pro-motion from entry level positions and rate of retention. In one en-dorsement of the intent of the proposed Institute Dr. Banks said:
The kind of institute which this committee is considering could significantly ad-
vance knowledge and application for at-risk educational populations such as Blackyoungsters, in all ... these areas. The establishment of grant programs to seed newresearch and to help especially new researchers could foster innovative knowledge
development and re-attract the atteition of both new and established scholars onthis topic. The establishment of a professionally refereed journal, devoted to bothbasic and applied research, would add a needed source of dissemination for research
and demonstration projects that reach out beyond the established paradigms andfailed constructs of the 1960's and 1970's. The institute could also provide supportfor the application of developed pro grams and technologies.231

Dr. Henry Frierson, Associate Dean of Student Affairs and Aca-
demic Programs, University of North Carolina, stressed the urgen-cy of the need for more African-American researchers, individualsin education research and development who, through personal aswell as professional experience, are cognizant of and sensitive tothe needs of African-Americans. He discussed the factors inherent

Oversight Hearing on OEHI, Testimony of Dr. Jomills Braddock, II, September 27, 1990,48.
'' Oversight Hearing on OEHI, Testimony of Dr. Curtis Banks, September 27, 1990, 43.
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in the academic community that suppress the participation and
subsequent production of African-American education researchers,
e.g., ambivalence of the academic milieu, prejudice and discrimina-
tion, effects from the lack of solid protege-mentor relationships.

Dr. Frierson listed 12 recommendations to increase the number
of African-American academicians which included collaborative ef-
forts between OERI and educational institutions to provide incen-
tives and opportunities for African-American researchers.

Dr. Norma Ewing, Professor of Special Education, Southern Uni-
versity, addressed the need for African-American teachers, strate-
gies for increasing their ranks, and the impact more African-Amer-
ican male teachers could have on the mislabeling of students and
the accelerating drop-out rates. She believes that one method to
help reverse this trend is the creation of a national institute that
would provide coordinated efforts on behalf of at-risk students.
An institutionalized, national, systematic approach that supports authentic, practi-
cal, legitimate, research, focused on minorities is warranted.... A national
[institute]... is needed to focus national efforts and support, as well as collect and
disseminate information in an area that has the masses either stymied or confused
in terms of knowing what exist, where to go to access a repository of information,
access strategies, models or innovative practices that exist.232

Dr. Ewing called for more relevant curricuium, more African-
American male teachers, and higher teacher expectations.

Dr. Barbara J. Holmes, Director of Policy Studies, Education
Commission of the States (ECS), spoke of the critical shortage of
minority teachers nationally and presented an overview of the
complexities of this problem, as well as the recommendations of the
ECS study to recruit, train and retain minority teachers. One of
the recommendations focused on data collection, a function appro-
priately undertaken at the Federal level.
Policy is often formulated in the absence of complete data and information. The
Federal government should collect appropriate data and p4.rform complete analyses
so that trends can be ascertained quickly. Data analyses and findings must be re-
ported regularly.233

Dr. Holmes also advocated Centers of Excellence for the Prepara-
tion of Teachers, using Federal and State funds, and located in
HBCU's.

Institute for the Education of At-Risk Students
Insightful and thought-provoking testimony characterized the

hearing held to discuss the establishment of an Institute for the
Education of At-Risk Students.
New initiatives are needed to assist with the herculean task of improving education
for large numbers of at-risk students. The largest proportion of such at-risk students
are African-American and Hispanic who are located in our densely populated inner
cities. At the same time, very intense problems face some rural communities where
drastic population declines threaten the very existence of public education. The di-
mensions of these education failures and their negative consequences continue to
expand out of control. An Institute for the Education of At-Risk Students can play a
major role in reversing the pi esent dangerous landslide into official helplessness.234

" Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Dr. Norma Ewing, September 27, 1990, 95.
2" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Dr. Barbara J. Holmes, September 27, 1990, 155.
2" Oversight Hearing on OER1, Statement of Congressman Major R. Owens. April 25, 1991, 2.
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The educational crisis in this country affects most students, but
is particularly acute for at-risk students who are disproportionately
minorities. Chairman Owens called for new initiatives to improve
education for large numbers of at-risk students in both urban and
rural communities. The Institute for the Education of At-Risk Stu-
dents would conduct intensive research and development activities
and provide ongoing assistance to schools whose student population
is predominantly at risk of educational failure.

Edmund Gordon, Professor of Psychology and Afro-American
Studies at Yale University, presented several salient points regard-
ing the establishment of the Institute. The first point was a caveat
to avoid pitting at-risk groups against each other when funding ac-
tivities. Secondly, he emphasized the importance of research and
strategic planning, noting that demographics are rapidly changing
and the educational problems we now face are increasingly com-
plex. His third point was that research alone is not the solution to
the educational crisis, a sentiment conveyed earlier by Keith
Geiger, President of the National Education Association, who notedthat
Recearch alone cannot solve all of our Nation's education needs. Research can pro-
vide the compass, but we must assure that the ship itself is seaworthy.235

Dr. Gordon's fourth and fifth points addressed the question of
perspective, i.e., avoiding the pitfall of "communocentric" bias and
maintaining objectivity in research regarding at-risk students.

Keith Geiger emphasized the need to address not only the inequi-
ties in educational opportunity, but also the other social needs that
at-risk children face.
We must provide sustained, coordinated programs to meet the nutritional, health
care, and safety needs of children and to establish and enhance basic support sys-
tems in the community at large.235

Linda Darling-Hammond, Professor and Co-Director of NCREST,
Teachers College, Columbia University, implicated the politiciza-
tion of research within OERI and the "instability and paltry size of
the educational research budget" as part of the education R&D
problem. She went on to say that even in this bleak climate, re-
search has managed to produce some important findings.

However, the synthesis of this knowledge in ways that will help us create target-
ed solutions to educational problems is not adequate. And the transmission of re-search findings in ways that make them useful to the field is not sufficient.... The
proposal that you're considering for an Institute for the Education of At-Risk Stu-
dents provides a very useful example of an organizational arrangement that could
achieve the objectives of being mission-oriented and problem-focused and sustainingof that kind of interdisciplinary reqpra..'n across domains linked to dissemination
and development capacities.237

Dr. Darling-Hammond suggested that activities the Institute
could undertake include translating research findings into prac-
tices readily consumable by schools, funneling educational prob-
lems from the field to researchers as well as functioning as a clear-
inghouse and dissemination center.

235 Oversight Hearing on GERI, Testimony of Keith Geiger, April 25, 1991, 20.
236 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Keith Geiger, April 25, 1991, 19,
231 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Linda Darling-Hammond, April 25, 1991, 37.
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We need ways by which we can train practitioners to be research users, and help
them create the bridges needed to put research into practice as well as putting the
needs and wisdom of practice into research.2"

Dr. James Comer, Director of the Yale Child Study Center, in ad-
dition to offering suggestions on how the Institute can best serve
aiprisk students, stated that minority.scholars have been underuti-
lized by traditional research institutions and practices and their
skills and backgrounds depreciated.
In many cases, we are spending a great deal of time and money researching issues
which many scholars already have considerable insight and knowledge about be-
cause of their own personal experiences.2"

Rather than discount the experience minority social and behavioral
scientists bring to research, the Institute could value and incorpo-
rate their unique perspective into studies of at-risk populations. Dr.
Shirley Mc Bay, President of the Quality Education for Minorities
Network, offered specific roles that minority researchers could fill
We think that it is essential that minorities have a major role in every aspect of the
Institute's activities as participants in the creation of a research agenda as principal
investigators in the research that will be conducted, as project directors in the de-
velopment and the implementation of strategies growing oth, of promising research
findings, and as members of the proposed governing board. We think what is needed
is the long-term involvement and c9mmitment of knowledgeable individuals with
the experience in working with, and credibility within, minority communities from
which the target groups disproportionately come.24°

Dr. Comer added that his own work and experience over the past
22 years with the School Development Program is a case in point
where major breakthroughs in school reform (e.g., school-based
management, parent involvement, age appropriate instruction)
were pioneered and are still considered cutting edge; yet, despite
its proven effectiveness, has never been successful in securing fund-
ing from the Department of Education.

Todd Strohmenger, Director of the Rural Small Schools Program,
Appalacnia Educational Laboratory, highlighted the similarities
and differences in at-risk students in the urban versus rural setting
and elaborated on the unique problems in rural schools that could
be ameliorated by the use of technology (e.g., computers on line)
and the involvement of individuals with backgrounds which match
the targeted audiences.

We need to use the 24 American Indian Tribal Colleges, the 114 Historically
Black Colleges and Universities, the 10 Regional Laboratories across the country,
and the numerous institutions working with rural schools and communities to find
solutions.24

This sentiment was underscored by Louise Rendon, Asaociate Pro-
fessor, North Carolina State University, who like Dr. Corner em-
phasized the need for minority researchers to be integral partici-
pants in the Institute's initiatives.

The Institute should work closely with African-American, Mexican-American,
Puerto Rican, Alaska Native, American Indian, and Asian-American schoiars to out-
line the Institute's research agenda. Scholars who are closest to the issues, who
know and understand the culture and experiences of at-risk students, and who are

2" Oversight Hearing on OEHI, Tectimony of Linda Darling-Hammond, April 25, 1991, 40.
239 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of James Corner. April 25, 1991. 16.
24" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Shirley Mc Bay, April 25, 1991, 95.
241 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Todd Strolimenger, April 25, 1991, 83.
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ihmiliar with the limitations of past research bhould be supported by the Insti-
tute.242

Dr. Ruby Thompson, Professor at Clark Atlanta University ap-
plauded the Chairman's efforts to establish an Institute, especially
to the commitment to inclusion and development of minority schol-
ars and the recognition of the potential contribution of HBCUs in
this effort. She noted that all too often HBCUs are excluded from
participation in R&D programs and such a collaboration could
build the capacity of these institutions to provide sustained, sub-
stantive, and pivotal research.

Dr. Mc Bay envisioned a public policy initiative as one of the In-
stitute's activities which would "formulate recommendations for
educational policies and practices at the national, State, and local
levels based on the findings of the Institute-sponsored research and
demonstration projects."

BUDGET

Underfunding of Education Research and Development
OERI's budget was the focus of a great deal of testimony at the

hearings due to a widespread perception, among education re-
searchers and the Department officials alike, that education R&D
within the Federal Government is underfunded. Long-term declines
in funding were documented by a recent General Accounting Office
(GAO) report, R&D Funding: The Department of Education in Per-
s ctive, which reveals significant declines in funding for education

D in both current and constant dollars between 1980 and 1987.
During that period education R&D declined 33 percent while de-
fense R&D increased 81 percent. While Education accounted for 0.2
percent of the 1987 Federal R&D budget, Defense accounted for 64
percent, up from 44 percent in 1980.243

The Subcommittee asked GAO to compare Departmental re-
quests with Congressional appropriations for the period 1980 to
1988. Trends documented in the GAO report show that, in general,
Administration requests have exceeded Congressional appropria-
tions over the past eight fiscal years. Nevertheless, Administration
critics argue that Congress is reluctant to fnnd OERI because its
research agenda has been politicized.

Denis Doyle contrasted the underfunding of OERI to the bur-
geoning, private sector investment in education R&D. Doyle, who
served as research director for the Committee for Economic Devel-
opment (CED)a consortium of businessmen and educators that
documented the economic cost of the Nation's high school dropout
rate in an influential report, entitled Children in Needstate&
By way of illustration, look at the Federal Government's expenditures on education
research. With the most generous definition of education research, it is hard to find
as much as $100 million in the overall Federal budget, Contrast that to the amount
we spend operating the Nation's elementary and secondary schools, about $150 bil-lion per year. In turn, contrast that to the amount that a corporation like Xerox
spends on research each year, $700 million.244

242 Oversight Hearing on PERI, Testimony of Laura Hendon, April 2, 1991,90.
243 United States General Accounting Office, "Re:D Funding: The Department of Education inPerspective," Report to the Chairman, Subcommittee on Select Education, Committee on Educa.tion and Labor, House of Representatives, (Washington, DC: GAO/PEMD-88-18FS, May 1988) 6.244 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Denis Doyle, April 20,1988.
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Estimates of Need
Assistant Secretary Chester Finn estimated that in order for the

Nation's public school system to match the private sector's invest-
ment in education R&D, the Federal Government w ould have to
spend considerably more than its current funding level of $124 mil-
lion. His reasoning was as follows:
The total [spending] for all education institutions, schools and colleges in the coun-
try, as I said, is in the vicinity of $300 billion at the present time. Obviously, if 1
percent of that were being spent on research and development activity it would be
$3 billion.... If you ...got down to the fact that the Federal Government accounts
for...about $20 billion out of' the $300 billion, that is to say, about 8 percent, 7 per-
cent of the total expenditure on education comes through the Department of Educa-
tion, and if we had a $3 billion research budget and paid for 7 or 8 percent of it, we
would be paying several hundred million a yearthere is no doubt about that
through Department of Education sources alone for educational research.245

Causes of Underfunding
Witnesses at the April 20-21 hearings remarked not only upon

the underfunding of OERI relative to other R&D agencies within
the Federal Government, but also upon the causes and conse-
quences of this state of affairs. The office of the presidentially-ap-
pointed director of NIE was abolished in 1985 when the National
Institute of Education (NIE) was reorganized as OERI. Its functions
were assumed by the Assistant Secretary for Educational Research
and Improvement, a political appointee who reports directly to the
Secretary of Education. This change, according to John E. Hopkins,
Executive Director of Research for Better Schools, effectively politi-
cized the education R&D apparatus and was viewed with distrust
by Congress, which was subsequently less inclined to fund in-
creases in OERI's budget. Regarding congressional skepticism of
OERI, Hopkins said:
We believe that the funding for educational R&D will increase when Congress is
confident that the money will be wed to support legitimate activity. The legitimacy
of the activities will always be in question, though, when a handful of officials ac-
countable only to themselves, determine both the research agenda and those who
will carry it out. Unfortunately, the current structure of the Department of Educa-
tion does not provide any separation between these functions. As long as that is the
case, the situation is ripe for abuse. The structure needs to be changed.246

P. Michael Timpane, President of Teachers College at Columbia
University, cites two reasons for the failure of education R&D to
receive more Federal support: 1) the commonly held view that edu-
cation R&D is less systematic or methodologically rigorous than
other sciences; 2) partisanship in the selection of projects to fund. A
lack of advocacy on the part of constituent groups was a factor as
well, he indicated. Timpane acknowledges the difficulty in under-
taking education research, because the learning process depends on
human beings, whose behavior is unpredictable. However, he
argues that it is misguided to abandon education research just be-
cause of the problems associated with it:
To conclude that educational research ought not to bt pursued because it did not, in
its early work, succeed widely would be the most misguided of policies. What if we

24b Oversight Hearing on OER1, Testimony of Assistant Secretary Chester Finn, Aprii 21,
1988.

246 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Statement of John E. Hopkins, April 21, 1988.
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had made such a decision in the early days of this century, when modern research
in medicine or agriculture was newly possible? I think the answer is obvious.247

Nathaniel Semple, Vice President and Secretary of the Research
and Policy Committee of CED believes that education R&D has not
been adequately funded in recent years because it has failed to doc-
ument the economic returns on educational intervention in gener-
al. CED views education as an investment and is primarily con-
cerned about the Nation's economic return on that investment. In
his testimony, Semple cited the Perry Preschool Program as the
most well-documented education research to date because it under-
took a rigorous cost-benefit analysis to support its contention that
preschool programs help disadvantaged youth. Since the early
1980's, financing for most of the follow-up work done by the High/
Scope Educational Research Foundation on the Perry Preschool
Program has come from private sources rather than Federal
grants.

Consequences of Underfunding
Denis Doyle believes that the underfunding of education R&D

has contributed to the declining competitiveness of the U.S. in
world markets. To illustrate the importance of R&D in the corpo-
rate sector, he pointed to the experience of Xerox Corporation,
which recently recovered its market share from Japanese competi-
tors by undertaking an ambitious (and expensive) R&D effort.
Doyle believes that only by making a comparable investment in
education R&D, will American students become competitive with
their counterparts in other industrialized nations.

Nancy Cole, President of the American Educational Research As-
sociation and Dean of the College of Education at the University of
Illinois, believes that the lack of adequate resources has created a
research base which is too narrow and has discouraged efforts to
train new researchers. It has also fbstered a climate which is hos-
tile to education research. Cole believes that the Subcommittee can
correct this situation:
(1) by establishing mechanisms for setting priorities and realistic funding targets for
those priorities, (2) by marshalling bipartisan support for these directions, and (3) by
ensuring that objective procedures for the award of grants and contracts are fol.
lowed.248

According to Eleanor Chelimsky, the Director of the Program
Evaluation and Methodology Division of the General Accounting
Office, underfunding has affected the quality of education informa-
tion generated by the Department of Education. In her testimony
Chelimsky summarized the findings of a recent GAO report, Edu-
cation Information: Changes in Funds and Priorities Have Affected
Production and Quality, which documented significant declines in
the number and quality of departmental awards for research, sta-
tistics and evaluation. This report also documented a shift away
from new data collection efforts; the investigation of fewer areas,
including areas critical to the education reform movement; and ashift away from individual research grants to institutional awards.

24' Oversight Ih-aring on OEM. Testimony of P. Michael Timpane, April 20, 1988.
248 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Nancy S. Cole. April 21, 1988.
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While shielding key programs from budget cuts, this shift has ne-
cessitated the deemphasis of field initiated studies.24°

Chelimsky believes that the quality of education information has
suffered because of marked decreases in funding for education in-
formation, even as overall Department of Education funding has
increased 38 percent in real terms since 1972. While Chelimsky is
concerned about underfunding, she does r^t believe that "merely
providing more money will allow the de `ment to recover from
the losses engendered by the reduction' in awards." 250 Rather,
Chelimsky believes that increased oversight is required to strength-
en the information gathering function of OERI.

Alan C. Purves, who is clnirman of the International Association
for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA), testified that
international assessments of student achievement conducted by his
organization have suffered for want of adequate funding. According
to Purves, the United States government has cut back drastically
on its support of IEA in recent years, and has made no long-term
commitment to fund its participation in the tests. Purves views this
as unfortunate since IEA's databases are among the best in the
world for making international comparisons. Purves believes that
IEA's work is critical to improving education systems worldwide.
Yet because of a lack of commitment to IEA's efforts in the United
States, the results of its assessments are not reaching American re-
searchers.

James S. Coleman, Professor of Sociology and Education at the
University of Chicago and author of the Coleman Report of 1966,251
agrees with Purves that more researchers in the United States
need IEA's data and that analysis of it should receive high priority.
In his testimony Coleman cited IEA's recent preliminary report on
international science achievement test results, Science Achievement
in Seventeen Countries: A Preliminary Report, which documented
the low level of academic achievement of American students.252

Coleman argues that because researchers focus more attention
on teachers than students, "expenditures in education will be
weighted toward direct transfers to schools, and from there to ex-
penditures like summer salaries for teacher training, with a ne-
glect of funding educational activities outside schools, or of giving
educational consumers a voucher to invest (along with the child's
time) in tutoring or another educational activity of their choos-
ing."255 Coleman recommends that the next administration redress
this problem by restoring the Department's investment in educa-
tion R&D, including research on activities that take place outside
the school.

249 Unitd States General Accounting Office, "Education Information! Changes in Funds and
Priorities Have Affected Production and Quality," Report to the Chairman. Subcommittee (in
Seket Education, Committee on Edura(um am/ Labor, House of Representatives. (Washington,
IX': GAO/ PEMD-S4-4, November 1987).

25" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Eleanor Chelimsky, Apra 20, HMS.
251 United States Department of Health, Mucation, and Welfare, Office of Education, &pin li-

ty of Educational Opportunity, (Washington, IX'. U.S. Government Printing Office,
252 International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (MAI, Scolwe

Achiectonent in ,'ieut,,'u (ountries.. A Preliminary Report (New York! Pergamon Press, 19SS).
25" Oversight Hearing on OEM, Statement of James S. Coleman, April 20, 19SS.
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STRUCTURE

Existing System
Another issue discussed at the hearings was the impact of orga-

nizational structure on the education research process. The Federal
education research apparatus consists largely of a system of region-
al educational laboratories, national research and development cen-
ters, and ERIC clearinghouses, which are coordinated by OERI.
Judi Conrad, Associate Director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on
Handicapped and Gifted Children and Chair of the Council of ERIC
Directors, believes that the system suffers from fragmentation due
to the absence of sufficient coordination at the national level. Frag-
mentation within the system of labs, centers, and clearinghouses is
compounded by a lack of coordination among the State and local
education R&D agencies and private educational efforts.254 Lack of
coordination within the ERIC system, in particular, has created a
multiplicity of databases that are fraught with duplication.

Susan Fuhrman, who represented the American Educational Re-
search Association's Organization of Research Centers at the hear-
ings, described the goal of national centers as "mission-oriented,
systematic, programmatic research." Because of their institutional-
ized settings and long-term contracts, they are ideal vehicles for
conducting longitudinal research. Fuhrman expressed unhappiness
with the Department's newly-created mini-centers, because their
narrow scope detracts from the broad-based missions associated
with the larger centers. Fuhrman is also critical of the Depart-
ment's use of cooperative agreements rather than grants to fund
the mini-centers, arguing that because of the high degree of De-
partmental involvement in them, "cooperative agreements hinder
creation of the stable and predictable environment that centers
need to accomplish their long-term missions." 255

One of the hearing panelists, Christopher T. Cross, chaired a
Laboratory Review Panel (LRP) that was created in 1987 to help
Assistant Secretary Finn in evaluating the regional labs, with a
view towards their reauthorization in 1991. The LRP critique
makes the following observations: 1) the missions of the labs as de-
tailed in their plans are vague; 2) the methods by which the labs
have determined their priorities are also unclear; 3) the "with and
through" strategy for servicing State education agencies needs fur-
ther examination; 4) whether the labs should be proactive or reac-
tive needs to be determined; 5) there appears to be little collabora-
tion between the labs and other Departmental programs; 6) there is
little collaboration among labs; 7) the labs provide few services to
non-public schools; 8) the labs are subject to "over-regulation" and
excessive reporting requirements from OERI; 9) the labs' funding
mechanisms vary widely and need to be evaluated; 10) there are or-
ganizational and financial problems associated with the longevity
of the labs; 11) the LRP is concerned about service strategies, fi-
nancing and aspirations of three mwer labs.256

'454 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Judi Conrad, April 21, MK
2" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Susan Fuhrman, April 21, 19.
266 Oversight Hearing on OER1, Statement of Christopher T. Cross, April 21, 1988.
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The LRP's report includes the following recommendations for the
Department: making programmatic realities more compatible with
contractual requirements; eliminating long procedural delays in
the Contracts Office; examining the labs' financial arrangements,
including the use of fees to offset costs; making paperwork more
relevant; examining the "with and through" strategy; examining
the process of needs assessment; ensuring that OERI provides more
coordination; examining the performance of the labs from the view-
point of the field recipient.287

John Hopkins bdieves that the restructuring of OERI in 1985 ef-
fectively politicized its operations and that Congress should consid-
er restoring the autonomy of OERI, just as it has done for the
Center for Education Statistics in the recently enacted School Im-
provement Act of 1987. However, he also believes that prior to re-
authorization, Congress should fund a commission such as the Na-
tional Academy of Education or the National Academy of Science
to "study new institutional arrangements for conducting education
R&D." 288 Following authorization of the structure(s), the Subcom-
mittee should adopt a supportive rather than combative oversight
role.

As part of this recommendation, Hopkins advocates the creation
of a half dozen national laboratories modeled after the Argonne
and Brookhaven labs that would undertake longterm research on
entire problem areas. These labs would supplement rather than
supplant the regional labs.

AFT President Albert Shanker agrees that politicization of OERI
has hampered systematic education research. However, he believes
that this problem is not unique to the present administration:

This peripatetic and politicized dance of priorities in educational research is not
exclusive to the present Administration of the Department of Education and OER1,
though it may be more extreme. It has been a problem at least since the creation of
NIE, the forerunner of OERI, and has persisted despite various rearganizations.2"

Elsewhere Shanker says:
The history of our Federal education research effort as incarnated by N1E and
OER1 has been a short, troubled, and turbulent one. It has been marked by a surfeit
of politics, short-term thinking, a declining budget and declining confidence, and
much demoralization. There is tragedy in that, not only because the promise was so
great but because so much good work has indeed been produced.2"

Given that these problems have persisted despite changing insti-
tutional arrangements, Shanker does not recommend yet another
reorganization. Rather, he advocates reconsideration of the basic
pedagogical paradigm which has provided the basis for educational
practice since the inception of public schools in the United States.
This paradigm drives a research agenda that seeks incremental im-
provement rather than wholesale change.

In Shanker's view, unwillingness on the part of both researchers
and practitioners to embrace new models is unique to education:

2" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Assistant Secretary Chester Finn, April 21,
1988.

2" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Assistant Secretary Chester Finn, April 21,
1988.

2" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of AlbM Shanker, April 20, 1988
26° Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Albert Stumker, April 20, 1988.
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In any other field, for example, conflicting results or ambiguity signals a new pointof departure, a redoubling of efforts. In education, it frequently spells the end ofsupport for a line of research, a budget cutor, at the very least, an occasion forridicule.... I know of no other fields save education whose structure, technologyand basic ways of operating (and problems) have remained unchanged for over 150years.261

Shanker proposes a commission to study the problems associatedwith education research and to undertake a comparative analysis
of how other Federal R&D agencies conduct research in their re-spective fields. While he is not optimistic that the education systemwill be transformed in the foreseeable future, he believes that acareful examination of the role of the Federal Government in edu-cation research will substantiate his claim that the existing modelis inadequate.

DISSEMINATION

The GAO report on Education Information documented an in-creased emphasis on dissemination of research findings at the ex-pense of new data collection efforts. Nevertheless, experts bothinside and outside of the Department remain disatisfied with theresults of the effort to translate promising research into improvedpractice. ki a recent article, Assistant Secretary Finncommented,"[A]s of yet, much potentially valuable research infor-mation has made little impact on schools and classrooms. Perhapsthis is because we have yet to come up with effective methods oftranslating research findings into forms that practitioners canuse." 262 Faustine Jones-Wilson is particularly concerned about thelack of implementation of promising research findings developedunder a whole host of programs for disadvantaged youth. Researchresults from the Perry Preschool, Head Start, Title 1, Chapter 1,Job Corps, and effective schools programs have been available foryears. Yet, comments Jones-Wilson:
My guer,a is that the average third grade teacher or average fifth grade teacher doesnot know what the research has uncovered, and the researchers in general do not gointo the classrooms of our Nation to work with the teachers, so what we need hereclearly is better articulation between the researchers and the information that theyuncover, and the persons who are on the firing line who are supposed to implementthose programs. 263

In order to remedy this situation, Jildi Conrad believes that a Na-tional EducatIon Information Dissemination Policy is required. Shealso stated that:
Implementation would have to be effected through a coordinating entity chargedwith responsibility for tracking the national RD&D efforts, analyzing the impacts ofthose efforts, communicating with all system participants, and otherwise promotingeducational research, development, and dissemination as vital to the national wel-fare.264

PRIVATE SECTOR

Improving the quality of our current and future workforce is the
impetus for private sector involvement in American education and

"I Oversight Hearing on OERI,
262 Chester E. Finn, Jr., "What

February, 1988, M.
263 Oversight Hearing on OERI,
264 Oversight Hearing on OERI.
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most business associations have articulated their education im-
provement and strategies in policy agendas which include propos-
als for a major increase in Federal education research expenditures
to help us achieve the National Education Goals. G. Carl Ball,
Chairman of George J. Ball, Inc., offered three poignant reasons for
increasing the funding of OERI: The paltry sum currently allocated
education research, the need for sufficient funds to drive mission-
oriented, goal-driven research, and the unconscionable conse-
quences (e.g. illiteracy and ignorance) of not raising our education
R&D investment.

William Lurie, President of The Business Roundtable, provided
five recommendations on how OERI could assist in attainment of
the National Educational Goals including: conducting more re-
search and collecting data that could be used to assess our progress
towards the goals; developing a common set of definitions so that
key education indicators can be compared within and between
States; playing a major role in identifying and developing national
standards and methods to determine student achievement. William
H. Kolberg, President of the National Alliance of Business, called
for strengthening OERI's input by giving that office the responsi-
bility for developing national educational standards and assess-
ment measures. Nathaniel Semple, Vice President of the Commit-
tee for Economic Development, echoed Mr. Kolberg's appeal for
OERI to take a leadership role in education R&D.

Without OERT, we would never know from whence we have come, or where we
are now, or where we am headed. And I can't imagine trying to improve anything
in an environment like that.265

Dale Mann of the National Learning Foundation suggested "three
initiatives to add new incentives and new, private sector energy for
improvement"an investment bank for education, expanded use of
affordable, readily available middle technologies (e.g. telephones,
VCRs) and public/private partnerships to link teachers and other
educators with best practice resources. Like Mr. Mann, J. Berl
Hogins, Co-founder and Senior Vice President of Jostens Learning
Corporation, articulated the need to research new learning technol-
ogies as well as transferring knowledge from the business sector
and the military.

ASSESSMENT

Mark Tucker, President of the National Center on Education and
the Economy, reviewed several of the assessment issues (e.g., a na-
tional examination) addressed by his project and listed the propos-
als developed, including a system of national tests based on "a con-
sensus of what students should know and be able to do," and a va-
riety of assessment methodsportfolio, performance, groupde-
signed to raise all students to a high standard. He purported that
this approach would help eradicate the double standard, (i.e., one
for white, well-to-do college-bound kids and the other for poor, mi-
nority kids) manifested in various forms of tracking.

2" Oversight Hearin); on OERI, Testimony of Nathaniel M. &nip le. March 20, 1991, 44.
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The exams that we have in mind would provide to students multiple ways to dem-onstrate their competence; that is, the central Idea of evaluating kids' performanceon projects and on portfolios.
For minority kids, for kids who come from a nondominant culture in the UnitedStates, this will provide any number of ways to demonstrate competence that arenow closed to them in the multiple choice tests that now largely determine theirfuture.2" He also stressed that school professionals must be held accountable fortheir student's performance and this cannot occur without what he refers to as ... Avery large-scale program of staff development to enable the professional staff of ourschools to understand the standards, to develop curriculum that will get their stu-dents to meet those standards, and to learn the teaching techniques that will enablethem to teach that curriculum.2"

Eva L. Baker, Co-Director of the UCLA Center for the Study ofEvaluation and Testing (CRESST), pointed out that technical issuesmust be given due consideration since they make a significant dif-ference in student scores.
It matters if one student is assigned to write on an unfamiliar topic, and anotherhas been specially prepared. It matters if a student paper is judged on its spelling orgrammar for one student or its content and argument for another. It matters ifthese standards of rating are public or hidden from parents, teachers, and students.It matters if a student tries hard or is indifferent when it's time to take a test.Obviously, technical issues matter most when individuals life's chances are affect-ed by the score. We want to he very sure that results, which advance or deny stu-dent s choices, are trustworthy.268

Consequently, CRESST has developed technical criteria. Dr. Bakeralso stressed equity issues and questioned how a national testwould impact special populations and students with a differentfirst language; how they would be treated and if they, too, wouldhave a fair chance at attaining high standards. One way to equal-ize opportunity is the provision of clear curricula that is not de-flected by teachers, pressured to raise achievement scores, whoteach to the test. Dr. Baker warned that the use of the NationalAssessment for Educational Progress (NAEP) as a national testwould compromise NAEP's utility and the lepth and breadth ofclassroom curricula.
We are asked to trade in a trusted indicator, conducted on a sampling basis, for anational experiment in testing. I think Congress should say no.269

Monty Neill, Associate Director of Fairtest, warned that a badidea is receiving good press in President Bush's educational plan,
namely, the modification of the NAEP into an interim nationaltest. Like Dr. Baker, he claimed such a move would prove disas-trous; corrupting tests and deflecting curricula, overtesting and un-dereducating students, and failing to develop staff. Ile called forthe development and implementation of performance-based assess-ment as one component of comprehensive school reform.
If in our efforts to identify schools with achievement problems. we fail to providemodels for improving practice in those schools and assistance to schools that developresponsible plans for improvement in the face of failed performance, then the na-tional tests have the potential for serious adverse impact. Without such a compli-mentary component, a national testing program can be a costly enterprise that onlyexacerbates inequities.270

266 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Mark Tucker, April 23, 1991, 17.2" Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Mark Tucker, April 23, 1991, 15.266 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Eva Baker, April 23, 1991, 24.269 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Te8timony of Eva Baker, April 23, 1991, 27.270 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Joan Baratz-bnowden, April 23, 1991, 4(.
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This advice was offered by Dr. Joan Baratz-Snowden, Vice-Presi-
dent Assessment and Research, National Board for Professional
Teaching Standards. She reiterated the concerns expressed by Dr.
Neill regarding assessment and stated that developing fair alterna-
tive assessments take time and is expensive. Dr. Baratz-Snowden
added that the assumptionimproved student performancewhich
accompanies the call for national tests may be unrealistic.

... schools will want to do well because the test results might affect resources, en-
rollment and employment. While this may be so, it does not necessarily follow that
an increased desire for better performance will alone yield results.

Schools with poor teachers cannot do better even if they want to without addition-
al training and supports for those teachers ... Then too, the assumption that stu-
dents will learn more and learn better because the assessment now has conse-
quences, needs to be tempered by the realization that marginal students who are
not participating in the mainstream culture and who are threatened by the idea of
assuming mainstream behaviors without any demonstration of the benefits of such
achievement, in the long run, they may not recognize the value of these new creden-
tials.2"

Dr. George Madaus, Professor of the Center for the Study of
Testing, Evaluation and Educational Policy, Boston College, ques-
tioned the purpose of a national examination, i.e., selection, certifi-
cation, accountability, rewarding high achievers, helping students
learn? Since one instrument can not effectively or efficiently serve
all of these purposes, we must first determine what it is we want to
achieve. Dr. Madaus briefly summarized the status of national tests
in several European countries and compared the United States to
these countries on several testing variables, e.g., grade level of test-
ing, dealing with low achievers, inclusion of teachers in the exami-
nation infrastructure, development of tests, the use of test and test
costs. He indicated that much can be learned from the European
testing experience to spare us undue trials and spare students un-
wanted tribulations.

RESEARCH METHODS

At the April 21, 1988 OERI hearing, Charles Wallgren represent-
ed High/Scope Educational Research Foundation, one of the most
respected institutions in the field of early childhood education and
research. Wallgren related that High/Scope Foundation was cre-
ated in 1970 by David P. Weikart to continue the work of the Perry
Preschool Program and has received funding from both the Federal
Government and private foundations.

To demonstrate its success in the area of early childhood inter-
vention, Wallgren pointed to the results of a recent fbllow-up study
of the Perry Preschool Program, which began in 1962. This study
has revealed lower dropout rates, higher employment rates, fewer
arrests and lower teenage birth rates among those who participat-
ed in the program. In addition a rigorous cost-benefit analysis dem-
onstrated considerable taxpayer benefits in the form of reduced
welfare payments and crime costs, as well as higher tax revenues
garnered from program participants.

Wallgren provided the following description of High/Scope's
model of longitudinal research: 1) research phase, consisting of ex-

2" Overaight Hearing on OLiI, Teatimony ofJoan Baratz-Snowden. April M. 1991. 95.
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perimentation at the local level; 2) development phase, consisting
of curriculum development and teacher training; 3) demonstration
phase, consisting of a single test at the local level; 4) dissemination
phase, consisting of field testing at a number of sites; 5) implemen-
tation phase, consisting of regional implementation; 6) public policy
phase, consisting of institutionalization of program at State and/or
Federal levels in consultation with corporate decision-makers.

Wallgren explained that the Perry Preschool Program was a suc-
cess because it was based on solid research and developed a consist-
ently positive set of findings, including a cost benefit analysis that
provided useful information to decision-makers. Another reason for
High/Scope's success has been the commitment of top level man-
agement and personnel policies which have encouraged staff to
stay with the organization.

Michael Kaplan, who is Director of Basic Research at the U.S.
Army Research Institute, described the R&D model employed by
the the Institute's training research laboratory which includes the
following phases: 1) basic research; 2) exploratory development; 3)
advanced development; 4) engineering or program development. In
response to questions, Mr. Kaplan advised that his office has let:
... some 60 research contracts, of which 80 percent have come to us from universi-
ties. We are approached by university scientists and others in very much the same
way that the National Institutes of Health and the National Science Foundation are
approached, and we review these proposals that we receive in an appropriate way
for merit and for ultimate relationship to the applied programs that my institute
has to deal with." 2

Mr. Kaplan noted that training techniques developed by the
Army Research Institute have been employed in a variety of set-
tings, including General Motors and the State of North Carolina,
and that the duration of its contracts is typically three years.

Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRO, another nonprofit cor-
poration specializing in longitudinal research, was represented at the hearings by
James Hyman, Vice President for External Affairs. According to Hyman, MDRC
was established in 1974 by the Ford Foundation and the Federal Government to un-
dertake demonstration research on voluntary education and training interventions
for AFDC recipients. Since then it has undertaken social demonstrations of anumber of different government-sponsored employment programs. Hyman believesthat social demonstrations are useful in determining which programs "work." He
defines a social demonstration as "a specific program model that is operated for a
specified duration and subjected to rigorous evaluation to determine over some ac-
ceptable follow-up period, the impacts it has had on its participants." 273

Hyman believes that demonstrations are most useful when: the
solutions to problems are not already known; the problem has as-
sumed national importance; the need for information about the
problem and its solution(s) is critical; and there are only limited re-
sources available to focus on the problem. Other requisites of
useful demonstrations include: a solid research base; clearly specifi-
able and testable propositions; feasible ipplication; carefully select-
ed sites; available technical and operational assistance for site op-
erators; and careful monitoring.

In discussing the feasibility of using demonstration research to
test promising education programs, Hyman believes that ethics is A

"'Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of Michael Kaplan, April 21, 1988
"3 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of James B. Hyman, April 21, 1988.
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key concern; some educators object to withholding the benefits of
promising programs from children in control groups. Another prob-
lem is the long-term nature of educational follow-up studies. Never-
theless, Hyman believes "that demonstration research, properly ap-
plied and managed, can be a valuable tool for policy and program
development in education. It allows for the formulation of policy
and the implementation and design of programs on the basis of ap-
proaches proven effective as opposed to approaches merely deemed
to be good ideas." 274

THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)

Testimony was heard attesting to the health and viability of the
ERIC system and cautioning restraint when considering any modi-
fications. However, several witnesses testified that the ERIC
systemwhile a vital and unique educational data baserequired
modifications to enhance its efficiency and use. Assistant Secretary
Finn stated that the dissemination methods would be altered so
that statistical data and other information of interest to practition-
ers would be readily accessible.
If the ERIC system isn't perfect for scholars, it is really not very useful for practi-
tioners and policy makers. It simply wasn't created with them in mind." 5

He described the proposed addition of three components to the ex-
isting ERIC system: Access ERIC, adjunct clearinghouses and ERIC
partners.
We propose to add Access ERIC to which you already referred. That is the largest
and most important of these additions. Indeed, it was suggested to us initially by the
council of ERIC directors. We have embraced their idea. It is a terrific idea. It would
be a sort of front office for the ERIC system, a user-friendly operation designed to
help ordinary people understand and utilize the resources of ERIC in a whole varie-
ty of ways.2

Mr. Finn also conceded that OERI had considered reducing the
number of clearinghouses, but after Congressional intervention, re-
considered and subsequently, abandoned the idea. Chairman Owens
expressed serious reservations about OERI's ability to implement
the proposed changes without first garnering increased funding.

Concerns regarding the effects of level or reduced funding on the
operation of the ERIC system were addressed by Lynn Barrett, As-
sistant Director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Higher Education.
In her testimony, she stated the underfunding has had a devastat-
ing impact on ERIC technical personnel.
ERIC personnel have left in a steady stream in the past several years for positions
in academe, government, the private sector, and even the nonprofit sector. Key staff
have been lost by every Clearinghouse and the ERIC Facility. There has been a
steady brain drain as personnel levels have been reduced through attrition or budg-
etary induced layoffs. Every Clearinghouse and the Facility are now short-handed,
with little or no backup for key jobs. Turnover has been especially high in the last
four years, with at least two longstanding Clearinghouses having completely new
staffs. The resulting loss of institutional memory is phenomenal systemwide.212

274 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Statement of James B. Hyman, April 21, 1988
216

13.
Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Assistant Secretary Chester Finn, July 30, 1989,
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Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Assistant Secretary Chester Finn. July 30, 1989,

277 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Lynn Barrett, July 30, 1989, 70.
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The picture was similarly bleak in the areas of training and tech-nology where budgetary restrictions have curtailed the acquisition
of equipment and hampered the development of ERIC users and
technical personnel. Donald Ely, representing the Council of ERIC
Directors (COED), noted:
It is clear that ERIC is grossly underfunded and that it can be maintained only with
additional financial support. To consider new elements at a time when current oper-
ations are hurting is putting the wrong emphasis on system improvement. New en-tities, however well-intended, do not solve problems. We need the new entities but,we also need the support that will help make them work. We urge this subcommit-tee to recommend an additional $4 million for ERIC to achieve the vision that hasbeen presented for its third decade,27°

Similar sentiment was offered by Charles Hoover, retired direc-
tor of OERI, who provided a 20-point plan to enhance the ERIC
system. Although, Mr. Ely expressed support for the three new ini-tiatives proposed by OERI and indicated that COED wanted tohave d voice in the process, he made it clear that COED would notsupport initiatives that may result in the reduction of clearing-
house budgets. This concern was underscored by Donald K. Erik-son, Director of the ERIC Clearinghouse on Handicapped and
Gifted Children, who described the ERIC Redesign Panel, its goals
and accomplishments. He also expressed the general disappoint-ment of the COED with the Panel's report which lacked a final set
of recommendations and meaningful discussions for the conclusionsreached. The panel endorsed the proposed changes to ERIC andidentified 4 types of functions that ACCESS ERIC should under-take: referral, services, products, and revenue generation. Func-tions discouraged were computer searches for users and evaluationof clearinghouse activities.

278 Oversight Hearing on OERI, Testimony of Dona ly Ely, July 30, 1989, 88.
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INTRODUCTION

The issue of students failing to graduate from high school and failing tobecome productive citizens has increasingly concerned policymakers in the past
several years. A broad spectrum of groups in the public and private sectors has
shared this concern. These groups include national associations, commissions,
philanthropic foundations, advocacy groups, state departments of education,
public school systems, and business associations. Several such groups have
studied the problem independently and have recommended various approachesfor addressing it.

Their analyses and recommendations are contained in over two dozen
reports published from 1985 to 1989. Most of the reports focus exclusively on at-
risk youth; some deal with youth in general. Overall, the reports include
recommendations for at-risk youth from the prenatal period to young adulthood.
Individual reports differ as to the age span and other characteristics of youthwhom they specifically target. They also differ as to the audiences that their
recommendations are meant to inform and mobilize.

Despite these differences, the reports generally agree on a number ofpoints.

Children at risk form a growing proportion of all children. Responding to
their needs has become a social imperative.

The effort should comprehensively address the needs of children and
their families.

The effort will require a longitudinal approach emphasizing both
prevention and intervention.

The effort will require all levels of government and the private sector to
exercise vision and leadership.

The effort will require adequate resources, whether these are reallocated
from existing sources or drawn from new sources.

Schools, families, and communities share responsibility for responding
to the needs of children at risk.

Schools must assume new roles in the delivery and coordination of
services to at-risk youngsters.

Schools must change in order to meet the needs of at-risk youth.

3
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This document is designed to serve as a guide to the major themes and
recommendatims of 27 reports on the problems of at-risk youth. It consists of an
overview of recommendations from all the reports, abstracts of all 27 individual
reports, and a bibliography.

The overview presents recommendations in three sections, according to the
ages of children whose needs are considered. The section on the early learning
years extends from the prenatal period to the upper elementary grades, or about
age 9. The section on the middle learning years covers approximately ages 10 to
14. The section on the high school learning years ranges approximately from
ages 15 to 24. Each section includes a handy key to the relevant reports.

The abstracts indicate the target youth population, summarize the overall
thrust and list key recommendations for each report. As much as possible, the
abstracts incorporate the exact terminology used in the original reports.

The bibliography lists the 27 reports in alphabetical order by author. As
noted above, the overview also lists the reports, but groups them according to the
age of youngsters targeted.

This guide originally was compiled for the Maryland Commission On
Students At Risk. Thls commission was convened in 1988 by the Maryland State
Superintendent of Schools and charged with recommending how the state should
respond to the problem of at-risk youngsters. The commission's activities have
been supported by funds from the Council of Chief State School Officers' project
for state and local action to ensure education success for children and youth at
risk, and matching funds from the Maryland State Department of Education
(MSDE). MSDE staffed the commission with the assistance of Research for Better
Schools.

The guide has now been expanded to serve a wider audience. It is

designed to give educational decisionrnakers access to the best current thinking
on this significant national issue.

4
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Recommendations for the Early Learning Years

Recommendations of the individual early learning years reports reflect the
primary interests of the various sponsoring groups. These include the economic
consequences of the problem, the responsibilities of the state, or the
developmental needs of the young child. However, there is one common theme
expressed In varying ways in each: the importance of Intervening early In
children's lives in order to prepare and support them for school success and for
productive citizenship when they leave school. The kinds of interventions
recommended by these reports suggest a growing national consensus on how to
meet the needs of young children at risk.

The following recommendations concerning the young child are presented
as they relate to each of the significant time periods in a young child's life (0 to 9
years): prenatal, at birth, before school, and in school.

Prenatal

Discussions about young children at risk frequently include an
understanding that the prenatal health and well being of the mother can
contribute to a child's at-risk status. A mother's poor health can contribute to her
own anemia and toxicity, and low birth weight, premature birth, and related
problems (e.g., physical handicaps, neurological problems) in the child.
Recommendations include:

Health: provide prenatal and postnatal health care and nutritional
guidance for pregnant teens and other high risk mothers (6, 8, 24).1

Education: expand educational services, including parenting education,
to pregnant teens (6, 8, 24).

At Birth

Birth provides the optimum moment for diagnosis of the infant's health
needs, as well as the family's capability to meet the needs of their baby. The
health community is in the best position to assess the needs of children and their
families, and to set in motion the necessary follow-through on proposed
interventions. The educational community is in a position to help at-risk families
acquire essential parenting skills. riecommendations of the reports include:

1. The numbers in parentheses throughout this overview refer to specific reports
as listed In the boxes on even-numbered pages, the Table of Contents, and
Bibliography.
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Fieeith: provide follow-up health care and developmental screening for
infants of teens and other high-risk mothers (6, 8, 24).

Education: provide parenting education both for mothers and fathers,
family health care, and nutritional guidance (6, 8, 24, 26).

Before School

From infancy until entering school, the family assumes the primary
responsibility for meeting the physical, emotional, social, and cognitive needs ofthe young child. The child's growth and development Is closely related to howwell a family's basic needs are met: food, shelter, health care, employment, childcare. The ability of families to meet their children's needs varies, and they mayrequire various types of assistance. Recommendations from the reports onyoung children include:

Day care: provide day care for mothers in school, preferably on site (8);
expand quality child care services for poor working parents that stress
social development and school readiness (6, 8, 20); assure standards ofquality for day care programs (6, 18, 20, 24); stress continued
improvement of developmentally appropriate programs in day carecenters (26).

Parent education: expand parenting education opportunities for families
of young children (6, 10, 13).

Outreach: develop outreach initiatives in expanding health and social
services to young children and their families (6, 8, 24); mobilize support
systems on behalf oi disadvantaged families and children, e.g., home
visitor programs, pavent-child centers, and family resource programs (8,
13, 24); develop state and local collaborative structures through which
various public and private agencies can provide appropriate programs
for young children and new parents (13, 24, 26, 27).

Est ly thedhood education: provide early childhood education,
especially for at-risk or handicapped children from birth to before school
(10, 24, 25).
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During Schoo,

Children may enter school in their preschool years (ages 2 to 4), as
kindergartners (ages 5 to 6), or as first graders (ages 6 to 7). At school entry, the
school takes on some responsibility for meeting the thild's cognitive, social,
emotional, and physical needs. The condition and support of the family are
important components of children's early success in school. Recommendations
of the reports on young children express concern for the quality of the educational
experience, as well as for the comprehensive needs of children and their families.

School-based eerly childhood programs: provide high quality preschool
experiences for 3 to 4 year olds, with appropriate teacher-student ratios,
certified early childhood teachers, parent education, and
developmentally appropriate programs (5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 24, 26); provide
publicly supported child care for preschool children at risk (9, 10, 20,
24).

Elementary school programs: establish early childhood units in
elementary schools to serve children ages 4 to 8 that also serve as focal
points for enhanced services to children and their families (5, 20); unlock
the chronological stri icture for children entering and progressing through
the system (1); assure that the curriculum is challenging and appropriate
(comprehensive, integrative, age- and individual-appropriate, relevant,
engaging, etc.) for all children (5, 18 ,26); provide school experiences
that are responsive to cultural and linguistic diversity (10, 18, 20, 21, 22);
require the integration and extension of developmentally appropriate
programs and other elements of high quality early childhood services
into upper elementary education (10).

Monitoring of student progress: use a variety of measures to assess the
progress of young children, to plan for meeting their needs (10, 18, 20,
21, 23, 25); monitor the academic and social progress of children
carefully and early in order to provide the coordination of services and
special help before children experience failure (5, 10, 11, 25, 26, 27).

Families as partners: strengthen home-school relations by building
partnerships with parents (5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 27); train
staff on family involvement and education (10, 13).

Support services for children and families: provide before- and after-
school child care (9, 10, 20); provide comprehensive and supporting
health and social services for young children and their families that are
characterized by interagency cooperation (10, 11, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25);
provide ader;Ate child nutrition programs (5, 6, 10, 21); provide parent
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education programs that strengthen the capacity of families (6, 9, 13, 21,
26).

Netwoddng: create a network of support for schools that includes
parents, colleges, the corporate community, and state government (5, 8,
10, 13, 24, 26).

Quallty/standwds: assure standards of quality for early childhood
procrams in terms of developmentally appropriate programs, staff
training, adult-child ratios, year-round full-day programs, evaluation (9,
10, 18, 20, 21, 24); reduce teacher-child ratios (10, 18, 28); monitor at
regular intervals schools that 3erve large numbers of disadvantaged
children (5, 8).

Federal support: expand federal support and resources for early
childhood education and related child care for children at risk and for
family education, with universal access for all children and families (5, 6,
10, 24).
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Recommendations for the Middle Learning Years

The education of youngsters from age 10 to 14 has recently appeared on the
national policy agenda. Largely ignored during this decade of ferment in
educational policy, early adolescents and the middle schools or junior high
schools that serve them are now receiving increased attention. The
recommendations from the national reports on the middle learning years display
a fair amount of consensus.

Reports numbered 3, 12, 13, 15, and 19 contain recommendations pertaining
to the overall or fundamental school experience that should be available to all
youngsters in the middle learning years. Reports numbered 4, 5, 8, 11, 14, 15,
23, 24, 26, and 27 contain recommendations pertaining to the special school
programs or services that should be available to at-risk youngsters in the middle
learning years. Selected themes from these reports are highlighted below.

School Reform

The theme of school reform or restructuring is expressed in sevaral ways in
these reports. It includes a call for the reform of all the elements of middle years
schooling (3), as well as a call for renewed leadership, vision, and commitment to
educating all children (15). Further, there is a call to review or introduce state
policies (that is, formal leadership statements) that would help schools move in
new directions (4, 13).

The need to reform or restructure education for at-risk youngsters is an evident
and central premise in almost all the middle school reports focusing on the at-risk
problem. This recommendation is sometimes stated as a general need (4, 15,
16, 23, 25, 27); sometimes as the need for a commitment to educating all children
(5, 11, 26); and sometimes as the need for renewed leadership and vision (23).
Advocacy for legislative action at the national, state, or local level (4, 5, 11, 15, 16)
and for informing the public about the problem of at-risk youngsters (16, 25, 27)
also reflects the theme of school reform.

Developmentally Appropriate Approathes

The recommendation to use developmentally appropriate approaches for all
youngsters emerges strongly in nearly every middle years report. The reports
stress using developmentally appropriate approaches to curriculum and
instruction, and stress the need to personalize middle years education, especially
for at-risk youth. Specifically, the reports recommend the following practices.
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Challenging core curriculum: institute a core curriculum by first decidingon a set of Warnings that all students should acquire during the middleyears; make the curriculum challenging and hold out high expectations(3, 4, 5, 11, 19, 26, 27), especially for at-risk youngsters (11, 26, 27).

Exploratory euniculum: expand students' base of experience andcapitalize on their acute curiosity (3, 12, 15, 19), suggested means aremaking elective courses available, as well as exposing students to variedcontent and applications in their coursework and co-curricular activities.One report particularly emphasizes vocationally-oriented experiences forat-risk youngsters (15).

Multi-cultural content: use students' cultural diversity as content forcourses and co-curricular events and activities (15, 23).

Personalized education: personalize education for all middle yearsyoungsters (3, 4, 8, 11, 12, 14, 15, 23, 25, 26, 27), strategies includeproviding opportunities for self-exploration, remediation,individualization, and alternative education (3, 12, 15). Reports on at-riskstudents particularly stress these strategies: remediation or tutoring (4,14, 15, 25, 26), individualized learning plans (6, 8, 11), and alternativeprograms in schools or in separate settings (15, 25, 27).

Restructured schedules: extend some class periods and vary timeblocks within the school day (3, 4, 15); this serves to enhance students'relationships with teachers and peers, to give all students access to allprograms, and to provide enough time for implementing more variedactivities and interdisciplinary units. The restructuring of schedules thatis suggested for at-risk students includes longer school days and longerschool years (4, 5, 14, 15).

Active learning: utilize physical activity, varied means of instruction, andcooperative learning as illustrative forms of active learning for all youngadolescents (3, 4, 16, 16, 19).

Personal relationships: provide personal attention for students,extended contact with teachers, and a rewarding environment forstudents and adults (3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 19, 23, 27). For at-risk youth, theneed for small school units and personal attention is stressed (4, 6', 6,23, 27).
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Adequate Resources, Facilities, and Staff

Most reports focusing on the needs of youngsters in general in the middle
years are silent about resources and facilities, apparently because adequate
funding and suitable facilities exist The one report that explicitly mentions
resources is seeking support for parent involvement activities (13). In contrast,
several reports focusing on middle grade students who are at risk explicitlydiscuss the need for adequate, equitable funding and suitable facilities (4, 5, 11,16, 25).

The need for staff to be adequately trained to work with young adolescents
across the board surfaces in reports on middle grade youngsters (3, 19). The
need is underlined in reports on at-risk youth. These reports recommend the
provision of continuing staff development opportunities (8, 11, 14, 23, 25, 26, 27).One report specifically mentions the state's role in providing some training and
other technical assistance (26). The need for preservice education and
specialized middle grades certification also is discussed (4).

Ongoing Evaluation

Several of the general middle years reports recommend developing newmethods for assessing student and program performance (3), and using
evaluation information routinely to guide ongoing school improvement (3, 12, 15).
Similarly, a number of reports on at-risk youth recommend evaluating programs,
assessing student progress, and conducting research into the education of at-risk
youngsters (4, 5, 8, 11, 15, 25, 26). These reports suggest that this informationbe used both to monitor long-term school improvement efforts and to adjust
short-term instructional plans for students at risk. In addition, two reports
advocate holding schools or school systems to certain performance standards(11, 26).

School-Based Dedsionmaking

While several reports focusing on early adolescents in general imply greater
decisionmaking power for those involved in teaching and learning, only one
stipulates that principals should control their own budgets, staffing, and physical
plant (19). Reports on at-risk youth urge reliance on school-based leadership and
shared decisionmaking in planning and implementing programs for at-risk youth(4, 5, 15, 23).
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Partnerships

Reports recommend that schools join with parents, community groups,
governmental agencies, businesses, and institutions of higher education to
improve schooling for middle years youngsters in general (3, 13, 19). These
partnerships are described at various stages and levels of the reform effort. For
example, parents are encouraged to help set school rules (3) or review state
regulations (13), and schools are encouraged to adjust activities to accommodate
families' schedules (19).

All but one middle years report addressing the needs of at-risk youth feature
the need for schools to collaborate with one or more partners (4, 5, 8, 11, 14, 15,
23, 26, 27). A range of partnership activities is suggested. However, most of
these reports recommend interagency or other collaborative relationships to
ensure at-risk youth access to health and social services (4, 8, 14, 15, 23, 25, 27).

Articulation

Two reports for all middle years youngsters recommend articulation among
schooling levels (3, 19). This entails coordinating curriculum as welt as easing the
transition for students and their parents. This theme also emerges in one report's
recommendations for at-risk youth (23).

Brokered Services

The need for schools to provide counseling and health care services for
youngsters who need them is suggested for all middle years youngsters (3, 15,
24), but especially for youngsters at risk (4, 5, 8, 11, 14, 15, 23). Use of a case
management approach assigning a single contact person or advocate to
coordinate access to various services that at-risk youngsters need -- Is also
proposed (14, 27).
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Recommendations for the High School Years

By the time youngsters reach high school age, many who were at risk In
earlier grades have already experienced school failure. They may have failed one
or more courses, been held back one or more grades, or spent much of their
school career tracked into remedial education. Some drop out. Others remain
enrolled, but attend irregularly and exhibit other disengaged or disruptive
behaviors. Still other youngsters who were not previously at risk slip into
circumstances or behaviors that place them at risk during their high school years.

All but two of the high school reports contain recommendatbns that deal
explicitly with at-risk youth. These reports (2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 14, 16, 17, 23, 25, 26,
27) refer to these youngsters as at risk, disadvantaged, potential dropouts, or
dropouts. The other reports (13, 24) include but do not distinguish at-risk
youngsters in their recommendations. Selected themes from the reports are
described below.

Vision and Leadership

All the high school reports call for wide participation in the exercise of
leadership and the generation of solutions to the at-risk problem.

Public awareness: build a broad and bold consensus to change things
for youngsters at risk during the high school years (2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 16,
17, 23, 24, 25, 27). Of these reports, some (2, 5, 11, 23) emphasize the
need for commitment -- to the belief that all children learn, to the goal of
educating all children, and to risk-taking on their behalf. Some (2, 5, 8,
16, 23, 25) ite the need specifically to restructure schools around a new
vision of eaucation. Several reports (17, 23, 27) advocate developing
multiple approaches to the problem. Still other reports (2, 7, 13, 16, 25,
27) focus on gahing visbility and public agreement by mounting media
campaigns, establishing state-level agencies, or passing legislation.

Adequate resources: make adequate resources available for
appropriate facilities, services, and programs (2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 16,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27). Over half of these reports (5, 11, 16, 23, 25, 26, 27)
underscore the need to support staff development. Two reports (5, 16)
recommend equalizing state funding to assure adequate resources for
at-risk efforts, while another (2) recommends looking to private as well
as to public funding sources.
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Partnerships: encourage partnerships and collaboration between
schools and other groups (2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 17, 23, 25, 26, 27).
Individual reports name various potential partners, including colleges;
business; labor; local, state, and federal governments; social service
agencies; and youngsters' families. A majority (7, 8, 11, 13, 14, 23, 26,
27) recommends strengthening or, in some cases, redefining the
relL nohio between parents and schools. The high school reports
generally see collaboration as enlisting the creative, material, political, or
symbolic resources that the partners control. However, the specific
purposes of the proposed partnerships vary in individual reports. For
example, collaboration is to increase at-risk youth's access to the
mainstream economy (7, 14), as well as to deliver comprehensive health
and social services to youngsters (8, 11, 14, 23) and, in one case, to
their families as well (7).

Provision of Special Programs

Almost all the high school repurts call for providing at-risk youth with special
programs or services.

Alternative programs: provide either education in alternative settings (2,
8, 17, 25, 26, 27) or adoption of the features typically associated with
such programs. These features include smaller school units or classes
(2, 5, 8, 27), flexible scheduling to allow full-time, weekend, or year-
round classes (5, 14, 17), and more personalized instruction and
interactions between students and adults (2, 11, 14, 17, 23, 27). Some
reports (7, 8, 14, 17) propose mentoring, career guidance, and personal
counseling that is as intensive and sustained as necessary. One report
(7) also suggests after-school care programs for adolescents.

Links between education and work: tie education and work together for
at-risk youth (2, 7, 8, 14, 17, 27). The reports provide examples of
varioui models. One report (17) describes three such arrangements:
apprenticeships for on-the-job training, computer-assisted instruction in
basic skills in the workplace, and instruction in job-related basic skills.
Other reports (2, 7) advocate gMng at-risk youth the opportunity to
perform meaningful community service. Two reports (14, 17)
recommend providing monetary and emotional incentives that at-risk
youth especially value. These incentives could be associated with the
work or service that youth perform.
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.) Pregnancy prevention and education for teen parents: provide special
programming to prevent teen pregnancies or to support teens who
become parents (8, 13, 14, 17, 27). Aimed at young men and women,
pregnancy prevention programs would provide comprehensive health
and support services (8, 14, 24, 27). Other programs would help teens
who become parents stay in school by providing daycare for their young
children (8, 27), teaching them parenting and other skills (8, 13, 17, 24),
and involving them in their children's education (13).

Revision in Current SL.oling Practice

Fully three-fourths of the high school reports call for changing current
schooling practices to hetter accommodate youth who are at risk in the high
school years.

Curriculum renewal: change the regular school curriculum; however, the
reports disagree on exactly what changes should be made (2, 5, 8, 11,
14, 23, 25, 26, 27). Some reports (2, 5, 11) suggest offering all students
a common curriculum. This implies ending the widespread practice of
tracking at-risk students into vocational or remedial curricula. Other
reports favor offering all students a challenging curriculum (25, 27) that
could include remedial work in basic skills for at-risk students (14, 25,
26). Other recommended changes include providing technology (8),
adequate technical training (11), and student-centered curriculum and
instruction (23).

Evaluation and accountability: make better use of data on student
progress and on school programs (5, 8, 11, 14, 17, 25, 26 27). Several
reports (11, 14, 17, 27) recommend specific measures or procedures for
data-gathering. These and other reports (5, 8, 11, 17, 25, 26, 27) urge
that schools assess student performance and programs accurately and
base their decisionF about appropriate interventions on that information.
A number of reports (5, 8, 11, 14, 26) connect use of evaluation data with
the idea of increased accountability.

School-based decislonmaking: change conventional forms of school
governance (5, 14, 23, 27). The new forms are described as school-
based leadership, school-based management, and shared or
partiLipato decisionmaking. Although the terms differ, they all mean a
greater role in decisionmaking for school-site staff, and sometimes for
parents, students, and others.
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Conclusion

These recommendations were synthesized from reports by various
organizations with disparate missions, agendas, and priorities. They are united,
however, in their common concern for improving the circumstances of childrel at
risk. The abstracts that follow provide more of the distinctive character and
language of the 27 individual reports and their approaches for dealing with this
important issue.

28
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1. William J. Bennett (1986). First lessons: A Report on Elementary
Education. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Education.

Target Population: Kindergarten through eighth grade.

Summary

Former Secretary of Education Bennett notes that since 1953, no major
national report has examined the condition of elementary education. This
report is his effort to assume that responsibility, which he considers to be of
great importance. The secretary named a study group of 21 distinguished
educators to deliberate on the issue. In addition, the report was informed by
staff research, studies undertaken by public and private organizations around
the country, and correspondence from interested individuals and groups.
Nevertheless, the secretary emphasizes that this statement expresses his
own view. The report describes the condition and direction of elementary
education, as well as makes recommendations in four areas: (1) children,
parents, and the community of adults, (2) curriculum, (3) school
professionals, and (4) school policy.

Recommendations

Seven recommendations were offered by the study group:

The principal goals of elementary education are to build for every child a
strong foundation for further education, for democratic citizenship, and for
eventual entry into responsible adulthood.

The community of adults should exercise responsibility for nurturing,
caring for, and educating children.

Teachers should be granted certification based on demonstrated
knowledge and skills, rather than on paper credentials.

The requirements for becoming a principal should be deregulated in
order to attract more accomplished people from many fields other than
education.

Schools should increase learning time.

Schools should unlock the chronological way that children enter and
progress through the system.
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Curriculum Improvement can be achieved by:

teaching all students to read

incorporating writing into the whole curriculum

providing "hands on" experimental activities in science

emphasizing problem solving in mathematics

encompassing history, geography, and civics into the social studies
for the youngest students

integrating the arts and instruction in the arts into all content areas

providing basic training in computers

including health and physical education

establishing a library and encouraging children to use it.

r.
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2. Business Advisory Commission. (1965, October). Reconnecting Youth: The
Next Stage of Reform. Denver, CO: Education Commission of the States.

Target Population: Youth 14 to 24 years old.

Summary

This report treats the problems presented by America's entry-level labor
force, an increasing proportion of whom are disconnecting from school, from
work, and from mainstream society. Despite their poor motivation, literacy
skills, and work habits, these youth can no longer be overlooked by
employers. The report asks policymakers and leaders in business, labor,
and education to stimulate discussion in their various sectors and to reaffirm
roles for each in Improving opportunities for youth. The report calls on
leaders in all sectors to take action:

Increase visibility of the problem.

Organize new, more effective partnerships and coalitions.

Coordinate currently fragmented programs, agencies, and organizations.

Develop community and state service opportunities.

Raise public and private resources.

Take the risks necessary for getting action.

The report briefly describes selected programs that it considers exemplary.

Reco imendations

At the time of the report, writers Judged that alienated youth were being
served neither by education as then structured nor by recent reforms. The
report's recommendations for education leaders seek to reconnect alienated
high school students potential or actual dropouts to school:

Restructure schools; suggestions to consider include:

schools within schools and other means to establish smaller
ratios of students to adults and longer associations between students
and a set of teachers

more interactive instruction, use of peer teaching and other
cooperative learning techniques
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-- reduction of tracking, especially for vocational and general students

simplification of the curriculum

-- creation of magnet schools and classes.

Provide genuinely alternative programs that effectively can invite dropouts
to drop back in.

Expand cooperative relationships among secondary schools, community
colleges, and four-year post-secondary institutions.
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3. California State Department of Education. (1987). Caught in the Middle:
Educational Reform for Young Adolescents in California Public Schools.
Sacramento, CA: Author.

Target Population: Grades 6 through 8.

Summary

This reform agenda for the middle grades in California is the product of a
year's worth of research and open hearings. Its authors intend it to stimulate
discussion and debate. The case is made for the urgency of major
educatimal reform in grades 6, 7, and 8. Academic integrity and an
intellectually stimulating school environment are stressed, as is the need for
attention to the personal and social development of young adolescents. The
report emphasizes the unfolding intellectual power of young minds and the
corresponding need for new instructional strategies and organizational
models which can translate the principles of middle grade educational reform
into the real world of students and teachers. The report keys its
recommendations to more than 20 principles, which are grouped in five
areas: curriculum and Instruction, student potential, organization and
structure, teaching and administration, and leadership and partnership.

Recommendations

The principles and illustrative examples of recommendations that would
facilitate implementation in the middle school include:

Achieve academic excellence through curriculum and instruction; every
middle grade student should:

pursue a common, comprehensive, academically oriented core
curriculum as well as study elective and exploratory curricula

develop the capacities for critical thought and effective communication

be helped to personalize ideals and to develop the ability to make
reasoned moral and ethical choices

develop a repertoire of learning strategies and study skills to promote
reflective thought and systematic progress toward independent
learning

be the object of instructional practices that emphasize active learning
strategies. A:;tive learning strategies should be consistent with the
goals of the core curriculum and the developmental characteristics of
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young adolescents (e.g., use of student projects, paperbacks, videos,
and other materials supplementary to textbooks).

Realize students potential for intellectual, social, emotional, and physical
development; every middle grade student should;

receive timely information about the relationship between middle and
high school curricula and be encouraged and assisted to attain
content mastery that will provide opportunities for exercising the
broadest range of later academic options (e.g., no automatic tracking
by primary language, handicap, or general ability). Underrepresented
minority students should be offered special efforts and incentives

participate in educational programs that foster personal commitments
to academic achievement (e.g., extended time blocks to allow for
personal relationships with teachers and cooperative learning; peer
tutoring)

receive specific primary health care services and counseling if
indicated (e.g., school-based student study teams, advising programs,
and clinics; access to community services through interagency
collaboration).

Create new learning environments through organization and structural
changes; every middle grade student should:

experience a school culture which reflects a student-centered
philosophy

have access to and be encouraged to take part in extracurricular and
intramural activities which feature participation, interaction,
competition, and service

be accountable for significant standards of academic excellence and
personal behavior (e.g., participate with parents and school personnel
in formulating rules)

experience a successful transition among elementary, middle, and
high schools (e.g., gradual movement from self-contained to
departmentalized organization, inter-school visitation, and assignment
of welcoming mentors for students)

attend a middle school that is configured to include grades 6, 7, and 8,
and that is funded by the same state formula as elementary and high
schools
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experience a school schedule that directly reflects other principles of
middle grade education and that facilitates equal access by all
students to the full range of academic and student support programs
(e.g., differentiated and/or alternating time blocks for various subjects,
including counseling and guidance programs)

experience programs thai are assessed comprehensively, where the
data are applied to Improve programs and services (e.g., development
of nontraditional assessment measures, reports to local communities).

Prepare for exemplary teaching and administration; middle grade
teachers and principals should:

-- have specialized training in middle grades core curriculum,
instructional strategies, and young adolescent development

-- participate in comprehensive, long-range staff development programs
which emphasize professional collegiality.

Define the leadership and partnership catalysts for reform:

-- parents, communities, and school boards should share accountability
for middle grade educational reform (e.g., hold local forums to discuss
recommendations)

local school districts, institutions of higher education, and the State
Department of Education should promote the creation and funding of
100 model middle schools.
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4. Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development (1989, June). Turning
Points: Preparing American Youth for the 21st Century. Report of the Task
Force on Education of Young Adolescents. New York, NY: Carnegie
Corporation of New York.

Target Population: At-risk youth 10 to 15 years old.

Summery

The Carnegie Council on Adolescent Development looks on early
adolescence as a significant turning point for future life choices. Especially
concerned with youngsters who are vulnerable to multiple high-risk behaviors
and to school failure, the council conferred with selected experts in health,
school-community relations, and schooling, reviewed papers on these
subjects, and visited a handful of schools across the country. The council
concluded that schools potentially are society's most powerful force to turn
at-risk youth around. However, the current organization and curriculum of
schools render them unfit for the task. The council's report summarizes the
risks for young adolescents and suggests how schools should reconstitute
themselves to meet the intellectual and emotional needs of all children, and
of at-risk children most of all.

Recommendations

The report presents the following recommendations for middle grade
schools:

Create small communities for learning. Various configurations can
promote the desired intimacy and stability. These include schools-within-
schools, teams, and assignment of adult advisors.

Teach a core of common knowledge. This core academic program
would teach youngsters to think critically, to develop healthy and ethical
lifestyles, and to become responsible citizens. Youth service would be
included along with more traditional course work; courses themselves
would be organized around interdisciplinary study. New approaches to
assessment would have to accompany these new currici liar emphases.

Ensure success for all students. Instructional arrangements that would
support this recommendation include cooperative learning techniques
(such as small group activities and cross-age tutoring) to substitute for
tracking, flexible scheduling within the school day and in an extended
school day or year, and adequate resources (staffing, facilities, and
materials) and contractual authority to carry these out.
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Empower teachers and administrators for school decisionmaking. This
recommendation would give teachers a role in schoolwide governance,
as well as greater control and responsibility over the time and specific
content of their own instructional program. Serving with teachers in the
governance structure could be other school staff, parents, students, and
community representatives. A house leader or lead teacher would
perform some coordinating and administrative duties for each subunit
within the school and also would participate in schoolwide governance.

Employ staff who are expert in working with young adolescents. This
would entail preservice preparation in early adolescent development,
cultural differences, teamwork, and one or more subject matters. Middle
grades certification or endorsement on teachers' licenses would reflect
their special training.

Foster youngsters' health and fitness. Schools can accomplish this
recommendation by providing access to health and counseling services
and by becoming health-promoting environments. This should include
assignment of on-site health coordinators and consideration of school-
based clinics.

Engage families in their young adolescents' education. Schools can
foster meaningful relationships with parents by communicating with them
about school programs and student progress, helping them support
learning at home and in school, and enabling them to participate in
school governance.

Connect schools with communities. School-community collaboration
should entail use of community resources to support curricular and co-
curricular activities -- including career guidance and the identification of
student service opportunities within the community and the
establishment of formal partnerships to facilitate student access to health
and other social services.

The report also specifies what other groups can do to expedite the
implementation of these recommendations in schools. For example, leaders
in higher education are asked to institute changes in preservice education of
middle grades teachers. States ale asked to convene task forces to consider
the recommendations as well as new policy mechanisms for motivating
change. National leaders are urged to establish a comprehensive federal
policy for youth development. The private and philanthropic sectors are
encouraged to extend their efforts on behalf of earli adolescents and to
participate in a continuing national forum on middle grades education.
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5. The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. (1988). An
Imperiled Generation: Saving Urban Schools. Lawrenceville, NJ: Princeton
University Press.

Target Population: Urban school children.

Summary

This report focuses on what the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
Teaching perceives as today's most urgent educational challenge -- the
improvement of urban schools. The report expresses the concern that the
reform movement of the early 1980$, launched to upgrade the education of
all students, is irrelevant to many children in urban schools and has
bypassed the most deeply troubled schools. Primary data sources for the
report were visits to six cities, where students, teachers, and principals were
interviewed and school conditions and procedures were observed. Based on
these data, the report proposes a comprehensive program representing the
best practices of which the foundation was aware. The proposal consists of
the following prioritiev

commitment to educate all children

new governance procedures

an educational renewal program for the local school

partnerships to link the school to a network of local, state, and federal
support.

For each priority, the report describes current school conditions and
problems, and recommends ways to address these problems. The report
also proposes creation of a national Urban Schools Program. Proposed
provisions include increased funding for Head Start, child nutrition, and
Chapter I; subsidized afternoon and summer enrichment for poor children;
teacher renewal through institutes and teacher centers; loans for school
construction and refurbishing; grants for school innovation; and incentives for
higher education to establish special relationships wtth urban schools.

Recommendations

The report recommends action in its priority areas:

Affirm that every student can succeed. Urban schools should have high
expectations for all students, not just the most advantaged. They should
provide developmentally appropriate approaches to learning.
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Build an effective governance structure. Elements should include:

school-based leadership and decisionmaking

school board support through provision of adequate financial
resources, selection of qualffied administrators and teachers, and
recruitment of groups and agencies seeking to enrich school
programs

regular evaluation of school goals, procedures, and student progress

review of unsatisfactory progress by a team of education officials,
parents, teachers, and college faculty.

Create a network of support beyond the school. Connections should be
forged with parents, higher education, corporations, and the state. States
should avoid tedious regulation and should assure greater equity in
financing.

Introduce at every school a comprehensive program of renewal; elements
should include:

-- small school units

-- clearly defined school goals and a core curriculum

-- flexible scheduling arrangements (e.g., weekend programs, extended
school year, and early college entry)

-- good facilities and equipment.

Introduce a program of renewal specifically for the early learning years
which includes:

adequate child nutrition programs

community health projects

Head Start or an alternative preschool program to every eligible child

an ungraded basic school with small classes and an emphasis on
language (reading, writing, communication) for children in

kindergarten to fourth grade

parent involvement

1 (1 0
4.1
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-- good facilities through refurbishing schools and providing learning
resources, such as libraries and laboratories, all of which is supported
by federal funding.
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6. Child Welfare League of America. (1988). The First 100 Days: A
Children's Initiative Direction for Pres !dent Bush and the 101st Congress.
Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Pregnancy through high school.

Summary

Formed in 1910 in response to a call by President Theodore Roos welt for the
first White House Conference on Children, the Child Welfare League of
America (CWLA) is now the oldest voluntary organization in this country
concerned with the improvement of care for abused, neglected, and troubled
children. It is comprised of 525 public and voluntary agencies and 1000
affiliates. In October 1987, the CWLA initiated a non-partisan public
education campaign, the Children's Presidential Campaign. The goal was to
place children's issues high on the agenda of every presidential candidate in
the coming election. As part of the campaign, CWLA developed a 12-point
program to form the basis of a national policy for children and families. To
continue the process, CWLA produced the present document. The First 100
Days is both a conceptual framework and a list of specific recommendations
for executive and legislative branch action. These recommendations have
been solicited from member agencies, and are thought to represent the best
thinking in child welfare practice. Some of these recommendations are
directly related to the primary concerns of child welfare advocates (e.g., child
abuse and neglect, adoptions, income security; others are of special interest
to educators.

Recommendations

Congress should provide the following assistance to young children and their
families:

Establish a health care financing mechanism so that all Americans, of all
ages, working or non-working, have either public or private health
insurance to cover physical and mental health care.

Review all existing federal programs that affect children and their families,
and craft comprehensive new legislation that would initiate a national
commitment to preserve and strengthen families through a broad range
of supports (e.g., prevention and intervention).

Increase funds for existing food and nutrition programs for children.

Fund fully the Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) program so that all
eligible low-income women, infants, and children can be served.
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Reintroduce and pass the Act for Better Child Care, which would establish
a framework for the provision of high quality, affordable, and accessible
child care in every state, including family and center care, with training,
monitoring, and upgrading of salaries and standards.

Fund fully the Head Start program.

Congress should provide the following assistance to adolescents at risk:

Establish and fully fund comprehensive programs for pregnant
adolescents, young parents, and their children.

Pass the Voluntary National Youth Service/American Conservation Corps
Act, which would establish a youth work program modeled after those of
the 1930s.

Pass a major youth employment bill to improve the Job Training
Partnership Act, with emphasis on assisting disadvantaged youth.

Promote and fund youth participation programs emphasizing peer
support to prevent teen pregnancy, suicide, and substance abuse.

Increase federal funding for Chapter 1 Compensatory Education
programs.
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7. Commission on Work, Family, and Citizenship. (1988, November). The
Forgotten Half: Pathways to Success for America's Youth and Young
Families. Washington, D.C.: The William T. Grant Foundation.

Target Population: Non-college bound youth 16 to 24 years old.

Summary

This report focuses on the needs of the istimated 20 million youth from age
16 to 24 whose schooling ends with a high school diploma or less. Often
viewed by society and themselves as failures, these young people face more
limited futures than did non-college bound youth a generation ago. In the
coming years, they can expect underemployment or unemployment, and
correspondingly constrained opportunities for supporting families or enjoying
material success. The report documents a pattern of underinvestment In
American youth generally and in this group specifically. To provide the
needed opportunities for service, education, employment, and training, the
report advocates examining existing programs and expanding those that
work well. In addition, the report suggests consolidating existing delivery
systems, targeting efforts for at-risk youth and others with acute problems,
and intervening with those who missed prevention or early intervention
programs.

Recommendations

The report recommends four major strategies to help non-college bound
youth enter the adult world successfully. Recommendations, especially
those with implication for schools, are highlighted below.

Enhance the quality of youth-adult relationships. Given the increasing
strains on American family life, the public and private sectors should
increase their responsiveness to working parents. Examples related to
education include the need for:

-- new forms of parent involvement in schools

-- development of after-school care for older children and adolescents

mentoring programs

revision of welfare regulations to accept fathers' participation in
education and training programs as part of the required parental
oblIgation.

Expand community supports for families and individual opportunities for
service; examples for schools include:
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development of systems for coordinating the full array of
developmental, preventive, and remedial services for families through
community schools or other means

creation of attractive opportunities for youth to serve their schools and
communities.

Extend and improve employment and training opportunities; examples for
schools include:

-- creation of alliances or compacts of business, education, and
community resources to monitor and reward individual achievement

development of approaches to ease the passage from school to work

establishment of special funds to Improve schooling as outlined.

Support legislation for demonstration projects designed to increase
access to post-secondary education.
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8. Committee for Economic Development (1987) Children in Need:
Investment Strategies for the Educationally Disadvantaged. New Yor1c, NY:
Author.

Target Population: All disadvantaged children.

Summary

The Committee for Economic Development (CED) is an independent
nonprofit, nonpartisan, and nonpolitical research and educational
organization of over 200 business executives and educators. In 1987, CED
reported its recommendations for meeting the special needs of the growing
underclass of the educationally disadvantaged. The report urges business
leaders, educators, and policymakers to look beyond the traditional
classroom boundaries and provide early and sustained intervention in the
lives of these children. The report calls for partnerships among families,
schools, businesses, and community organizations that can bolster the
health, education, and well-being of the whole child, beginning with the
formative years. The report recommends that policymakers adopt a three-
part strategy for improving the prospects of disadvantaged children,
specifically:

prevention through early intervention -- programs that focus on children
from birth to age five and on teenagers who are most at risk of premature
parenthood

restructuring the foundations of education -- changes that are needed in
the structure, staffing, management, and financing of schools

retention and re-entry -- targeted programs that combine comprehensive
educational, employment, health, and social services for students still in
school and for dropouts.

Brief descriptions of promising programs are also included.

Recommendations

Early learning years intervention programs should accomplish the following:

Provide prenatal and postnatal health care and rutritional guidance for
pregnant teens and other high-risk mothers and follow-up health care and
developmental screening for their infants.

Keep pregnant teens and those with babies in school.
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Provide parenting education for both mothers and fathers, family health
care, and nutritional guidance.

Provide day care for mothers in school, preferably on-site.

Provide quality child care arrangements for poor working parents that
stress social development and school readiness.

Provide quality preschool programs for all disadvantaged three- and four-
year-olds.

Mobilize support systems on behalf of disadvantaged families and
children to provide home visitor programs, parent-child centers, and
family resource programs.

Until now the "neglected alleyway of educational reform," middle and junior
high schools, should become a major focus of reform. CED recommends
the restructuring of schools to provide a productive educational environment.
Such an environment would include skilled and caring teachers and
administrators, a safe and inviting facility, stimulating academic curriculum,
and necessary social supports. This would entail new and comprehensive
research and restructuring along general lines, as well as adoption of the
following measures:

Provide for smaller schools, smaller classes, and more individualized
instruction.

Develop resources for better guidance and counseling.

Encourage greater parental involvement.

Establish specialized teacher training and recruitment.

High school programs for disadvantaged youth should accomplish the
following:

Provide smaller, alternative settings that focus on improving students'
motivation, skills, and self-esteem.

Combine work experience and basic skills training.

Improve career and personal guidance services and institute mentoring
programs.

Integrate up-to-date technology into the curriculum.
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Help pregnant teens and teen mothers to stay in school, for example, by
providing prenatal and parenting education and on-site day care for
teens' children.

Develop new relationships with parents and Communities for meeting the
special academic, social, and health needs of disadvantaged
adolescents.

Assure continuous funding.

Provide for ongoing evaluation of students' progress and program
success.

Hold school districts, administrators, and staff members accountable for
the performance of schools serving large numbers of disadvantaged
children.
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9. Council of Chief State School Officers, (1988). Early Childhood and Family
Education: Foundations for Success. Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Birth through age 5.

Surnmary

The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) has explored ways to
meet the myriad needs of children and their families in order for children to
gain maximum benefits from school. The council developed three related
documents: (1) a statement on the nationwide importance of early childhood
and family education, (2) state-by-state profiles on state actions to meet the
comprehensive needs of children ages zero through five and their parents,
and (3) a guide for state action, deliaeating steps for state involvement in
early childhood and family education and related services.

The CCSSO statement calls for the creation of new ways of supporting
families and assuring that each child's earliest years provide the foundation
for a creative life. It focuses on the responsibilities of educators and calls for
the establishment of 11 state guarantees for at-risk children and youth,
including provision of early childhood and parent education programs. The
council believes that the single most important investment to be made in
education is ths provision of high quality programs for the nation's youngest
children, especially for those who are most at risk, and for their families. This
investment must be accompanied by strategies for establishing strong
standards of quality and the assurance of broad and deep collaboration
among agencies at each governmental level and across levels.

CCSSO calls for direct, creative, and expanded assistance to young children
and their families based on the following principles:

All children should have equal access to high quality early childhood
programs and service.

All families should have access to assistance that will help care for and
educate their children.

Each child should have access to early childhood programs that assist in
developing a full range of fundemental social, emotional, physical, and
cognitive abilities.

Early childhood developmental programs should be extended into and
integrated with the elementary school program.

Resources and programs for young children and families should be
coordinated to assure availability, effectiveness, and comprehensiveness.
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Recommendations

The CCSSO suggests the following strategies for change:

Make available high quality early childhood services for all children, with
concentration of public resources on early childhood programs for
children at risk.

Strengthen capacities of families by providing needed assistance,
including:

programs that reach new parents and establish supportive
partnerships to help their children

support in fulfilling family roles at home

assurances that the patterns and scheduling of formal schooling will
be consonant with previous experiences of the children

sensitivity to the culture of the family.

Assure standards of quality for early childhood programs that will require:

a developmentaiiy appropriate approach

prepared and supported staff

appropriate adult-child ratio

a length of program day, year, and continuous learning environment
matched to family needs

evaluation of programs and child progress based on developmental
goals.

Collaborate broadly for comprehensive services to young children and
farnilies:

-- supported by the public and policymakers through interagency and
intergovernmental forums to establish clear goals and solutions for
children's needs, to implement services jointly, and to provide
continual evaluation of progress
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-- encouraged by the leadership of schools

required by statutory provisions

-- supported by increased funding.
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10. Council of Chief State School Officers. (1988). A Guide for State Action:
Early Childhood and Family Education. Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Birth through age 5.

Summary

The Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) has explored ways to
meet the myriad needs of children and their families in order for children to
gain maximum benefits from school. The council developed three related
documents: (1) a statement on the nationwide importance of early childhood
and family education, (2) state-by-state profiles on state actions to meet the
comprehensive needs of children ages zero through five and their parents,
and (3) a guide for state action, delineating steps for state involvement in
early childhood and family education and related services.

The guide is designed to assist each state assess its current early childhood
and family education policies and programs by drawing upon the collective
experience of other states. The information was collected primarily by a
CCSSO study commission survey on early childhood education, child care,
parental education, and health and social seMcas programs for young
children. It provides the most comprehensive set of descriptions to date on
state and agency action to address the complex needs of young at-risk
children and their families. The expectation is that chief state school officers
could use this guide in setting the direction and determining the best actions
for implementation of programs in their states.

The guide provides recommendations for action in support of high quality
early childhood and family educe:ion in five areas: the state policy role,
coalitions and coordination, prigram guidelines, staffing, and national
support. The guide also presents an overview of the unmet needs of children
at risk and the barriers to comprehensive service, as well as examples
illustrating how these have been addressed or resolved in some settings.
The guide describes the federal context of state efforts to provide early
childhood and family education, and concludes with policy
recommendations.

Recommendations

The guide's recommendations are listed by the five areas below:
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State policy role, states should:

provide comprehensive and acces3ible early childhood and family
education services for all children from birth

establish a state council and encourage establishment of local
councils to advise in planning for delivery of comprehensive services

establish standards and regulations to ensure high qualit
comprehensive services (including bur not limited to: developmentally
appropriate practices; family involvement and education; approplate
adult-child ratios, facilities, staff training and credentialing; and
optional full-day and full-year schedules)

develop multiple measures for assessing the readiness and
development of children

fund the services through existing federal, late, and local resources
as well as new public and private funding

serve as an example for other state agencies arid the private sector by
establishing models of early childhood services for their employens.

Coalitions and coordination, states should:

-- develop an integrated policy and action plan

-- acknowledge, build upon, and enhance successful systems and
providers (both non-profit and for-profit)

-- establish coalitions of educators, human services providers, business
leaders, and citizens to assist with securing funding, ensuring access,
and providing staff training for the delivery of services.

Program guidelines, states should:

-- ensure that programs contain child care and developmentally
appropriate education components, and be sensitive to the culture
and language of the child and farnili

require the integration and extension of the developmental approach
and other elements of comprehensive high quality early childhood
services into elementary education
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-- establish a data collection and monitoring system which identifies the
needs of young children and promotes the coordination of services for
them.

Staffing, states should:

establish competency-based standards for different staffing levels, as
well provide quality supervision and ongoing training on site

establish early childhood staffing training programs on family
involvement and education.

National support, states should:

participate in the development of a national clearinghouse on model
programs, effective practices, and relevant research

place on the national education agenda resources for the continuation
of research on early childhood services

push for the federal resources to support universally accessible
services.
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11. The Council of Chief State School Officers. (1987). Assuring School Success
for Students at Risk. Washington, D.C.: Author.

Target Population: All at-risk students, preschool to grade 12.

Summary

In 1987, the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) issued a
statement presenting the council's beliefs about the problems of students at
risk. The statement set forth "guarantees" that states should implement to
assure that at-risk children and youth receive the educational and supporting
services essential for educational success. These guarantees were based on
the following principles:

In each state there must be an equitable opportunity for each person to
earn a high school diploma at public expense.

Each person, with the rare exception of severe disability, has the capacity
to meet the standards for a high school diploma.

Recognizing that different individuals learn in different ways, how students
are successfully taught should vary; what each student learns, however,
must include a challenging and common curriculum.

The nation's chief education officers are obligated to provide education
programs and to assure other necessary related services so that this
nation enters the 21st Century with virtually all students graduating from
high school.

The statement acknowledges that local, state, and federal governments all
contribute financial support for education. However, the CCSSO stresses
that the state bears the fundamental responsibility for elementary and
secondary education. Moreover, states must lead the way to provide
resources for uniformly high quality programs, to strengthen the practice of
teaching, to provide help and incentives for increasing schools' effectiveness,
and to guarantee all children a genuine opportunity for high school
graduation backed by affirmative practices for children at risk.

Recommendations

Of the guarantees, one pertains specifically to early childhood and three
pertain to early elementary school:

States should guarantee a parent and early childhood development
program ideally beginning for children by age three, but no later than age
four.
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States should guarantee a program for participation of families as
partners in learning at home and at school as their children proceed

toward high school graduation.

States should guarantee effective supporting health and social services to
overcome conditions which put the student at risk of failing to graduate
from high school.

States should guarantee education information about students, schools,

school districts, and the states to enable identification of students at risk
and to report on school conditions and performance. The information
must be sufficient to let one know whether the above guarantees are
being met and to provide a basis for local and state policies to improve

student and school performance.

According to the CCSSO statement, for children and youth at risk of failure to

graduate from high school:

States should guarantee quality program and supplementary educational
services that are integrated with the regular program and are necessary
for making progress toward high school graduation.

States should guarantee enrollment in a school which demonstrates
substantial and sustained student progress.

States should guarantee enrollment in a school with appropriately certified

staff which has continuous professional development.

States should guarantee enrollment in a school with systematically
designed and delivered instruction of demonstrable effectiveness, and

with adequate and effective learning technologies and materials.

States should guarantee enrollment in a school with safe and functional
facilities.

states should guarantee an individual learning guide mapping the way to
high school graduation, prepared with parental and student input and

approval.

States should guarantee a program enlisting parents as partners in

learning at home and at school.

States should guarantee health and social services effective in

overcoming conditions which put the student at risk.
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States should guarantee education information about students, schools,
school districts, and state systems to enable identification of students at
risk, diagnosis of school needs, and monitoring of progress.

States should guarantee procedures to assure these guarantees are met.
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12. Dorman, Gayle. (1987). Improving Middle-Grade Schools: A Framework for
Action. Carrboro, NC: Center for Early Adolescence.

Target Population: Middle school grades.

Summary

This monograph describes the Middle Grades Assessment Program (MGAP)
of the Center for Early Adolescence as a tool to help schools become more
academically productive and developmentally responsive. The description
includes a brief characterization of early adolescence and a revised definition
of effective schools. Both inform the criteria MGAP uses in its instruments for
assessment and school improvement planning. According to MGAP,
effective middle grade schools are:

safe

academically effective

responsive to young adolescents' developmental needs for diversity,
competence and achievement, structure and clear limits, meaningful
participation in school and community, self-exploration and self-definition,
positive social interaction both with peers and adults, and physical
activity.

Case studies of MGAP efforts in 11 schools are included. The monograph
states that the MGAP approach works because it is a participatory, building-
based process that promotis and reinforces commitment to school
improvement. Among the lessons drawn from the case studies are that
schools are capable of assessing and improving themselves, but that
participants' energy flows unevenly during the effort; the effort must begin
with a clear statement of goals and responsibilities; the principal and
teachers play crucial roles; and supervisors, students' parents, and citizens
are also instrumental.

Recommendations

MGAP experience suggests that successful middle school improvement must
meet several conditions. These include:

Those adopting the MGAP approach should first accept the MGAP criteria
for defining successful middle grade schools.

The school principal must be receptive to critical scrutiny of the entire
school and be prepared for the intense momentum for change that may
ensue.
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Leadership for the assessment must be clearly defined, acknowledged,
and accepted.

The principal and faculty must perceive a problem that an assessment
could illuminate and be willing to address It.

The principal and faculty must be at least minimally competent and
functioning in a school at least minimally safe and orderly.

The school and district administration should guarantee that they will not
undermine the use of assessment findings in the improvement effort.
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13. Education Commission of the States. (1988). Drawing in the Family: Family
Involvement in Schools. Denver: Author.

Target Population: School-age children.

Summary

In this report, the Education Commission of the States (ECS) advocates that
states enact policies to enhance parent involvement because parent
involvement guarantees children's success in school. Three ways to
increase parent involvement are seen:

Involve parents from the very beginning of parenthood.

Raise the nation's consciousness about the Importance of parent
Involvement.

Reach out to parents at the local level.

The report contains examples of activities or programs parents and
educators can undertake, descriptions of selected state programs, and
recommended state actions. Some references to supporting research are
also Included. Individual chapters treat connecting families and schools,
Improving the home environment, and Improving the school environment.
Recommended strategies for state action are grouped under three main
headings: provision of leadership, encouragement of innovation, and
support for legislation.

Recommendations:

The report acknowledges that programs for involving parents In secondary
schools are rare, but affirms their effectiveness In Improving student
achievement. The report also notes that teenage parents -- In or out of
school -- should be Included with other types of famIlles In parent
Involvement programs.

While stressing the centrality of schools themselves In Involving parents, the
report outlines how states can help:

States can provide leadership. For example, states can create an
hospitable climate for parent Involvement and raise public awareness
e'vut tile economic and social benefits of involvement in the schools.

States can encourage Innovations. To help schools implement programs,
state can provide creative funding, develop and/or recognize exemplary
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programs, provide training and other technical assistance, and identify
and coordinate governmental and community resources.

States can support legislation. States can be proactive in supporting new
legislation that promotes parent involvement and reactive in clearing away
restrictive legislation. Other legislative or administrative actions include
initiating interagency collaboration, naming parents to state accountability
committees, and establishing state offices for parent involvement.
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14. Institute for Educational Leadership. (1987). Dropouts in America: Enough
is Known for Action. Washington, D.C.: Author.

Target Population: At-risk children (potential and actual dropouts).

Summary

This report was sponsored by the Institute for Educational Leadership(IEL) to
determine how much was known about attacking the problem of school
dropouts. After reviewing research, existing programs, and policy trends, the
authors concluded that enough was known to make a start. The report itself
profiles dropouts, identifies the major risk factors associated with the
decision to leave school, and suggests prevention strategies that begin in the
early elementary grades end continue through high school. Both school-
based and other intervention strategies for dropouts are discussed. Brief
references to model programs are interspersed throughout the text.
However, an advisor to the report cautions that the recommended practices
are better understood as promising rather than proven. The report's various
policy recommendations express the themes that dropout programs must:

respond to adolescents' distinct and individual needs

respond ti the many social and economic problems that afflict poor and
minority youngsters

address the crisis of competency that immobilizes many at-risk youth.

The report appeals for a comprehensive, integrated approach to dropout
prevention. This approach would incorporate ongoing collaboration between
the public and private sectors to provide individualized education,
remediation, social services, skill development, and employment for at-risk
youth.

Recommendations:

Recommendations for dropout prevention and intervention during the school
years Include:

Provide mentorship and intensive, sustained counseling for troubled
youngsters.

Integrate comprehensive health and support systems for pregnancy
prevention and services for teenaged mothers.

Utilize concentrated remediation with individualized instruction and
competency-based curricula.
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Promote effective school-business collaboration, providing access to the
mainstream economy.

Provide financial and emotinnal incentives for students to stay in school.

Establish full-time, year-round schools and enriched summer programs.

Facilitate parent involvement in educational and discipline matters.

Require school-based management and accountability based on accurate
attendance and dropout information.

Identify appropriate resources and accountability measures for local
school systems and states.
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15. Massachusetts Advocacy Center and The Center for Eariy Adolescence.
(1988). Before It's Too Late: Dropout Prevention in the Middle Grades.
Carrboro, NC: Author.

Target Population: Vulnerable youngsters, ages 11 through 15.

Summary

This monograph draws from research on early school leaving, middle level
education, school reform, and adolescent development to explore how
schools can strengthen their holding power for dropout-prone youngsters
ages 11 through 15. The monograph introduces its description of the middle
school features and practices that successfully deter dropouts, with sections
on why dropouts leave school and how middle schools are currently
performing. The overriding theme is that good schools themselves are the
most compelling reason for students to resist dropping out. Schools
deemed successful encourage personal interactions through team teaching
and small school units, provide a diverse curriculum with an interdisciplinary
focus and connections to student lives, use flexible scheduling, and
systematize teacher-based guidance.

The authors argue that all segments of the school community must be
involved in efforts to increase individual schools' holding power. School
district administrators, board members, and state officials must bolster these
efforts with political, symbolic, and substantive acts of their own. One critical
step for district-level decisionmakers is to review and revise districtwide
policies that are developmentally and educationally hazardous and that
contribute to dropping out.

The authors suggest staging the reform of middle school education over
more than five years. An initial stage of review, assessment, and planning
should take up to one year. An intermediate stage of implementing inital
plans and planning and implementing structural, curricular, and instructional
reforms should last from two to five years. A final stage of establishing
evaluation and change as an ongoing process is viewed as a long-range
task.

Recommendations

The report summarizes promising approaches to dropout prevention as
found in the literature:

Utilize academic and remedial approaches that are developmentally
responsive, such as accelerated learning, summer programs, cooperative
learning, and cross-age tutoring.
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Include experiential activities, such as career exploration.

Provide counseling and social servios In collaboration with other
agencies to support students in crisis, as well as in normal development.

Offer alternative education in separate settings or schools-within-schools
that adhere to principles for successful schools.

improve schools overall to strengthen the learning environment for all
students and adults -- through the features described above.

The authors present seven basic principles to guide dropout preventionefforts In the middle grades:

Focus primarily on changing school practices and policies that putstudents at risk.

Focus on broadening and diversifying opportunities in the educationalmainstream so that students with a variety of learning styles, paces, andneeds can experlence success.

Develop programs on a school-by-school basis with th, involvement ofteachers, parents, students, administrative staff, and community workersat all schools.

Take into account the normal developmental oeeds of young adolescents.

Acknowledge the broad cultural diversity and richness of the studentpopulation.

Include parents in meaningful roles.

Collaborate actively with community-based agencies to provide services
for students at risk In middle school and to expand programs offered toall students.
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16. MDC, Inc. (1988). America's Sharne, America's Hope: Twelve Million Youth
at Risk. Chapel Hill, NC: Author.

Target Population: At-risk youth.

Summary

Produced for the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, this report examines how
at-risk youth fared in the education reform movement of the 1980s. The
report is based on a discussion by a distinguished panel of experts in youth
training and education. Their discussion was informed by a review of the
federal role in education reform and a 1987-88 survey of actions states took
during the 1980s. The results of this inquiry are reported in various forms.
These include examples of programs by program type, narratives of state
actions in 14 states, a continuum describing the phases of state policy and
program development, and recommendations tied to 13 findings.

The report concludes that there is no comprehensive federal policy for at-risk
youth, despite public warnings from many quarters. States also lack
overarching policy. State actions have been piecemeal, and inadequately
funded and evaluated. Most of the report's recommendations are directed to
state policymakers.

Recommendations

Recommendations directed to state policymakers include:

Establish a standing commission on at-risk youth to recommend a
concerted program of state action.

Establish a single cabinet-level agency or office to implement and
coordinate the commission's recommendations.

Conduct a public awareness campaign to inform the public of the needs
of at-risk youth and to educate school personnel and others about
available programs and models.

Pass comprehensive legislation establishing state policy for meeting the
needs of at-risk youth and increasing their graduation rates.

Restructure schools via local district action.

Reform the fiscal structure to assure equity between richer and poorer
school districts.
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17. MNIer, S. M., Nicolau, S., Orr, M. T., Vaidivieso, R., and Walker, G. (1988).
Too Ude to Patch: Reconsidering Second-chance Opportunities for Hispanic
and Other Dropouts. Washington, D.C.: Hispanic Policy Development
Project.

Target Population: Hispanic and other youth, 16 to 24.

Summary

This report explores the problems that currently prevent young Hispanics
from gaining employment in the economic mainstream. Essentially, many
Hispanic youth lack the skills that available jobs require. They also lack
access to appropriate training. Even those who have acquired basic skills
find they can only get low-level, dead-end jobs. In part, the report is based
on a survey of programs funded by the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA)
in 30 major Hispanic markets. The report examines gaps in service and
support providbd by JTPA, one of very few sources of training for out-of-
school, unskilled youth. An appendix presents the study results.

Overall, the report concludes that existing arrangements fall to serve the
estimated 1.8 million Hispanics and significant numbers of other at-risk
American youth. The writers believe that good programs can benefit at-risk
Hispanic youth, and that developing these programs is both manageable and
affordable, Although they recommend collaboration among government,
schools, business, labor, and social services, they also stress that
collaboration alone is not enough. Collaborating parties also need to discard
old, individual systems and create new ones.

Recommendations

The report describes "supply-side options" to increase the employability of
Hispanic youth. These include the following recommendations that relate
specifically to education at the high school level.

Incorporate proposed federal changes in JTPA. This would enable
service to at-rlsk youth In school between ages 14 and 21. Programs
should include:

instruction in enriched basic skills and tutoring during the school year;
instruction in life skills and work experience In the summer

-- counseling and mentoring

-- training in pre-employment and socialization skills.
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Follow students for two years after they leave school. The state board of
education should operate a centralized data bank that tracks the needs of
individuals and available services.

Use multiple program approaches to reach recent dropouts. Such
programs should link education and job training, acknowledge these
youths' need for cash and short-term rewards, and inculcate hope for the
future.

Outreach intensively to long-term dropouts. This should include parent
education for young mothers through their children's schools.

Provide alternative schools for returning dropouts. These schools should
offer students counseling and promote the staff's personal support for
students. Vocational education programs can function as acceptable
alternatives only if they provide up-to-date technical training and include
job placement.

Link education and work. The workplace should offer education through
apprenticeship programs, computer-assisted instruction, or job-related
instruction in basic skills.

Evaluate programs over time. Reliable evaluations are needed to assess
the effectiveness of new and continuing programs.
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18, National Association for the Education of Young Children. (1987).
Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs Serving
Children from Birth through Age 8. Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Birth through age 8.

&mimeo

This document is the work of a national commission of early childhood
professionals. It presents the National Association for the Education of
Young Children's (NAEYC) official position statement on developmentally
appropriate practices in early childhood programs serving children from birth
through age 8. Guidelines generated from research and practice provide
specific suggestions about the application of developmentally appropriate
tactless in four areas: curriculum, adult-child interactions, relations between
the home and program, and evaluation. Specificdescriptions of appropriate,
as well as, inappropriate practises are suggested for each age group (infants,
toddlers, three-, four-, and five-year-olds, and primary grades). The
document is designed for teachers, administrators, parents, policymakers,
and others Involved with programs serving young children in schools,
centers, and homes. The document concludes with a discussion of major
policy implications and recommendations.

Recommendations

The following are non-age-specific summaries of the guidelines proposed in
this document and are designed to provide an overview of developmentally
appropriate practices.

Curriculum should be:

comprehensive and integrative, addressing physical emotional, social,
and cognitive developmental needs

age-appropriate and Individual-appropriate

conducive to creative and active exploration, as well as intensive
involvement and interaction with adults, other children, and materials

relevant to the lives of young children and based upon learning
activities and materials that are concrete and real

responsive to a wide range of developmental interests and abilities

stimulating, challenging, and engaging
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-- multicultural and nonstereotyping

-- balanced between rest and active movement.

Adult-child interaction should:

respond quickly and directly to children's' needs

provide varied opportunities for communication

facilitate children's' successful completion of tasks by providing
support, physical proximity, and encouragement

be attuned to children exhibiting stress and provide comfort
apl iropriately

facilitate the development of self-esteem

facilitate the development of self-control

exercise responsibility and adequate supervision over children.

Relations between the home and program should encourage:

-- parents to observe and participate in their children's development,
and establish and maintain frequent contacts teachers and families

-- teachers and parents to exchange information and insights regularly

-- teachers, parents, agencies, programs, and consultants who may
have educational responsibility for children at different times to share
developmental information about them as they pass from one level or
program to another.

Developmental evaluation of children should:

use diverse information, parficularly observations by teachers and
parents

identify thildren who have special needs and/or are at risk and plan
appropriate curriculum for them

secure a developmentally appropriate placement in public schools for
every child of legal entry age.
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In order to implement these guidelines, NAEYC recommends that
policymakers at the state and local levels support college-level specialized
preparation in early childhood/child development, supervision for teachers
who lack experience with younger age groups, and appropriate adult-child
ratios.
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19. National Association of Secondary School Principals. (1985). An Agenda for
Excellence at the Middle Level. Reston, VA: Author.

Target Population: Middle school children.

Summary

This statement by the National Association of Secondary School Principal's
(NASSP) Council on Middle Level Education examines 12 dimensions of
schooling necessary for excellence at the middle level. The statement's
central themes include:

organizing schooling around children's needs

preparing teachers to work with middle-school-age children

creating focused and rewarding environments both for children and adults

connecting middle :chools to elementary and high schools, as well as to
the community.

Recommendations

The council presented recommendations in the areas of:

Articulate and disseminate a set of core values to guide individual and
institutional policies and practices. These should include respect for
diversity, commitment to learning and intellectual activity, and individual
responsibility for personal behavior and the welfare of the school
community.

Promote a school climate that supports excellence and achievement. For
example, reward academic performance, focus teacher attention and
evaluation on students abilities and difficulties, and create a caring and
supportive atmosphere for all students.

Foster attributes and behaviors which better prepare students to succeed
in school and adjust to adult life. For example, this could be achieved
through student advisement programs and opportunities for students to
exercise responsibility and to explore their aptitudes, interests, and
special talents.

Define curriculum broadly so as not to inhibit teachers from exercising
their professional judgment. Curriculum should be organized to allow
students to connect the materials and skills learned in different classes.
Curriculum should challenge each student realistically and be
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developmentally appropriate. Curriculum at the middle level should teach
higher order thinking and social skills.

Use a variety of instructional approaches; pace actMties to accommodate
different students; plan cooperative rather than competitive learning
activities; extend interactions between teacher and students; adapt
material from textbooks and other sources.

Organize the school to maximize teacher and student control over the
quality of the learning environment and minimize the effects of large size.
Include parents in making important decisions about goals, budget
priorities, and school climate.

Educate students to use technology competently and thoughtfully.
Consensually develop plans for the use of technology and its integration
into the regular curriculum.

Require special preparation and certification for teachers and take
measures to encourage good teachers to remain in the profession.

Create a transition panel of teachers and parents to integrate elementary,
middle, and high school programs.

Support principals in leadership, e.g., provide strong preparation
programs; authorize principals to control their own budgets, staffing, and
physical plant; and assign assistant principals for each group of 390
students.

Develop good relations with local communities and news media. Adjust
school practices to family schedules.

Equip all school personnel to use a developmentally appropriate
approach.
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20. National Association of State Boards of Education. (1988). Right from the
Start: The Report of NASBE Task Force on Early Childhood Education.
Washirigton, DC: Author.

Target Population: All children ages 4 through 8.

Summary

The report of the National Association of State Boards of Education (NASBE)
Task Force on Early Childhood Education provides a new policy agenda to
promote the development of all young children ages four through eight. The
task force brought together state and local school officials, early childhood
education experts, and state policymakers. They were briefed by leading
experts; reviewed position statements and papers on key issues; conducted
regional hearings; and listened to state legislators, principals,
superintendents, teachers, child care center directors, teacher trainers, and
parents.

The task force claims that the reforms that followed the publication of A
Nation At Risk (1983) present generic analyses and prescriptions, while the
needs of children ages four to eight deserve a specific focus and approach.
The report suggests strategies for developing a new vision for early
childhood education that combines a restructured approach to schooling for
this age group with a call for new partnerships among schools, parents, and
other early childhood programs to serve young children and their families.

Recomendations

The following are the two key recommendations and their program
components.

Establish early childhood units in elementary schools to serve children
ages four to eight and use these units as a focal point for enhanced
services to preschool children and their parents. Program components
include:

-- developmentally appropriate curriculum

-- improved assessment

-- responsiveness to cultural and linguistic diversity

partnerships with parents

training and support for staff and administrators.
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Build partnerships between public schools and other early childhood
programs in three key areas:

expanded and improved child care services

improved staff quality for early childhood programs

comprehensive services to children and families through collaborative
relationships among schools and the various community agencies.

A final recommendation urges state policymakers to support and promote
the above recommendations by using all the resources available to them.
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21. Nations' Black Child Development institute, Inc. (1987). Safeguards:
Guidelines for Establishing Programs for Four-Year-Olds in the Public
Schools. Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Four-year-old for at-risk black children.

Summary

The National Black Child Development Institute, Inc. (NBCDI) has prepared
this brochure to set forth 10 safeguards or suggestions to ensure that early
education programs In the public schools create a learning environment for
black children that is productive, effective, and long lasting In positive
outcomes.

Recommendations

The ten safeguards are listed below.

Public school-based programs for black, preschool-age children should
Incorporate effective parent education programs.

Public school-based early childhood programs should involve parents in
the decisions about curriculum and policy.

The staff of early childhood education programs should include teachers
who come from the community served by the program and who are
racially and ethnically representative of the children served.

Teachers in public school-based programs should be required to have
specific training in preschool education and/or ongoing inservice training
provided by qualified staff.

Curriculum for preschool-age children in the public schools should be
culturally sensitive and appropriate to children's age and level of
development.

Public schools that house programs for very young children should meet
the same health and safety standards that apply to independent
preschools and center-based child care programs.

Public school-based early childhood programs should participate in
federal and state programs which guarantee adequate nutrition to
children.
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Administrators of public school-based programs for preschoolers should
ensure that children entering the programs have access to appropriate
health care.

In assessing children of preschool age, the administrators of public
school-based early childhood programs should not limit their assessment
to, nor base their program planning solely on, standardized tests.

Public school-based early childhood prograMs should be subjected to a
regular, external review of community members and early childhood
development experts.
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22. National Black Child Development Institute, Inc. (1985). Child Care In the
Public Schools: Incubator for Inequality? Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Black preschool students.

Summary

National Black Child Development Institute (NBCDI) was established in 1970
to improve the quality of life for black children and youth. A national,
nonprofit, charitable, and educational organization, NBCDI focuses on the
issues of health, education, child welfare, and child care. This report
examines what the NBCDI believes are the potentially grave consequences,
particularly for black children, of the trend toward lodging preschool day care
in urban public schools.

Recommendations

The report is intended to stimulate discussion and debate, thus it poses the
following questions.

Are existing public school-based programs serving the black family
adequately fostering black children's growth and devulopment?

Can public school-based early childhood programs be molded to meet
black children's needs?

Can public school-based child care models be developed that will not
maintain the discriminatory tradition of our public schools?

Can the momentum toward public school-based child care be slowed
long enough to allow a much needed and long overdue analysis of the
record and the Implications of continuing this experimont?

The report urges that analysis begin and recommends that Congress, child
care advocates, black elected officials, educators, parents, and community
leaders explore these Issues.
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23. National Foundation for the Improvement of Education. (1986). A Blueprintfor Success: Operation Rescue. Washington, D.C.: Author.

Target Population: School-age children.

Summary

This document presents seven principles deemed essential for planning andimplementing a successful dropout prevention program. The principles -- allstressing the need for collaboration and visionary leadership -- were distilledby the National Foundation for the Improvement of Education from testimonyby former dropouts, parents, local and state school personnel,representatives of various government agencies, business leaders, andothers. Under the auspices of National Education Association (NEA) affiliatesin Bridgeport (CT), Denver (CO), Los Angeles (CA), and Louisville (KY), these
witnesses described widely varying dropout prevention programs, barriers tosuccess and strategies to overcome them, and lessons from experience thatmight assist in the development of new programs. The monograph includesbrief descriptions of ti-,e 19 programs about which witnesses providedtestimony. Operation Rescue, NEA's grants program to stimulatecollaboration for dropout prevention efforts In individual schools, also Isdescribed.

Recommendations:

The report's prirliples for planning dropout prevention programs are:

Clearly articulated vision is needed. This requires committed, creativeleadership that enables belief in the impossible, the taking of risks, the
chancing of failure, and the unrelenting persistence to begin again andkeep trying with different approaches until success is achieved.

Successful dropout prevention programs value individuals -- children andadults -- and relationships. This involves teachers' cultivation of one-on-
one relationships with students, knowledge of and respect for students'culture and background, linkages between home and school, and theschool and community as caring and supportive entities.

Collaboration among all segments of the school and community isrequired to provide comprehensive services to the total person. Butcollaboration also requires special qualities in the parties involved, as wellas thorough preparation and strategic thinking.

Student-centered education is needed. Components includeinterventions in the early years; various approaches to identifying at-riskstudents; encouragement of individual development; persona!ized
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programs, curricula, instruction, and support services; and attention to
students' transitions between levels, programs, or schools.

School-site management is needed. While the classroom is the focal
point for effective dropout prevention programs, support from the school
is needed. This support depends on participatory decisionmaking, local
building management; and possible restructuring of school finances,
organization, and administration.

Training must involve all the people in the school and community who
relate to students at risk. They need training to enhance their skills for
designing effective student programs, as well as for working effectively
with each other.

A sense of ownership over their dropout prevention program will
empower adults and students. This ownership is created when values
and skills are matched with needs and services.
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24. National Governors' Association. (1989). America in Transition: TheInternational Frontier Report of the Task Force on Children.Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Prenatal through high school (with emphasis on childrenup to age 5 and on young adolescents).

Summary

This report is one of six in progress under the leadership of the National
Governo-s' Association (NGA) on topics considered to be critical to thiscountry's well being (e.g., emerging international markets, globalunderstanding, competitiveness in our domestic market:). A task force of
governors is studying each of these topics, listening to experts in the field,and preparing a document that presents their recommendations. Thisdocument addresses the issue of how to ensure that this country has ahealthy and vital human resource base. The solution the tiz.mrnors offer isbased upon the development of a system of child care and education that isboth comprehensive and preventive. They see states as being especiallywell positioned to raise the prevention banner and, in partnership withfamilies, provider groups, and concerned citizens, to develop a long-term,
comprehensive approach to child development. However, the report notesthat states first will have to overcome two major problems. One is thedisjointed, piecemeal, and crisis-oriented nature of many state services tochildren. The other is the lack of a coherent national policy on children andfamilies, which the task force claims has resulted in a convoluted and
restrictive funding stream for children's programs.

Recommendations

Regarding the slate role, the report recommends that high priority actions:

Focus attention and government resources on high priority preventionprograms.

Improve efficiency of current prevention programs through betterplanning, coordination, and consolidation.

The report recommends that there are several key strategic points in everychild's life at which prevention is especially critical. The recommendationsare organized around these strategic times and urge additional state roles:

Reduce infant mortality and health problems associated with low birth .weight babies through a program of comprehensive and timely prenatalcare,
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Reduce the incidence of chronic illnesses and preventable disabilities
through an expanded program of well-child care.

Reduce adolescent health problems through primary health care and
health education.

Reduce delinquency, substance abuse, truancy, and related problems
through community activities designed to engage teenagers

constructively.

The recommendations suggest specific programmatic interventions that are
especially relevant to the concerns of early childhood educators. These
include:

Establish a system to track high-risk infants from birth, so that case
managers can effectively steer them into appropriate services.

Provide accessible and affordable child care.

Require the expansion of halt-day preschool programs that are
coordinated with child care programs for a percentage of "at-risk" four-
year-olds.

Encourage the use of a parent/outside service coordinator to establish
and maintain an outreach program for parents, identify and facilitate the
use of support services, and serve as liaison and advocate for at-risk
students and their families.

The recommendations suggest specific programmatic interventions that are
especially relevant to the concerns of middle and high school educators.
These include:

Reorganize large middle schqols into smaller, more manageable units, so
that young people can gain independence while remaining in a more
personal environment.

Create health clinics for young adt.ts that are school-based or located
near schools.

Encourage schools to create youth service programs as part of the
curricula.

NGA is currently seeking funds to conduct a three-year follow-up to the task
force report. It would include the provision of technical assistance to states
and the compilation of an annual statistical report on children's well-being.
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25. National Governors' Association. (1987 and 1988). Results in Education.
Washington, D.C.: Author.

Target Population: Four-year-olds through high school who are at-risk,
troubled, or not meeting basic standards.

Summary

In 1986, the National Governors' Association (NGA) issued TNne for Results:
The Governors' 1991 Report on Education (see #26 below) which describes
a five-year plan for Improving education. That plan Issued challenges in
seven areas that included teaching, school leadership and management,
parental involvement, at-risk children and youth, technology, school facilities,
and colleges and universities. The present reports, Results in Education
(1987 and 1988), are the first two progress reports on NGA's five-year plan.
They both highlight state initiatives in each of the above-listed areas. The
1988 report also describes state efforts to track the results of earlier
education reforms and summarizes what has been learned. The data for
these publications were gathered from governors' offices, as well as from
surveys of state education policies conducted by NGA and other
organizations.

Both reports stress how states differ in socioeconomic and fiscal conditions,
economic systems, educational governance structures, traditions of state or
local control, and historic patterns of investment in education. These
differences are reflected in the focus, timing, and breadth of each state's
initiatives.

Recommendations

The reports recommend approaches that specifically address issues relckted
to the young child. These include:

Establish interagency coordination of services to young children at-risk.

Provide early childhood education, especially for at-risk or handicapped
children from birth to four years old.

Create systems that identify the academic progress of at-risk students.

The reports also urge state policymakers to consider the following
recommendations for middle and high school at-risk youth:

Provide remediation or alternative educational environments,
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Restructure to serve the growing diversity of students and to expand the
role of schools in preventing students from dropping out.

Develop suitable approaches and tools for evaluating programs.

Encourage interagency coordination of services.

Provide awareness campaigns.

Develop adequate funding.

Support teacher training.
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26. National Governors' Association Center for Policy Research and Analysis.
(1986). Time for Results: The Governors' 1991 Report on Education.
Washington, DC: Author.

Target Population: Preschool through 12th grade.

Summary

In 1985, the nation's governor, conbidered seven "tough" questions about
education that they felt needed to be answered for schools to improve. They
formed themselves into task forces to address their questions about
teaching, leadership and management, parent involvement and choice,
technology, school facilities, college quality, and readiness. The Task Force
on Readiness addressed the question pertaining to at-risk children: "Aren't
there ways to help poor children with weak preparation succeed in school?"
This task force was composed of eight governors (South Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Indiana, Kentucky, Ohio, Vermont, Virgin Islands, and
Washington). The task force held three hearings around the country in 1985-
86, during which school officials, teachers, program directors, advocates,
and scholars testified. The report describes the extent of the problems
addressed and includes each task force's recommendations for action.

Recommendations

Initiatives to help at-risk young children become ready for school and
experience early success include the following:

Provide in-home assistance for first-time, low income parenti of high-risk
infants.

Develop outreach initiatives using community and religious organizations
to assist and support young children with abJentee parent(s) or
guardian(s) as their sole source of nurturance.

Provide high quality early childhood programs for all four-year- old, at-risk
children and, where feasible, three-year-olds.

Provide all parents of preschool children with information on successful
parenting practices.

Stress continued improvement of developmentally appropriate programs
in existing day care centers for preschool children through center
accreditation, teacher credentialing, and staff development.
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Develop state and local structures through which various public and
private agencies can work together to provide appropriate programs for
young children and new parents.

Develop incentives or direct state aid to encourage reduced class size in
kindergarten and lower grades.

To reduce the risk of failure for at-risk students, states must work to assure
that at-risk children and youth meet the new educational standards from
school entry througn graduation. Possible initiatives include:

Provide extra help in the basic skills for students who have major
deficiencies.

Develop incentives, technical assistance, and training for teachers and
principals to employ effective school and classroom procedures.

Assure a challenging curriculum for all children.

Provide for accurate assessment of student performance.

Reward schools for making progress in educating all children.

Establish home/school programs so parents can assist teachers.

Establish alternative programs to work with potential and actual high
school dropouts.

Establish a mechanism for state intervention with school districts when
progress is not being made with low-achieving students.
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27. The OERI Urban Superintendents' Network. (1987). Dealing with
dropouts: The Urban Superintendents' Call to Action. Washington, DC:
Office of Educational Research and Improvement, U.S. Department of
Education.

Target Population: Preschool through grade 12.

Summary

Under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Education's Office of
Educational Research and Improvement (OERI), the Urban Superintendents
Network, representing 32 major urban public school districts, meet two or
three times annually with OERI staff, education researchers, and practitioners
to discuss issues of importance to them. In 1986-87, the dropout problem
headed their list of concerns. The superintendents felt that the experience
and knowledge they had exchanged with each other over the years on this
problem also might benefit others -- educators, policymakers, business
leaders, parents, and citizens -- currently grappling with the dropout problem.
The booklet they produced is divided into two parts. Part 1 discusses the
dropout problem and presents the superintendents' action plan for a joint
effort to keep more students in school until graduation. Part 2 describes six
strategies they believe hold promise for keeping at-risk students in school.
Those six strategies are:

Intervene early.

Create a positive school climate.

Set high expectations.

Select and develop strong teachers.

Provide a broad range of instructional programs.

Initiate collaborative efforts.

Each of the strategies is defined and examples of promising practices
support each recommendation.

Recommendations

Specific recommendations pertaining to the early intervention strategy are
listed below:

The earlier one intervenes, preferably in the preschool years and with the
involvement of parents, the greater the dividends.
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Early intervention can have long-term effects on disadvantaged children
by decreasing their need for special programs and lowering delinquency,
pregnancy, and dropout rates.

Educators must monitor the academic and social progress of children
carefully and early, and provide special help before years of academic
failure have eroded youngsters' self-esteem and left them behind in
school.

Helping children develop competence and confidence in their ability to
learn is a good way to instill a desire to learn and to prepare for a lifetime
of learning.

Recommendations relating to the middle learning years include the following:

Intervene early and monitor academic and social progress to assure that
students receive suitable special services throughout their years in school.

Create a positive school climate. Contributing elements Include strong
principals, stable staff, schoolwide goals, high expectations, a challenging
and appropriate curriculum, recognition of academic success, sufficient
time for students to learn, small and orderly classes, personal attention to
students, consistent application of discipline policies, parent involvement,
and shared decisionmaking.

Set high expectotions; enforce appropriate standards for attendance,
academic achievement, and student behavior.

Select and develop strong teachers by insisting on top-quality preparation
programs, sound hiring procedures, regular inservice, autonomy and
adequate resources for teachers, and replacement of unable teachers.

Provide a broad range of Instructional programs. Programs should attack
the dropout problem on several fronts simultaneously. Examples of
program types include magnet and alternative schools, programs for non-
English speakers, compensatory education, and work experience.

Forge partnerships and foster collaboration among various groups. For
example, establish school, community, and business partnerships;
provide comprehensive support services to pregnant teens, Including
school-based child care; and embark on media campaigns.

Recommendations pertaining to the high school years include the following
strategies:
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Intervene early; students' needs for services can be detected through
consistent monitoring of students' academic and social progress.

Create a positive school climate, contributing elements include strong
principals, stable staff, schoolwide goals, high expectations, a challenging
and appropriate curriculum, recognition of academic success, sufficient
time for students to learn, small arid orderly classes, personal attention to
students, consistent application of discipline policies, parent involvement,
and shared decisionmaking.

Set high expectations through enforcement of appropriate standards for
attendance, academic achievement, and student behavior

Select and develop strong teachers through insistence on top-quality
preparation programs, use of sound hiring procedures, provision of
regular inservice, autonomy and adequate resources for teachers, and
replacement of unable teachers.

Provide a broad range of instructional programs; use of multiple
programs will attack the dropout problem on several fronts
simultaneously. Such programs may include: magnet and alternative
schools, programs for non-English speakers, compensatory education,
and work experience.

Forge partnerships and foster collaboration among various groups.
Examples include establishing school, community, and business
partnerships; providing comprehensive support services to pregnant
teens and teenage parents, including school-based child care; and
conduct media campaigns.
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TILLING FERTILE SOIL: HOW EDUCATION DISSEMINATION CAN BENEFIT
FROM EXPERIENCES OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

By
Susan Shurberg Klein*

*Dr. Klein wrote this paper in her private capacity. The ideas
expressed are the author's and no official support by her
employer, the U.S. Department of Education, is intended or
should be inferred. It is based on her earlier papers "Issues
to Consider in Adapting the Agricultural Extension Model to
Education" and "Preliminary Suggestions on What to Replicate and
What to Avoid as We Consider Applying Aspects of the USDA
Cooperative Extension Service to Education" prepared for the
staff of the House of Representatives Subcommittee on Select
Education.
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TILLING FERTILE SOIL: HOW EDUCATION DISSEMINATION CAN BENEFIT
FROM EXPERIENCES OF THE U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

In planning for a more effective role for the Office of
Educational Research and Improvement (OERI) in education dis-
semination, the staff of the Subcommittee on Select Education
asked the author to help them understand how educators could
do a better job of benefitting from the most visible feder-
ally supported dissemination system, tae Cooperative Exten-
sion Service (CES), in the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA). Additional activities were designed to learn from
dissemination efforts of other federal agencies, from
countries with decentralized education systems, and from
dissemination activities within categorical programs in the
U.S. Department of Education (ED) such as those of the Office
of Special Education and Rehabilitation Services (OSERS).'

Nature of the Fertile Soil in Agriculture

As well documented by Rogers (1988), Warner and
Christenson (1984) and others, the Agricultural Extension
System or the Cooperative Extension Service has a history
that precedes the Civil War. It started because there was a
great deal of research-based information on how to improve
agriculture that wasn't being used. It has evolved substan-
tially as the information to be shared became more complex
and as the needs of its constituency changed. For example,
now more effort is given to community development, and food
and nutrition services than to agriculture since only 2% in
the nation are farmers. The CES doesn't view itself as a
strict research transfer system, but sees itself Much more as
an education and technical assistance exchange system that
deals with policy mandates and other information as well as
research. Warner and Christenson (1984) note that CES does
not see itself as a service agency or as an enforcer of
government regulations. They see the CES informal education
as helping people develop their own potential. The 1981 GAO
report states, "Whereas programs once focused almost exclu-
sively on the practical application of new research results,
program topics now include cultural, recreational and
leisure-time activities" (page 10).

Nature of the Education Soil

As described by Klein and Gwaltnel, (1991 a & 1991 b) the
current education dissemination system in the U.S. is active,
but fragmented. Like the U.S.D.A system various components
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carry out the full range of dissemingtion functions: spread,
choice, exchange and implementation.`

Although the education dissemination soil may be seen as
a bit rocky compared to the fertile soil in agriculture, some
transplants from the agricultural extension system have
already been implemented. Examples include the Regional
Utilization Specialists funded by the National Institute on
Disability and Rehabilitation Research in OSERS, the State
Capacity Building Program in the National Institute of Edu-
cation (now OERI) and the State Facilitators in the National
Diffusion Network in OERI (Backer, 1986; Coulson, 1983;
Crandall, 1989; Haughey, 1981; Hutchins, 1969; & Liberti,
1991). Other major efforts such as Hutchins (1977) plan for
NIE to replicate the county extension agent in education were
proposed.

In considering how to redesign their dissemination
system based on insights from the agricultural system, edu-
cators need to be aware of the unique conditions of their
soil such as the greater challenges in differentiating the
"wheat from the chaff" or the treasures fromthe pebbles and
the need to serve organizations as well as individuals. They
should consider replicating according to the principles that
worked well in agricultural dissemination, avoiding repli-
cating the things that didn't work well in agriculture, and
preserving or adding principles that are of particular value
in education. The rest of this paper describes each of the
following principles and suggests implications for replica-
tion by OERI.

Discoveries from Tilling the Soil in Agriculture: Principles
to Consider Replicating in Education Dissemination

1. Secure adequate funding.
2. Develop a coherent stable but flexible system.
3. Organize the work to benefit from the expertise

and commitment of specialists.
4. Use generalists with excellent process skills.
5. Use appropriate technology as it is developed.
6. Be responsive to the needs of all the users and

beneficiaries. Use strategies that involve:
networking; teaching, training and technical
assistance; volunteers; and outreach to youth.
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Discoveries from Tilling the Soil in Agriculture: Principles
to Avoid Replicating Weaknesses of the Cooperative Extension
Seri-a-a-in Education Dissemination

7. Attend to equity concerns.
8. Attend to quality control of what is

disseminated.
9. Help users benefit from all quality resources,

no matter who supported their development.
10. Don't create a monopoly that excludes

appropriate organizations from participating in
the dissemination system.

Discoveries from Education and other Pissemination Experi-
ence..! Principles to Add to the Improvement of Education
Disc ination

ii. Create a dynamic treasure chest3 of high
quality education resources.

12. Provide incentives for users to participate
fully in the education dissemination system.

Discoveries from Tilling the Soil in Agriculture! Principles
to consider Replicating in Education Dissemination

1. Secure Adequate Funding from the Federal Government and
Other Sources.

Agricultural dissemination like dissemination in the
Department of Defense (DOD), National Institutes of Health
(NIH), National Aeronautics and Space Ndministration (NASA)
is well funded compared to education dissemination (Ault,
1991; Backer, 1991; Darling-Hammond, 1991; Owens, 1991).
There is substantial USDA investment in research and dis-
semination ($1.29 billion in FY 1989 increased to $1.54
billion in FY 1991). In FY 1991 there was $399 million for
extension (CES) and $17 million for the National Agricultural
Library and related university library support, $673 million
for the Agricultural Research Service and $454 million for
the Cooperative State Research Service. CES increases to
over $1.26 billion with cooper-4-4\re support from states and
locals. Thus, the total inves, t in CES and related
National Agricultural Library sul-port is about equal to the
USDA investment in R&D. Rogers (1991) observed that this
dissemination to R&D ratio is much lower in education and all
other fields.
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In the CES most specialists and county agents receive
only partial federal support for their salaries and activi-ties. The major exception is in the Black land-grant uni-
versities where the full costs are generally paid by USDA.Also, the federal experts are USDA civil servants. For the
state specialists, part of their salary and job responsi-
bilities are for research or teaching, not specifically
related to their CES specialist roles. On the other hand,
the county agents are supported in part by their constituents
primarily though state and local government budgets. They do
not usually charge their individual constituents for servicesor materials. Besides providing monetary and facility
support, clients are well-represented in state and local CESadvisory boards.

In education there are many programs that rely onfederal and local cost-sharing for both generalist and spe-cialist work. Experts or specialists in universities and
other institutions provide valuable advisory and other
services often only with reimbursement for travel and ex-
penses because they are committed to the topic and see
participation as an important way to increase their profes-
sional development and prestige in the field.

Some OERI dissemination programs also receive coopera-
tive support. For example, many ERIC Clearinghouses receive
substantial support from their university or association hostinstitution and school districts and states may contract with
Regional Labs for specific services.

Education needs similar levels of federal and coopera-tive support, but is unlikely to obtain as much state andlocal support for dissemination or research as the Coopera-
tive Extension System enjoys.

Implications for OERI Replication to Secure
Adequate Funding

If OERI is given the authority to provide leadership in
creating and supporting a national education dissemination
system to help improve education, sufficient long-term
federal funding must be provided for a sustained period. Aninftial 20 year federal commitment would avoid political
battles and make it more feasible for dissemination priori-ties and staff to be selected and advanced on merit alone.

5
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Since there is no one best type of institution (such as
CES with its historically designated land-grant colleges) to
serve as a base for specialists or district education agents,
OERI should consider using a competitive procedure to fund
both. Additional stability may be achieved through five year
contracts with the likelihood of continuation based on ade-
quate performance and local contributions to the work.

As the national education dissemination system evolves
and more organizations find that it is worthwhile to parti-
cipate, they are more likely to provide cooperative support
through actual funding or "in-kind" contributions. For
example it.is quite likely that foundations will leverage
their resources to support both specialist and general dis-
semination functions.

2. Develop a Coherent StableBut Flexible System.

Dissemination activities in agriculture are well-
integrated with federally sponsored R&D. Besides being
administered by the same part of USDA as the federal re-
search, C3S is well connected to the National Agricultural
Library. Although the CES structure has evolved as condi-
tions in the country change, its budget and mission have been
quite stable.

Rogers (1978) points out that a coherent system with
structural linkages among the research utilization compo-
nents, is a main attribute of the agricultural extension
model. People in CES as well as its clients understand its
components and the ways the different organizations such as
agricultural experiment stations, land-grant universities,
and county offices work together. Rogers also indicated that
new elements of CES, such as specialists, were developed to
maintain a "spannable" social distance across sub-components.

Implications for OERI Replication of a Coherent
rational Education Dissemination System

Education already funds many ongoing research and
dissemination components that could be altered to form a
coherent system. (See Klein and Gwaltney, 1991 a & 1991 b.)
A coherent dissemination-driven R&D system is needed in
education and Rogers and many others agree that it makes
little sense for educators to adapt parts of the CES such as
the county agents without providing them with an adequate
infrastructure. In fact it is quite likely that previous
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education adaptations of components of the CES have failed in
good part because they were under funded and because they
were not connected to a meaningful, stable support structure
(Backer, 1986; Liberti 1991; Rogers, 1991). Like agricul-
ture, a coherent education dissemination system would provide
for all four dissemination functions: spread, choice or
options, exchange, and implementation or knowledge use. It
would also involve content specialists and dissemination
generalists and the different government bureaucracies from
the federal government to local school districts. But unlike
agriculture, it would have a well organized dynamic resource
base or "treasure chest" to help users select and use the
best "seeds" for their unique environments. (This dynamic
treasure chest concept will be explained during the
discussion of principle 1,..)

3. Organize the Work to Benefit from the Expertise and
Commitment of_Epecialists.

One of the key ways that the CES has evolved is that it
is becoming more dependent upon the important work of spe-
cialists and experts at the federal, regional, state and
county levels. The CES has two main types of employees,
subject or content specialists who are generally university
researchers and professors in the state land grant institu-
tions, and generalist agricultural or other types of agents.
The specialists are expected to be familiar with the R&D in
their areas and synthesize and interpret it for the agents
and others. In larger county offices, it is common for the
agents to provide technical assistance in specific areas such
as apple growing.

Education already has both types of specialis t. and
generalist personnel, but unlike CES they rarely work to-
gether in an integrated aystem. The National Diffusion
Network (NDN) state facilitators and many Regional Educa-
tional Laboratory (Lab) staff are like generalist agents,
and technical assistance providers in ED programs such as
bilingual education are like the special focus agents.
Education researchers in universities and R&D Centers and
association staff are most likely to be specialists.

While it
topics in all
more feasible
pool, with as
and sub-topic
going in this

would be great to have specialists in most
states as in CES, in education it would be
to have specialists selected from a national
much attention to geographical, organizational,
area distribution as possible. CES is also
national direction with increased use of
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regional specialists and extensive facilitation roles of USDA
experts.

Implications for OERI Replication of Thematic
Specialist Areas

Building on the successful use of specialists in the
CES, OEPT might decrease the fragmentation of its current R&D
and dissemination efforts by organizing a great deal of its
dissemination driven R&D system by specialist areas ranging
from early childhood education, to teacher education, to
learning theories or subject content areas such as reading
and science. Such a thematic organization should also help
OERI facilitate long term progress and develop constituencies
in these areas. It should also increase the possibilities
for political neutrality since the experts would rely heavily
on an in depth knowledge of their field and empirical
evidence to guide their decisions.

OERI could also view the concentrations on specialist
areas in a developmental way. Thus, as they increase in
importance, some specialist areas could become comprehensive
Institutes such the proposed Institute for the Education of
At-Risk Students described in the Subcommittee report (1989)
and by Representative Owens (1991).

In organizing the work in thematic specialist areas OERI
could fund specialists, establish specialist advisory panels,
support specialist networks and give appropriate facilitation
responsibilities to federal experts in each of the specialist
areas.

Similar to CES, one rIsponsibility of the partially
OERI-supported specialists' would be to participate in a
"working" specialist advisory panel. One person from each
panel would serve as chair and, as requested, meet with an
overarching OERI policy advisory council and other groups as
needed. Participants in each specialist advisory panel would
include 25 OERI-supported specialists and up to ten addi-
tional representatives of consumers, developers, associa-
tions, foundations, and government agencies. Each specialist
advisory panel would develop a programmatic dissemination
driven agenda for RDD&E in their area and make recommenda-
tions to Congress for more extensive federal support of
implementation activities, if needed.

8
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Initially, 20-30 specialist advisory panels would be
created- and there would be a process for the over-arching
OERI policy advisory panel and Congress to approve additional
specialist areas or modify their coverage. A voluntary
specialist network would complement the work of each
specialist panel and facilitate the involvement of all those
interested in the work of the panel.

The specialists in education, like those in agric.ulture,
would be RDD&E experts in their domains. In addition to
their advisory panel responsibilities they would have the
following two major roles:

They would be responsible for knowing about and
improving the treasure chest contents and use
in their respective areas. In doing so, they
would focus on R&D to fill gaps in resources
and address goals. They also would help with
the four dissemination functions of spread,
choice, exchange, and implementation ia their
specialty area. This may involve riynthesizing
research and evaluation information, designing
and conducting comparative evaluations and
identifying gaps in treasure chest resources.

Like their peers in CES, the education spe-
cialists would not receive full-time federal
funding for their routine specialist respon-
sibilities. Each would have other comple-
mentary RDD&E responsibilities and salaries
from their home institution. These responsi-
bilities may also include inservice or pre-
service teaching/training in their specialty
Area.

Foundations and associations or other agencies also may
fund work related to various components of the system and
they would be welcome participants in the specialist net-
works. With a clearer structure to facilitate national
progress in the identification and use of education treas-
ures, many professionals in the selected themaac areas and
the organizations for which they work, are likely to contri-
bute services and advice.

While it would be nice to have specialists in most
topics in all states as in CES, in education it would be more
feasible to select specialists from a national pool of ex-perts, with as much attention to geographical, organiza-
tional, and sub-topic area distribution as possible. CES is
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also going in tnis direction with increased reliance on
regional specialists.

While most CES personnel are outside USDA, USDA staff
provide important generalist and specialist expertise. In
addition to the state specialists, there are federal experts
in each of the specialist areas on the USDA staff. OERI
staff also would have mainly generalist or specialist re-
sponsibilities, although some may have combined assignments.

Federal experts in OERIts Office of Research (OR)
probably would take the lead in facilitating the work of the
specialists and the specialist networks. They also would
coordinate with other federal and private activities in the
area and with international groups. The most senior federal
expert would serve as executive director of the Specialist
Advisory Panel which would select its own chair and officers
on a rotating basis. At least three federal experts would be
assigned to each specialist area. Some of these experts may
be Education Department staff outside the Office of Research
and even outside OERI.

As with the national education specialists, the federal
experts would direct much of their attention to the contents
of the dynamic treasure ch(st in their area. They also would
be a key liaison to related specialist advisory groups -- ie,
the math expert would help coordinate activities with the
science panel. If there are significant gaps that the
government wants to fill by activities at R&D Centers, R&D
Labs or with FIRST or other programs, the federal expert also
would play a role in directing this OERI work and in advising
on work to be done by other federal agencies. The OERI ex-
perts also would be involved in OERI procurements related to
their area of expertise.

4. Use Generalists with Excellent Process Skills.

County Extension Agents

One of the most well known aspects of the CES is its
county agents. As of 1991 there were over 10,000 of them and
many counties, including those in inner city areas have mul-
tiple agents. Most counties have separate agents for agri-
culture, home economics, 4-H youth programs and community
development. The agents generally work very long days,
evenings and weekends. Their salary range is from $16,000
for beginners up to $80,000 for experienced agents. The
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agents typically have degrees in adult education. They spend
about half of their time responding to questions and the rest
operating programs, arranging meetings, managing volunteers,
visiting constituents and writing their monthly reports.
Warner and Christenson (1984) describe extension agents work
as relying heavily upon individual and small group methods
that emphasize decision making at the individual level. De-
monstrations are still utilized, though home visits, tele-
phone calls, and office visits are the predominant individual
methods utilized today. The Extension agent also has avail-
able a large array of printed publications that serve to
supplement personal communications. Extension staff make
extensive use of such group methods as workshops, leader
training meetings, and subject matter meetings. However, in
dealing with concerns of a public nature, there has been
increased focus on decisions at the community level. In
recent times, Extension has made increased use of mass media
communication methods such as radio, TV; and newspapers.

In addition to being proficient in important technical
assistance process skills, there is often a great deal of
specialization among extension agents, thus a parallel for
education may make sense.

Other Process Experts

The USDA and the states also support other dissemination
and evaluation generalists such as administrators, educators
of county agents, librarians and experts in evaluability
assessment. USDA staff work on CES policy and evaluations
and they operate the National Agricultural Library.

Implications for ORRI Replication of Extension
Agents and Process Experts

Replicate the Extension Agent Network

In redesigning the national education dissemination
system, OERI should consider replicating many aspects of the
CES county agents. It is useful to have a generalist
district education agent office to be responsive to the broad
needs of the constituents, but as in the CES county offices,
it would also be good to have well established links with
specialists and to coordinate activities with individuals who
are best equipped to provide advice on resources and tech-
nical assistance in specific areas such as federal and state
categorical programs in special, vocational and bilingual
education.
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Like the county extension agent, the responsibilities of
the District Education Agent (DEA) would evolve as the dis-
semination infrastructure improves and as local needs change.
Owens (1991) and Peters (1991) describe a variety of DEA
duties and responsibilities such as maintaining an education
information resource for the general public as well as
education practitioners, helping arrange technical assist-
ance, assisting in obtaining supplementary funding for edu-
cational improvement and identifying gaps to guide new
research.

Like thr, county extension agent network, the DEA's
should have regular opportunities to meet with each other and
learn about the resources and management of the dynamic
treasure chest as well as their responsibilities in helping
their constituents contribute to and use the treasure chest.
They also will need to learn more about the other technical
assistance providers (such as Regional Educational Labs,
Chapter I Technical Assistance Centers, NDN, state depart-
ments of education) and funding sources available to their
constituents. As in CES, some of these network and training
opportunities could include formal college credit courses for
the district education agents.

While the CES land-grant university-based state
specialist/county agent networks would not be replicated in
education they provide some useful ideas for the "Learning
Grant Institutions" proposed by Owens (1991) and Peters
(1991). Specialists and district education agents should be
encouraged to attend each other's meetings, receive the same
mailings, and have access to the same computer bulletin
boards and database retrieval systems. The DEA's also would
know about specialists and the services they would be willing
to provide in their region. The specialists could call on
the education agents as they wanted to collect user feedback
and evaluations.

As with participants in each specialist network, edu-
cation agents who are not supported by OERI would be free to
participate in the education agents' network and receive
mailings, attend meetings, participate in computer links,
etc. if they pay their own costs. The new federally sup-
ported district education agents would receive their full
salary and network-related travel expenses from OERI, but
their facilities and additional support would be supplied by
local institutions. Sometimes, the federal or state lovern-
ment would pay for additional services for economically
disadvantageu districts. Like the specialists, the Sistr!;':
education agents could obtain additional funds for thei
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offices and direct .elated dissemination system work. State
Education Agencies and organizations of private schools also
could support their district education agents. These agents
would be free to join the DEA network and receive communi-
cations from OERI system managers and specialists and be
invited to participate in public dissemination system
meetings. Many educators with current dissemination re-
sponsibilities congruent with those proposed for the DEAs
could join the DEA netwcrk. This would facilitate linkages
among the federally supported DEAs, specialists, and with
other dissemination prNrams.

Replicate Process Generalists in OEEI

If OERI is to play a leadership role in creating and
supporting a national education dissemination system composed
of specialists, district education agents and a more active
management of the nation's dynamic treasure chest of educa-
tion resources and solutions, it should consider developing amatrix type organization that would focus on specialist or
thematic areas and on refining and applying R&D processes and
methodologies such as collecting statistics and improving R&D
and dissemination approaches that would be used by each
specialist area. They would also provide extensive attentionto evaluation or quality control and standardization of
important aspects of the system such as database management.
As Representative Major Owens (1991, p.10) points out "The
refined OERI process should standardize methods and proce-dures. Panels, peer reviews, evaluations, validations, etc.
should always have similar criteria and meanings within OERI.
They should also be consistent with similar concepts in thelarger scientific community."

Some of the ways that OER/ could provide increased
support for improving these methodologies and processes wouldinclude assigning such responsibilities to:

NCES staff (Some may specialize on statistics on
minority populations, gender differences and
similarities, early childhood education, or post-
secondary education, etc.)

Library programs staff (Public and other library
programs supported by OERI could be provided with
incentives to encourage them to provide access to
components of the education treasure chest avail-
able through technology.)
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Education networks staff (This would include
managers of the Regional Educational Laboratories
and other Congressionally mandated networks managed
oy OERI such as the District Education Agents. NDN
state facilitators may be switched to become State
Education Extension Agent Facilitators to help
coordinate connections to the entire Treasure
Chest.)

Treasure chest management staff (This would include
current activities of the staff providing respon-
sive information services such as the Education
Information Branch, the ED library and ERIC. It
would also include more proactive services such as
the electronic bulletin boards, publications and
outreach programs as well as dissemination activi-
ties such as the Program Effectiveness Panel and
NDN Developer Demonstrators. New activities would
also be added.)

To increase the likelihood of cooperation with
dissemination and other methodological improvement efforts
supported outside of OERI and to benefit from additioaal
expertise and public scrutiny, each of these components could
follow the precedent set by NCES and maintain its own
advisory group. These process focused advisory groups could
follow the pattern of the specialist advisory panels and
report to the overarching OERI Policy Advisory Board and
Congress.

5. Use Appropriate Technology as It Is Developed.

CES has a long history of helping its constituents use
appropriate agriculture technology and in recent years has
been making substantial progress in using technology for
dissemination. The CES is using computers and video tech-
nology. However, with some exceptions, such as the manage-
ment reporting system based on the five year state plans, and
access to AGRICOLA and other information databases, the com-
puter systems are not highly standardized.

The Department of Education (ED) is doing a great deal
with computers and technology for research, dissemination,
and evaluation functions as well as in providing student
instruction. But, except for ERIC and regular library
services, little is being done by ED to standardize and
assume leadership in the use of technology for dissemination
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purposes. Currently, even the Project Management InformationSystems (PSIS) in different parts of ED are not fully
functional or integrated. As Patton (1988, P. 489) pointsout, the use of technology such as mass media and computers
may make the extension system less dependent on one-to-one
interpersonal contact than it had been. But, education
dissemination system redesigners must be careful not to abusetechnology. For example, a video conference may not
substitute for direct interpersonal interactions needed to
perform some exchange and implementation functions.

Implications for OEN1 Replication of Appropriate
Uses of Technology

As Peters (1990) astutely points out "technology has
changed the way we think of educational dissemination. Wemust come to terms with the power of technology to transform
the relationship between the producer and consumer of
educational research, and the distance between theory andpractice." In applying technology to the redesign of our
nation's education dissemination system, it should be
possible to adapt good technological applications from USDAand other agencies.

The application of technology also has substantial
implications for how services are organized and shared. Forexample, as Representative Owens (1991, p.28) points out, theuse of technology and the media makes it unnecessary for theDistrict Education Agents to have the "face to face" contactof the early county agents in agriculture. Similarly, tech-nology makes it more sensible to organize the work of thespecialist areas nationally rather than by states or regionsof the country. Technology also may make it possible for all
types of organizations to have desk-top access to the dynamic
education treasure chest and extensive referral services. Inaddition to supporting District Education Agents and sometoll free telephone numbers, the government might considersubsidizing the access of those most in need and making theseservices available at-cost to others.

6. Be Responsive to the Needs uf all the Users and
Beneficiaries.

In conceptualizing how the federal government canenhance its leadershir role in helping specialists identifyand promote the use of promising and effective solutions totheir education challenges, it is important to remember thatusers will not automatically seek educational resources or
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strategies which are most like3y to benefit them even if it
becomes fairly easy to learn what they are. The CES was
faced with similar challenges in an area where the potential
impact of an innovation was easier to demonstrate. CES
developed various effective approaches to help its constit-
uents make wise use of R&D. Some of the principles inherent
in these approaches may be replicated in education and in
fact many of them involve education. They include exchanges
and networks, the use of teaching, training and tecbnical
assistance, the use of volunteers and outreach to youth.

Networking

One of the most effective features of the CES has been
its multiple network activities. This helped the informal
exchange of information and joint planning and resource
sharing of CES participants. CES helped support three major
types of networks: (1) The specialists networks; (2) the
county agents networks; and (3) the state specialist/agent
networks through the state university system. An important
feature of these networks is face-to-face meetings where the
network members get to know and trust each other.

The Department of Education also supports specialist
categorical program networks and OERI has a Networks Division
which contains the Regional Educational Labs, LEAD for educa-
tional administrators and others. Yet, OERI staff partici-
pation in network activity has been severely limited due to
lack of travel funds. For LEAD, no federal funds were pro-
vided to help the state LEAD projects or federal staff meet
together, but this functionwas considered so essential that
they sought and attained Kraft Foundation support for this
networking.

Implications for OERI Rsplication of Networks

In education, it would make sense to replicate the first
two types of CES networks. One model for the specialist
network would be the "invisible college" which NIE initiated
to help teacher education researchers. In the current case,
the OERI-funded extension system specialists and members of
the specialist advisory panel would form the core of the
specialist network, but others could participate by providing
information on their expertise, getting on the mailing list,
attending public meetings organized by the specialist panels,
etc. (To the extent possible, specialist meetings would be
held with relevant association meetings and build on existing
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networks. Where possible both R&D experts and practitioners
would be encouraged to participate in these specialist net-
works. Sometimes this is facilitated by associations such as
the Council for Exceptional Children which is comprised of
both types of members (Birman, 1991).

While the CES land-grant university-based state
specialist/county agent network would not be replicated in
education, specialists and district education agents should
be encouraged to attend each other's meetings, receive the
same mailings, and have access to the same computer bulletin
boards and database retrieval systems. As discussed in Klein
and Gwaltney's paper on a framework for a national education
dissemination system (1991 b), network links among the
various bureaucratic levels and between the special focus and
general dissemination focus organizations need to be identi-
fied and supported.

Teaching, Training and Technical Assistance

These education and implementation strategies are used
by both the specialists and the county agents. In fact, many
specialists are also university professors and many county
agents have degrees in adult education. But, in the CES most
of the training and teaching is informal and interactive
rather than lecture style. This increases responsiveness to
student or client needs and questions. Much of the technical
assistance is provided economically in a group setting. As arule neither CES specialists or agents or their counterparts
in education will be expected to provide direct services
(such as spraying crops) to clients except to help them
develop their capacity to do something such as using computer
farm management software. Recently CES has been using
evaluability assessment as a way to involve and empower usersin their own planning and implementation activities.

Implications for GERI Replication of Teaching,
Ttaining and Technical Assistance

Although teaching, training, and technical assistance
would remain important strategies for the education
dissemination system, as currently envisioned the education
specialists and the District Education Agents would have
somewhat different responsibilities than the CES specialists
and agents. The education specialists would give most atten-
tion to building and refining the components of the Treasure
Chest in their areas of expertise. In doing so they would be
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available for consultation by the DEA's or others involved in
research, evaluation or implementation. The DEA's would
focus their attention on helping people use the whole dis-
semination system and the treasure chest, rather than pro-
viding assistance in particular topic areas. Instead,
Regional Educational Laboratories, Technical Assistance
Centers, State and District level curriculum specialists,
developers and publishers of effective programs, products,
practices and policies and university and preservice educa-
tors would provide assistance in choice and implementation.

Unlike CES, District Education Agents would focus most
of their attention on intermediary users (educators) and
their organizations, rather than the ultimate users (the
students). However, like the CES, they would also focus on
learning from their users and on influencirg other important
stakeholders such as parents. In education this user feed-
back would be incorporated into the treasure chest and into
advice on new R&D. It is also likely that often, where addi-
tional resources are needed to use a treasure, most imple-
mentation resources will come from other ED categorical
"service" programs such as Chapter I or from the state or
local education agency or the private sector. As Louis
(1991), Klein and Gwaltney (1991 b), Weiss (1991) and others
point out these education users need incentives and skills to
help them select and use the most appropriate education re-
sources. This is particularly tricky when major school based
changes involving multiple resources are envisioned.

Use of Volunteers

One of the unique aspects of the extension system is the
organized formal and informal ways it uses volunteers. For
example, groups like Master Gardeners take much of the
question answering and training burden from the county agent.
Also, many farmers participate in field studies and
demonstrations without receiving additional compensation from
the CES.

In education, specialists, particularly in equity areas,
do much volunteer work related to professional development.
University staff are also encouraged to perform community
services. Although local district educators do not do much
volunteer work related to dissemination they frequently
provide uncompensated work on R&D-related projects and are
well-known for providing special help to students. Recently,
business and communities have been contributing to educa-
tional improvement efforts.
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Implications for OERI in the Replication of
Volunteer Involvement

Volunteer involvement would be built into both the
specialist and the district agent activities. The redesigned
national education dissemination system could even develop
system-wide incentives and structures to encourage volun-
teers. Since most specialists care about the resources in
their field and want to stay abreast of recent developments
and research needs, it is likely that many will want to
participate in the specialist network and even contribute to
work on the treasure chest. For example, volunteers may
prepare syntheses of research or serve on panels to design
comparative evaluations of products, programs, practices, and
policies.

One of the district education agent's primary respon-
sibilities would be to train others to use and participate in
all aspects of the treasure chest. They also could seek
volunteers to assist them in question answering and training.
Some of these volunteers may be students who do this as part
of an education internship, teachers or administrators who
receive release time for this involvement, and parents or
retired persons who want to help in education and learn more
about educational resources. Besides providing help, volun-
teers would learn more about the contents and use of the
treasure chest so that they would be likely to become con-
sistent users when their volunteer work ends. Arrangements
also could be made to enlist the help of volunteers such as
curriculum specialists who also could train others interested
in their topic areas in the use of the treasure chest and in
local implementation challenges.

Outreach to Youth

One of the most effective CES strategies to influence
stubborn farmers to try new innovations was by involving
their children. CES used 4-H agents and programs to teach
and train youth, who in turn, would encourage their parents
to adopt new effective farming practimas.

Education does not do much to involve youths in educa-
tional R&D use, although some programs to recruit high school
students to become teachers particularly in urban areas have
recently emerged. Sometimes students are represented on
school boards, but usually they have no role in the selection
of school practices (aside from social events) except as in-
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direct consumers whose final achievement scores may be used
in the evaluations of the products and programs in the
treasure chest.

Implications for OERI in the Replication of Youth
Outreach Strategies

Older students, in particular, could be involved in
operating and knowing about the treasure chest. Their know-
ledge of treasure chest contents (nr for younger children,
that of their parents) may put pressure on the staff to use
alternative products or programs that may be better for the
students. Having access to information on what works should
empower the students as well as their teachers. Thus, dis-
trict education agents may involve students in their advisory
boards, as recipients of information on educational resources
and as volunteers in contributing to and operating the
treasure chest, perhaps as a community service option. Like
medical patients who put pressure on their doctors to select
the most current treatments, students and their parents could
put pressure on schools to select and use the most effective
educational programs, products, practices, and policies.

Discoveries from Tilling the Soil in Agriculture: Principles
to Avoid Replicating Weaknesses of the Cooperative Extension
SerTordiin Education Dissemination

There are many reasons why not all aspects of agricul-
ture's Cooperative Extension Service should be replicated in
the redesign of a national education dissemination system.
For example, some of the historical precedents such as ex-
clusive use of Land Grant Universities continue to exclude
involvement of community colleges which have missions that
are very congruent with CES activities. Also, the nature of
the education resources and needs differ from the R&D and
assistance needs of the CES. And finally, unlike the CES,
the soil in education is full of many worthwhile but frag-
mented and poorly articulated dissemination components that
need to be incorporated into a redesigned coherent structure.
Thus, educators should adhere to the following principles to
avoid replicating weaknesses in the CES.

7. Attend to Equity Concerns.

While the CES serves needy populations through the
nutrition services and some outreach to small farmers, its
assistance has often resulted in the larger farmers'
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prosperity and the smaller farmers' ruin. Similarly, due to
its historical origins, many CES services are still segre-
gated according to race and gender. Historically there was
separate funding for the black and white land-grant univer-
sities and agricultural agents worked with farmers, while
home economics agents served farmers' wives. Also, current
federal policies to serve under-represented populations are
difficult to implement because the under-represented popu-
lations are less likely to be information seekers.

One of the primary goals of OERI is to advance equal
educational opportunity. ED has traditionally focused
attention on equity issues primarily through separately
funded programs such as those of OSERS, the Office of
Bilingual Education and Minority Languages Affairs (OBEMLA),
the Office of Indian Education, etc. Like CES many of these
programs are quite segregated.

Implications for Educational Equity

The education dissemination system could be redesigned
to serve equity populations and address equity issues as it
develops components of the dynamic treasure chest. Priority
nay be given to federal support of specialist panels on
equity topics and District Education Agents working with the
most academically and economically disadvantaged populations
may receive the most federal financial support. The proposed
selection of the SO poorest Congressional districts for the
first DEA/s is responsive to this concern.

8. Attend to Quality Control of What is Disseminated.

The CES doesn't have systematic procedures except some
peer academic review of researcher and specialist work to
assure quality of information provided by the specialists or
the county agents.

In education where there is an abundance of materials
and approaches, educators need help in sorting and identi-
fying those that are most likely to help them in their
situation. This also may become increasingly important for
CES, particularly as they become involved in more topics
outside agriculture (such as family mental health) where it
is more difficult to show results.
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Implications for Quality Control of the Treasure
Chest

The quality control aspects of treasure chest are
vitally important. Similarly, the continued involvement of
the users in providing feedback on the effectiveness and
other dimensions of quality of programs, products, practices,
and policies is a key aspect of the "exchange" function of
dissemination. Evidence of effectiveness as well as equity
considerations also should guide the allocation of federal
resources for implementation. Education can lead the way in
applying evaluation to help consumers learn which of the many
treasures are best for them.

9. Help Users Benefit from all Quality Resources, No Matter
Who Supported their Development.

CES specialists and agents don't help consumers acquire
and use research and development from all sources, just from
those funded by the government. However, they do advise on
the relative merits of proprietary R&D or commercial pro-
ducts, if asked. Also, the CES does not have an active
national approach to disseminate important R&D findings such
as the "hypodermic needle" approach used by other agencies.

Education needs to give more attention to the systematic
processing and interpretation of information from all worthy
sources than does CES. While ED may not have the rights to
share proprietary R&D or support its implementation, it
should ensure that the system helps users identify proprie-
tary as well as government-funded research, programs, and
products which will help them. The education dissemination
system leaders also will need to bring resources from other
federal programE such as the CES Youth Information Center and
National Science Foundation projects into all appropriate
components of the treasure chest.

Implications for Education Dissemination Strategies

While all education treasure chest components should
concentrate on sharing information from federal and state
sources, they also should encourage the collection of high
quality R&D supported by others. Usually, it would be
advantageous for these other sources to make their products
available through the education treasure chest. Specialist
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panels may select particularly important R&D for the "hypo-
dermic needle" or "social marketing" approaches to educa-
tional change. Klein (1989) suggested ways that educators
could improve the synthesis and interpretation of the "raw"
R&D information. Also, much attention needs to given to
improved implementation of those exemplary products, pro-
grams, practices and policies which already transform or
interpret valuable "raw" R&D information. This may involve
developing licensing and copyright incentives as well as
improved links to federal operational support programs and
university and school district based pre and inservice
professional development programs.

10. Don't Create a Mono ol that Excludes A I.ro
Or

riate
nationan zat ons from Part= at n n the D seem

System.

The CES is funded and managed through the specified
land-grant universities. While this has many advantages such
as stability in funding, and good connections with important
research universities, it also presents difficulties. For
example, it eliminates the active participation of other
learning institutions such as community colleges and some-
times the university bureaucracy and geographical distance
hinders relationships with the county agents. Sometimes it
also makes it difficult for libraries and other federal and
state agencies to participate. There is also a continual
tension between universities' interests in becoming research
centers of excellence and providing community services.

Education lacks one logical set of "learning or dissemi-
nation institutions" that should be given a monopoly on the
management of the specialists and district education agents.
Instead, many public and private universities and colleges,
government agencies, and R&D organizations are involved ir
providing dissemination and training to the elementary and
secondary, vocational, post-secondary and adult education
communities.

Implications for Non-Monopolistic Federal Support
of Education Extension System Participants

Separate long-term procurements should be designed to:

Augment functions of the treasure chest
components based on designs and needs
identified by the OERI process managers.
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Fund specialists. (Although their home-base
learning or R&D institutions should guarantee
some support, the specialists should be se-
lected because of their individual commitment
and expertise, rather than the type of organi-
zation where they are employed the other 50-75%
of their time.)

Fund district education agents and perhaps
state '"^Ation agents instead of NDN
facilitators. (The district education agents
funded by the government should meet criteria
based on their personal expertise in
dissemination and securing local funds and on
the needs and commitment of local education
agencies or R&D dissemination organizations.)

Also, legislation and procurements in the rest of the ED
should be written to mandate appropriate coordination with
the redesigned coherent national education dissemination
system.

Discoveries from Education and other Dissemination Ex-
periences: Principles to Add to the Improvement of Edu-
cation Dissemination

11. Create a Dynamic Treasure Chest of High Quality Education
Resources.

In education and many other areas one of the most
commonly asked questions is what are the best resources or
what works to do whatever the user feels is needed. People
would like to benefit from others° experiences, but they
often don't take the time to seek answers to such questions
from sources other than their trusted colleagues (Hood,
1989). Part of the explanation for this may be that their
likelihood of easily obtaining the information they need on
the relative merits of various resources is slim. However,
if this evaluative information exists, the increased use of
technology should make it feasible for more users to obtain
much of this information from "one stop shopping". Since
little credible evaluative information exists, specialists in
the various substantive areas need to work with their col-
leagues and users in their substantive areas to create, re-
vise, and share this information. An overarching conceptual
organizer for this work would be a dynamic treasure chest or
base of high quality resources. This treasure chest work
would build on current education dissemination activities
such as clearinghouses, Regional Educational Laboratories,
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R&D Centers and Technical Assistance Programs.
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The dynamic treasure chest could be organized into the
following five types of components:

Component 1. Up-to-date General Education Infor-
mation.
vaiiria grants availability and Project Management
Information System (PMIS), current events, organi-
zations, experts, advisory panel activities,
government policies, education statistics, etc.
(Most items are of short term interest.)

Component 2. ':.gh Quality R&D Information
High quality general research and curriculum infor-
mation (ERIC contents plus as much book and AV and
computer software as possible as in an expanded
GERI Library and Technology Resources Clnter.)
(Most items are of long term interest and would be
archived.)

Component 3. Identification, Synthesis and Inter-
pretations of Worthy Research and Evaluation
Findings.
Consensus-based or generalizable research find-
ings/principles/syntheses and exemplary knowledge
interpretations based on these. (This information
would be prepared for various types of users
ranging from researchers to students -- where it
may be included in products,programs, practices and
policies
It would be updated as needed, spread
vigorously, and entered into Component 2.)

Component 4. Promising Programs, Products,
Policies and Practices.
Include demonstration models, etc. All must
meet appropriate criteria for quality, cxcept
for adequate evidence of effectiveness. As
decided by specie.tst panels additional re-
sources would be provided for development and
evaluation of the promising items. The6a
items may be derived from practitioner ex-
periences as well as more traditional R&D.
(Information on the promising attributes of
these items would be updated frequently using
formats that facilitate comparison. As evi-
dence on t).nir effectiveness is accepted, they
would be included in Component 5.)
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2aijo.onent 5. Effective Pro rams Products,,
Pericies and Practices.
In addition to-iiiirF4 a review for effec-
tiveness and high quality, there would be
procedures to-collect continuous information
on how they work in diverse situations and
adaptations. (Information on these excellent
or exemplary items would be updated frequently
using formats that facilitate comparison,
spread vigoroAlly, and entered into Component
2. Much of is Component would build on the
Program EffetAiveness Panel and NDN where
items of particular value and utility would
receive additional support for social mar-
keting and implementation.)

If educators establish and maintain such a comprehen-
sive, interactive dynamic treasure chest, they also would be
developing a useful model for other social science oriented
fields such as mental health and many other areas of public
policy.

12. Provide Incentives for Users to Participate Fully in the
Redesigned Educatirinisrealoxination systgq.

Unlike agriculture and medicine where there are
generally visible urgent reasons to try new and better
methods to address needs, the incentives to seek and use
better products, programs, praceices, policies and general
research based information to improve education are much
weaker. This is true because the causal effects of using
these education resources are less clear and because many
methods work at least to some degree. The interaction
etfects between the way the resource is used and with whom
are also much more influentialin education where mutual
adaptation is common, even if a strict adoption of a product
might work better with most users.

Much of the CES in agriculture was focused on in-
fluencing the ultimate user and beneficiary, the farmer.
However, in education and medicine, the main consumer is
usually not the ultimate beneficiary, the patient or student.
Instead it is an intermediary such as doctor or teacher.
Medicine has found that it can inrrease the use of effective
new knowledge and products by providing information to the
ultimate consumer (the patients) with coverage in the public
media am', nell as dissemination to the physicians. Educatnrs
are also trying to influence the public (generally the
parents and community) rather than the students.
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If an effective dynamic treasure chest of education
resources is established, educators should remember to
involve the ultimate beneficiaries in its use. This would
include contributing feedback to the system about what works
for them as well as learning what worked for others. As in
CES which is becoming more involved in human services than in
agricultire, redesigners of the education dissemination
system need to use the strategies discussed in principle 6 to
be responsive to the needs of all users and beneficiaries,
but they also need to develop new ways to help users and
beneficiaries participate fully in the national education
dissemination system. As described in Klein and Gwaltney
(1991 b), many of these activities lead to new roles for dis-
semination personnel and new dissemination skills for R&D
producers and users.

Summary: Planting 12 Principles to Guide the Redesign of the
Education Dissemination System in the U.S.A.

As Congress creates new legislation to increase the use
of R&D in improving education in the U.S., it can benefit
substantially from tilling the fertile soil from historical
and current activities of the Cooperative Extension Service
of the USDA. But the redesigners must also remember that
there are valuable ideas and strategies to transplant from
other areas as well. These areas include other federal
systems, business and most importantly, dissemination ex-
periences within the current active but fragmented education
dissemination system.

Like agriculture, the federal leadership role in re-
designing the education dissemination system must focus on
integration with R'D and service support activities while
encouraging the cooperative participation of all stake-
holders. The discussion in this paper of 12 principles to
guide Congress in creating the specifications for a dis-
semination-driven R&D system approach by the Office of
Eo.ucational Research and Improvement in the U.S. DepartLent
of Education is just a start in this challenging task.
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1
Results of these other activities were reported in Chicago,

IL on April 5, 1991 at the American Educational Research

Association Annual Meeting in a symposium on "The Leadership

Role of the U.S. Department of Education in Creating and

Supporting a National Education Dissemination System" and in

a separate keynote address by Representative Major Owens with

responses by Linda Darling-Hammond and Art Wise. The Annual

Meeting of the Knowledge Utilization Society on "Knowledge

Utilization Programs in the Federal Government" held April 9-

11, 1991 in Bethesda, MD provided additional insights on

other dissemination models. Many federal agency dissemina-

tion efforts are also described by Backer, 1991.
2
As defined in Klein & Gwaltney (1991 b, p. 4-5):

Spread means the one-way broadcasting or distribution of

information to increase awareness.

Choice or dissemination of information on options is

intended to help users learn about comparative attributes of

alternative resources. This function is often provided in a

responsive mode from an information center or library, but

disseminators may also perform this function proactively

through publications or conferences which describe options.

Exchange is interactive and involves the multi-

directional flow of information. This interactive feedback

may be formal or informal and occur through site visits,

meetings, field testing or technology-assisted communica-
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tions.

Implementation or knowledge use includes technical

assistance, training, or other activities such as problem

solving procedures that are designed to change attitudes or

behavior and to institutionalize these changes over time.

No order or sequence is implied by these functions. In

fact, typical activities mentioned for each function may fit

in multiple categories.

3"The dynamic resource base" is a potential alternative name

for "Treasure Chest," which was used because it was in the

"Preliminary Staff Report." Some have objected to "Treasure

Chest" because it connotes a static image and because it

sounds too childish. Please share your suggestions on other

names.

40ERI may pay for 25-50 percent of specialists work hours per

yea.: for routine specialist functions. Some specialists may

acquire additional OERI support for additional work.

5The OERI Authorization and Appropriations legislation could

specify these Specialist areas, but consistency is important

so each area should be funded for a minimum of five years

with anticipated renewals.

6As defined in Klein and Gwaltney (1991 b, p.3-4):

Products include self-contained education materials,

such as textbooks, computer hardware and software, publica-

tions, video and audio tapes.
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Instructional or management programs are generally more

encompassing and context specific. They often incorporate

specific products and practices.

Educational practices are behaviors or instructional

management principles used in classrooms or educational

settings.

Public policies are specific plans or action aimed at

accomplishing certain organizational or system goals.
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